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Preface
China’s road to sustainability has attracted global attention. Since the “Reform & Opening
Up” policy, China’s rapid pace of both urbanization and industrialization has made its being the
second largest economy but meantime a heavy environmental price has been paid over the past
few decades for addressing the economic developmental target. Today, as the biggest
developing country, China needs to take more responsibilities for constructing its local
ecological-civilization society as well as for addressing the global challenges such as climate
change, resources scary and human beings well-fare; therefore, we need to have deeper
understandings into China’s way to sustainability at very different levels, both spatially and
structurally, concerns ranging from generating sustainable household livelihoods to global
climate change, from developing technological applications to generate institutional changes. In
this spirit, this publication, “Sustainability in China: Bridging Global Knowledge with Local
Action” aims to investigate the intended and spontaneous issues concerning China’s road to
sustainability in a combined top-down and bottom-up manner, linking international knowledge
to local-based studies.
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Assessing the Financial Sustainability of China’s Rural
Pension System
Lijian Wang and Daniel Béland
Abstract: Considering the rapid growth of China’s elderly rural population, establishing both
an adequate and a financially sustainable rural pension system is a major challenge. Focusing on
financial sustainability, this article defines this concept of financial sustainability before constructing
sound actuarial models for China’s rural pension system. Based on these models and statistical data,
the analysis finds that the rural pension funding gap should rise from 97.80 billion Yuan in 2014
to 3062.31 billion Yuan in 2049, which represents an annual growth rate of 10.34%. This implies
that, as it stands, the rural pension system in China is not financially sustainable. Finally, the article
explains how this problem could be fixed through policy recommendations based on recent
international experiences.
Reprinted from Sustainability. Cite as: Wang, L.; Béland, D. Assessing the Financial Sustainability
of China’s Rural Pension System. Sustainability 2014, 6, 3271-3290.
1. Introduction
Shifting demographics are creating major concerns about the long-term financial sustainability
of old-age pension schemes all around the world. These concerns are particularly pressing in China.
For instance, a recent study shows that, in 2012, China’s urban pension fund revenues could not
cover expenditures in 19 of its 32 provinces [1]. Additionally, Gao [2], Sin [3] and Ma [4] estimated
the size of the pension fund shortage in urban China to be 2.824 trillion, 9.15 trillion and 18.3 trillion
Yuan, respectively. As these figures suggest, the lack of the financial sustainability of China’s urban
pension system is a well-established reality. In this article, we ask whether China’s new rural pension
system suffers from similar financial shortfalls and challenges.
When dealing with this issue, we must keep in mind two crucial realities about rural pensions
in China. First, rural poverty remains a key social problem in China. For example, more than 22% of
the elderly rural population live in poverty [5]. This reality is consistent with the Chinese saying that
people are “getting old before getting rich” [6]. Second, changes in cultural beliefs and family
structures have weakened the traditional family, which is the traditional source of social and
economic support for the elderly in rural areas [7]. Considering these two remarks, it is important for
China to operate a sustainable rural pension system to ensure the long-term economic security of
current and future cohorts of rural pensioners.
This attention to sustainability issues is particularly essential today, because, in 2011, China
started implementing the New Type of Rural Social Endowment Insurance (NTRSEI) across the
country. Considering the major financial flaws that recently led to the demise of the Old Rural Social
Endowment Insurance (ORSEI) [8] and the current demographic challenges facing a rapidly aging
China [9], sound financial foundations of the new rural pension system must be laid now to avoid
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future pension policy failures that could hurt the country, especially its already vulnerable elderly
rural population. This is why, in the new context of NTRSEI, we need to conduct a prospective study
about the financial sustainability of China’s new rural pension system.
Financial sustainability is a core principle of social security [10,11]. Drawing on the available
literature [12–14], we define the financial sustainability of China’s rural pension system simply as a
positive financial state in which fund revenues exceed fund expenditures. Existing international
studies provide detailed, sophisticated analyses of pension fund revenue and expenditure featuring
long-term actuarial estimate models, infinite-horizon models and generational accounting, among
other techniques [15–18]. For instance, Grande established a general duty pension income and
expenditure model [19]; Annika [20] and Yasar [21] constructed an actuarial model for Swedish and
Turkish public pensions, respectively. Based on existing models, Barr [22] proposed that a pension
credit crisis was spreading all over the world; Fedotenkov [23] and Gerrans [24] took Europe and
Australia, respectively, as examples to demonstrate the existence of a global pension crisis. Regarding
China’s pension financing, Béland and Yu analyzed contemporary pension politics in China and
observed the latest developments of China’s financial pension paradigm. James [25] identified
transition costs and fund devaluation as two of the most important financial challenges facing China’s
pension system while advising policymakers to link pensions, financial markets and state-owned
enterprises (SOE) reform. Selden assessed China’s pension reform from the perspective of economic
development and the need to overcome an enduring urban-rural divide. Wang [26] calculated the
implicit pension debt and transition costs of China’s pension system using computable general
equilibrium analysis. Zhou [27], Gao [28] and Zheng [29] also measured China’s pension fund
shortage. The results of these studies showed that a financial pension crisis has appeared in China. To
meet such financial challenges, scholars offered policy suggestions. For instance, Zeng [30] advised
raising the statutory retirement age; Hu [31] suggested that China should issue new regulations to
improve pension investment, and Ge proposed a plan to collect social security taxes in China.
Although China is currently looking at potential reform options to improve the sustainability of its
pension system, including its rural component, comprehensive reforms have not yet been enacted, and
concerns about the financial sustainability of rural pensions remain strong and unlikely to vanish any
time soon [32,33].
The literature directly analyzing the sustainability of China’s rural pension system can be divided
into two main categories. First, qualitative studies focus on the status, problem and effect factors of
that system. For instance, Xie discusses the sustainability of rural pensions in Yunnan Province,
while stressing the fact that population aging is a key factor affecting its sustainability [34].
In another qualitative study, Kou explores the sustainable development capacity of China’s rural
pension system from an institutional and a financial perspective [35]. In another qualitative study,
Liu stresses the role of factors, such as government policies and the management of social security
accounts, in the sustainability of the rural pension system [36].
Second, quantitative studies have contributed to the scholarly discussion about pension sustainability
in rural China. For example, Qian and his colleagues develop an actuarial model regarding the
financial sustainability of the new rural social pension insurance fund. Based on this model and their
analysis, they claim that fund is financially unsustainable [37]. As for Li, he analyzes the financial
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situation of the new rural pension system and its pressures on future government expenditures,
arguing that the level of sustainability of China’s rural pension system is very low [38]. In another
quantitative study, Feng identifies the main factors, such as the contribution rate and the rate of return
on investments, that have a significant impact on the sustainability of the country’s rural pension
system [39]. Finally, Xue finds that both central and local governments can afford their subsidies to
new rural social endowment insurance, as long as the Chinese economy can achieve sustainable,
stable growth [40]. Although the literature on the financial sustainability of old-age pensions in
China is growing, too little attention has been paid to its ever-expanding rural pension system.
In order to help fill this gap, the following article offers a brief overview of the international debate
on pension sustainability, formulates an analytical framework for financial sustainability, constructs
an actuarial model for China’s rural pension system, measures its pension financial gap and, finally,
provides an answer to our basic research question about the sustainability of that system before
formulating policy recommendations.
2. The International Pension Sustainability Landscape
Because old-age pensions involve long-term financial commitments on the part of employers,
workers and, especially, governments, pension reform is a key policy area in which the concept
of sustainability has, in recent times, proven increasingly influential [41]. This situation is related
to the rise of sustainability as a key concept that is ever present in debates about both environmental
and socio-economic issues, which points to the distinction between environmental and human
sustainability. Clearly, the financial soundness of old-age pension systems belongs to the realm of
human sustainability, which is less studied, but every bit as crucial as environmental sustainability.
In the best of worlds, citizens, experts and policymakers should care about both sides of the sustainability
coin [42]. In this article, we focus on pension finance as an issue of human sustainability.
In an era of accelerated population aging, pension sustainability has become a major policy
concern all around the world [43–46]. This is especially true in East Asia, Europe and, to a lesser
extent, North America, where population aging is considered a crucial challenge to the financial
integrity of existing pension systems [47]. Considering this, in the name of financial sustainability
and in a context of genuine demographic and fiscal concerns, major pension reforms have taken
place in countries as diverse as Japan, Canada, Italy and Sweden. Sweden is an especially striking
case, because, in the 1990s, after long negotiations between political parties, that country’s pension
system was reshaped to guarantee its long-term financial sustainability through the enactment of
automatic adjustment mechanisms tying changing benefit levels to demographic and economic
variables. Simultaneously, the Swedish reform attempted to protect low-income workers and retirees
so that the quest for long-term financial sustainability in old-age pensions was not achieved on their
backs [48]. Ironically, however, the Swedish reform might not be sustainable politically, as automatic
cuts in benefits are unpopular, which is putting strong pressure on elected officials to devise a system
that might not be as much on “autopilot” as what the founders of the country’s new pension system
believed in the 1990s, when they laid its foundation [49].
A lesser known, yet equally striking, case of pension reform aimed at improving financial
sustainability took place in Canada in the mid-1990s. At that time, alarming actuarial reports about
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the future of the Canada Pension Plan (CPP) pushed federal and provincial officials to contemplate a
major reform of the earning-related pension system. Because Canada’s contribution rates were much
lower than those of other developed countries, such as France, Germany and Sweden, Canadian
policymakers agreed that the main way to improve the long-term financial sustainability of the CPP
was to gradually increase the contribution rate, something that was completed by 2003. Additionally,
indirect benefit cuts, a new way to invest pension trust fund surpluses and other, more technical
changes were adopted. As a result of this reform, CPP program will now be financially sustainable
for a period of at least 75 years [50,51].
In contrast, the United States has yet to enact comprehensive reform to improve the long-term
sustainability of its federal Social Security program. This situation is related to the strong partisan
divide over whether benefit cuts or the generation of new revenues should be enacted to make Social
Security sustainable for the decades to come. Ironically, however, the lack of significant pension
reform in the United States over the last three decades is related to the fact that this country was one
of the first to tackle pension sustainability through the adoption of changes to Social Security as early
as in 1977 and 1983. Enacted during the Reagan years (1981–1989), the second wave of changes
took a bipartisan form and featured a gradual increase in the retirement age from 65 to 67, set to take
place between 2000 and 2027 [52]. Although U.S. Social Security is not facing a short-term financial
crisis related to such policy changes, the debate about how to guarantee the long-term sustainability
of that program for at least the next 75 years has been taking place in the United States since the
Clinton years (1993–2001) [53].
These remarks about Sweden, Canada and the United States raise a number of issues about the
quest for financial sustainability in pensions. First, as the Swedish example suggests, reforms aimed
at improving the financial sustainability of pension systems have clear redistributive consequences,
and policymakers need to understand how such reforms may affect low-income individuals and other
segments of the population. Second, as the Canadian case shows, pension reform enacted in the name
of financial sustainability does not have to be centered primarily on benefit cuts, as generating higher
revenues is a legitimate way to address future pension shortfall. Finally, as the United States’ 1983
reform points out, increasing the retirement age is another way to improve the long-term sustainability of
public pension systems. Although these are issues that Chinese experts and policymakers should
keep in mind as they move forward, the first thing to do as far as pension sustainability is concerned
is to assess the scope of the potential fiscal challenges facing the country’s rural pension system. This
is exactly what we do in the following sections, before spelling out some of the policy implications of
our quantitative analysis.
3. Analytical Framework
3.1. China’s Rural Pension System
Over the past two decades, China has witnessed significant efforts to establish an effective
rural pension system. The history of the rural pension system can be divided into three phases: the
Old Rural Social Endowment Insurance, or ORSEI (1981–2008); the New Type of Rural Social
Endowment Insurance, or NTRSEI (2009–2013); and the Social Endowment Insurance for Urban
and Rural Residents, or SEIURR (from 2014) [54]. Importantly, SEIURR has yet to be implemented
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across the entire country. Furthermore, the core content of NTRSEI and SEIURR is identical as far
as rural residents are concerned, which means NTRSEI remains as the statutory rural pension system
in China.
Following The Guidance to Carry Out the NTRSEI Pilot Project, issued in September, 2009,
non-student rural residents aged 16 and older who are ineligible for participation in another public
old-age social security program can voluntarily enroll in NTRSEI. Currently, individual contributions
vary from 100 to 500 Yuan a year, and participating rural residents aged 60 and over receive a
basic monthly pension of 55 Yuan each. The main features of China’s rural pension system are
summarized in Table 1.
Table 1. Main characteristics of China’s pension system.
Categories

New Type of Rural Social Endowment Insurance

Year of creation

2009

Basic approach

Fully funded and pay-as-you-go

Basic principles

Guaranteed basics, wide coverage, elasticity and sustainability

Guiding ideology

Sharing the pension burden among individuals, collectivities and the state

Participation

Voluntary

Eligible population

Non-student rural residents aged 16 and older and citizens not eligible to enroll in
any other old-age pension scheme

Fund sources

Individual contributions, collective subsidies and government subsidies

Yearly individual
contributions

Choice between 100, 200, 300, 400 and 500 Yuan and above

Government payment

Yearly local government subsidies for pension contributory benefits cannot be lower
than 30 Yuan per person, and they are automatically added to each individual

subsidies

pension account

Pension structure

Basic pension and individual account pension

Eligibility conditions

Reaching 60 years old

Basic benefit

55 Yuan per month, and local governments can increase that basic amount at will

Individual account
pension
Competent authority

The quotient of the total amount of money in the individual account and 139
Ministry of Human Resources and Social Security

Sources: People’s Republic of China Social Insurance Law; Guidance to Carry Out the NTRSEI Pilot
Project, and Guidance to Carry Out the Old-age Insurance for Urban Residents Pilot Project.

According to Table 1, NTRSEI funds should be financed through individual contributions,
collective subsidies and government subsidies; an NTRSEI pension includes a basic pension and an
individual account pension. In the construction process of China’s NTRSEI, there exists many risks,
such as the typically low education level of rural residents, the flawed nature of agency governance,
the underdevelopment of information systems and the unsystematic nature of fund operations. These
issues make the study of the sustainability of China’s rural pension system necessary.
Conducting new research on the sustainability of that system is particularly important for
a number of additional reasons. First, that system covers more individuals than any other pension
scheme in China. Second, in part for that reason, policymakers are increasingly interested in the
future of the rural pension system. Third, compared to the literature on China’s urban pension
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system, there is much less scholarship on rural pension development and sustainability in China.
Finally, China’s rural pension system relies more on ad hoc governmental support than on sound
actuary principles, which means that balancing fund revenues and expenditures is especially
important for the Chinese government, from a fiscal standpoint.
3.2. Relationship among Variables
The first variable needed to assess the sustainability of any pension system is the estimated rural
pension fund revenues. According to the Financial Management Regulation of the NTRSEI issued
by the Ministry of Finance and the Ministry of Human Resources and Social Security, such revenues
include individual contributions, collective subsidies, state subsidies, interests, transfers from the
central or local government and other revenues. In practice, the rural pension fund revenues are only
composed of individual contributions, government payment subsidies and interests [55]. The second
variable at hand is rural pension fund expenditures. As started in the above-mentioned regulation,
they comprise pension expenditures, transfers from the central or local government, turned-over
revenues and other expenditures. Yet, actual expenditures only include the basic pension and individual
account pension expenditures [55]. In view of these remarks, we obtain Figure 1.
Individual contributions

Government subsidies

Rural pension fund revenues (I)

Interest

0

Financial sustainability

<0

Financial unsustainability

I-E

Basic pension
Rural pension fund expenditures
(E)
Individual account pension

Figure 1. Connotation of financial sustainability of rural pension system in China.
3.3. Measured Indicators
In line with fundamental NTRSEI principles, the accumulated amount of pension benefits an
insured person receives starting the 140th month after retirement and continuing until death has no
corresponding income item, and there is no social pooling account. To conform to the social
insurance actuarial model, we assume that there is a virtual social pooling account with zero income,
and let

I t , I gt , I jt , I rt , I st , Et , Ezt , Ect , Yt and Ebt , respectively, denote rural pension fund

revenues, individual contributions, government subsidies, interests, the virtual social pooling
account income, rural pension fund expenditures, normal spending by individual accounts,
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overspending by individual accounts, accumulated amounts in individual accounts and basic pension
expenditures, at year t . We obtain:

It

I gt  I jt  I rt  I st

Et Ezt  Ect  Ebt
Ft
where

I t  Yt 1  ( Et  Yt ) I gt  I jt  I rt  I st  Yt 1  ( Ezt  Ect  Ebt  Yt )

(1)
(2)
(3)

Ft is the rural pension funding gap at year t .

Following The Guidance to Carry Out the NTRSEI Pilot Project and Financial Management
Regulation of the NTRSEI, we further have:

Yt Yt 1  I gt  I jt  I rt  Ezt

(4)

due to:

I st

0

(5)

then:

Ft  Ect  Ebt

(6)

4. Model Specification
4.1. Basic Hypotheses
Because of the account specificity of the rural pension system, we can only assess its funding gap
by calculating overspending in both the basic pension and individual accounts. Before doing so, we
put forward the following hypotheses: (1) the policy framework of China’s current rural pension
system remains stable until 2050; (2) both central and local state subsidies are collectively referred to
as state subsidies; (3) state subsidies operate on a pay-as-you-go basis; (4) to facilitate forecasting
and due to the regular increase in rural per capita net income, we calculate the ratio between yearly
individual contributions and yearly rural per capita net income; (5) according to the People’s
Republic of China Social Insurance Law, the parameters of the rural pension system must be adjusted
on a regular basis according to the average personal income growth and inflation level; and
(6) demographic forecasting methods and empirical research on China have made much progress
in recent decades. Borrowing from existing research [38,39,55], we simply assume that the age
distribution of the insured population is the same as the one of the total rural population and that the
coverage rate of the new rural pension system is stable over time.
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4.2. Calculating Models
4.2.1. Overspending in Individual Accounts
'
Let Lt , Lx ,t , a , b , Ot , M t , W t , C1 , C2 , C3 , I tc , I cc , h , K b t ,t , g y , i , Qb ,t , n , Ezct and

l y ,t , respectively, denote the number of participants at year t , the number of rural population aged x
at year t , the minimum age of new participants, the retirement age, the coverage rate of the rural
pension system at year t , the total amount of individual account savings at year t , the average rural
per capita net income at year t , the individual contribution rate, the rate of collective subsidies, the
rate of state subsidies, normal premiums at year t , supplementary premiums at year t , the number
of supplementary payment years, future individual contributions of participants aged x , the average
rate of increase of rural per capita net income, the interest rate, the individual account pension of
participants aged b , the calculating coefficient of the individual account pension and the level of
individual account expenditures at year t . Based on all this, we obtain:
b 1

¦L

L't

x ,t

u Ot

(7)

x a

M t W t u (C1  C2  C3 )

(8)

According to Formulas (7) and (8), we have:

Itc L't u M t

b 1

¦L

x ,t

u Ot uW t u (C1  C2 )

(9)

x a

The Guidance to Carry Out the NTRSEI Pilot Project allows participants whose number of
contribution years is lower than 15 to add supplementary contributions to their individual account, hence:

I tcc=

It

Itc  I tcc

b 1

¦

i b  h 1

Li ,t u Ot u (i  h  b) uW 0 u C1

b 1

¦ Li,t u Ot uW t u (C1  C2 ) 

(11)

(h  t ) uW 0 u C1 u (1  i)t  ¦W 0 u (1  g y )t  j 1 u (C1  C2 ) u (1  i)t  j 1

(12)

i b  h 1

t

j 1

so that:

¦

Li ,t u Ot u (i  h  b) uW 0 u C1

i a

K b  t ,t

b 1

(10)
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K b  t ,t

Qb ,t

n

u12
t

(h  t ) u W 0 u C1 u (1  i )t  ¦ W 0 u (1  g y )t  j 1 u (C1  C2 ) u (1  i)t  j 1
j 1

=

n

(13)

u12

As stipulated by the People’s Republic of China Social Insurance Law, “if individuals
participating in basic pension insurance passed away due to illness or non-work-related reasons, their
dependents can receive funeral subsidies and survivor’s pension”. Therefore, we have:
t

t

¦L

Ezct

b  k 1,t

k 1

u Ot k u Qb,t k 1 u (1  m)k 1  ¦ ( Lb  k 2,t  Lb  k 1,t +1 ) u Kb 1,t k +1 u
k 1

n  12(k  1)
(14)
n

When n /12 is an integer and y  b d n / 12 ,

Ect , y

0

(15)

When n /12 is an integer and y  b ! n / 12 ,
b 1

t

x a

j 1

Ect , y 12 u {¦ (h  t ) uW 0 u C1 u (1  i)t  ¦W 0 u (1  g y )t  j 1 u (C1  C2  C3 ) u (1  i)t  j 1}/ n

(16)

When n /12 is a non-integer and y  b d [n / 12] ,

Ect , y

0

(17)

When n /12 is a non-integer and y  b [n / 12]  1 ,

Ect , y

{1 

n
n
 [ ]}u12 u
12 12

b 1

t

x a

j 1

{¦ (h  t ) u W 0 u C1 u (1  i)t  ¦W 0 u (1  g y )t  j 1 u (C1  C2  c3 ) u (1  i)t  j 1} / n

(18)

When n /12 is a non-integer and y  b ! [n / 12]  1 ,
Ect , y

b 1

t

x a

j 1

12 u {¦ (h  t ) u W 0 u C1 u (1  i)t  ¦W 0 u (1  g y )t  j 1 u (C1  C2  C3 ) u (1  i)t  j 1} / n

(19)

According to Formulas (15)–(19), we obtain:

Ect

Z 1

12 u ¦ Ot Ect , y u (
y b

Ly ,t  Ly 1,t 1
2

)

(20)
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4.2.2. Basic Pension

t,

Let Qt ,1 and k1 , respectively, denote the basic pension standard at year

and the average

adjustment rate of the basic pension standard. We have:

Ebt

Z 1 L  L
x ,1
x 1,2

Qt ,1 u Ltc Q1,1 u k1t 1 u Ot ,1 u ¦
x b

(21)

2

4.2.3. Rural Pension Funding Gap
According to Formulas (6), (20) and (21), we have:

Ft

 Ect  Ebt

Z 1

12¦ Ot Ect , y u (
y b

Ly ,t  Ly 1,t 1
2

Z 1 L

)  Q1,1 u k1t 1 u Ot ,1 u ¦
x b

x ,1

 Lx1,2
2

(22)

5. Results
5.1. Data Collection
(1) Time frame. The medium-term plan for the pension system in China extends to 2020,
and the long-term plan extends to the 100th anniversary of China’s 1949 revolution [56].
Considering these time frames, we take 2014–2049 as our calculating period.
(2) Participants. Based on The Guidance to Carry Out the NTRSEI Pilot Project, parameter
values for the minimum age for new participants, retirement age, the calculating coefficient
of the individual account pension and the number of supplementary payment years are 16, 60,
139 and 15, respectively.
(3) Interest rate. The interest rate set by The Guidance to Carry Out the NTRSEI Pilot Project
is equal to China’s average yearly interest rate on deposits. Averaging the China’s yearly rate
from 1999 to 2010, and using it as i , we obtain i 0.0243 .
(4) Rural per capita net income. Using the China Statistical Yearbook, we can find historical data
on rural per capita net income and feed these data into a grey system model [57]. We then
obtain the rural per capita net income for 2014 to 2049 and the average rate of increase of per
capita rural net income.
(5) Basic pension standard at initial year. Survey data [58] show that the average monthly
pension currently received by rural elderly residents is 59.95 Yuan, so Qt0 ,1 59.95 .
(6) Individual contribution rate, collective subsidies rate and state subsidies rate. From our
survey in six counties, we found that the average annual value of individual contributions is
192.04 Yuan. Based on that survey, we also know that, in practice, there are no actual
collective subsidies. As for the yearly state subsidies, according to The Guidance to Carry
Out the NTRSEI Pilot Project, they are worth 30 Yuan per person. Based on these, we have
C1 3.73, C2 0, C3 0.58 .
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(7) The average adjustment rate of the basic pension. Considering the recent nature of NTRSEI,
we do not have good historical data about the evolution rate of the basic pension. Using the
rate of increase of the per capita consumption expenditure of rural households from 2000 to
2010, displayed in the China Statistical Yearbook and the People’s Republic of China Social
Insurance Law, we have m 10.70% using the simple moving average (SMA) methods.
(8) Coverage rate of the new rural pension system. From our survey, we estimate that, in the
counties under study, the coverage rate of the rural pension system varied between 85% and
99%. Considering the actual situation in rural China, we estimate that Ot 95% .
(9) Rural demographic data. The basic demographic data are obtained from the China
Population Statistics Yearbook 2013; the population forecasting methods are borrowed from
a recent article [59].
5.2. Calculating the Rural Pension Funding Gap
On the basis of our data collection and Formulas (20)–(22), we have Table 2.
Table 2. The rural pension funding gap in China, 2013–2020 (in billion Yuan).
Year

Overspending
in Individual
Accounts

Basic
Pension

Rural
Pension

Year

Funding Gap

Overspending
in Individual
Accounts

Basic
Pension

Rural
Pension
Funding Gap

2014

0

97.800

í97.800

2032

10.661

796.636

í807.297

2015

0

111.164

í111.16

2033

11.920

880.609

í892.529

2016

0

125.108

í125.11

2034

13.256

968.415

í981.671

2017

0

141.306

í141.31

2035

14.617

1054.158

í1068.78

2018

0

157.426

í157.43

2036

16.034

1141.636

í1157.67

2019

0

171.777

í171.78

2037

17.395

1219.556

í1236.95

2020

0

188.270

í188.27

2038

18.776

1302.434

í1321.21

2021

0

203.413

í203.41

2039

19.963

1382.961

í1402.92

2022

0

229.779

í229.78

2040

21.217

1460.986

í1482.2

2023

3.324

265.868

í269.19

2041

22.439

1540.021

í1562.46

2024

3.758

301.991

í305.75

2042

23.567

1642.905

í1666.47

2025

4.362

343.570

í347.93

2043

24.691

1731.715

í1756.41

2026

4.960

390.395

í395.36

2044

26.246

1840.496

í1866.74

2027

5.651

436.897

í442.55

2045

27.516

1974.377

í2001.89

2028

6.430

497.762

í504.19

2046

29.173

2169.385

í2198.56

2029

7.247

562.057

í569.30

2047

31.228

2433.705

í2464.93

2030

8.317

638.644

í646.96

2048

34.372

2704.511

í2738.88

2031

9.381

714.883

í724.26

2049

38.881

3023.426

í3062.31

Data source: numbers in Table 2 are derived from the authors’ calculations.
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Table 2 indicates that (1) nationwide overspending in individual accounts would appear in 2023
and grow rapidly until 2049. Specifically, the overspending in individual accounts would rise from
3.32 billion Yuan in 2023 to 38.88 billion Yuan in 2049, thus increasing by 9.92% a year;
(2) The total amount spent on the basic pension would increase from 97.80 billion Yuan in 2014 to
3023.43 billion Yuan in 2049, an average yearly increase of 10.30%. The main reason for this rapid
anticipated increase in basic pension spending is that the number of rural elderly residents and the
average amount of the basic pension are both rising; (3) The rural pension funding gap is the sum of
overspending in individual accounts and the basic pension. The rural pension funding gap should
increase from 97.80 billion Yuan in 2014 to 3062.31 billion Yuan in 2049, which represents an
annual growth rate of 10.34%. Considering the above remarks, it is clear that, as it stands, China’s rural
pension system is not financially sustainable.
6. Analysis of the Results
China is now an aging society with more than 91 million elderly people in rural areas alone [60].
Considering the objective to fight elderly poverty and the rapid increase in the elderly population,
the need for a sustainable rural pension system is more pressing than ever. As far as rural pensions
are concerned, the recent expansion of NTRSEI coverage can be understood as a major success
story [61–63]. Yet, the above analysis suggests that NTRSEI is anything but financially sustainable.
Considering this, in order to increase the sustainability of China’s new rural pension system, we urge
policymakers to explore the following two reform paths:
First, the state could increase its direct fiscal support for that system, a move that would
be entirely consistent with the People’s Republic of China Social Insurance Law, which clearly
stipulates that “The government shall supplement any shortage in the basic pension insurance fund.”
Our first suggestion to address the rural pension funding gap is therefore to transfer money from the
state budget to the new rural pension system. In light of this policy advice, the question is whether the
Chinese state has the ability to cover such a funding gap out of its general revenues.
According to The Guidance to Carry Out the NTRSEI Pilot Project and the People’s Republic
of China Social Insurance Law, the fiscal transfer from the central state to NTRSEI is the sum
of the rural pension funding gap and state subsidies. Let Qt ,2 , k2 , I jt and Eht denote the state
subsidies standard at year t , the increasing rate of the state subsidies standard, the total number of
state subsidies at year t and the transfer payment demand from the state budget at year t ,
respectively. We get:

Qt0 ,2 Wt 0 u C3
I jt

Qt ,2 u Lt

(23)

lx,1  lx1,2
2
a

b 1

Q1,2 u k2t 1 u Ot ,2 u ¦
x

(24)
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Eht

Ft  I jt
Z 1

Ect  Ebt  I jt

12 u ¦ Ot u Ect , y u (
y b

l

y ,t

l
2

y 1,t 1

Z 1 l

)  Q1,1 u k1t 1 u Ot ,1 u ¦
x b

x ,1

b 1 l  l
(25)
 lx 1,2
 Q1,2 u k2t 1 u Ot ,2 u ¦ x,1 x 1,2
2
2
x a

Using the same data collection and Formulas (23)–(25), we obtain Figure 2.

Figure 2. The need for transfer payments from the state budget for the rural pension system,
2014–2049. Data source: Numbers in Figure 2 are derived from our own calculations.
The need for transfer payments from the state budget for the rural pension system would continue
to increase between 2014 and 2049, climbing from 111.89 billion Yuan in 2014 to 3280.12 billion
Yuan in 2049, an annual rate of increase of 10.13%. Importantly, there should be no financial crisis
in rural pensions as long as the Chinese state transfers such sums to NTRSEI.
Second, in addition to relying on state subsidies to support the rural pension system, policymakers
can alter its parameters and design to mitigate factors favoring unsustainability, just as Sweden,
Canada and the United States did. Concrete potential policy suggestions to do just this include
the following:
(1) Creating dynamic adjustment mechanisms.
The rural pension system should meet the basic economic needs of rural residents, but the increase
in spending triggered mainly by population aging should remain under control. Retirement age and
account structure are two parameters policymakers may adjust to control such cost increases.
For instance, the average payment period of the individual account pension could be shortened
simply by increasing the statutory retirement age, which would automatically reduce overspending
in the individual accounts. Regarding account structure, it would be appropriate to create a social
pooling account for the basic pension. After setting up the social pooling account, the government
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would put the money to fund the annual basic pension into that account at the beginning of each year.
Such a change would be likely to reduce the level of unsustainability of the rural pension system.
(2) Improving the investment practices.
Increasing the return rates of the rural pension fund is just another way to promote greater fund
revenues. With this in mind, we advise policymakers that (i) the central government allows the
National Council for Social Security Fund (NCSSF) to invest money from the rural pension fund.
The NCSSF has the experience and the technological knowhow to make such investments. In fact,
“The annual return of China’s Social Security Fund in the past 12 years stood at 8.4%” [64]. This
means that the NCSSF should be able to invest rural pension money in an effective way to increase
returns; (ii) To further increase these rates of return, the State Development Bank could issue
high-yield special bonds that the pension authorities could buy using money from the rural pension
fund; (iii) New investment methods, such as contracted deposits and consignment loans, could also
be adopted to further improve returns.
(3) Designing a national pension redistribution mechanism.
China is a large and country in which levels of economic and social development can vary greatly
from region to region. This situation creates the coexistence of rural pension fund gaps in some
regions of the country and fund surpluses in other regions. To address this territorial and financial
issue, authorities could set up a national adjustment fund that could redistribute money across the
country by using fund surpluses in some regions to address funding gaps elsewhere in the country.
The People’s Republic of China Social Insurance Law states that “the People’s government
of the provinces, autonomous regions and municipalities can combine and implement the New Type
of Rural Social Endowment Insurance and Social Endowment Insurance for Urban Residents
according to their actual situation.” On 7 February 2014, China’s Premier, Li Keqiang, also chaired
an executive meeting of the State Council, which decided to establish a national Social Endowment
Insurance for Rural and Urban Residents. It should be noted that the combination of the rural and the
urban pension systems will affect their sustainability. We know that: (i) such an integration may
cause rural pension benefits to increase; (ii) due to the different financial capacity of rural and urban
residents, the unified pension system has to set a minimum individual contribution standard based
on rural residents’ capacity; and (iii) the institutional frameworks between NTRSEI and SEIURR
are basically identical. Considering all this, we find that the combination of the rural and the urban
pension systems should increase pension expenditures and decrease pension revenues. This situation
should further undermine the sustainability of the rural pension system. Although one could use a
similar method as the one featured in this paper to calculate the sustainability of China’s new
integrated pension system, such a system has yet to be implemented everywhere across the country.
Hence, this paper only provides a case study to evaluate the sustainability of China’s pension system.
Our results are relevant for the implementation of that system relevant across China.
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7. Policy Implications
The financial sustainability of old-age pension schemes is an unavoidable issue in contemporary
market economies [65]. As suggested at the beginning of this paper, the risk of financial
unsustainability in pensions is widespread, which has forced governments in countries, such as
Sweden, Canada, United States and well beyond, to enact major reforms [66].
This global push for pension sustainability already materialized in China, concerning the basic
old-age insurance for enterprise employees. Because the individual accounts of China’s basic
old-age insurance for enterprise employees are “empty” and filled with “implicit debt” [67], experts
and policymakers are rightly concerned about the financial sustainability of China’s pension system.
This is true because, in China, as elsewhere, avoiding the financial risk of pension unsustainability
remains a major challenge. It is in this uncertain financial context that, in 2009, China established its
new rural pension system, before implementing it across the country in 2012. Unfortunately, our
results show that this new system is not financially sustainable. Taking into account foreign pension
reforms, such as those discussed in Section 2, China should take strong and early action to tackle the
current sustainability crisis in rural pensions. Drawing on such international experiences, the policy
implications of our findings are as follows:
(1) From a quantitative perspective, our results help explain why China’s new rural pension
system is unsustainable, while assessing the approximate scope of that problem. The paper not only
evaluates the size of China’s rural pension funding gap, but also identifies the sources of this funding
gap, which is essential information for policymakers needing to adjust the basic parameters of
NTRSEI to make it more financially sustainable. This means that now is the time for China to
improve social security concepts and governance while drawing on recent foreign pension reforms.
(2) Our analysis shows the discrepancy between official principles and the actual operation of
China’s new rural pension system. The basic, country-wide principles of NTRSEI include financial
sustainability and policy compatibility with existing economic and social development levels. Yet,
there is a serious budget shortfall in China’s rural pension system, which is at odds with the idea of
financial sustainability. Considering the contradiction between this principle and financial reality on
the ground, China can optimize NTRSEI by adjusting the basic parameters of the rural pension
system to achieve the financial sustainability principle. International experiences also show that the
sooner China acts, the better. In particular, China can learn from Canada to take more forceful
measures, such as increasing contribution rates and expanding pension fund investment now, rather
than waiting for the rural pension system to face an immediate financial crisis.
(3) From a governance perspective, policymakers must realize the need for greater financial
sustainability in NTRSEI. Our paper could help foster this broader understanding by quantifying the
large scope of the problem facing such policymakers. It is hoped this paper helps policymakers
deepen their understanding of financial sustainability issues in rural pensions, so that they can truly
address them instead of putting their head in the sand and denying the existence of the problem.
Financial sustainability is not only about words, but about concrete policy practices, which is why
Chinese experts and policymakers should draw on international experience in domestic pension
reform, including when dealing with rural pensions.
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(4) More concretely, learning once again from international experience, China should make sure
the value of individual account assets does not fall in the short run, while reforming the mechanism
through which the interest rates for individual accounts are set. In the long run, policymakers can ask
the National Social Security Fund Council to invest and operate rural social endowment insurance
funds while improving the operation of the system. Simultaneously, based on the experience of
pension reform elsewhere around the world, China should further extend coverage for the social
pension funds, increase the age of retirement, develop its capital markets and improve the legal and
policy framework surrounding the investment of social pension funds.
(5) Creating a sustainable pension system is not simply about cost containment, which may lead
to growing poverty among the rural elderly. This is why we recommend the improvement of the
system’s sustainability in the context of adequate pension benefits. Our specific approach is about
increasing governmental investment and actively using various financing methods to generate
financial sustainability. Part of this sustainability project is to maintain pension benefits that are
equal to the basic economic needs of Chinese rural residents. Given that premise, pushing back the
retirement age, enhancing the contributions of the working-age population and increasing pension
fund investments are better solutions than direct benefit cuts. Hence, our policy recommendations
should not cause growing poverty among the rural elderly.
(6) Increasing the central government’s subsidies is the most reliable method to improve the
revenue stream available to fund rural pensions. Considering the existence of uneven local fiscal
capacities and the related resistance to the integration of the pension system all around China, the
central government’s subsidies are the most appropriate and the fairest policy choice. In this context,
the central government should also increase basic monthly pensions cross the country, especially in
the poorer central and western regions. Meanwhile, the central government should provide more
individual contribution subsidies. In poverty-stricken counties, border counties, regions inhabited
by ethnic minorities and other areas facing particular socio-economic challenges, China’s central
government should even consider paying the entire subsidies available for rural pensions.
8. Conclusions
The new rural pension system is one of the most important social policy systems in China, and
great progress has been achieved in implementing NTRSEI. However, experience clearly shows that
financial sustainability is a key factor to consider when achieving long-term social policy objectives
is concerned. Using social insurance actuarial techniques, this article shows that the rural pension
funding gap should rise from 97.80 billion Yuan in 2014 to 3062.31 billion Yuan in 2049, an increase
of slightly more than 10% a year. Considering this, the new rural pension system is unsustainable,
at least in its current form. However, as suggested above, based on recent international experiences,
there are several ways in which policymakers can make the Chinese rural pension system more
sustainable over time. We hope our findings and policy recommendations help Chinese pension
experts and policymakers create a more sustainable rural pension system, while using a better
actuarial framework to assess its long-term sustainability.
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Insights into the Regional Greenhouse Gas (GHG) Emission
of Industrial Processes: A Case Study of Shenyang, China
Zuoxi Liu, Huijuan Dong, Yong Geng, Chengpeng Lu and Wanxia Ren
Abstract: This paper examines the GHG emission of industrial process in Shenyang city, in the
Liaoning province of China, using the 2006 IPCC greenhouse gas inventory guideline. Results show
that the total GHG emissions of industrial process has increased, from 1.48 Mt in 2004 to 4.06 Mt in
2009, except for a little decrease in 2008. The cement industry, and iron and steel industries, are the
main emission sources, accounting for more than 90% of the total carbon emissions. GHG emissions
in 2020 are estimated based on scenario analysis. The research indicates that the cement industry,
and iron and steel industries, will still be the largest emission sources, and the total carbon emissions
under the business as usual (BAU) scenario will be doubled in 2020 compared with that of 2009.
However, when countermeasures are taken, the GHG emission will reduce significantly. Using more
clinker substitutes for blended cement, and increasing direct reduction iron process and recycled
steel scraps are efficient measures in reducing GHG emission. Scenario 4, which has the highest ratio
of 30/70 blended cement and the highest ratio of steel with recycled steel-EAF process, is the best
one. In this scenario, the industrial process GHG emission in 2020 can almost stay the same as that of
2009. From the perspective of regions, cement industry and iron and steel industry accounted for
the vast majority of GHG emission in all industries. Meanwhile, these two industries become the
most potential industries for reduction of GHG emission. This study provides an insight for GHG
emission of different industries at the scale of cities in China.
Reprinted from Sustainability. Cite as: Liu, Z.; Dong, H.; Geng, Y.; Lu, C.; Ren, W. Insights into
the Regional Greenhouse Gas (GHG) Emission of Industrial Processes: A Case Study of Shenyang,
China. Sustainability 2014, 6, 3669-3685.
1. Introduction
Along with the rapid industrialization and urbanization, China’s high greenhouse gas emissions
have become an important issue both domestically and internationally [1,2]. China’s total CO2
emissions by fossil fuel consumption were estimated to be 2.63 billion tons in 2012, which ranked
China first in the world [3]. Hence, China faces increasing international pressure to curb its CO2
emissions. The government has made the commitment of reducing CO2 emissions per unit of GDP
by 40%–45% in 2020 compared with 2005 [4], and the industries sector especially the heavy industries
such as steel, cement, and chemicals production, contribute most of the GHG emissions [5].
Till now, by employing various approaches, few studies have examined sources and reduction
potentials of industrial GHG emissions. For example, Liaskas et al., used the algebraic disaggregation
method to identify the factors influencing CO2 emissions generated in the industrial sector of European
Union countries [6], Zhou et al., estimated the carbon footprint of China’s Ammonia production and
analyzed the potential for carbon mitigation in the industry [7], Sheinbaum et al., analyzed Energy and
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CO2 emission trends of Mexico’s iron and steel industry during the period 1970–2006, examining
CO2 emissions related to energy use and production process [8]. Kim and Worrell [9], and
Kirschen et al. [10] present the analysis on energy-related carbon footprint in the iron and steel
industrial sector of seven countries and electric arc furnace, respectively. With regard to the energy
efficiency sector, Lee et al., decomposed the changes of CO2 emissions into eight factors from
Taiwan’s petrochemical industries during 1984 and 1994 [11], Lin et al., identified the key factors
which affecting CO2 emission changes of industrial sectors in Taiwan by using the divisia index
approach [12], Hendriks et al. [13] and Van Puyvelde et al. [14] produced papers investigating
emissions and reductions from the cement sector. However, most of the studies related to industrial
GHG emission mainly focuses on GHG emissions from energy consumption. Put forward by the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), GHG emission of industrial process is usually
discussed as one of the main components in the greenhouse gas emission inventory of different
countries or regions, but seldom has intensive studies on its reduction potentials and relative
countermeasures. A comprehensive study on industrial process GHG emission is necessary and is a
new point of view that can contribute in a certain degree to the climate change.
Industrial process GHG emission refers to the greenhouse gas emissions from industrial
processes that chemically or physically transform materials [15]. According to the report of the
National Development and Reform Commission (NDRC) of China, industrial process emissions
contributed about 9% of total CO2 emissions in 1994 [16]. Though relatively small at the total level,
GHG emission of industrial process, characterized by its important, un-negligible and fast growth
in emissions, has naturally become the research focus in this field. Ever since 1996, iron and steel
output has firmly held the first place [17]. China’s steel industry has grown rapidly on the back of
a huge growth in domestic demand. Crude steel production in China reached 273 million tons in
2004, about three times the figure for 1994, and accounted for around 25.8% of global steel
production [18]. In addition, China was the biggest cement producing and consumption country in
this world [19]. Cement output increased from 209.7 to 1868 million tonnes of cement between
1990 and 2010 in China, and now represents over half of the world’s total cement production [20].
These dramatic increases in steel and cement production are consistent with the trends in energy
consumption and CO2 emission. It should be mentioned that the amount of GHG emission from
process-related accounted for growing larger portion in total GHG emission in China. In the year
2009, the process-related GHG emission from cement industry accounted for 54.1% of total cement
industry in China [21]. The GHG emission of industrial process from iron and steel industry
contributed more than 60% of the total GHG emissions in steel industry [22]. Therefore, it is
crucial for researchers to focus on the study of GHG emission of the industrial process, including
cement, steel and other industries.
The purpose of this study is to estimate the GHG emission of the industrial process and predict
its reduction potentials with scenario analysis, so as to give some policy implications to local
government. Thus, this study selects a city scale as a case study to study the GHG emission of
industrial process, which is more accessible and representative to make scenario analysis. The
paper is structured as follows: first, we give a brief description of the background information of
Shenyang city and the industrial process GHG emission; then, we present the method used to
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assess the GHG emission of the industrial process; third, we introduce results for the case study
of Shenyang city and make a general understanding of current state of industrial process GHG
emission from year 2004 to 2009; fourth, we present scenario analysis based on business as
usual(BAU) scenario and scenario with countermeasures to predict future industrial process GHG
emission of 2020, so that proper scenarios and feasible GHG abating measures could be obtained;
and finally, conclusions are drawn.
2. Background
2.1. Study Area
Shenyang, the capital city of Liaoning Province, located in the south of northeastern China
and the central of Liaoning, with an administrative area of 12,881 km2 (Figure 1). Shenyang is the
biggest international metropolis of the Northeastern area of China and is known as one of the most
important heavy industrial bases of China [23]. Since 2003, the central government has implemented
the strategy of “revitalizing the old industrial bases in Northeastern China”, and Shenyang was
selected as the first city to demonstrate the strategy. It aimed to shift the industrial structure by
improving resources efficiency and reducing the environmental pressure, thus later Shenyang was
identified as the core of the new-industrialization zone for national demonstration [24]. The
new-industrialization zone is mainly composed of equipment manufacturing industry, metallurgical
industry, and petrochemical industry, which is taken as typical and representative case in blazing
a trail to new industrialization and new urbanization, and expected to offer a demonstration for
China’s change in industrial development mode and economic development transformation. Under
such circumstances, Shenyang’s economy and urbanization will definitely continue to increase
rapidly, and industrial sectors of cement, steel and relative material requirement will take an
important role.

Figure 1. Location of Shenyang City.
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2.2. Definition of Industrial Process GHG Emission
Generally, the total GHG emission of industrial production is mainly composed of two parts:
energy related emissions and process related emissions. Energy related emissions are mainly from
energy consumption, such as direct emissions from combustion of fossil fuel, and indirect emissions
from consumption of electricity and heat. And almost all industrial sectors cause energy related
emissions. While only some industrial sectors cause process related emissions, including [25]:
Ь Metal production—e.g., carbon dioxide and perfluorocarbon emissions from aluminum smelting;
and carbon dioxide, methane and nitrous oxide emissions from iron and steel production.
Ь Chemical industry—nitrous oxide emissions from the production of nitric acid (largely used
in production of ammonium nitrate); carbon dioxide emissions from ammonia production;
and methane emissions from the production of organic polymers and other chemicals.
Ь Mineral products—carbon dioxide emissions from cement clinker and lime production, the
use of limestone and dolomite in industrial smelting processes, soda ash use and production,
magnesia production, and the use of other carbonates (sodium bicarbonate, potassium
carbonate, barium carbonate, lithium carbonate and strontium carbonate).
Ь Food and drink production—carbon dioxide emissions from ammonia production, carbon
dioxide wells, ethylene oxide production and sodium bicarbonate use.
Consumption and production of halocarbons and sulfur hexafluoride is also covered by the
industrial processes sector but are not considered in this paper for lack of data.
Industrial process GHG emission means the process related emissions discussed above.
And the industrial sectors selected in this paper are determined according to the 2006 IPCC
Guidelines for National Greenhouse Gas Inventories [15] and the industrial condition of Shenyang.
Twelve major industrial sectors are examined including cement production, glass production,
refractory production, ammonia production, methanol production; graphite and carbon black, coke
production, pig iron production; raw steel production, primary aluminum production, and Lead
production are focused on.
3. Methodology
3.1. GHG Emission Calculation
Estimating GHG emission resulting from the industrial process is by no means
straightforward. In some industrial processes, the GHG is produced by chemical reaction (e.g.,
the cement production, glass production et al.); in some industrial processes, the GHG is
produced by oxidization of fossil fuels used as reducing agent to smelt metals (e.g., the
metallurgy industry), whereas in some other processes, the GHG is produced by the chemical
reaction during the production of certain chemicals (e.g., ammonia). The estimation of GHG
emissions related to industrial process was part of the IPCC 2006, which provide internationally agreed
methodologies intended for use by countries to estimate greenhouse gas inventories to report
to the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change. The estimation of GHG
emissions was mainly based on the IPCC 2006 tier 1 method.
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where: E[tons-(t)] represents the emission amount of CO2 or CH4 from the industrial process. The final
GHG emission for each industrial process is changed to CO2e after multiplying the Global warming
potential 21 [26]; AD represents the activity data that is the physical production of industrial
products; EF[t CO2 or CH4/t product] represents the emission factor of CO2 or CH4; i represent the index
number of industrial sector.
3.2. Data Sources
We derive (i) production data from the Shenyang Statistic Yearbook (2005–2010); and
(ii) process- and product-specific emission factors from IPCC 2006 and other sources [19].
Production data of the twelve industrial sectors of Shenyang City in the year 2004–2009 is
shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Production data of the industrial processes in Shenyang in the year 2004–
2009.
Industrial Sector

Production (t)
2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

Cement
clinker
Glass
Refractory products
Ammonia

1,747,092
484,276
506,513
125,671
11,761

1,792,400
553,600
413,916
43,389
3048

2,310,000
280,000
339,065
75,343
3677

2,854,000
246,000
281,815
71,372
2774

2,740,393
272,610
528,134
132,417
/

3,975,319
3,048,451
477,723
200,275
1382

Methanol
Graphite and carbon
black
Coke

8745

4861

/

/

/

/

/

6026

2511

1739

1402

1654

335,075

670,400

763,453

909,560

833,739

908,417

Pig iron
Raw steel

32,932
130,223

10,016
205,707

3288
201,737

1986
409,495

/
425,883

/
217,398

Primary aluminum
Lead

580
3823

18,270
5222

10,824
7356

8980
8771

700
2462

/
2139
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Emission factors of carbon dioxide and methane for each industrial process are summarized in
Table 2. It is difficult to get industrial process emission factors specified for China or Shenyang, so the
emission factors are mainly from the default values of IPCC 2006. According to IPCC 2006, all the
industrial sectors selected in this paper cause CO2 emissions. However, most of the industrial sectors do
not cause CH4 emissions, except for methanol, carbon black, coke, pig iron, and raw steel production.
Table 2. Emission factors of the industrial process.
Industrial Sector
Cement
Clinker
Glass
Refractory products
Ammonia
Methanol
Graphite and carbon black
Coke
Pig iron
Raw steel
Primary aluminum
Lead
a

Emission Factor of CO2 Emission Factor of CH4
(t CO2/t Product)
(10–3 t CH4/t Product)
a
0.41
/
0.52
/
0.12 b
/
0.20 c
/
3.27
/
0.67
2.30
2.62
0.06
0.56
0.0001
1.35
14.50
1.06
0.03
1.65
/
0.52
/

The value is the average emission factors of China and is obtained from reference [15]. b The emission

factor that does not consider cullet ratio is 0.2. The cullet ratio of glass in this paper is 0.4, hence the final
emission factor for glass is 0.12. c IPCC 2006 has mentioned the refractory products, but has not given
the emission factor. So the emission factor refers to that of the glass.

4. Current Industrial Process GHG Emission for Shenyang
4.1. Total GHG Emission during 2004–2009
The GHG emissions (CO2e) of industrial process from 2004 to 2009 are given in Figure 2.
The total GHG footprint emission of industrial process for Shenyang is increasing year by year from
1.48 Mt in 2004 to 4.06 Mt in 2009, while decreases a little in 2008, about 2.28 Mt. It is obvious that
the main component of carbon GHG footprint emission of industrial process is carbon dioxide, and
methane takes up only a very small proportion. In 2004–2009, carbon dioxide accounts for 99.30%,
99.80%, 99.94%, 99.96%, 99.99%, and 99.99%, respectively, and the ratio is increasing year by
year. Hence, the impact of methane can almost be neglected.
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Figure 2. CarbonGHG footprintemission of industrial process from 2004 to 2009.
4.2. GHG Footprint Emissions of Twelve Industrial Sectors during 2004–2009
As shown in Figure 3, Cement, coke, raw steel, clinker, and glass production are the top five
sectors that have the largest GHG emissions of industrial process in the years 2004–2009. GHG
emissions of the five sectors add up accounting for about 91.41%, 95.01%, 96.69%, 97.83%, 98.57%
and 98.77%, respectively from year 2004 to 2009. Among the top five emission sectors, cement
production has the largest GHG emissions, accounting for about 40–50 percent from year 2004 to
2009, and is the most important sector that should be paid attention to. Coke production and raw steel
production are two second important sectors that contribute to the total GHG emissions. Besides, the
three major industrial sectors show the same emission trend with the total GHG emissions of
industrial process, which is increasing year by year, although slightly decreases in 2008. It
demonstrated that the variation of total GHG emission was mainly determined by the three sectors.
It can be seen from Figure 4 that the top five major emission sectors in 2004 are cement
production, clinker production, coke production, raw steel production, and glass production orderly.
In addition, the emission percentage is 46.43%, 16.73%, 12.47%, 9.18% and 6.73%, respectively.
The total percentage of the five industrial sectors is 91.54%. In addition, the GHG emissions of the
other six industrial processes account for only 8.46%. While GHG emission from coke production
and raw steel production increased obviously in 2005. In addition, emissions from cement and
clinker process begin to shrink. So the top five major sectors in 2005 are cement production, coke
production, clinker production, raw steel production, and glass production orderly. Furthermore,
the emission percentage is 40.54%, 21.23%, 16.28%, 12.34% and 4.68%, respectively. The sum of
the five industrial sectors comes to about 95%. Emission percentage of cement, coke and raw steel
production keeps increasing on the whole in year 2006–2008. However, emission percentage of
clinker production keeps decreasing. The top five major emission sectors in 2006–2008 are cement
production, coke production, raw steel production, clinker production, and glass production orderly.
In addition, the sum of the five sectors in year 2006, 2007 and 2008 are 96.7%, 97.8% and 98.6%
respectively. The percentage of other sectors becomes less and less, from 8.46% in 2004 to 1.42%
in 2008. However, in 2009, the ratio of clinker increased significantly because a very large cement
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enterprises in Shenyang enlarged the production scale in 2009 so that the GHG emission of clinker
industry was sharply increased.

Figure 3. Comparison of GHG emissions of twelve industrial processes from 2004 to 2009.

Figure 4. GHG emission profiles of major industrial processes in year 2004–2009.
4.3. Comparison of GHG Emission of Three Categories during 2004–2009
To compare the industrial process GHG emission from a more specific scale, the twelve industrial
processes can be classified into three categories that are the cement industry, the iron and steel
industries, and others. The cement industry consists of cement production and clinker production.
The iron and steel industry consists of coke production, pig iron production, and raw steel production.
Others mean the sum of the rest industrial processes. Analysis from Figure 5 demonstrated that GHG
emission of industrial process is mainly from the cement industry, and iron and steel industry. From
year 2004 to 2009, total GHG emissions of the two categories are 1.35 Mt, 1.63 Mt, 1.74 Mt, 2.25 Mt,
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2.19 Mt and 3.96 Mt, respectively. And account for about 91%, 93%, 95%, 97%, 95%, and 97%,
respectively. It is obvious that the total share of the two categories increases year by year from 2004
to 2009.
Analysis above shows that the cement industry, and iron and steel industry, contribute most of
the industrial process GHG emission. It is mainly caused by the high consumption requirement of
cement and steel with the quick urbanization and industrialization. To reduce GHG emission of
industrial process, solutions can be taken from reducing the production of cement and steel by
controlling consumption or lowering the emission factors by improving the industrial technique.
However, China is undergoing transformation of economy development, and it is unpractical for
Shenyang to reduce the production of cement and iron & steel.

Figure 5. Comparison of GHG emission of three main industrial categories in 2004–
2009.
5. Scenario Analysis
A scenario may be defined as a “hypothetical sequence of logical and plausible (but not
necessarily probable) events, constructed in order to focus attention on causal processes and
decision points” [27]. Scenario analysis has been applied to diverse efforts ranging from literary
descriptions to model-based projections, from visionary thinking to minor adjustments to BAU
projections [28]. Scenario analysis here is to predict the GHG reduction potentials and find out
feasible countermeasures. The cement industry, and iron and steel industry are the main sources of
industrial process GHG emission (accounting for more than 97%), so countermeasures are only
focus on the two industries. However, steel and cement industry has grown rapidly due to a huge
growth on economy [29]. And the growth is expected to continue over the next few years. Hence,
it is more feasible to reduce the emission factors than reduce the production of both the cement,
iron and steel industries. Solutions for less GHG emissions may be from the improvement of
production technique, adoption of new technologies, implementation of incentive measures or other
policies that can reduce GHG emission factors.
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5.1. Countermeasures Introduction
For cement industry, the industrial process GHG emission accounts for about 52% of the total
cement production emissions [30], and it is mainly caused by the chemical process of making
clinker, so measures can be taken from the aspects of using clinker substitute, which can reduce the
amount of limestone that needs to be reacted at the cement plant while maintaining the amount of
cement produced [14]. The cement industry is a typical example of “scavenger” in industrial
ecology [31]. The practices of utilizing different wastes in cement production process has been
known for quite a long time, which is now recognized as one opportunity for reducing CO2
emissions [32].
Mineral components (MC), including pozzolana, blast furnace slag, fly ash, and waste materials
from other production processes such as steel and coal-fired power production, can be used as
clinker substitute to produce blended cement [33]. The clinker fraction of different cement types
can range from a high of 95%–97% for a straight Portland cement, to 25% or less for cement
(Table 3) [15]. And scenarios for cement was designed based on the percentage of different
blended cement types.
Table 3. Percent clinker in the cement production mix (Source: IPCC 2006).
Country Production Mix (PC/blend) a
0/100
15/85
25/75
30/70
40/60
50/50
60/40
70/30
75/25
85/15
100/0

Percent Additives (Pozzolana + Slag) in the Blended Cement b
10%
20%
30%
40%
75%
85
76
66
57
24
87
79
71
63
26
88
81
74
66
42
88
82
75
68
45
89
84
78
72
52
90
85
81
76
60
91
87
84
80
66
92
89
86
84
74
93
90
88
85
77
94
92
91
89
84
Straight Portland cement having 95% clinker fraction

a

Country production mix refers to the range of products of a country, e.g., “75/25” means 75% of total
production is Portland cement (PC) and the rest is blended cement. b The inclusion of slag allows for a
base to the blend of Portland or Portland blast furnace slag cement or both. All Portland in blended
cement is assumed to be 95% clinker.

For the iron and steel industry, the industrial process GHG emission is complicated. Steel
production can occur at integrated facilities from iron ore, or at secondary facilit ies that produce
steel mainly from recycled steel scrap. Integrated facilities typically include coke production,
pig iron production by blast furnaces (BF), and raw steel production by basic oxygen furnaces
(BOFs), or open hearth furnaces (OHFs) some times. Raw steel is more often produced by using
BOFs than by using OHFs from pig iron produced by the BFs, and secondary steelmaking usually,
however, occurs in electric arc furnaces (EAFs).The iron and steel industrial process emissions
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come from three major processes: coke production, BF, and BOF (OHF or EAF). However, most
emissions are from BF/OHF and coke production, and emissions from EAF are relatively small.
Besides, direct reduced iron (DRI) process, in which coke is not needed, is a high quality, low
energy consumption and low pollution process. DRI is normally used as a replacement for scrap
metal in the electric arc furnace steelmaking route or used as coolant in the BOFs to improve the
production of raw steel, and is encouraged by the government. It is a good substitute for BF and
should be encouraged. Emission factors for separate processes are shown in Table 4. So measures
can be taken from the aspect of steel production types. If steel were produced directly from
recycled scrape steel, process of BF and coke will be omitted and GHG emission can be reduced
significantly. It is inevitably to make steel from iron ore. In this case, GHG reduction can be
achieved by using the DRI process to instead the traditional BF process.
Table 4. Emission factors of separate iron and steel production processes (Source: [15]).
Steel Production Process
Emission factor
(t CO2e/t product)

coke

BF

DRI

OHF

BOF

EAF

0.56

1.35

0.70

0.37

0.11

0.08

5.2. Scenario Building
Five scenarios are supposed, business as usual (BAU) scenario and four with countermeasures.
BAU scenario, with no countermeasures, assumes that the production of industrial process increase
with linear growth, and emission factors keep the same as current emission factors. Scenarios with
countermeasures assume that the productions of industrial sectors are the same as BAU, but the
values of emission factors are reduced through various countermeasures. Scenarios for cement
industry and iron and steel industry are supposed in Table 5. The cement type is a little different
from that in Table 3. It is not the ratio of PC and blended cement, but the ratio of PC and MC.
For instance, “70/30” means the blended cement with 70% of PC and 30% of MC additives. BAU
scenario shows that the situation of China’s current cement production mix is 63% Portland cement
and 37% 50/50 blended cement. From scenario 1 to scenario 4, the ratio of Portland cement becomes
less and less, and ratio of high MC content blended cement increases. The BAU scenario for raw
steel production is based on the default composition of steel production in IPCC 2006. For scenario 1,
50% of the steel in Shenyang is produced by the iron ore-BF-BOF production process, 20% is
produced by the iron ore-DRI-BOF production process, and 30% is made from recycled steel-EAF
process. The ratio of steel produced by recycled steel-EAF production process increased, and ratio
of steel produced by iron ore-DRI-BOF process decreases from scenario 1 to scenario 4.
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Table 5. Scenarios for cement industry, and iron and steel industry.
Sector
Blended cement
type

Steel production
type

100/0
70/30
50/50
30/70
Iron ore-BF-BOF
Iron ore-DRI-BOF
Recycled steel-EAF

BAU
63%
0
37%
0
65%
5% a
30%

Scenario 1
55%
10%
25%
10%
50%
20%
30%

Scenario 2
40%
20%
20%
20%
30%
30%
40%

Scenario 3
20%
20%
30%
30%
10%
40%
50%

Scenario 4
10%
10%
40%
40%
0%
30%
70%

a

In BAU scenario, 5% does not means the ratio of iron ore-DRI-BOF (EAF) production type but that
of iron ore-BF-OHF type. That is to say raw steel is produced using OHFs from pig iron produced
by the BFs.

Emission factors for different cement type are calculated based on the clinker content. Portland
cement is assumed to be 95% clinker. Values calculated for cement type are: % PC*95%*0.52.
While for different steel production type, the emission factors are the sum of emission factors of
corresponding separate processes in Table 4. The final results are demonstrated in Table 6.
Table 6. Emission factors of different cement and steel types.
Blended Cement Type
(PC/MC)
100/0
70/30

Emission Factor
(t CO2e/t cement)
0.49
0.35

50/50
30/70

0.25
0.15

Iron ore-BF-BOF
Iron ore-DRI-BOF

Emission Factor
(t CO2e/t steel)
1.46
0.81

Recycled steel-EAF
Coke

0.08
0.56

Steel Production Type

5.3. Results and Discussions
The forecast of GHG emission of BAU scenario is shown in Table 7. Results show that GHG
emission of industrial sectors such as ammonia, methanol, carbon black, pig iron, primary aluminum
and lead disappeared by linear regression in 2020. Only six major industrial sectors exist, of which
cement, clinker, raw steel, and coke are still the largest emission sectors, accounting for about 98%
of the total GHG emissions. Cement, iron and steel industries are still the largest emission sources.
However, the total GHG emissions under this forecast will increase obviously, reaching to about
8.28 Mt that is about two times of 4.06 Mt in year 2009.
GHG emissions of the four scenarios with countermeasures are shown in Table 8. It demonstrates
that all the four scenarios have impact on reducing industrial process GHG emission compared
with BAU scenario. The total GHG emissions of cement, iron and steel industries for scenario 1
to 4 are 85%, 74%, 60% and 49% of the BAU scenario, respectively. Scenario 4 is the best one,
and its total GHG emissions can almost keep the same with that of 2009.Comparing cement, iron
and steel industries, it is more sensitive for the iron and steel industry than for the cement industry
to keep the GHG emissions. Take scenario 4 for an example, the GHG emission of cement and
clinker is predicted to be 1.98 Mt and 1.70 Mt respectively, which are still larger than 1.63 Mt and
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1.59 Mt in year 2009 (or are larger than half that of the BAU scenario). While for raw steel
and coke production process, the GHG emissions are to be controlled at 0.23 Mt and 0.1 Mt
respectively, which are smaller than 0.23 Mt and 0.51 Mt in year 2009 (or are far smaller than that
of the BAU scenario). However, because of the big difference of base numbers, the absolute values
for cement industry are bigger than that for the iron and steel industry.
Table 7. Estimated industrial production and GHG emissions in 2020.
Industrial Sectors
Cement
Clinker
Glass
Refractory
Ammonia
Methanol
Graphite and carbon black
Coke
Pig iron
Raw steel
Primary aluminum
Lead
Total

Production (t)
8,173,954
5,421,091
479,088
353,443
/
/
/
2,087,867
/
768,107
/
/
/

GHG Emission (t CO2e)
3,351,321.21
2,818,967.30
57,490.58
70,688.68
/
/
/
1,169,209.97
/
814,677.71
/
/
8,282,355.45

Table 8. Estimated GHG emissions of different scenarios in 2020 (t CO2e).
Sector

Cement
industry

Sum
Clinker a
Iron and
steel
industry

Iron ore-BF-BOF
Iron ore-DRI-BOF
Recycled steel-EAF
Sum
Coke b
Total

a

BAU

Scenario 1

Scenario 2

Scenario 3

Scenario 4

2,220,863.30
282,818.81
504,741.66
120,974.52

1,615,173.31
565,637.62
403,793.33
241,949.04

807,586.66
565,637.62
605,689.99
362,923.56

403,793.33
282,818.81
807,586.66
483,898.08

3,351,321.21
2,818,967.30

3,129,398.29
2,695,408.69

2,826,553.29
2,434,562.69

2,341,837.82
2,017,209.08

1,978,096.87
1,704,193.88

814,677.71
1,169,209.97

560,718.11
124,433.33
18,434.57
703,586.01
376,485.59

336,430.87
186,650.00
24,579.42
547,660.29
265,176.81

112,143.62
248,866.67
30,724.28
391,734.57
153,868.02

0.00
186,650.00
43,013.99
229,663.99
98,213.63

8,154,176.19

6,904,878.58

6,073,953.08

4,904,649.49

4,010,168.37

100/0
70/30
50/50
30/70

The content of clinker in different types of cements is different. So consumption of clinker and

emissions from clinker will change with different scenarios. GHG emission of clinker in different
scenarios is calculated according to the ratio of different scenario to BAU scenario. b Coke are used only
in the iron ore-BF-BOF production type, so for different steel production type, the consumption of coke
varied accordingly. However, not all the coke obtained from the Statistic Yearbook is used for iron and
steel sector. It can also be used for other uses. Here 85 percent of the coke production is assumed for iron
and steel production and 15 percent is for other uses.
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This study discussed GHG reduction measures from the aspect of technology. For cement
industry, scenarios focus mainly on clinker substitute. It is one of the four technological measures
summarized by the World Business Council for Sustainable Development [34], and shows larger
potentials than the other three measures [35]. The efficiency of clinker substitute in GHG reduction
is manifested in this paper. It is also useful for energy related emission reduction and can benefit
relative industries that produce MIC wastes. Average ratio of PC/S is 85/15 in China, and large
potential for blended cement can be expected [36]. However, MIC resources are in decline and
most of the world production of suitable blast furnace slag and fly ash are already destined for use
in the cement industry [37]. As for the iron and steel industry, DRI process is a promising
technique for GHG reduction in industrial process. GHG emission was reduced not only during the
process itself, but also in the coke production process for less coke needed. Besides, production
type of recycled steel-EAF is effective in reducing the GHG emission, due to the high proportion of
recycled scrap and the use of electrical energy [10]. Increasing the ratio of DRI and recycled iron
and steel will be efficient measures in reducing GHG emission, only if corresponding technique
is available [38].
For the rapidly developing regions, industrial CO2 emission is affected by both industrial
production changes and process technology [39]. Hence, there is more GHG reduction potential if
industrial activity/production were considered. Such measures may include new additives that can
reduce the amount of cement requirement, other low carbon building materials that can replace
cement, adjustment measures that can control the population and construction, etc. However,
industrial activity/production is not discussed in this study for two reasons. Firstly, it is complicate
to consider the influencing factors and difficult to quantify the factors for building prediction
model. Secondly, the final result of the measures is the reduction of industrial production, and this
can be easily figured out based on the results obtained in this paper.
6. Conclusions
Industrial process GHG emissions increase quickly with fast urbanization and industrialization.
Intensive study of the industrial process GHG emission should be investigated to respond to
climate change. This paper simulates industrial process GHG emission and its reduction potentials
by taking feasible technological measures, taking Shenyang as a case. Twelve industrial sectors
that cause industrial process emissions are selected for study. Results indicate that industrial
process GHG emission shows an increasing trend from year 2004 to 2009, although decreasing a
little in 2008. The cement, iron the steel sectors are the main sources of industrial process GHG
emission, occupying more than 90 percent.
Based on scenario analysis, one BAU and four with different countermeasures, the industrial
process GHG emission of Shenyang in 2020 is predicted. The results show that if the industrial
sectors go under current trend (BAU scenario), the total GHG emissions will reach 8.28 Mt in
2020, about two times of that of 2009. However, the four other scenarios with countermeasures
prove to be effective in reducing industrial process GHG emission. And scenario 4 is the best one.
It can almost keep the GHG emission at the same level as that of 2009. It can be demonstrated from
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scenario analysis that using clinker substitute for blended cement and increasing the ratio of DRI
process and recycled steel will be efficient measures for Shenyang.
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Scenario-Based Analysis on Water Resources Implication of
Coal Power in Western China
Jiahai Yuan, Qi Lei, Minpeng Xiong, Jingsheng Guo and Changhong Zhao
Abstract: Currently, 58% of coal-fired power generation capacity is located in eastern China,
where the demand for electricity is strong. Serious air pollution in China, in eastern regions in
particular, has compelled the Chinese government to impose a ban on the new construction of
pulverized coal power plants in eastern regions. Meanwhile, rapid economic growth is thirsty for
electric power supply. As a response, China planned to build large-scale coal power bases in six
western provinces, including Inner Mongolia, Shanxi, Shaanxi, Xinjiang, Ningxia and Gansu. In
this paper, the water resource implication of the coal power base planning is addressed. We find
that, in a business-as-usual (BAU) scenario, water consumption for coal power generation in these
six provinces will increase from 1130 million m3 in 2012 to 2085 million m3 in 2020, experiencing
nearly a double growth. Such a surge will exert great pressure on water supply and lead to serious
water crisis in these already water-starved regions. A strong implication is that the Chinese
Government must add water resource constraint as a critical point in its overall sustainable
development plan, in addition to energy supply and environment protection. An integrated
energy-water resource plan with regionalized environmental carrying capacity as constraints should
be developed to settle this puzzle. Several measures are proposed to cope with it, including
downsizing coal power in western regions, raising the technical threshold of new coal power plants
and implementing retrofitting to the inefficient cooling system, and reengineering the generation
process to waterless or recycled means.
Reprinted from Sustainability. Cite as: Yuan, J.; Lei, Q.; Xiong, M.; Guo, J.; Zhao, C.
Scenario-Based Analysis on Water Resources Implication of Coal Power in Western China.
Sustainability 2014, 6, 7155-7180.
1. Introduction
The extensive development mode in China has led to rapid economic growth in a short time,
but has been followed by a lot of environmental problems, especially air pollution, in recent years.
Taking the increasingly serious air pollution into consideration, the Chinese government announced
the ban on new energy-and-pollution intensive projects in eastern regions, among which coal-fired
power plants are strictly banned [1].
Meanwhile, China’s rapid economic growth has brought growing electricity demand. The
national total electricity consumption has ballooned from 2481 trillion Watt hour (TWh) in 2006 to
4200 TWh by 2010, with an average annual growth of 11.1% during the 11th Five-year-plan (FYP)
period (2006–2010). Then in 2012, it reached 4950 TWh [2]. In 2020, the total electricity consumption
is expected to reach around 8000 TWh, with an average annual growth rate of 6.8% [3].
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In order to meet the growing energy demand, five comprehensive energy bases located in
Shanxi, Ordos, Xinjiang region, and eastern and southwestern Inner Mongolia will be built,
according to the 12th FYP [4]. The 12th Energy Development plan also intended to develop 14 large
coal mine bases and 16 coal power bases, and the total size of thermal power capacity is expected to
reach more than 600 GW in these bases [5,6].
However, the water resource constraint in the coal power bases and the implication of the coal
power bases on regional water resource is not fully considered in the planning. This paper is an
attempt to address these two interweaved issues. The structure of the paper is as follows. Section 1
presents the background and purpose of the study. Section 2 will briefly review the water–energy
nexus and provide background information on water resource and consumption in China’s coal
power base provinces. Section 3 will propose the model for analyzing water usage of thermal
power generation. Section 4 will analyze the demand and impact of the coal power planning on
water resource in China’s coal power base provinces. Section 5 will provide analysis on water
saving measures and an alternative scenario and Section 6 concludes the paper.
2. Literature Review and Research Background
2.1. Energy-Water Nexus
Globally, 80% of electricity generation comes from thermo-electric power stations (such as
fossil fuels and nuclear), all of which require cooling for efficient and safe operation [7]. Most of
the cooling system is provided by water abstractions from, and thermal discharges to, the natural
environment, including rivers, tidal estuaries and coasts. The production of energy requires large
quantities of water in processes such as thermal plant cooling systems or raw materials extraction.
Analysis on whether water resources in a given region can support energy production will be a
critical issue in the near future. The energy-water nexus has been a topic of increasing importance
in recent years. In 2003 and 2006, numerous power plants in Europe had to be throttled in summer
due to water shortages and high water temperatures caused by a hot and dry summer [8]. The
agriculture sector currently has the highest water demand at the global scale, followed by the
industry-energy sector that is responsible for 20% of the total water withdrawals [9]. In the U.S.,
the energy sector is expected to be the fastest growing water consuming sector, being responsible
for 85% of the increase in domestic water consumption during 2005–2030 [10]. In some MENA
(Middle Eastern and Northern Africa) countries, the interdependencies are already being manifested.
For instance, in Saudi Arabia almost all of the natural gas currently produced is consumed domestically,
primarily in the petrochemical industry and in seawater desalination [11]. Joint consideration of
both water and energy domains can identify new options for increasing overall resource use
efficiencies [12]. Gleick calculated the water consumption of different forms of energy [13]. Morgan
Bazilian et al. (2011) considered the energy, water and food nexus, primarily from a developing
country perspective [14]. Hagen Koch et al. described how to integrate the calculation of water
demand of power plants into water resource management model [15]. Alexander et al. [16] studied
the relationship between water and energy in an interactive lifecycle framework. Benjamin et al. [17]
highlighted the most likely locations of severe water shortages in 22 counties because of
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thermoelectric capacity additions, and identified an assortment of technologies and policies that
could respond to these electricity–water tradeoffs. Edward et al. [18] presented a model that quantifies
current water use of the UK electricity sector, disaggregated by generation type, cooling method
and cooling source. Also, it tested six decarbonisation pathways for the UK by combining projections
of cooling methods and cooling sources for future thermoelectric generation. Aurelie et al. [19]
proposed a model to assess optimal “water-energy” mix considering opportunities for water reuse
and non-conventional water use in the water-scarce Middle East region. Kuishuang et al. [20]
applied an integrated hybrid LCA approach to eight different electricity generation technologies in
China to calculate their total life-cycle CO2 emissions and water consumption throughout national
supply chains.
China is a drought-hit country. Though total freshwater resources reach 2.8 trillion m3,
accounting for 6% of global water resources, ranking fourth in the world after Brazil, Russia and
Canada, per capita water resource is just 2200 m3, a quarter of the world average, or 1/5 of the
United States level [21]. Energy and water have become major factors limiting sustainable
development in China. Energy efficiency and optimization of water management are critical for the
healthy growth of the Chinese economy [22]. In addition to energy shortages, China is also
confronted with numerous water resource challenges, including shortage, pollution and aquatic
environment deterioration.
It is noteworthy that the development of China’s coal power base is uncoordinated with the
distribution of water resources. The coal-rich regions often face water scarcity, while regions with
plentiful water resources mostly face coal shortage [23]. According to the 12th Energy Development
Plan [5], coal and energy supply in China is relying on the west coal-rich regions, but these areas
are mostly located in the dry arid and semi-arid regions. That is to say, water resource conditions
will inevitably become an important factor in the development of coal power bases. Because of
limited freshwater resources, decision-making has to take the most valuable use of this limited
resource into consideration. In water-stressed areas of the coal power bases, power plants will
increasingly compete with other water users. Large-scale coal power bases in arid region of
northwest will lead to severe water crisis, and the conflicts between coal resources and water are
most significant in the following six provinces (autonomous regions), including Inner Mongolia,
Shanxi, Shaanxi, Xinjiang, Ningxia and Gansu. To the best scope of our knowledge, only a book [24]
explicitly addressed this issue, but it only raised a question and did not provide a solution to it. It is
rightly the study scope of this paper.
2.2. Water Resources in China’s Western Coal Power Base Provinces
According to the China Statistical Yearbook 2013, the data of water resources and water use
of the main coal power bases is reported in Figure 1. In terms of total water resources, Xinjiang is
the richest while Ningxia is the poorest region in these provinces. In particular, the water use in
Ningxia is much more than its total water resources, indicating that water is scarce. Though the
water resource in Xinjiang Uygur Autonomous Region seems rich, the water resources in Hami
(coal power base) is merely 1.696 billion m3, accounting for only 2.13% of its total water resource
endowment [24].
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Figure 1. The water resources and water use in China’s coal-power base provinces.
As is shown in Figure 1, the water resource in Inner Mongolia Autonomous Region is second
to that of Xinjiang, but its coal power bases’ water resources are not as rich. With the exception of
Hulunbeir coal power base, other bases all have water shortage issues at varying degrees. For example,
water resource in Jungar coal power base account for just 0.67% of Inner Mongolia water
endowment [25]. For Xilingol League coal power base, the figure is 5.8%, for Ordos coal power
base, 5.4% [26], and for Holingol coal power base, 0.09% [27]. The coal power bases located in the
other four provinces all have water shortage issues. Especially, the condition of water shortage in
Ningxia is the most serious, whose water resource ranked the last in this country.
2.3. Water Use in the Coal Power Base Provinces of Western China
The consumption of water resources can be divided into the following categories: agricultural
water use, household water use, ecological water use and industrial water use. The electricity sector
is one of the largest water consumers in China after agriculture [28]. Thus, the electricity sector can
be a contributor to water scarcity which has already occurred in many parts of the country, in
particular in Northern China [29]. The water use of the main coal power base provinces in 2012 is
shown in Figure 2 [30].
From Figure 2, we can easily see that agricultural water use absolutely takes up the most part
of whole water use, and industrial use is only second to agricultural use. Though total water use in
Shanxi and Shaanxi is not as much as that in Xinjiang, their industrial water use has accounted for
much larger share. Because of water shortage and agricultural water demand, Ningxia does not
seem to have enough water to support industry development, including coal power bases.
Considering total water resources and water use, the potential of developing coal power bases in
Shanxi, Gansu and Ningxia does not look optimistic.
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Figure 2. Water use of main coal power base provinces in 2012.
2.4. Originality and Novelty of the Study
The energy-water nexus has been a topic of increasing importance in recent years. Indeed, water
is needed for the energy sector (fuel production and electricity generation), and energy is used to
clean, desalinate and transport water. This relationship is referred to as the water-energy nexus,
a concept originally formulated by Gleick in the 1990s with his seminar study [13]. Current studies
and research mainly focus on water issues and energy consumption related to water management,
and coupled water and energy challenges have been described for the energy production sector, i.e.,
for the United States [31], Australia [32], Spain [33], the UK [18], Middle East [19], and China [22].
However, though few studies have indicated that China could face water shortages resulting from
the addition of thermoelectric power plants, no precise estimate or policy study have been
conducted. The goal of the present study is to reveal the potential water issues in China’s coal
power bases, and to provide a solution for it.
3. Methods and Data
According to the US Geological Survey’s (USGS) water use survey data, Each kilowatt-hour
(kWh) of thermoelectric generation requires the withdrawal of approximately 25 gallons of water
(weighted-average for all thermoelectric power generation), which is primarily used for cooling
purposes. Power plants also use water for operation of flue gas desulfurization (FGD) devices, ash
handling, wastewater treatment, and wash water [34].
When discussing water and thermoelectric generation, it is necessary to distinguish between
water withdrawal and water consumption. Water withdrawal represents the total water taken from a
source but then returned to it, while water consumption represents the amount of water withdrawal
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that is not returned to the source. Water withdrawal is defined as the removal of water from any
source or reservoir for human use. The water withdrawal constitutes the conveyance losses,
consumptive use and return flow. Water consumption is defined as the amount of water extracted
from a source that is no longer available for use, because it has evaporated, transpired, been
incorporated into products and crops, consumed by man or livestock, ejected into the sea, or
otherwise removed from freshwater resources [33]. The industry chain of large coal bases includes
coal mining industry, thermal power industry and coal chemical industry. The focus of this paper is
on the water consumption of thermal power industry and thus the terminology of “water
consumption” is used in our analysis.
3.1. The Water Link of Thermal Power Plant
The composition of water consumption in thermal power plants are as follows: (a) water
recharge of the cooling system; (b) ash and slag removal system; (c) boiler water feed system;
(d) auxiliary cooling system; (e) desulfurization system; (f) water use of coal yard; and
(g) domestic water use [35].
Thermal plants use fossil fuels to generate electricity or heat, and their water needs can
vary drastically depending on the type of plant, type of refrigeration system, type of fuel and
region [36]. The amount of water withdrawal and consumption depends on the type of technology
used at a given plant. According to Meldrum et al. [37], water used for cooling purposes dominated
the life cycle water use of electricity generation.
Large quantities of cooling water are required for thermoelectric power plants to support the
generation of electricity. There are basically three types of cooling system designs: wet recirculating
(open-loop and closed-loop) and dry recirculating (air-cooled). Open-loop (once-through) systems
do not consume large quantities of water but require large quantities of water withdrawal in the
cooling process. Closed-loop systems require smaller withdrawal of water, but most of the water
withdrawal is lost in evaporation [13]. Air-cooled systems, also referred to as dry recirculating
cooling systems, use either direct or indirect air-cooled steam condensers. In a direct air-cooled
steam condenser, the turbine exhaust steam flows through air condenser tubes that are cooled
directly by conductive heat transfer using a high flow rate of ambient air that is blown by fans
across the outside surface of the tubes. Therefore, cooling water is not used in the direct air-cooled
system. In an indirect air-cooled steam condenser system, a conventional water-cooled surface
condenser is used to condense the steam, but an air-cooled closed heat exchanger is used to
conductively transfer the heat from water to ambient air [38].
3.2. Water Consumption Rate in Coal Power Plants
China Electricity Council (CEC) is responsible for energy efficiency benchmarking in the power
industry and releases detailed energy efficiency and water efficiency statistics [39]. By collating
and analyzing the data, we calculated the water consumption and coal consumption indexes for
power generation in the 600 MW units. Table 1 reports the water consumption rates while Table 2
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reports the heat rates of the coal power units with different cooling system (Interested readers may
refer to the Appendix for detailed information).
Table 1. Water consumption rates in China’s 600 MW coal power units, 2012.
Types of
Cooling System
Closed-loop
Open-loop
Air-cooled

Counted
Units
128
134
64

Proportion
(%)
39.26%
41.10%
19.63%

Comprehensive Water Consumption Rate (m3/MWh)
Optimal Value
The Top 30% Average Average
0.23
1.27
1.83
0.02
0.18
0.29
0.18
0.23
0.31

Table 2. Heat rates in China’s 600 MW coal power units, 2012.
Types of Cooling
System
Closed-loop
Open-loop
Air-cooled

Counted Units

Optimal Value
285.00
275.85
306.90

128
134
64

Heat Rates (gce/kWh)
The Top 30% Average
296.41
290.28
320.86

Average
307.80
303.89
331.18

As shown in Table 2, on the average, air-cooled unit performs worst in energy efficiency, with
about 25 grams coal equivalent gce/kWh more than water-cooled units; while open-loop water
cooling system is with lowest heat rate. Combining the information reported in Tables 1 and 2, we
can easily see that the open-loop system is the most efficient, because of the lowest heat rate and
the lowest comprehensive water consumption rate. However, the pre-condition for open-loop
water-cooled system is the existence of large body of fresh water like rivers or lakes adjacent to the
power plant. Also, the direct pollution of freshwater also indicates the infeasibility of open-loop
water-cooled system.
3.3. Method
According to the data on installed capacity and comprehensive water consumption rates of
thermal power plants by [39], we can calculate the water consumption of thermal power plants in
these coal power bases located in western provinces. The water consumption of power plants is
calculated by:
ଷ
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where
Q
MW
H
R
i=1
i=2
i=3

water consumption [106 m3/a]
installed capacity of thermal power plants [MW]
Annual operation hours of the thermal power plants
comprehensive water consumption rate [m3/MWh]
closed-loop cooling system
open-loop cooling system
air-cooled cooling system

(1)
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The methodology for water consumption estimate and scenario study is presented in Figure 3.
In its simplest form, water consumption is calculated by multiplying the electricity generated
from a certain technology and the consumption factor for that technology, which is subject to
various assumptions in our study. Because of the scope of our study, we limit our study in the
above-mentioned six western coal power base provinces.
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Q--water consumption
MW--capacity of thermal power plants
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Figure 3. Methodology framework of our study.
4. Results
4.1. Current Water Consumption Status
Annual Development Report on China’s power industry 2013 by CEC has counted the
whole-diameter capacity in every province by the end of 2012 [2]. According to this report, by the
end of 2012, the installed coal power capacity is 50,110 MW in Shanxi, 60,190 MW in Inner Mongolia,
22,270 MW in Shaanxi, 22,570 MW in Xinjiang; 16,400 MW in Ningxia and 15,510 MW
in Gansu.
According to the 2012 basic information and scoring statistics on nationwide 600 MW thermal
power units announced by CEC in 2013, we can estimate the distribution of cooling systems in
these coal power provinces. There are approximately 75% of units adopting air-cooled system and
other 25% of units adopting closed-loop cooling system, as shown in Table 3. Open-loop system,
constrained by resource endowment in these western regions, is rarely deployed. According to
Equation (1), we can estimate the water consumption by thermal power plants in these provinces,
and the results are shown in Table 4.
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Table 3. Statistics on different cooling systems in China’s coal power base provinces.
Region
Shanxi
Inner Mongolia
Shaanxi
Gansu
Ningxia
Total

Count of Different Cooling System
Open-loop
Closed-loop
Air-cooled
0
4
18
2
12
20
0
2
13
0
0
2
0
0
8
2
18
61

Table 4. Water consumption by thermal power plants in coal power base provinces, 2012.

Province

Coal
power
Capacity/
MW

Xinjiang

22,570

Inner
Mongolia

60,190

Ningxia

16,400

Gansu

15,510

Shaanxi

22,270

Shanxi

50,110

Aggregate

187,050

Types of
Cooling
System

Water
Consumption
Rate (m3/MWh)

Installed
Capacity
/MW

Water
Consumption
(106 m3/a)

Closed-loop
Air-cooled
Closed-loop
Air-cooled
Closed-loop
Air-cooled
Closed-loop
Air-cooled
Closed-loop
Air-cooled
Closed-loop
Air-cooled

1.83
0.31
1.83
0.31
1.83
0.31
1.83
0.31
1.83
0.31
1.83
0.31

5640
16,930
15,050
45,140
4100
12,300
3870
11,640
5570
16,700
12,530
37,580

90.414
45.975
241.264
122.582
65.726
33.402
62.039
31.610
89.292
45.351
200.866
102.052
1130.572

Total Water
Consumption
(106 m3/a)
136.389
363.846
99.128
93.649
134.642
302.918
1130.572

Then according to the statistical data on industrial water consumption, we can estimate the
proportion of thermal power generation in the overall industrial water use in these provinces. The
results are shown in Figure 4.
It is found that in both Ningxia and Shanxi provinces, coal power accounts for as high as 20%
of industrial water consumption. For Inner Mongolia, coal power consumes 15% of the industrial
water use. For Xinjiang and Shaanxi provinces, the percent is 10%. Only in Gansu province the
percentage is less than 10%. Because of the scarcity of water resource in these provinces, we
assume that further increase in industrial water supply is impossible or is much likely to bring
conflicts between industrial water use and other purposes (ecological use or household use, for
example) [18]. Therefore, we assume that further big increase in coal power/industrial water use
percent is definitely unacceptable in the perspective of sustainable development in these provinces.

Percentage (%)
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Figure 4. Coal power vs. industrial water use in the coal power base provinces, 2012.
4.2. BAU Water Consumption Scenario in 2020
According to the “Power Development Strategic Research Report 2013” by CEC, the capacity
of China’s coal power plants in 2020 is expected to reach 1100 GW, and coal power bases will
account for 55% of total newly-constructed plants. The BAU power demand and power planning is
shown in Table 5.
Table 5. BAU (business-as-usual) power demand and power planning.
Hydropower
Pumped storage
Coal power
Gas power
Nuclear power
Wind power
Solar power
Biomass energy
Total
Balancing loss
Electricity demand

Capacity (GW)
360
60
1050
100
58
200
70
15
1913
-

Electricity Production (TWh)
1260
48
5250
300
406
400
112
67.5
7795.5
90.5
7705

Assume constant water consumption rates, we can estimate the business-as-usual (BAU)
scenario of water consumption by coal power plants in these coal power base provinces in 2020
(Table 6). According to the BAU scenario, it is estimated that water consumption for coal power
generation will double during 2012–2020, provided that the comprehensive water consumption
rates and the composition of cooling system are unchanged (Figure 5). It is worthwhile pointing out
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that all these coal power bases are puzzled by water shortage, and a double growth in water
demand will certainly break the balance of water ecology system in these regions.
Table 6. BAU Water consumption by thermal power plants in coal power base
provinces, 2020.
Total
Capacity
/MW

Xinjiang

47,970

Inner
Mongolia

102,900

Ningxia

29,670

Gansu

26,300

Shaanxi

39,520

Shanxi

82,950

Total

329,310

Water consumption (million m3)

Province

Types of
Cooling
System
Closed-loop
Air-cooled
Closed-loop
Air-cooled
Closed-loop
Air-cooled
Closed-loop
Air-cooled
Closed-loop
Air-cooled
Closed-loop
Air-cooled

Water
Consumption
Rate (m3/MWh)
1.83
0.31
1.83
0.31
1.83
0.31
1.83
0.31
1.83
0.31
1.83
0.31

Installed
Capacity
/MW
11,990
35,980
25,730
77,170
7420
22,250
6580
19,720
9880
29,640
20,740
62,210
329,310

Water
Consumption
(106 m3/a)
192.209
97.707
412.472
209.563
118.949
60.422
105.483
53.552
158.384
80.490
332.479
168.937
1990.648

Total water
Consumption
(106 m3/a)
289.917
622.035
179.371
159.034
238.875
501.416
1990.648
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Figure 5. 2020 BAU vs. 2012 water consumption by coal power in coal power base provinces.
Furthermore, current water consumption by the power generation is substantial in volume and
critical to its operation, but pressures of population growth, hydrological variability and climate
change will complicate the issue. Water consumption in these provinces is always constrained
by available supply and consumption in other industries is relative stable in the past. Hence, we
hypothesize that water consumption in other industrial sectors will hold constant during 2012–2020,
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Percentage (%)

and then we can update the percentage of coal power/industrial water use for these provinces in
2020 (Figure 6). According to the estimate, with the exception of Gansu province, in the other five
provinces, the percentages of coal power/industrial water use will be largely enlarged. In Shanxi
and Ningxia provinces, coal power is expected to consume 30% of industrial water use in the BAU
scenario; while in Xinjiang, Inner Mongolia and Shaanxi, coal power is expected to consume
around 20% of industrial water use. In other words, the BAU scenario envisions higher possibility
of water resource conflicts in these provinces.
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Figure 6. Percentage of coal power/industrial water use in the BUA scenario.
5. Water Conservation Measures and Alternative Scenario
Our projected result in these provinces has clearly indicated that serious water crisis will be
likely to erupt in the BAU scenario. A strong implication is that the Chinese Government must take
water resource constraint into consideration as a critical point in its overall sustainable development
plan, in addition to energy supply and environment protection. The point is that an integrated
energy-water resource plan with regionalized environmental carrying capacity as constraints is a
desideratum to settle this puzzle. Hence, in this section, firstly possible measures to cut down (or
avoid) water consumption will be discussed. Then, an alternative scenario will be proposed to
guide the sustainable energy development in these coal power base provinces.
5.1. Water Conservation Measures
5.1.1. Downsizing Coal Power Capacity
The most effective measure to cope with water resource crisis caused by power generation is
cutting down the scale of coal power capacity in western provinces. In other words, an alternative
power plan is needed. The following strategies can be employed in developing the power sector plan:
x Reducing electric power demand by active energy efficiency efforts. Energy efficiency has
been regarded as the fifth energy source besides coal, oil, gas and hydropower. Worldwide
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experience has also clearly demonstrated the efficacy of energy efficiency in optimizing
energy system. We estimate that with active energy efficiency efforts, the demand growth
for electric power can be slowed down by 2%–3% and results in energy conservation at 200–
300 TWh annually. The energy efficiency potential into 2020 by various active efforts is
shown in Table 7.
Table 7. The energy efficiency potential of active efforts into 2020.
Technology/Sector
Green lighting
High efficiency motor
Energy-saving transformer
Frequency converter
High efficiency appliance
Ground source heat pump technology
Total

Energy Efficiency Potential (TWh)
108.51
130.00
8.87
97.70
442.00
18.00
805.08

x Optimizing generation mix by deploying clean and sustainable energy sources. On one hand,
in China the hydropower development is yet to reach its economically developable resource
limit. On the other hand, China is endowed with abundant renewable energy sources like
wind power and solar power, and active support of renewable energy development can make
a big difference.
x Optimizing the regional distribution of coal power. With the development of zero emission
technology, coal power can generate electricity at emission levels (SO2, NOx and dust) closer
to or even lower than gas power [40]. Hence, the government can lift the ban on the new
construction of coal power plants in east regions and plan to build some coal power plants
with cutting-edge pollutant control technologies in the load centers. The benefits are twofold.
First, China’s potential water resource crisis in western can be partly relieved. Second,
the demand on long-distance electric power transmission—another important concern of
decision-makers—can also be reduced.
5.1.2. Saving Water by Improving the Cooling System
The cooling system consumes most of water in the power generation process. Therefore, another
priority of water conservation is to improve the cooling system in coal power plants. In the existing
coal power fleet, these plants with advanced closed-loop water cooling system perform as effectively
as those with air-cooled system in terms of the comprehensive water consumption rate while
enjoying super energy efficiency advantage. Here, an important measure is to raise the technical
threshold of new coal power plants and require that all the newly-constructed coal power plants
perform better in their water consumption than the existing records. For existing plants, technical
retrofitting can be implemented in those plants with below than average water efficiency performance.
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5.1.3. Saving Water in Other Links
The demand on water quality in the other links of power plants is not as strict as in the cooling
system. For example, treated wastewater, instead of fresh water, can be used in the desulfurization
system and the coal yard. Use of nontraditional water sources, such as secondary-treated municipal
wastewater, provides an option to reduce freshwater usage in thermal power production [41]. In the
subsequent subsection, concrete water conservation measures are proposed from many links in the
generation process.
x Ash and slag removal system: Dry-type ash and slag removal system, which consumes no
water at all, is a mature option. On the other hand, with this process, the produced ash and
slag can be reclaimed as building material [41].
x Cooling system of auxiliary systems: The cooling water for the auxiliary systems can be
processed in a centralized way. Similarly, a small-scale wet recirculating or dry recirculating
cooling system can be employed for the cooling of the pooled water.
x Desulfurization system: Dry desulfurization process consumes much less water than wet
process. For the wet desulfurization process, the cyclic utilization of processing water is a
feasible option. Other option is to use the reclaimed water in the cooling system for the
auxiliary systems in desulfurization process.
x Water use of coal yard: The water quality demand in the coal yard is much lower. Retreated
industrial wastewater or domestic wastewater can be collected for this purpose. Besides, the
wastewater produced in coal yard can also be reutilized to further cut down water consumption.
5.2. An Alternative Water Consumption Scenario
In the alternative water consumption scenario, with energy efficiency efforts, electricity demand
is projected to drop from 7705.5 TWh to 7560 TWh. In addition, with more clean and sustainable
energy sources, the demand for thermal power is reduced by almost 100 GW, as shown in Table 8.
Table 8. Alternative power demand and power planning.
Hydropower
Pumped storage
Coal power
Gas power-centralized
Gas power-distributed
Nuclear power
Wind power
Solar power-centralized
Solar power-distributed
Biomass energy
Total
Balancing loss
Electricity demand

Capacity (GW) Power Production (TWh)
360
1260
70
56
959.91
4799.6
70
350
50
125
60
420
230
460
40
64
60
72
14
63
1913.91
7594.9
34.9
7560
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Due to technological advances and structural optimization, the comprehensive water
consumption rate could be cut down by a large extent in the alternative scenario. Our estimate is
that the water consumption rate could be cut down by 30% from the existing level. In addition, we
project that more air-cooled units would be built. The details of the alternative scenario are
reported in Table 9.
Table 9. Alternative water consumption in coal power base provinces.
Province

Total
Capacity
/MW

Xinjiang

45,050

Inner
Mongolia

100,000

Ningxia

27,580

Gansu

24,390

Shaanxi

38,140

Shanxi

80,950

Aggregate

316,110

Types of
Cooling
System
Closed-loop
Air-cooled
Closed-loop
Air-cooled
Closed-loop
Air-cooled
Closed-loop
Air-cooled
Closed-loop
Air-cooled
Closed-loop
Air-cooled

Water
Consumption
Rate (m3/MWh)
1.27
0.23
1.27
0.23
1.27
0.23
1.27
0.23
1.27
0.23
1.27
0.23

Installed
Capacity
/MW
9010
36,040
20,000
80,000
5520
22,060
4880
19,510
7630
30,510
16,190
64,760
316,110

Water
Consumption
(106 m3/a)
100.238
72.613
222.504
161.184
61.411
44.446
54.291
39.309
84.885
61.472
180.117
130.478
1212.949

Total Water
Consumption
(106 m3/a)
172.851
383.688
105.858
93.600
146.357
310.595
1212.949

In the alternative scenario, planned coal-fired generation capacity in these provinces would be
13 GW lower than in the BAU scenario. Also, the comprehensive water consumption rate of the
closed-loop cooling system would be lowered to 1.27 m3/MWh. The water consumption by coal
power in these provinces will be 1212 million m3, with only a slight increase relative to 2012
level. In this way, the envisioned water crisis caused by the electric power industry in these
water-deprived provinces could possibly be avoided. However, we should not be too optimistic
about it. Great risk exists in the implementation of water conservation measures and their actual effects.
6. Concluding Remarks
Coal power is an inevitable choice for meeting the increasing electric power demand in China.
Considering the ever worsening atmospheric pollution, the Chinese Government has to adhere to
the path of developing large-scale coal power bases in western provinces. However, the analysis
presented in this paper clearly indicates that there will be furious water-energy conflicts in the
development of coal bases, and water resource constraints will seriously restrict their development.
An integrated planning of energy and water resources which takes regionalized environmental
carrying capacity as the constraint is a final resort to this sustainable development puzzle. Several
concrete water conservation measures are proposed to address the water crisis in China’s coal
power bases.
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Certainly, our study is suffering from some limitations. For example, the perspective employed
in the study is water resource constraint. Other important factors, such as the deployment cost of
new cooling system and the retrofitting cost of existing cooling system, the economic appraisal of
water conservation in links other than cooling system, are not addressed in the study. Water issue is
only projected to worsen in the future, as a consequence of climate change. Therefore, further and
more in-depth analysis on the issues presented here is needed to provide guidance for Chinese
government and other stakeholders.
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Appendix
Table A1. Energy efficiency and water efficiency statistics on coal-fired power plants
in China, 2012.
Plant
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

Capacity
(MW)
640
640
1000
630
640
630
640
600
630
640
1000
630
600
500
600
660
600
500
700

Comprehensive Water
Consumption Rate (m3/MWh)
1.91
2.10
0.30
1.31
1.98
0.35
1.99
0.23
1.31
1.92
0.30
2.20
0.23
1.83
2.00
0.25
0.29
1.60
2.10

Types of Cooling
System
Closed-loop
Closed-loop
Open-loop
Closed-loop
Closed-loop
Open-loop
Closed-loop
Open-loop
Closed-loop
Closed-loop
Open-loop
Closed-loop
Open-loop
Closed-loop
Closed-loop
Air-cooled
Open-loop
Closed-loop
Closed-loop

Heat Rates
(gce/kWh)
298.29
297.71
275.85
296.2
297.85
296.77
298.36
306.28
297.33
298.15
276.44
296.78
308.21
306.05
307.3
310.21
298.97
324.06
307.61
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Plant
No.
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61

Capacity
(MW)
600
600
600
600
600
600
600
1000
1000
600
600
600
600
900
500
630
630
600
630
600
660
660
630
700
600
660
660
670
640
670
600
680
600
660
600
600
680
600
630
1000
600
1000

Comprehensive Water
Consumption Rate (m3/MWh)
2.00
0.24
1.72
2.00
1.70
0.24
1.57
0.23
0.10
0.23
0.47
0.25
0.23
0.43
1.83
1.47
0.35
0.24
0.35
0.33
0.32
1.73
1.99
2.10
2.83
0.19
0.43
2.07
1.88
2.07
0.26
0.19
0.26
1.31
1.90
1.87
0.11
0.24
1.85
2.01
2.10
2.01

Types of Cooling
System
Closed-loop
Air-cooled
Closed-loop
Closed-loop
Closed-loop
Air-cooled
Closed-loop
Closed-loop
Open-loop
Air-cooled
Air-cooled
Open-loop
Air-cooled
Open-loop
Closed-loop
Closed-loop
Open-loop
Air-cooled
Open-loop
Air-cooled
Open-loop
Closed-loop
Closed-loop
Closed-loop
Closed-loop
Air-cooled
Open-loop
Closed-loop
Closed-loop
Closed-loop
Air-cooled
Open-loop
Air-cooled
Closed-loop
Closed-loop
Closed-loop
Open-loop
Air-cooled
Closed-loop
Closed-loop
Closed-loop
Closed-loop

Heat Rates
(gce/kWh)
309.35
326.41
302.35
298.51
302.12
326.7
310.03
287.18
282.
330.13
318.14
310.5
330.05
299.82
306.28
300.58
298.53
327.53
300.3
329.62
288.2
298.01
305.3
311.39
310.97
323.55
291.51
301.11
305.12
302.07
328.14
298.6
327.11
291.34
307.57
302.45
289.98
331.9
301.08
285.71
315.48
286.11
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Plant
No.
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103

Capacity
(MW)
660
600
630
600
630
600
600
1000
630
600
660
600
600
600
900
1000
600
650
660
600
630
600
600
600
600
600
600
600
600
660
600
1000
630
600
660
630
600
650
600
600
600
600

Comprehensive Water
Consumption Rate (m3/MWh)
0.41
2.03
0.42
0.24
0.42
2.81
1.85
0.26
2.26
0.34
0.43
0.29
0.24
0.20
0.43
0.27
0.24
0.33
0.17
2.46
1.99
0.41
2.83
0.29
0.24
0.24
2.46
1.78
1.57
1.62
1.85
1.65
2.20
1.75
0.19
0.41
0.49
0.28
0.24
1.76
0.20
2.01

Types of Cooling
System
Open-loop
Closed-loop
Air-cooled
Open-loop
Air-cooled
Closed-loop
Closed-loop
Open-loop
Closed-loop
Open-loop
Open-loop
Open-loop
Open-loop
Open-loop
Open-loop
Open-loop
Air-cooled
Closed-loop
Open-loop
Closed-loop
Closed-loop
Air-cooled
Closed-loop
Open-loop
Open-loop
Air-cooled
Closed-loop
Closed-loop
Closed-loop
Closed-loop
Closed-loop
Closed-loop
Closed-loop
Closed-loop
Air-cooled
Open-loop
Air-cooled
Open-loop
Open-loop
Closed-loop
Open-loop
Closed-loop

Heat Rates
(gce/kWh)
311.3
301.49
323.42
311.66
323.39
319.58
300.86
285.58
304.13
300.71
291.51
312.11
299.99
310.03
301.01
285.55
330.73
303.07
294.85
304.26
306.8
330.38
311.91
313.48
301.48
331.15
304.87
302.49
314.35
297.16
308.1
288.77
301.75
315.73
323.41
302.36
320.25
302.93
300.39
306.17
313.97
305.2
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Plant
No.
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140
141
142
143
144

Capacity
(MW)
600
1000
600
600
630
600
600
1000
660
1000
600
600
600
600
600
660
640
600
660
600
1000
600
660
660
600
1000
600
600
600
630
600
600
630
630
600
600
600
680
600
660
600

Comprehensive Water
Consumption Rate (m3/MWh)
1.95
0.31
1.57
0.29
1.97
2.90
1.57
0.32
0.41
0.81
1.75
0.19
1.76
0.24
2.05
0.32
2.10
2.03
0.36
1.76
0.19
1.83
0.26
0.31
0.36
0.23
0.41
2.46
0.27
0.35
0.24
1.75
0.14
1.67
0.23
0.34
2.46
0.19
0.24
0.18
0.41

Types of Cooling
System
Closed-loop
Air-cooled
Closed-loop
Open-loop
Closed-loop
Closed-loop
Closed-loop
Open-loop
Open-loop
Closed-loop
Closed-loop
Open-loop
Closed-loop
Open-loop
Closed-loop
Open-loop
Closed-loop
Closed-loop
Air-cooled
Closed-loop
Open-loop
Closed-loop
Open-loop
Open-loop
Open-loop
Closed-loop
Air-cooled
Closed-loop
Air-cooled
Open-loop
Open-loop
Closed-loop
Open-loop
Closed-loop
Air-cooled
Open-loop
Closed-loop
Open-loop
Open-loop
Open-loop
Air-cooled

Heat Rates
(gce/kWh)
320.04
306.9
314.62
302.52
303.66
319.42
314.97
283.93
315.05
285.
316.69
313.92
306.39
301.66
318.
293.12
302.07
303.19
314.82
305.96
289.61
306.03
298.98
292.89
305.13
291.46
332.7
305.95
331.91
303.38
304.19
319.14
306.29
305.48
337.29
303.17
305.71
303.58
311.64
298.47
333.87
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Plant
No.
145
146
147
148
149
150
151
152
153
154
155
157
158
159
160
161
162
163
164
165
166
167
168
169
170
171
172
173
174
175
176
177
178
179
180
181
182
183
184
185
186
187

Capacity
(MW)
1000
680
600
600
600
650
600
600
600
600
1000
650
660
660
660
1000
1000
1000
600
600
660
630
600
600
600
660
1000
600
660
600
660
600
1000
1000
660
630
1000
1000
600
660
660
600

Comprehensive Water
Consumption Rate (m3/MWh)
0.16
0.11
2.00
1.80
0.29
0.33
0.24
2.16
1.83
0.29
0.29
0.30
1.03
0.28
1.73
0.16
1.65
0.28
1.60
2.03
2.05
0.34
1.84
0.29
1.76
0.24
0.28
2.49
0.24
0.39
0.02
0.41
0.28
0.89
2.05
0.34
0.31
0.28
0.36
0.31
0.18
2.00

Types of Cooling
System
Open-loop
Open-loop
Closed-loop
Closed-loop
Closed-loop
Closed-loop
Open-loop
Closed-loop
Closed-loop
Open-loop
Closed-loop
Open-loop
Closed-loop
Open-loop
Closed-loop
Open-loop
Closed-loop
Open-loop
Closed-loop
Closed-loop
Closed-loop
Open-loop
Closed-loop
Open-loop
Closed-loop
Open-loop
Open-loop
Closed-loop
Open-loop
Air-cooled
Open-loop
Air-cooled
Open-loop
Closed-loop
Closed-loop
Open-loop
Air-cooled
Open-loop
Open-loop
Air-cooled
Open-loop
Closed-loop

Heat Rates
(gce/kWh)
286.6
294.31
318.28
307.34
313.94
306.63
304.92
311.51
305.74
303.69
290.67
305.25
324.
292.09
302.49
288.99
289.5
289.07
309.03
310.84
309.78
308.04
307.46
303.06
306.29
299.56
285.09
309.85
296.98
338.06
294.52
334.8
289.2
285.05
309.78
316.79
308.01
289.02
309.38
320.86
299.94
306.58
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Plant
No.
188
189
190
191
192
193
194
195
196
197
198
199
200
201
202
204
205
206
207
208
209
210
211
212
213
214
215
216
217
218
219
220
221
222
223
224
225
226
227
228
229
230

Capacity
(MW)
630
1000
630
500
600
600
1000
660
600
600
600
660
1000
660
600
660
600
600
660
630
600
1000
660
1000
600
600
660
660
650
600
600
600
660
1000
600
680
660
660
660
600
660
600

Comprehensive Water
Consumption Rate (m3/MWh)
0.43
0.40
0.39
1.60
0.23
0.24
0.19
0.02
0.31
0.27
2.13
0.18
0.39
1.03
1.75
1.65
2.13
1.84
0.17
0.34
2.20
0.40
0.41
0.21
1.75
0.40
0.28
0.31
0.32
1.71
0.33
1.78
1.74
0.32
0.39
0.39
0.28
0.36
0.35
0.18
0.31
2.07

Types of Cooling
System
Open-loop
Open-loop
Open-loop
Closed-loop
Air-cooled
Open-loop
Open-loop
Open-loop
Air-cooled
Open-loop
Closed-loop
Open-loop
Open-loop
Closed-loop
Closed-loop
Closed-loop
Closed-loop
Closed-loop
Open-loop
Open-loop
Closed-loop
Open-loop
Open-loop
Open-loop
Closed-loop
Air-cooled
Open-loop
Air-cooled
Open-loop
Closed-loop
Air-cooled
Closed-loop
Closed-loop
Open-loop
Air-cooled
Open-loop
Open-loop
Air-cooled
Air-cooled
Open-loop
Air-cooled
Closed-loop

Heat Rates
(gce/kWh)
312.91
289.51
309.73
327.8
335.44
304.24
291.34
295.42
337.53
309.85
321.41
301.81
292.2
324.7
309.03
300.1
321.41
308.99
306.56
308.87
318.28
288.15
314.32
284.56
320.92
330.38
292.8
321.15
307.82
320.74
338.41
307.04
305.11
293.25
338.4
302.96
302.73
328.9
333.58
297.56
325.03
320.33
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Plant
No.
231
232
233
234
235
236
237
238
239
240
241
242
243
244
245
246
247
248
249
250
251
252
253
254
255
256
257
258
259
260
261
262
263
264
265
266
267
268
269
270
271
272

Capacity
(MW)
630
600
660
630
660
660
660
630
600
600
600
630
600
660
600
600
600
600
600
660
600
600
630
630
600
600
660
660
600
660
1000
1000
600
600
600
600
600
660
1000
660
660
600

Comprehensive Water
Consumption Rate (m3/MWh)
2.26
2.07
0.31
0.63
0.34
1.30
1.71
0.14
1.96
0.31
2.02
0.41
1.81
0.24
3.83
0.27
0.25
0.28
0.22
0.17
0.26
0.22
0.39
0.63
0.28
0.19
1.55
0.24
1.86
0.31
0.31
0.19
0.40
2.03
0.40
2.05
0.44
0.50
0.39
0.30
0.31
0.31

Types of Cooling
System
Closed-loop
Closed-loop
Air-cooled
Open-loop
Air-cooled
Closed-loop
Closed-loop
Open-loop
Closed-loop
Air-cooled
Closed-loop
Open-loop
Closed-loop
Open-loop
Closed-loop
Air-cooled
Open-loop
Open-loop
Air-cooled
Open-loop
Open-loop
Air-cooled
Open-loop
Open-loop
Open-loop
Open-loop
Closed-loop
Open-loop
Closed-loop
Air-cooled
Open-loop
Open-loop
Open-loop
Closed-loop
Air-cooled
Closed-loop
Air-cooled
Open-loop
Open-loop
Open-loop
Air-cooled
Air-cooled

Heat Rates
(gce/kWh)
308.05
313.43
328.35
306.7
329.91
291.34
305.72
306.36
320.28
338.79
308.06
303.68
313.89
310.58
327.47
339.18
322.2
306.39
337.27
308.22
322.76
338.28
319.89
307.89
313.82
306.97
308.27
311.67
315.92
328.35
284.56
295.69
322.3
310.84
330.15
317.36
344.06
305.45
294.82
291.2
324.62
326.92
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Plant
No.
273
274
275
276
277
278
279
280
281
282
283
284
285
286
287
288
289
290
291
292
293
294
295
296
297
298
299
300
301
302
303
304
305
306
307
308
309
310
311
313
314
315

Capacity
(MW)
600
600
600
600
600
600
700
700
660
600
600
660
600
600
660
600
600
600
600
600
600
600
600
600
600
600
1000
1000
600
600
600
600
630
600
600
630
600
600
700
600
600
660

Comprehensive Water
Consumption Rate (m3/MWh)
0.27
0.40
0.10
0.20
0.44
2.10
0.41
0.49
0.38
2.08
1.86
0.55
0.40
0.20
0.45
2.07
0.27
2.16
0.40
3.83
0.19
0.26
0.26
0.31
0.38
0.24
1.87
0.32
1.71
0.25
1.61
0.31
0.39
0.25
0.28
0.42
0.23
1.79
0.41
0.76
0.26
1.71

Types of Cooling
System
Air-cooled
Open-loop
Open-loop
Open-loop
Air-cooled
Closed-loop
Open-loop
Open-loop
Air-cooled
Closed-loop
Closed-loop
Air-cooled
Open-loop
Open-loop
Open-loop
Closed-loop
Air-cooled
Closed-loop
Open-loop
Closed-loop
Open-loop
Open-loop
Open-loop
Air-cooled
Open-loop
Open-loop
Closed-loop
Open-loop
Closed-loop
Open-loop
Closed-loop
Air-cooled
Open-loop
Open-loop
Open-loop
Open-loop
Open-loop
Closed-loop
Open-loop
Closed-loop
Open-loop
Closed-loop

Heat Rates
(gce/kWh)
338.92
318.71
313.33
310.75
344.06
316.79
321.73
310.74
328.51
323.87
316.44
325.81
318.23
310.77
303.24
318.
338.82
311.67
324.25
326.53
306.98
317.15
318.05
339.33
313.76
303.91
291.08
298.1
322.59
322.2
332.22
326.75
309.04
322.2
308.48
317.64
309.43
331.2
322.14
303.75
320.52
304.94
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Plant
No.
316
317
318
319
320
321
323
324
327
328
330
331
333
334

Capacity
(MW)
600
600
600
600
600
600
800
600
600
700
600
600
600
600

Comprehensive Water
Consumption Rate (m3/MWh)
0.27
0.76
0.18
1.78
0.23
0.35
0.51
0.28
0.25
0.50
0.35
0.28
0.27
0.18

Types of Cooling
System
Air-cooled
Closed-loop
Air-cooled
Closed-loop
Open-loop
Air-cooled
Open-loop
Air-cooled
Open-loop
Open-loop
Air-cooled
Air-cooled
Air-cooled
Air-cooled

Heat Rates
(gce/kWh)
339.58
305.18
346.8
316.43
314.1
349.18
355.23
341.09
325.51
312.49
351.6
339.29
333.16
346.8
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Water Quality Changes during Rapid Urbanization in
the Shenzhen River Catchment: An Integrated View of
Socio-Economic and Infrastructure Development
Hua-peng Qin, Qiong Su, Soon-Thiam Khu and Nv Tang
Abstract: Surface water quality deterioration is a serious problem in many rapidly urbanizing
catchments in developing countries. There is currently a lack of studies that quantify water quality
variation (deterioration or otherwise) due to both socio-economic and infrastructure development in
a catchment. This paper investigates the causes of water quality changes over the rapid urbanization
period of 1985–2009 in the Shenzhen River catchment, China and examines the changes in relation
to infrastructure development and socio-economic policies. The results indicate that the water quality
deteriorated rapidly during the earlier urbanization stages before gradually improving over recent
years, and that rapid increases in domestic discharge were the major causes of water quality
deterioration. Although construction of additional wastewater infrastructure can significantly
improve water quality, it was unable to dispose all of the wastewater in the catchment. However,
it was found that socio-economic measures can significantly improve water quality by decreasing
pollutant load per gross regional production (GRP) or increasing labor productivity. Our findings
suggest that sustainable development during urbanization is possible, provided that: (1) the
wastewater infrastructure should be constructed timely and revitalized regularly in line with
urbanization, and wastewater treatment facilities should be upgraded to improve their nitrogen and
phosphorus removal efficiencies; (2) administrative regulation policies, economic incentives and
financial policies should be implemented to encourage industries to prevent or reduce the pollution at
the source; (3) the environmental awareness and education level of local population should be
increased; (4) planners from various sectors should consult each other and adapt an integrated
planning approach for socio-economic and wastewater infrastructure development.
Reprinted from Sustainability. Cite as: Qin, H.; Su, Q.; Khu, S.-T.; Tang, N. Water Quality Changes
during Rapid Urbanization in the Shenzhen River Catchment: An Integrated View of
Socio-Economic and Infrastructure Development. Sustainability 2014, 6, 7433-7451.
1. Introduction
Many catchments in developing countries are experiencing rapid urbanization [1,2]. These
catchments are faced with the challenge of maintaining (or improving) water quality while allowing
for economic growth and population expansion [3]. Understanding the characteristics and
mechanisms of water quality changes in the catchment can help policy makers evaluate the
effectiveness of water management measures, avoid repetition of past mistakes and create a
sustainable development environment.
Many studies have investigated and characterized the changes in water quality during
urbanization. Ren et al. [4] found that urbanization from 1947 to 1996 in Shanghai corresponded to a
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rapid degradation of water quality in the Huangpu River. A separate study in Shanghai found that
water quality in the city center had deteriorated from the early 1980s to the early 1990s but has been
improving since the 1990s [3]. Chang [5] reported that with rapid urbanization and economic
development, the water quality of the Han River in Korea declined gradually during the 1960s and
1970s but improved after control measures were put in place in the 1980s. Kannel et al. [6] detected
increasing phosphorus contents from 1999 to 2003 in the urban areas of the Bagmati River
catchment, Nepal.
Studies have also been performed to determine the causes of water quality change in urbanized
catchments [4,7–9]. It is well known that population growth and industrial activities are drivers
of water quality change. Groppo et al. [10] found that population growth and increases in untreated
sewage were the main causes of water quality deterioration in rivers in the State of Sao Paulo, Brazil.
Ma et al. [11] found that sharp increases in industrial pollution and domestic discharge were
the major causes of water quality deterioration in the Shiyang River, Northwest China. Suitable
water management measures, however, may also be included in the urbanization process to mediate
water quality deterioration [12] such as installing wastewater infrastructure (e.g., wastewater
treatment plant (WWTP) and urban drainage system) to increase wastewater treatment capacity.
Socio-economic policies such as industrial structure regulation, economic incentive and finance
policies, command and control, and legal measures are able to improve water consumption
efficiencies and reduce pollutant load generation [13,14].
Although many policies and measures have been enacted, water quality degradation continues
to be a serious problem in some rapidly urbanizing areas. For the past three decades, surface water
deterioration has coincided with rapid economic growth in China despite the implementation of
modern water management measures [15]. Many researchers found that such deterioration is due to
the complex interaction between engineered infrastructures and social, economic, legal, and political
issues during rapid urbanization [16,17]. However, most research addressed water quality change in
urbanized areas rather than catchments in the process of rapid urbanization [6,10]. Furthermore, even
fewer studies have investigated the integrated impact of socio-economic and infrastructure
development on changes in water quality [16]. Current understandings of the impact of urbanization
on water quality are mainly anecdotal. Further research is required to generate an integrated view of
water quality changes, pollution generation in the socio-economic system and pollution control
measures in the management system.
Using the Shenzhen River catchment in China as a case study, this paper will examine the water
quality changes in the catchment during the rapid urbanization period of 1985 to 2009 based on
measured water quality data and estimated pollutant loads. The objectives of this study are: (1) to
characterize the water quality changes and better understand the factors that determine the changes in
the catchment; (2) to evaluate the effects of infrastructure development and socio-economic policies
on water quality changes; and (3) to propose possible solutions on water quality changes in the rapid
urbanization catchment.
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2. Material and Methods
2.1. Study Area
The Shenzhen River is located in a rapidly urbanizing coastal region of Southeast China and
forms the administrative border between Shenzhen City and Hong Kong (Figure 1). The total
catchment area of the Shenzhen River is 312 km2. The river is a typical tidal river and is 14 km long.
The main river drains southwest into Deep Bay, which joins the Pearl River estuary on its seaward
side. Three sampling stations, S1, S2 and S3, are located in the upper, middle and lower streams of
the river, respectively (Figure 1). The catchment has a mild, subtropical maritime climate with a
mean annual temperature of 22.4 °C and a mean annual precipitation of 1933 mm.

Figure 1. Overview of the Shenzhen River catchment.
The northern catchment, with an area of 188 km2, includes three administrative areas of
Shenzhen: Luohu District, Futian District, and Buji Town. Over the past three decades, this area has
experienced rapid urbanization. Between 1980 and 2009, the area’s gross regional product (GRP)
increased from 0.4–116.3 billion yuan (using the 1990 price), total population increased from
0.16 million to 2.69 million and the ratio of built-up to developable land increased from 12.0%–
91.9%. In contrast, the southern catchment of the Shenzhen River belongs to the Northern New
Territories of Hong Kong. Most of the area within the southern catchment is rural with low
population densities.
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2.2. Water Quality Data
The water quality in the Shenzhen River has been measured by the Environmental Monitoring
Station of Shenzhen since 1985. The data set measured from 1985–2009 was used to characterize the
water quality change during rapid urbanization. The water quality was measured bi-monthly from
1985–2002 and monthly after 2002. To consider the effects of tides, two water samples were
collected during ebb and flood tides. Ten water quality parameters are considered in this study:
BOD5, NH3-N, TP, petroleum, volatile phenol (V-ArOH), hexavalent chromium (Cr6+), mercury
(Hg), lead (Pb), copper (Cu) and cadmium (Cd). These parameters are the target indicators in China’s
environmental monitoring system. The river is classified as a water body for landscape requirements.
The maximum permitted concentrations (MPCs) for various water quality parameters are prescribed
by the Environmental Quality Standard for Surface Water in China (GB 3838-2002). For example,
MPCs for BOD5, NH3-N and TP are 10 mg/L, 2 mg/L and 0.4 mg/L, respectively. In order to obtain
an overall understanding of the combined effect of the changes in the target indicator values a
composite indicator—Water Pollution Index (WPI)—was used to assess the comprehensive status of
the water quality of the Shenzhen River. The index is defined as follows [18,19]:
WPI

1 n
¦ Ci / Si
ni1

(1)

where n represents the number of water quality parameters; Ci is the average measured
concentration of the ith parameter, mg/L; and Si is the MPC for the ith parameter. The water quality
can be classified into six types by WPI: very pure, pure, moderately polluted, polluted, impure and
heavily impure with corresponding WPI values of below 0.3, 0.3–1.0, 1.0–2.0, 2.0–4.0, 4.0–6.0 and
over 6.0, respectively [18]. Furthermore, to show the pollutants that most significantly reduce the
overall water quality (in the sense of violating their objective levels), the contribution of each
polluting substance to the summed pollution index of all pollutants is calculated as follows:
Ki

Ci / Si
i

¦C

i

/ Si

(2)

n 1

where Ki is the contribution of each substance to the summed pollution index.
2.3. Methods to Estimate the Pollutant Load
The pollutant load discharged into the river is the direct driving factor of water quality change
during urbanization. In the Shenzhen River catchment, however, the pollutant load has not been
directly measured and therefore a simple method was proposed to estimate this discharge.
Reasons for change in pollutant load discharge during rapid urbanization are usually varied and
complex. They are either directly or indirectly linked to social-economic development and
engineering interventions. In this study, a cause diagram is used to break down broad items into
increasingly finer levels of detail, and is also useful for identifying the causal relationships between
items of interest.
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Based on cause-and-effect analysis, a diagram was constructed to trace the causes of pollutant
load changes in the Shenzhen River catchment. As shown in Figure 2, the pollutant load discharge
into the river is related to the difference between the total pollutant load generated within the
catchment and the pollutant load removed by wastewater infrastructure. Pollution is often categorized
into point source and non-point source. However, water quality during wet periods in the Shenzhen
River is much better than that during dry periods [20]. According to estimates by Liu and Lu [21],
non-point source pollutant loads are much smaller than the pollutant loads from industrial
and domestic sources in the catchment and therefore only point source pollution is considered
in this study.
Water quality of the river
Pollutant load
discharges into the river

Total pollutant load
generation in the catchment

Pollutant load generation
from residential activities
Pollutant generation
per capita

Pollutant load generation
from industrial activities

Population

Pollutant generation
per GRP

GRP per labor
force

Labor productivity in
different industries

Wastewater transferred to
outside of the catchment

Industrial structure

Wastewater treated by
WWTPs in the catchment

Wastewater collected
in the catchment
Collection capacity
of sewer system

GRP

Pollutant load removed
by wastewater facilities

Volumetric wastewater Treatment efficiency
treatment capacity of
of WWTPs
WWTPs

Pollutant generation
per GRP in different
industries
Infrastructure development

Socio-economic development

Figure 2. Cause diagram of water quality changes in the Shenzhen River catchment.
The pollutant load generation is affected by socio-economic development. Industrial wastewater
is discharged by manufacturing and production processes and commercial enterprises. Pollution
from industrial activities is estimated based on GRP and pollutant load per unit GRP. The respective
equation can be expressed as follows:
LGe,t

GRPt * LOADGRP,t

(3)

where LGe,t and LOADGRP,t denote industrial pollutant load (tons) and the pollutant load per unit
GRP in year t, respectively. LOADGRP,t is a function of industrial structure and pollutant per GRP in
different industries. The industry structures in the study area can be categorized into primary (e.g.,
agriculture), secondary (e.g., manufacturing) and tertiary (e.g., services) industries. Each industry
type can be further sub-divided according to the primary factor in the production process.
LOADGRP,t can be expressed as follows:
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LOADGRP ,t

¦ ( PROP

i ,t

* LOADGRPi ,t )

i

(4)

where PROPi,t and LOADGRPi,t are GRP proportion and the pollutant load per unit GRP of industry i
in year t, respectively. Therefore, pollutant load generation from industrial activities can be
estimated by GRP, industrial structure and pollutant load per unit GRP of different industries.
Furthermore, water pollutant loads from tertiary industries are usually identified as domestic
pollution and are thus included in the estimation of pollutant generation in residential activities
(Equation (5)). And thus Equations (3) and (4) were only applied to estimate pollutant load in the
secondary industry in this study.
Domestic wastewater comes from residential sources, including toilets, sinks, baths and laundry.
Pollution from residential activities is estimated according to the population size and pollutant load
per capita. The respective equation can be expressed as follows:
LGr ,t

Popt * LOADcap,t

(5)

where LGr,t denotes residential pollutant load (tons) in year t; LOADcap,t denotes the pollutant load
per capita, which is assumed to be constant in this study.
To understand the changes of pollution from residential activities, population growth during rapid
urbanization should be further analyzed. Fertility, mortality and migration are principal determinants
of population growth. However, migration accounts for a large percentage of total population in
rapidly urbanizing areas (e.g., more than 80% in Shenzhen City, China in 2007). Population growth
in an urbanizing catchment is mainly determined by the labor demand of economic development [13]
and expressed as
Popt

R pop,t * GRPt / LABORGRP ,t

(6)

where Rpop,t is the ratio of a population to the number of labors at year t in a catchment. LABORGRP,t
is the GRP per labor force, which is a measurement of labor force productivity. LABORGRP,t
is a function of industrial structure and labor productivity for different industries, and it can be
expressed as follows:
LABORGRP ,t

1 / ¦ ( PROPi ,t /LABORGRPi ,t )
i

(7)

where LABORGRPi,t denotes GRP per labor force of industry i in year t.
However, with the development of wastewater infrastructure, the capacity for removal of the
pollutant load has steadily increased. The pollutant load removed by wastewater infrastructure can be
determined by the wastewater volume collected in the catchment and the pollutant removal rate of
the WWTPs. In addition, some wastewater is transported out of the catchment and then discharged
into the sea. Thus, the pollutant load removed by wastewater treatment or transfer facilities can be
calculated by the following expression:
LRt

(Vp ,t *Dt  Vs ,t )* Cw

(8)

where LRt is the pollutant load removed by wastewater infrastructure in year t; Vp,t and Vs,t are the
wastewater volume treated by WWTPs in the catchment and the volume transported out of the
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catchment in year t, respectively; Įt is the WWTPs’ pollutant removal rate in year t; and Cw is the
averaged pollutant concentration of municipal wastewater.
The GRP, population, industrial structure and labor productivity in different industries are
obtained from the Statistical Year Book of Shenzhen (1985–2009) [22]. The pollutant load per
capita, pollutant load per unit GRP of different industries, and the status of wastewater infrastructure
are obtained from published government reports [23–25].
3. Results
3.1. Temporal Trend of Water Quality
Water quality measured at the sampling station S3 (Figure 1) was used to calculate the WPI as it
represents the effect of pollution discharges in the whole catchment on the water quality of the river.
As shown in Figure 3, the annual average WPI varied between 1.6 and 2.2 from 1988–1995,
decreased after 1996, and reached 1.5 in 2009.

Figure 3. Annual average WPI (Water Pollution Index) and relative contributions of
each pollutant to WPI in the Shenzhen River.
The contribution of each polluting substance to the WPI was calculated according to Equation (2).
The results indicated that the main pollutants in the river were NH3-N, TP and BOD5 and that
different pollutants had different variation trends (Figure 3): the contribution of BOD5 to the WPI
initially increased from 13% in 1988 to 22% in 1994 but then declined after 1995; the contribution of
NH3-N gradually increased from 12% in 1988 to 63% in 2009; the contribution of TP decreased from
64% in 1988 to 25% in 2009.
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Figure 3 also indicates that the industrial effluent pollutants, e.g., petroleum and heavy metals,
significantly affected the water quality. The contribution of petroleum varied between 5.3% and
18.3% before 2000, sharply decreased to 0.6% in 2001, and then stayed at a low level. Heavy metals
had some effects on WPI before 1997, whereas V-ArOH had some effects on WPI before 2005.
However, the effects of heavy metals and V-ArOH have become negligible in recent years.
3.2. Water Quality vs. Pollutant Load Discharges
Since BOD5, NH3-N and TP are the main pollutants in the river, their variations were further
investigated. As observed in Figure 4, the annual average concentrations of the three pollutants
followed different temporal trends: BOD5 increased for 1985–1994 and then gradually decreased,
reaching a concentration of 16.6 mg/L in 2009; NH3-N increased for 1985–1991, remained relatively
stable for 1992–1999, and then gradually increased; while TP decreased continuously after 1988.

Figure 4. Water quality and pollutant loads discharged in the Shenzhen River. (a) BOD5;
(b) NH3-N; (c) TP.
The temporal changes in water quality were mainly caused by the changes of the pollutant load
discharges into the river from Shenzhen and Hong Kong. The indiscriminate discharge of livestock
waste from the Hong Kong side was an important pollution source of the Shenzhen River before
1989 [24]. With the implementation of the Livestock Waste Control Scheme (LWCS) in 1987, many
farmers on the Hong Kong side have ceased keeping livestock or have installed waste treatment
facilities. Accordingly, the loads of NH3-N, TP and BOD5 from Hong Kong rapidly decreased after
1989 (Figure 4). From Shenzhen, the loads of all three pollutants increased for 1985–1996; after
which the TP and BOD5 loads then decreased, while the NH3-N loads remained relatively stable at
approximately 13–15 t/day after 1997.
The total pollutant load discharges can be estimated by summing the pollutant loads from the
Shenzhen and Hong Kong sides. As observed in Figure 4, the total loads of the three main pollutants
increased for 1985–1996; and then the BOD5 and TP loads decreased, while the NH3-N loads
fluctuated at 13–16 t/day, for 1997–2009. Pearson’s correlation analysis revealed that the pollutant
concentration in the river was significantly correlated with the pollutant load discharges, with
correlation coefficients of 0.743 (p < 0.01), 0.571 (p < 0.01) and 0.514 (p < 0.05) for BOD5, NH3-N
and TP, respectively.
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3.3. Pollutant Load Generation vs. Removal
Since the loads from Shenzhen accounted for 95%–99% of the total pollutant load discharges into
the river after 1995, the pollutant load discharges on the Shenzhen side were further related to the
pollutant load generation and removal. While the total pollutant load generation on the Shenzhen
side increased over the study period, slowing after 2006 (Figure 5), the total pollutant load removal
on the Shenzhen side slowly increased until 1996, rapidly increased from 1997–2006, and stabilized
after 2006. Therefore, from 1985–1996, the pollutant load discharges from Shenzhen increased as
the pollutant load generation increased faster than the pollutant load removal. From 1997–2009, the
BOD5 and TP load discharges decreased as the load removal of the two pollutants increased faster
than the load generation, while the NH3-N load discharges followed a slightly increasing trend as the
NH3-N load generation increased slightly faster than the load removal.

Figure 5. Pollutant load generation and removal on the Shenzhen side. (a) BOD5; (b) NH3-N; (c) TP.
The main sources of water pollution in the catchment include industrial and domestic wastewater.
Only the BOD5 and NH3-N sources were further analyzed in this study for lack of TP load generation
data from industrial activities. As shown in Figure 5, NH3-N and BOD5 load generation from
residential activities increased dramatically from 1985–2005, slowing after 2006. In contrast, NH3-N
and BOD5 load generation from industrial activities increased slightly from 1985–2007 and
decreased slightly after 2008. Figure 5 also indicates that the pollutant load generation from
residential activities was the main source of pollution in the catchment.
3.4. Capacity for Pollutant Load Removal
The pollutant load removal was attributed to the capacity and efficiency of the wastewater
facilities in the catchment. Only a small amount of wastewater was treated by WWTPs or transferred
outside the catchment before 1995, but the amount increased rapidly from 1996–2006 (Figure 6a).
In addition, the pollutant removal efficiency of WWTPs increased significantly after 1995 (Figure 6b).
However, WWTPs have different removal efficiencies for different pollutants. For example, the
removal efficiencies of BOD5 and TP have increased to approximately 90% and 80%, respectively,
while the removal efficiency of NH3-N remains lower than 60% (Figure 6b). These differences
resulted in different temporal trends in load discharges of BOD5, TP and NH3-N.
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Figure 6. Capacity of wastewater facilities in the catchment. (a) Wastewater collection,
transfer and treatment; (b) Pollutant removal efficiency.
4. Discussion
4.1. Water Pollution Characteristics during Urbanization
Water pollution in the Shenzhen River has undergone a deterioration stage and improvement
stage. As shown in Figure 5, the period of 1985–1995 is identified as a deterioration stage as
the pollutant load generation increased faster than the pollutant load removal, while the period of
1996–2009 is identified as an improvement stage as the load removal increased faster than the
load generation.
In both stages, water quality management in the catchment was under the pressure of rapid
increases in both population and economy. For example, the average annual growth rate of GRP in
the catchment for 1985–1995 and 1996–2009 was 30.3% and 12.6%, respectively; and the average
annual growth rate of population for 1985–1995 and 1996–2009 was 14.3% and 4.5%, respectively.
The pollutant load generation from residential activities was the main source of pollution in the
catchment during rapid urbanization (Figure 5). For the period of 1996–2009, industry-derived
petroleum and heavy metal pollution had been well controlled and domestic-derived water quality
parameters (e.g., BOD5, NH3-N and TP) also improved greatly, however still had a high rate of
non-compliance with water quality objectives.
4.2. Effects of Socio-Economic Measures
4.2.1. Socio-Economic Measures
Over the past three decades many socio-economic measures have been implemented in the
Shenzhen River catchment. Three measures have had particularly significant effects on water quality
improvement (Table 1):
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(a) “Deadline requirements for pollution control” may suspend the operations of or close an
enterprise or institution that has caused severe pollution to water bodies but has failed to
adhere to the specified reduction goals by the deadline [26,27].
(b) “Centralized control of waste” was first instituted in China in 1999, requiring all levels of
government to generate economies of scale and improve efficiency in waste disposal [14,26].
Based on this principle, ecological industrial parks are encouraged, in which businesses
cooperate with each other and the local community in an attempt to reduce waste and pollution
and efficiently share resources (such as information, materials, water, energy, infrastructure,
and natural resources).
(c) To accelerate the transformation of economic development and promote industrial restructuring
and upgrading, the local government has compiled the “catalog of industrial structure
adjustment” annually since 1993 [28], in which the industries are categorized into three groups:
encouraged, restricted, and prohibited. The prohibited industries include printing and
dyeing, tinning, plating, and eight other labor-intensive industries. According to these catalogs,
the industries with high labor productivity and low pollution emission were encouraged to
develop, e.g., the cultural industry, the electronic information industry, the biotechnology
and pharmaceutical industry, and the advanced material and new energy industry.
Table 1. Pollution control measures in the Shenzhen River catchment [23].
Measures
Socio-economic
measure

Name
Deadline
requirements for
pollution control

Year
1998
1999

Centralized
control of waste

2004

2000

WWTP
construction &
technology
improvement

Catalog of
industrial
structure
adjustment

1993–
2009

Binhe WWTP

1985–
1995

Description
A total of 173 companies that had severely polluted
water bodies were required to reduce pollution by
the deadline, and 43 were ordered to close down.
Focusing on petroleum discharge control,
336 companies were examined.
Focusing on both V-ArOH and
petroleum discharge control.
An electroplating park was established, and
all wastewater from the electroplating industry can
now be effectively collected and treated in the park
before discharge.
The industries were categorized into three groups:
encouraged, restricted, and prohibited. Industries
with high labor productivity and low pollution
emission were encouraged to develop.
Wastewater treatment capacity: 2.5 × 104 m3/day in
1985, 3.0 × 105 m3/day in 1995; actual wastewater
treatment: 1.1 × 105 m3/day in 1995.
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Table 1. Cont.
Measures

Wastewater
transfer and
marine
discharge
system
Sewer system
improvement

Name

Year

Description
Wastewater treatment capacity: 1.0 × 105 m3/day
in 1998, 3.5×105 m3/day in 2002; actual wastewater
treatment: 2.2 × 105 m3/day in 2002.
Wastewater treatment capacity:
1.5 × 105 m3/day; actual wastewater
treatment: 5.0 × 104 m3/day.

Luofang WWTP

1998–
2002

Caopu WWTP

2003

Stage I, II & III

1990–
2001

Wastewater transfer capacity: 5.0 × 104 m3/day in
1990, 7.4 × 105 m3/day in 2001; actual wastewater
transfer 2.4 × 105 m3/day in 2001.

1999

Wastewater collection capacity:
1.5 × 105 m3/day.

2003

Wastewater collection capacity:
2.8 × 105 m3/day.

2004

Wastewater collection capacity:
2.6 × 105 m3/day.

2006

Wastewater collection capacity:
1.5 × 105 m3/day.

For Binhe WWTP
collection area
Wastewater
transfer and
marine discharge
system collection
area
For Luofang
WWTP collection
area
For Caopu
WWTP collection
area

4.2.2. Effects of “Deadline Requirements” and “Centralized Control”
In the 1980s, many industries with high pollution emission, e.g., paper and paper-board, chemical
raw materials and products, dyeing and metalwork were introduced into the Shenzhen River
catchment without appropriate pollution control regulations/measures. These industries contributed
organic, petroleum and heavy metal pollution to the river.
The “deadline requirements for pollution control” for petroleum and V-ArOH were implemented
in Shenzhen in 1999 and 2004, respectively. The effect of these measures can be seen in a decrease in
pollutant levels one to two years after implementation, and the contribution of petroleum and
V-ArOH to the WPI has become negligible since 2001 and 2005, respectively (Figure 3).
The electroplating industry is a dominant industry type in Shenzhen and typically causes serious
heavy metal pollution. To solve this problem, in 2000 an electroplating industry park was established
in Shenzhen and the related factories relocated to the park, allowing industry wastewater to be
effectively collected and treated in the park before discharge. The implementation of this
“centralized control of waste” measure may be one of the reasons for the low concentration level of
heavy metal in the recent decade (Figure 3).
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4.2.3. Effects of Industrial Structure Adjustment
With the implementation of the “catalog of industrial structure adjustment” the proportion of
secondary industry decreased. Although the average annual growth rate of GRP in the catchment was
as high as 18.4%, the growth rate of the GRP in the secondary industry was only 14.9% (Figure 7a).
In particular, the proportion of GRP from the secondary industry decreased dramatically from 49.4%
in 1990 to 16.6% in 2009. Furthermore, the decrease in GRP proportion of the labor intensive
secondary industry resulted in the decrease in the pollutant generation per GRP in the secondary
industry. The secondary industry can be further subdivided into labor-, technology- and
capital-intensive secondary industries according to the dominant production process. As shown in
Figure 7b, the GRP of the technology-intensive secondary industry increased faster than that of the
labor-intensive industry, which caused the GRP proportion of technology-intensive industry to
increase while that of labor-intensive industry to decrease from 1990–2009. As the pollutant generation
per GRP in the technology-intensive industry is much lower than that in the labor-intensive
secondary industry, the changes in the secondary industry structure decreased the pollutant
generation per GRP in the secondary industry. Therefore, the industrial structure adjustment greatly
reduced the growth rate of the pollutant load generation from the secondary industry (Figure 5).

Figure 7. GRP and labor productivity in various industries. (a) GRP in various industries;
(b) GRP in various secondary industries; (c) Labor productivity in various industries.
Furthermore, industrial structure adjustment can also greatly increase the labor productivity in the
catchment and decrease the growth rates of the population and the relevant residential pollutant load.
The average annual growth rate of population (8.8%) for 1985–2009 was much lower than that of
GRP (20.4%), indicating an increase in the labor productivity during the urbanization process. This
trend can be explained by the increase in labor productivity in various industries over the last three
decades (Figure 7c). In addition, between 1990 and 2009, the proportion of the secondary industry
decreased, while that of the tertiary industry increased. As the labor productivity in the tertiary
industry was higher than that in the secondary industry (Figure 7c), the increase of the tertiary
industry proportion resulted in an improvement of labor productivity.
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4.3. Effects of Wastewater Infrastructure Development
4.3.1. Wastewater Infrastructure
The following wastewater infrastructure has been developed in the northern catchment: WWTPs,
wastewater transfer and marine discharge system improvement and sewer system (Table 1 and Figure 6):
(a) Before 1994, Binhe WWTP was the only WWTP in the catchment (Figure 1). This WWTP
was equipped with secondary treatment; its BOD5, NH3-N and TP removal rates were 80%,
48% and 81%, respectively; its volumetric treatment capacity was less than 5.0 × 104 m3/day.
Two WWTPs, Luofang WWTP with secondary treatment and Caopu WWTP with advanced
primary treatment (Figure 1), were constructed and then upgraded between 1996 and 2003.
In 2005, the total volumetric treatment capacity in the northern catchment rapidly increased
to 1.5 × 106 m3/day, while the BOD5, NH3-N and TP removal rates increased to 92%, 57%
and 81%, respectively.
(b) A wastewater transfer and marine discharge system was constructed in 1990 and
5.0 × 104 m3/day of wastewater was transferred outside of the Shenzhen River catchment
and discharged into the sea through a long-distance discharge pipe. The system was gradually
enlarged between 1997 and 2001, and its transfer capacity increased to 7.4 × 105 m3/day
by 2001.
(c) A large amount of wastewater in the catchment could not be collected and conveyed to the
WWTPs due to non-existent or low-efficiency sewer systems during urbanization. Several
projects had been carried out to retrofit or improve the sewer systems in the catchment over
1999–2006, and the amount of wastewater actually collected by the sewer system increased
from 4.4 × 105 m3/day in 1999 to 9.4 × 105 m3/day in 2006.
4.3.2. Limitations of Wastewater Infrastructure
Although the wastewater infrastructure had significant effects on water quality improvement
during urbanization, it was unable to effectively collect and dispose of all wastewater in the
catchment. This inability was caused by the following:
(1) The construction of wastewater facilities lagged behind population and economic growth in
the early stages of urbanization (before 1995). In the study area, socio-economic planning
and wastewater facilities planning are performed by the Shenzhen Development and
Reform Commission (SZDRC) and Shenzhen Municipal Water Affairs Bureau (SZWAB),
respectively. The socio-economic planners of SZDRC are not expected to fully apprehend
the capacity limitations of existing/future wastewater facilities in their decision-making
process and usually assume that facilities construction can match the pace of socio-economic
growth, while wastewater facilities planners of SZWAB do not fully account for the extent
of rapid socio-economic development in decision making. Facilities planners usually
estimate certain socio-economic growth potentials in their planning, however the facilities
planners may over- or under-estimate the growth and fail to make timely adjustment in
facilities development. Therefore, wastewater generation and treatment capacity may be
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mismatched during rapid urbanization [29]. These mismatches caused water quality
deterioration in the early stage of urbanization.
(2) The sewer network construction lagged behind the construction of WWTPs in the
catchment. The wastewater treatment capacity of WWTPs increased much faster than the
amount of wastewater actually collected by the sewer system in the catchment (Figure 6a).
One reason is that the local government focused on improving wastewater treatment
capacity by constructing WWTPs. However, constructing a sewer network is more difficult
and requires more time to construct, and due to the delay in construction the wastewater
collection capacity increased slower than the treatment capacity.
(3) The existing sewer networks were operated at a low efficiency level. Most of the early
developed areas in the catchment are densely populated, and overcrowded multi-story
buildings are usually prevalent in these areas. While the buildings provide cheap
accommodation for the massive number of workers immigrating from other Chinese cities
or villages, they usually have poorly installed pipelines which result in the mixing of
sewage flows with rainfall runoff. In addition, to fully utilize the indoor living space, local
residents alter balconies in the buildings to re-equip them for toilet, kitchen or laundry use,
leading to sewage discharge into the river via rainwater pipes. Due to the poor
environmental management and environmentally harmful behavior, wastewater cannot be
efficiently collected into the existing sewer systems.
(4) The WWTPs have relatively low removal efficiencies for nutrient pollutants. The existing
WWTPs in the Shenzhen River are equipped with secondary or advanced primary treatment
technology. The WWTPs have high removal rates for organic matter, such as BOD5, but are
not as effective in removing nutrient substances, such as nitrogen and phosphorus, and
unfortunately these nutrient substances are predominant pollutants in densely populated
catchments such as the Shenzhen River catchment. For example, the NH3-N pollutant
removal rate of the WWTPs in the catchment was only 55% in 2009. Therefore, although
BOD5 has significantly decreased, NH3-N has remained at a high level since 1995.
4.4. Solutions on Water Quality Changes
Although the water quality of the Shenzhen River has improved greatly since 1996, some
domestic-derived water quality parameters still have a high rate of non-compliance with water
quality objectives. For example, NH3-N and TP of the river in 2009 were three and eight times
higher, respectively, than the corresponding maximum permitted concentrations prescribed by the
Environmental Quality Standard for Surface Water in China (GB 3838-2002). To satisfy the water
quality requirement, further multifaceted approaches including wastewater infrastructure investment,
socio-economic policies regulation and increasing environmental awareness, are required and
discussed below.
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4.4.1. Wastewater Infrastructure Construction
Wastewater infrastructure construction lagged behind the population and economic growth during
rapid urbanization of the area, and the wastewater infrastructure still needs to be further improved in
the future. The sewer networks should be constructed timely and revitalized regularly in line with
urbanization. To reduce the nitrogen and phosphorus discharge, wastewater treatment facilities
should be upgraded to improve their nitrogen and phosphorus removal efficiencies.
In addition to the centralized wastewater infrastructure, the construction of decentralized small
WWTPs should also be promoted. These infrastructures have lower cost, higher ecological value and
additional public benefits and are considered sustainable approaches for water environment. For
example, Organica Food Chain Reactor is a decentralized and “living” WWTP, which can maximize
the decomposition of contaminants such as nitrogen and phosphorus, and minimize space and energy
in situ [30].
4.4.2. Socio-Economic Policies Regulation
The social-economic measures (e.g., “deadline requirements for pollution control”, “centralized
control of pollutant”) have made great progress in addressing industry-derived petroleum and
heavy metal pollution in the catchment. Local government is also reliant on economic measures
such as industrial structure adjustment, which largely reduced the water consumption and
wastewater generation in economic and residential activities. However, socio-economic policies
still need to be promoted in the future to obtain sustainable development of economy and
environment. Besides the administrative regulation policies (e.g., industrial structure adjustment),
economic incentives and financial policies (e.g., water tariff adjustment, trade of pollutant emission
rights) should be implemented to encourage industries to prevent or reduce pollution at the source.
4.4.3. Increasing Environmental Awareness
As mentioned in Section 4.3.2, the lack of environmental awareness of local residents is one of
the main reasons for low operation efficiency of the existing sewer networks. In order to increase
the environmental awareness, the local government should increase the public education level,
disclose environmental information and promote public participation in environmental protection.
The enterprises should be encouraged to take part in preventive approaches such as ISO 14000,
environmental labeling, and cleaner production. In addition, technology support for the creation of
neighborhood-based water purification installations should also be promoted to help residents and
enterprises effectively reduce pollutant generation/emission and reuse wastewater.
4.4.4. Integrated Measures on the Water Environment
Both socio-economic measures and infrastructure construction are necessary to improve water
quality in a rapidly urbanizing catchment. To achieve economic and environmental sustainability in
the catchment, planners and policy makers across different sectors must consult with each other and
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jointly make decisions on integrated planning for socio-economic development and wastewater
facilities improvement.
5. Conclusions
In this paper, we characterized the water quality changes and identified the factors that determine
the changes in the Shenzhen River catchment during rapid urbanization. In the early stage of
urbanization (1985–1995) water quality deteriorated rapidly due to the construction of wastewater
infrastructure lagged behind the population and economic growth. Although the population and
economy continued to grow in the second stage of urbanization (1996–2009), water quality gradually
improved due to the implementation of comprehensive measures for pollution control, and rapid
increases in domestic pollution discharge were identified as the major causes of water quality
deterioration. Industry-derived petroleum and heavy metal pollution were well controlled; however,
the domestic-derived water quality parameters (e.g., BOD5, NH3-N and TP) still had a high rate of
non-compliance with water quality objectives.
Although the wastewater infrastructure had significant effects on water quality improvement
during urbanization, some wastewater could not be efficiently collected and treated before
discharge due to the delay in sewer system construction, poor environmental management and
environmentally harmful behaviors of residents in the early developed areas. Results also indicate
that socio-economic measures had significant effects on water quality improvement. The
industry-related pollutants, e.g., heavy metal, petroleum and V-ArOH, have been well controlled
by enforcing “deadline requirements for pollution control” and “centralized control of pollutant” in
the catchment. In addition, industrial structure adjustment can not only directly reduce pollutant
generation from secondary industry by decreasing pollutant load per GRP in the industries but also
indirectly reduce pollutant generation from residential activities by increasing labor productivity.
To avoid repeating past mistakes and to institute a sustainable development regime, we suggest
that: (1) the wastewater infrastructure should be constructed timely and revitalized regularly in line
with the urbanization, and wastewater treatment facilities should be upgraded to improve their
nitrogen and phosphorus removal efficiencies; (2) both administrative regulation policies, economic
incentives and financial policies should be implemented to encourage industries to prevent or
reduce the pollution at the source; (3) the environmental awareness and the education level of local
population should be increased; (4) planners and policy makers across different sectors must
consult with each other and jointly make decisions on integrated planning for socio-economic
development and wastewater facilities improvement.
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Factor Analysis of Residential Energy Consumption
at the Provincial Level in China
Weibin Lin, Bin Chen, Shichao Luo and Li Liang
Abstract: This paper analyzes the differences in the amount and the structure of residential energy
consumption at the provincial level in China and identifies the hidden factors behind such
differences. The econometrical analysis reveals that population, economic development level, energy
resource endowment and climatic conditions are the main factors driving residential energy
consumption; while the regional differences in energy consumption per capita and the consumption
structure can be mainly illustrated by various economic development levels, energy resource
endowments and climatic conditions. Economic development level has a significant positive impact
on the proportion of gasoline consumption, whereas its impact on the proportion of electricity
consumption is not notable; energy resource endowment and climatic condition indirectly affect both
the proportion of electricity consumption and that of gasoline consumption, primarily through their
impacts on the proportions of coal consumption and heat consumption.
Reprinted from Sustainability. Cite as: Lin, W.; Chen, B.; Luo, S.; Liang, L. Factor Analysis of
Residential Energy Consumption at the Provincial Level in China. Sustainability 2014, 6,
7710-7724.
1. Introduction
The residential energy consumption of China in 2012 was about 400 million tons of coal
equivalent, which approximately equals the total amount of energy consumption of Brazil in the
same year and comprises 11% of the year’s total energy consumption. China is a fast developing
country with a vast size, and there are great differences in both the amount and structure of
residential energy consumption at the provincial level. However, few studies focus on China’s
residential energy consumption, especially at the provincial level. Thus, there is a need for the
identification of critical factors resulting in the regional differences in residential energy consumption.
From a macro point of view, national and regional energy consumptions are often handled
considering the impact of income, climate, energy prices, population and other factors on residential
energy consumption [1]. Nesbakken [2] studied the impact of energy prices on residential heating
equipment and energy consumption during the period 1993–1995 in Norway and points out that
price has a significant impact and that high-income households are more sensitive to energy prices
than low-income families. Using the panel data of 50 U.S. metropolitan areas from 1997 to 2007,
Alberini [3] identified the factors that affect resident’s demand for electricity and natural gas and
holds that, in either the long or short term, energy price is a major factor, and there is a strong
correlation between demand and price, as well. Lenzen et al. [4] depicted the residential energy
consumption changes in Australia, Denmark, Brazil, India and Japan and find that such changes do
not match what is supported by the Kuznets hypothesis, concluding that there is no consistent
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relationship between energy demand and residential income. Results from Sarak et al., Isaac et al.
and Zhu et al. revealed that fuel consumption is affected by heating degree days, and climate
warming in the future would lead to less residential fuel, but more electricity consumption [5–7].
Zhang examined the relationship between the unit energy consumption and heating degree-days for
China, Japan, Canada and the United States [8]. Pachauri and Jiang [9] compared the household energy
transitions in China and India and find that residential energy consumption both in aggregate and
per capita terms in China is twice that in India, while Indians derive a slightly larger fraction of
their total household energy needs from liquid fuels and grids than Chinese with comparable
incomes. Besides, Nakagami et al. [10] surveyed the residential energy consumption and its
indicators in 18 countries and demonstrate that household energy consumption per capita shows a
trend toward saturation in Western countries, but it will continue to rise in Asian countries [10].
Residential energy consumption has also been studied primarily through questionnaire surveys.
Brounen [11] studied residential energy consumption behavior from the perspective of resource
conservation. The sample data of more than 300,000 households in the Netherlands reveal that
residential natural gas consumption is mainly determined by residence features, such as construction
year, building type, etc.; while electricity consumption is determined by residential factors, such as
income, age structure of family members, etc. Using the U.S. 2009 residential energy consumption
survey (RECS) micro-data, Tsoand and Guan [12] confirmed the statistically significant impacts of
division groups, single-family detached housing, house size, usage of space heating equipment,
household size and usage of air-conditioners on residential energy consumption [12]. Heinonen and
Junnila [13] employed the household budget survey data of Finland and demonstrate that
behavioral differences seem significant between different housing modes and that each housing
mode appears to be less energy-intensive in rural areas.
Regarding the residential energy consumption issues of China, Chen [14] conducted a
co-integration analysis and argued that actual expenditure is a dominant factor among the factors the
affecting residential energy demand and that urbanization and changes in energy consumption
structure have little effect on residential energy consumption. Nie et al. [15] undertook a decomposition
analysis of changes in energy consumption by Chinese households and argued that the increase in
energy-using appliances is the biggest contributor followed by floor space per capita, while
population is the most stable factor and energy mix is the least important factor. Zhao et al. [16] and
Qin [17] decomposed the factors that have an impact on residential energy consumption by using the
logarithmic mean Divisia index and conclude that population, household income, energy efficiency
and structure directly affect residential energy consumption, and especially, the factor of income
contributes the most. Particularly, Zhao et al. [16] also pointed out that the current energy structure is
undergoing an intensive change promoting the usage of high-quality and cleaner energy, such as
electricity and natural gas. Chen et al. [18] analyzed the data of residential energy consumption in
Hangzhou and find that the resident age structure has more influence than income. Fu et al. [19]
conducted a micro-demographic analysis on residential energy consumption in China and indicated
that population change, urbanization and aging are sensitive, while population age is not, except for
the 60+ age group. Golley [20] extended the notion of household energy consumption by including
indirect energy requirements, then examined the extent of variation in total energy requirements and
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emissions across households with different income levels in China and, finally, identified that,
while richer households do indeed emit more per capita, poorer households tend to be
more emissions-intensive.
With regards to rural areas of China, Xu [21] analyzed the residential energy consumption and its
structural changes and suggested that income level, merchantability, energy quality and renewability
determine the residential energy consumption level of rural households and the consumption
structure in China. Lou [22] and Zhang et al. [23] studied rural residents’ selection behavior in
energy consumption, and the results reveal that household wealth, resources availability and the level
of education and other household characteristics are the principal factors that determine the level and
the structural change of China’s energy consumption. Li et al. [24] discussed the current status and
the regional differences of residential energy consumption in rural China and indicated that
significant regional differences exist in the level of residential energy consumption of rural areas,
with a gradually decreasing trend along the north-southwest axis of China. Lun et al. [25] reported
the findings of field surveys in forest villages in Weichang County as a case study of rural energy
consumption in northern China and find that local climate, family size and household income have
strong influences on rural residential energy consumption. Suo [26] analyzed the residential energy
consumption of rural Beijing, implying that the population is a major influence factor and that the
energy-saving transformation can effectively reduce the energy consumption quantity.
As mentioned above, there is still a lack of research on regional differences of the residential
energy consumption structure and on the factors causing such differences. This paper thereby uses
provincial-sectional data of China to explore the regional differences in residential energy
consumption and adds climate condition as an explanatory and supplementary factor to the other
factors mentioned in previous studies. Meanwhile, it examines the impacts on energy consumption
structure brought by the economic development level, energy resource endowments and climatic
condition. Therefore, this paper would fill the gap of the lack of a database and help with
understanding Chinese residents’ energy consumption status.
This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the data and methodology; Section 3
shows the empirical results and some discussions; and Section 4 summarizes the main findings.
2. Data and Methodology
2.1. Data
This study uses panel data of residential energy consumption of China’s 28 provinces in 2011.
The data of energy consumption are from the China Energy Statistical Yearbook 2012. The
electricity and gasoline consumptions are derived from the regional energy balance table of the
China Energy Statistical Yearbook 2012. The data of population, GDP, urbanization rate, average
temperature and energy resource endowment are obtained from the China Statistical Yearbook 2011
and China Statistical Yearbook 2012. The mid-year population, the average of year-end population,
is treated as population in this paper. GDP per capita is the ratio of gross domestic product in the
2011 price to the mid-year population. Given that this paper is only concerned with the case in year
2011, the GDP figure is taken directly without price adjustment. The urbanization rate is the
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percentage of residents living in urban areas for more than 6 months in a year. Since coal plays
a primary role in China’s energy production and consumption, regional coal reserves are used
to represent the region’s energy resource endowment. Due to the failure of finding an indicator
of average temperature in a province, the average temperatures of the province in January and
in August are approximated by the average temperatures of the provincial capital city in these
two months, respectively.
2.2. Differences in the Amount of Residential Energy Consumption
In 2011, (given that most provincial data of residential energy consumption in 2012 were missing,
the inter-provincial cross-section data in 2011 were used instead in the analysis of regional differences in
residential energy consumption and its influencing factors), the national (referring to mainland
China, excluding Hong Kong, Macao and Taiwan) average of residential energy consumption in
28 provinces (including municipalities and autonomous regions), except Zhejiang, Tibet and Ningxia,
is 13.96 million tons of standard coal equivalent (tce, hereafter). The residential energy consumptions
of the following seven provinces are more than 20 million tce: Guangdong (36.85 million tons),
Henan (25.36 million tons), Hebei (24.99 million tons), Sichuan (23.95 million tons), Shandong
(21.17 million tons), Hunan (20.98 million tons) and Heilongjiang (2011 million tons). The residential
energy consumption of the nine provinces, namely Hainan (1.3 million tons), Qinghai (2.01 million
tons), Chongqing (5.13 million tons), Gansu (6.62 million tons), Jiangxi (7.1 million tons), Tianjin
(7.56 million tons), Jilin (7.96 million tons), Guangxi (8.79 million tons) and Xinjiang (9.73 million
tons), however, are less than 10 million tons. As shown in Figure 1, there are huge differences in
residential energy consumption in different provinces.
According to the description above, there are indeed huge differences in residential energy
consumption in different provinces. Then, which factors lead to such differences?
Population is one of the factors resulting in such differences. Those provinces with residential
energy consumptions over 20 million tce, except Heilongjiang, are the most populated provinces in
China; while the provinces with residential energy consumptions less than 500 tons, such as Hainan
and Qinghai etc., have a population of less than 10 million. The correlation coefficient between the
provincial data of residential energy consumption and that of population is 0.83, showing that
regional difference in residential energy consumption is highly correlated with population.
Besides population, residential energy consumption per capita is another influencing factor. Figure 1
illustrates that there are huge differences in residential energy consumption per capita in different
regions and that large differences also exist in the rank of areas according to both per capita and total
residential energy consumption. For instance, the residential energy consumption of Guangdong ranks
the first, but the level of residential energy consumption per capita is just slightly above the national
average level, which is 343 kg tce. Values for Inner Mongolia (773 kg), Beijing (656 kg), Tianjin
(570 kg) and Heilongjiang (525 kg) are all higher than 500 kg tce, while those of Hainan (149 kg),
Jiangxi (159 kg), Yunnan (178 kg), Anhui (184 kg) and Guangxi (190 kg) are less than 200 kg tce.
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Figure 1. Provincial data of residential energy consumption (2011).
Economic development level may contribute to such differences. The higher the economic
development level of a region is, the higher the income and living standards are. Therefore, more
electricity, gasoline and other energy commodities would be consumed. For example, Beijing,
Tianjin and Shanghai have higher residential energy consumption per capita, because of strong
economies, while Hainan, Jiangxi, Yunnan, Anhui and Guangxi have much lower ones, due to
relatively weak economies. Using GDP per capita, an indicator of the economic development level,
the correlation coefficient between GDP per capita and residential energy consumption per capita is
calculated to be 0.62, implying that there is a strong connection between them (see Figure 2).

residential energy consumption per capita (tce)
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GDP per capita (Chinese Yuan, CNY)

Figure 2. Residential energy consumption per capita and GDP per capita (2011).
Urbanization also contributes to the differences, because urban and rural residents differ greatly
in many ways regarding energy consumption. The energy supply systems in urban areas are
relatively perfect, with electricity supply, heat supply and natural gas supply providing easy access
to clean, convenient and comprehensive energy services for local residents. In contrast, rural
residents still primarily rely on traditional ways to access and consume energy. With rapid
urbanization and rural residents moving to cities and towns, coal, wood and other traditional energy
sources would be replaced by cleaner energies, such as electricity, natural gas, etc. In 2011, residential
energy consumption per capita in China’s rural areas was 0.23 tce per capita, which is 43.5% lower
than that of 0.33 tce per capita in urban areas. Statistical tests conducted on both the residential
energy consumption per capita and urbanization rate in various regions in 2011 demonstrate that
there is a significantly positive correlation between these two factors, with the correlation coefficient
being 0.57.
Moreover, the price or cost of the energy can be an explanatory factor that affects residential
energy demand. Increases in price lead to decreases in demand, with other conditions unchanged.
If the price of energy rises, the economic burden of residential energy consumption will increase, and
consequently, the consumption will decrease.
China is a vast country with resources varying significantly in different areas, which results in
the differences in the costs of energy. Normally, in a region where energy resources are abundant,
such as Shanxi, Inner Mongolia, Xinjiang, etc., the cost of energy will be lower, which leads to
higher energy consumption per capita. In this paper, coal reserves are used to represent the differences
in the costs of energy among various regions.
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Furthermore, climatic condition is another important factor that has an impact on residential
energy consumption via the energy demand for heating and cooling. In summer, the areas with hot
weather have great demand for air conditioning, while in winter, the regions with cold weather have
heavy demand for space heating. Take Heilongjiang for example: its energy consumption per capita
ranks the fourth in China, which is largely determined by its cold weather.
A residential energy demand equation can be established based on the analysis above:

REC

E0 + E1 POP + E2 GDPP  E3URB  E4 RES + E5TEMP1 + E6TEMP8  H

(1)

where REC is the residential energy consumption; POP denotes population; GDPP represents GDP
per capita, a measure of the economic development level of a region; URB is the urbanization rate;
RES is the coal reserves, a measure of the energy resources endowment and the cost of energy in a
region; TEMP1 is the average temperature in January and TEMP8 is the average temperature in August,
two measures of the climatic conditions of a region;  ܭis the error term.
2.3. Differences in the Structure of Residential Energy Consumption
There are a wide variety of residential energy commodities, such as coal, coke, gasoline, diesel,
natural gas, liquefied petroleum gas, coal gas, electricity, heat, etc. Regional residential energy
consumptions not only differ in quantity, but also vary in consumption structure. In this paper, the
proportion of electricity consumption and that of gasoline consumption in residential energy
consumption are used as indicators to represent the diversity of the residential energy consumption
structure in various regions of China (see Figure 2).
Figure 3 illustrates that there are comparatively large differences in residential energy
consumption structure among various regions. In terms of the percentage of electricity consumption
in residential energy consumption, the average proportion of the electricity consumption of
28 provinces in 2011 is 42%. The proportions of electricity consumption in Fujian (75%), Jiangsu
(67%), Hainan (66%) and Guangxi (61%) are more than 60%, while the proportions of electricity
consumptions in Inner Mongolia (16%), Xinjiang (18%), Heilongjiang (23%), Qinghai (25%),
Shanxi (26%) and Tianjin (28%) are less than 30%. In terms of the proportion of gasoline
consumption in residential energy consumption, the average level of 28 provinces in 2011 is 10%.
The proportions of gasoline consumptions in Beijing (27%), Shandong (24%), Hainan (22%) and
Jiangsu (20%) are above 20%, while the proportions of gasoline consumptions in Guizhou (1%),
Inner Mongolia (1%), Gansu (1%) and Xinjiang (2%) are below 2%.
In order to analyze the factors that affect the regional differences in residential energy
consumption structure, this paper selects and compares five provinces with similar consumption:
Beijing, Anhui, Fujian, Guizhou and Shaanxi (see Table 1).
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percentage of gasoline consumption

percentage of electricity consumption

Figure 3. The percentages of electricity and gasoline consumption in different
provinces (2011).
Table 1. Residential energy consumption in five provinces. tce, tons of standard coal equivalent.
The total residential energy consumption
(Ten thousand tce)
Includes:
Coal (ten thousand tons)
Gasoline (ten thousand tons)
Liquefied petroleum gas (ten thousand tons)
Natural gas (one hundred million cubic meters)
Heat (ten thousand tce)
Electricity (one hundred million kWh)
GDP per capita (yuan/person)
Average temperature in January (Celsius)
Coal reserves per capita (tons/person)

Beijing

Anhui

Fujian Guizhou Shaanxi

1305.8

1095.9

1142.1

1138.9

1218.2

279.6
243.5
21.2
10.5
99.3
144.7
81,647
í4.5
18.9

226.0
39.2
41.7
8.0
71.0
191.6
25,661
0.3
134.0

94.2
70.6
42.1
5.3
0.0
270.4
47,377
8.0
11.6

685.3
8.7
9.6
0.1
0.0
145.1
16,413
í1.5
169.1

254.5
86.5
22.0
13.8
92.1
130.0
33,464
í2.8
287.8

Data Sources: “China Energy Statistical Yearbook 2012” and Provincial Statistical Yearbooks.
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As listed in Table 1, the areas with similar overall levels of residential energy consumption differ
greatly in the consumption of coal, gasoline, gas, heat and electricity and other end-use energy
products, resulting in the structural differences of residential energy consumption. The reasons can
be decomposed as follows:
(1) Economic development level. Take Beijing and Shaanxi for example: their consumptions of
coal, gas, heat and electricity are more or less similar. However, their gasoline consumptions
are quite different, lying in the different levels of economic development in both regions:
Beijing’s GDP per capita is approximately 2.5-times that of Shaanxi. Generally speaking,
family cars become more and more popular with the increase of economic development
level, and gasoline consumptions increase correspondingly. Thus, the difference in economic
development level affects gasoline consumption and, thereby, influences the residential
energy consumption structure of a region.
(2) Climatic condition. China spreads from Sanya city at 18° north latitude to the northern
most county, Mohe, at 53° north latitude, covering tropical monsoon climate, subtropical
monsoon climate, temperate monsoon climate, temperate continental climate and alpine
climate. In summer, the temperature difference between northern and southern China is
relatively small. In winter, however, the difference is obvious and exceeds 50 °C. Thus,
climatic condition may bring about the differences in residential energy consumption.
In order to solve the space heating problem in winter, the cities that are located to the north
of China’s Qinling Mountain-Huaihe River (e.g., northern Shaanxi, northern Henan,
Shandong, Hebei, Beijing, Tianjin, Shanxi, Gansu, Qinghai, Ningxia, Inner Mongolia, Xinjiang,
the majority of Heilongjiang, Jilin, Liaoning, etc.) have built a heating pipeline network
covering the whole of the urban areas. Heating services are provided centrally in winter by
government-designated companies. Climatic condition, undoubtedly, is a crucial factor that
has an important impact on the residential energy consumption structure, which can be
demonstrated by the examples of Beijing and Fujian. Fujian is situated in the southeast
coast, while Beijing lies in the northeast of the North China Plain. The temperature
difference between these two areas in winter is significant: the average temperatures in
January are eight degrees Celsius and í4.5 degrees Celsius, respectively. This leads to the
fact that the space heating consumption in Beijing is equivalent to 100 million tce, while in
Fujian, it is nearly zero.
(3) Energy resources endowment. In the areas with abundant coal reserves, people have easy
access to coal at a relatively low price for the purposes of heating, cooking, lighting, etc.,
which reduces the demand for other energy commodities. For instance, the residential
energy consumptions in Fujian and Guizhou are very similar. However, the differences in
their coal consumptions are significant, which can be largely attributed to the differences in the
coal resources of these two areas.
In summary, the main factors that lead to the regional differences in residential energy consumption
structure include economic development level, climate condition and energy resources endowment.
In order to further verify the impact of these factors, equations with respect to the proportion of
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electricity consumption and that of gasoline consumption in the residential energy consumption are
established respectively as follows:

ELERATIO E0 + E1GDPP  E2 COALP  E3TEMP1  H

(2)

OILRATIO E0 + E1GDPP  E2 COALP  E3TEMP1 + H

(3)

where ELERATIO is the proportion of electricity consumption; OILRATIO is the proportion of
gasoline consumption in the residential energy consumption; COALP is coal reserves per capita.
3. Results and Discussions
3.1. Different Amount of Residential Energy Consumption
The residential energy demand equation is validated by using sectional data in 2011, and the
results are shown in Table 2.
Table 2. Coefficients of influencing factors of residential energy demand. REC is the
residential energy consumption; POP denotes population; GDPP represents GDP per
capita, a measure of the economic development level of a region; URB is the urbanization
rate; RES is the coal reserves, a measure of the energy resources endowment and the cost
of energy in a region; TEMP1 is the average temperature in January and TEMP8 is the
average temperature in August.
Constant
POP
GDPP

Model 1
í104.10
(245.82)
0.25
(0.03) ***
0.01
(0.00) **

URB

Model 2
Model 3
í475.61
í484.64
(588.56)
(372.38)
0.26
0.26
(0.03) *** (0.03) ***
0.00
(0.01)
13.56
13.93
(19.47)
(5.85) **

RES

Model 4
í225.03
(243.54)
0.26
(0.03) ***
0.01
(0.00) **

Model 5
í232.03
(232.13)
0.27
(0.03) ***
0.01
(0.00) **

Model 7
í792.43
(793.35)
0.27
(0.03) ***
0.01
(0.00 ) *

0.68
(0.47)
í20.93
(10.64) *
21.19
(32.78)
0.81
0.76

0.87
(0.47) *

TEMP1

í19.73
(8.31) **

0.74

0.74

0.74

0.77

0.79

í22.91
(10.81) **
15.72
(33.35)
0.79

0.71

0.71

0.72

0.74

0.76

0.75

TEMP8
R2
Adjusted
R2

Model 6
í592.59
(800.4)
0.27
(0.03) ***
0.01
(0.00) *

Notes: Standard errors are in brackets. Significance at the 0.10, 0.05 and 0.01 levels are indicated by
*, ** and ***, respectively.
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According to the results above, population highly correlates with residential energy consumption.
Meanwhile, the higher the level of economic development of a region, the larger amount of energy
it consumes. Therefore, in the basic regression model (Model 1), two variables are considered, i.e.,
population and GDP per capita. Regression results demonstrate that the coefficients of POP and
GDPP are positive and significant, respectively, at the 1% and 5% significance levels with an adjusted
R2 of 0.71, which suggests that the basic model can well explain the regional differences in
residential energy consumption.
Building on Model 1, Model 2 incorporates the urbanization rate as an explanatory factor.
The results clarify that neither GDPP nor URB is significant. This is because multicollinearity exists
between GDPP and URB, and these two variables are highly correlated, with the correlation
coefficient being 0.95 (see Table 3). Both the urbanization rate and GDP per capita are measures of
the economic development level for a region (like two sides of a coin, both the urbanization rate and
GDP per capita can represent the economic development level of a region. In other words, neither the
progress of urbanization brings about the increase in GDP per capita, nor is urbanization driven
by the increase in GDP per capita. These two variables are different indicators of the economic
development level of one region). Thus, they should not be incorporated into the model at the same
time. In Model 3, population and urbanization rate are chosen as explanatory variables. The regression
results show that URB is positive and significant at the 5% significance level, indicating that
the urbanization rate has a positive effect on residential energy consumption. The higher the
urbanization rate in a specific area, the greater is the energy consumed by local residents.
Table3. Correlation coefficient between GDP per capita and urbanization rate.
GDPP
URB

GDPP
1
0.95

URB
1

Again, based on Model 1, Model 4 involves coal reserves, denoted by RES, as the explanatory
variable, and analyzes how the energy cost influences residential energy consumption. Since it is
difficult to find a standard indicator to measure the energy cost, coal reserves are used here to
represent the energy cost as an approximation. Regression results of Model 4 show that the
coefficient of RES is positive and significant at the 10% significance level, which reveals that the
areas with abundant energy resources have a high level of residential energy consumption per capita.
Models 5 and 6, respectively, incorporate the average temperature in January and the average
temperatures of January and August in the basic Model 1. The coefficient of TEMP1 passes the
hypothesis testing at the 5% significance level. This suggests that the regions with cold weather
in winter have great demand for space heating and require more energy, which is consistent with
the proposed hypothesis. The coefficient of TEMP8 is positive, but not significant. A possible
explanation is that air-conditioning accounts for a large part of residential energy consumption in
summer, and the number of air-conditioners used correlates with the income level of local residents.
An obvious example is that in the southern region of the Yangtze River, despite the intolerable heat
in summer, the majority of rural residents and even some urban residents, due to the lower income
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levels, still choose to use traditional cooling methods, like electric fan and cattail leaf fan, to save
electricity consumption.
The regression results of Model 7, which integrates all variables, are basically the same as those of
other models presented before. It can be seen that the coefficients of population, GDP per capita, coal
resources and the average temperatures in January and August are all in line with the previous
hypothesis. However, the coefficients of coal reserves and the average temperature in August do not
pass hypothesis testing. The reason why the coefficient of the average temperature in August is not
significant has been explained in Model 6, while the possible reason why the coefficient of coal
reserves is not significant can be attributed to China’s energy price formation mechanism. In the
energy sector, prices are heavily influenced by government intervention. Electricity prices are
controlled by the Pricing Management Department of the State Council of the People’s Public of
China or authorized administrative department, i.e., energy prices are set by the government. As a
result, the energy price cannot objectively reflect the scarcity of energy resources in various regions,
and the pricing effect on residential energy consumption is altered.
3.2. Different Structure of Residential Energy Consumption
Regression results derived by using cross-sectional data in 2011 are presented as follows:

ELERATIO

0.46  0.00008COALP  TEMP1 + 0.0000005GDPP

(0.04) *** (0.00004) * (0.002) *** ˄0.000001˅ R2 = 0.65

OILRATIO

(4)

0.01 + 0.000003GDPP  0.00004COALP  0.003TEMP1

(0.01) (0.000003) *** (0.00002) * (0.001) ** R2 = 0.64

(5)

According to the regression results, the main factors that have an impact on the percentage of
electricity consumption in residential energy consumption include the average temperature in
January and coal reserves per capita, while the impact brought by GDP per capita is not significant.
In a region with abundant coal reserves, the lower cost of coal encourages people to consume more
coal resources. Thus, the increase in the proportion of coal consumption lowers the percentage of
electricity consumption indirectly. In terms of temperatures, space heating consumption plays an
important part in residential energy consumption in the northern regions where the temperatures are
normally low, which indirectly lowers the proportion of electricity consumption. In contrast,
southern regions witness a higher proportion of electricity consumption overall.
The main factors that influence the proportion of gasoline consumption in residential energy
consumption are GDP per capita, coal reserves per capita and the average temperature in January.
The impact on gasoline consumption caused by GDP per capita is obvious. When it comes to the
temperature, its influence on gasoline consumption is indirect. Heating services in the region where
the average temperature in January is low are provided by coal, which makes the proportion of coal
consumption higher and, in turn, decreases the proportion of the consumptions of other energy
commodities, like the gasoline consumption. Coal resources also have a similar impact mechanism
on gasoline consumption. In a region with abundant coal resources, the proportion of coal
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consumption is undoubtedly higher, which leads to a lower level of gasoline consumption, as it
does to the proportion of electricity consumption.
4. Conclusions
This paper presents an analysis of the differences in residential energy consumption in various
regions of China and the factors that lead to such differences. We consider both the total amount
and the structure of residential energy consumption. Regarding the total amount of residential
energy consumption, the main influencing factors include population, economic development,
energy resources endowment and climatic condition. Generally speaking, the residential energy
consumption amount is larger in provinces with more population, such as Guangdong, Henan,
Hebei, Sichuan, Shandong and Hunan. Meanwhile, economic development level, energy resources
endowment and climatic condition influence the energy consumption per capita. The higher the
level of economic development of a region, such as Beijing, Tianjin and Shanghai, the larger its
energy per capita. The more abundant the energy resources per capita in an area, e.g., Inner
Mongolia, Shanxi and Xinjiang, the more residential energy consumption per capita. Considering
the climatic condition, the average temperature in January has a significant impact on residential
energy consumption per capita, especially in the regions where the heating demand in winter is strong,
such as Jilin, Liaoning, Heilongjiang, etc., and energy consumption per capita is relatively large.
With regards to the residential energy consumption structure, the main influencing factors
include economic development level, energy resources endowment and climatic condition. This
paper uses the proportion of electricity consumption and that of gasoline consumption in residential
energy consumption as indicators to represent the regional differences in residential energy
consumption structure. The empirical analysis reveals that economic development level has a
significantly positive impact on gasoline consumption. The higher the level of economic
development of a region, the more family car ownership, the greater gasoline consumption and,
consequently, the higher the proportion of gasoline consumption in residential energy consumption
is. On the other hand, economic development level has no significant impact on the proportion of
electricity consumption. The abundance of coal reserves negatively correlates with the proportion
of electricity consumption and that of gasoline consumption. This is because the proportion of coal
consumption is relatively higher in such regions, which indirectly lowers the proportion of
electricity consumption and that of gasoline consumption. In addition, the average temperature In
January, as an indicator of the climatic condition, has a significant impact on the residential energy
consumption structure. The mechanism is that the colder a specific region, the higher the heating
demand, which increases the percentage of heating consumption in residential energy consumption
with a corresponding reduction in the proportion of electricity consumption and gasoline consumption.
The results of our study help understand Chinese residents’ energy consumption demands in
the future. Among major factors affecting residential energy consumption, the growth of China’s
total population is slow, and climate factors and resource endowments will not have significant
changes in the short term, which indicates that the growth of residential energy consumption comes
mainly from the increase in residential income and urbanization process. The current growth rate of
income per capita of urban and rural residents is higher than the economic growth rate. In 2013,
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China’s urbanization rate had reached 53.7%, which will be on a rapid growth track according to
the laws of urbanization proposed by Northam [27]. Thus, the increase in residential income and
the acceleration of the urbanization process will inevitably be expected to bring about the rapid
growth of residential energy consumption. In addition, during this process, people will gradually
reduce the usage of coal for environmental protection purpose, which, in turn, indirectly increases
the usage of clean energy and helps improve the quality of the environment.
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Emergy-Based Regional Socio-Economic Metabolism
Analysis: An Application of Data Envelopment Analysis
and Decomposition Analysis
Zilong Zhang, Xingpeng Chen and Peter Heck
Abstract: Integrated analysis on socio-economic metabolism could provide a basis for understanding
and optimizing regional sustainability. The paper conducted socio-economic metabolism analysis
by means of the emergy accounting method coupled with data envelopment analysis and
decomposition analysis techniques to assess the sustainability of Qingyang city and its eight
sub-region system, as well as to identify the major driving factors of performance change during
2000–2007, to serve as the basis for future policy scenarios. The results indicate that Qingyang
greatly depended on non-renewable emergy flows and feedback (purchased) emergy flows, except
the two sub-regions, named Huanxian and Huachi, which highly depended on renewable emergy
flow. Zhenyuan, Huanxian and Qingcheng were identified as being relatively emergy efficient, and
the other five sub-regions have potential to reduce natural resource inputs and waste output to
achieve the goal of efficiency. The results of decomposition analysis show that the economic
growth, as well as the increased emergy yield ratio and population not accompanied by a sufficient
increase of resource utilization efficiency are the main drivers of the unsustainable economic model
in Qingyang and call for polices to promote the efficiency of resource utilization and to optimize
natural resource use.
Reprinted from Sustainability. Cite as: Zhang, Z.; Chen, X.; Heck, P. Emergy-Based Regional
Socio-Economic Metabolism Analysis: An Application of Data Envelopment Analysis and
Decomposition Analysis. Sustainability 2014, 6, 8618-8638.
1. Introduction
The process of economic development driven by industrialization can be seen as a transition
from an agrarian to an industrial socio-metabolic regime [1]. The transition makes human society
experience spectacular wealth accumulation, but it also causes large-scale ecological and
social transformations [2]. Thus, the social-environmental relationship can be characterized as
socio-economic metabolism [3,4]. The concept of socio-economic metabolism is applied to
investigate the scale and composition of the socio-economic metabolic system [1,5–7] and to discuss
its relationship with both economic growth [8], urbanization [5,9], industrialization [10,11] and
environmental impacts [12]. The socio-economic metabolism perspective provides a useful framework
for studying the interaction between human and natural systems [13] through quantifying the
regional input-output amount and the structures of material and energy flows, the value of local
resources and sustainability performance.
Nowadays, the term socio-economic metabolism has been widely applied in different fields,
and related studies have been conducted at different levels, such as the household [14,15],
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industrial [10,16], urban [17–20] and regional level [21]. As for the regional level, related studies
refer to quantifying material and the energy metabolic amount and the efficiency of different
countries and regions, thus comparing the sustainability performance for different regional
systems [22] by applying material flow analysis (MFA) [23], emergy analysis [20] and other
integrated approaches (e.g., the multi-scale integrated analysis of socio-economic metabolism
approach, MuSIASEM [21]).
As an instrument for aggregating various material flows into a few strategy indicators, MFA is
applied to measure the weights of material inflows and outflows of socio-economic metabolism
and can be broken into substance flow analyses (SFA), which deal with chemically-defined
substances (such as phosphorus, copper, sulfur, etc.) in practical research [3]. However, the
MFA-based socio-economic metabolism research has placed emphasis on the weight (quantities) of
resource flows and ignored the varied qualities of material flows. Besides, the MFA-based
metabolism studies provide strong and consistent evidence of the increasing consumption of
resources in most economies, even in those economies that have focused their policies on
dematerializing economic growth [24]. Emergy analysis, developed by Odum [25], is a technique
of quantitative analysis that determines the values of resources, services and commodities in a
common unit of solar energy, which allows all resources to be compared on a fair basis [26].
Therefore, emergy-based metabolism analysis, rather than the mass content of differing resources
in the MFA, can overcome the limits of MFA that we mentioned above [3]. Moreover, emergy
analysis provides an ecocentric bridge that connects economic and ecological systems and is
a more holistic alternative to many existing methods for environmentally conscious decision
making [27]. However, the emergy analysis has the problems of quantification, uncertainty and
sensitivity, which also exist in all methods (such as MAF, LCA, exergy, etc.) that focus on a
holistic view of industrial activity. In order to reduce the bias induced by the problems mentioned
above, the paper integrated the emergy into data envelopment analysis, which is a nonparametric
production frontier analysis approach and has been widely applied in micro- and macro-economic
studies [24], to revise the results of emergy analysis and to provide decision makers with useful
information regarding how to improve ecological efficiency. The paper also investigated the
underlying determinant effects that influence the change of total emergy use by combining the
methods of emergy and decomposition analysis. The present paper, taking Qiyang city and its eight
sub-regions (Gansu Province, northwestern China) as the study case, investigates the features and
findings of socio-economic metabolism.
2. Research Area
Qingyang city is located in the east part of Gansu province in northwestern China and ranges
in latitude from 35°15ƍN to 37°10ƍN and in longitude from 106°20ƍE to 108°45ƍE, with a total
administrative area of 27,119 km2, consisting of one district, including Xifeng (XF), and seven
counties, including Qingcheng (QC), Ningxian (NX), Zhengning (ZN), Huanxian (HX), Heshui
(HS), Huachi (HC) and Zhenyuan (ZY) (Figure 1). Qingyang is one of the cradles of traditional
Chinese farming culture and also is rich in crude oil and raw coal, with 3.25 billion tons of crude
oil, 12 billion tons of raw coal and 1358.8 billion cubic-meters of coal-bed methane.
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Figure 1. Qingyang city in China and the eight sub-regions.
In 2007, the GDP of Qingyang was $264 million, and GDP per capita was $1005, which was
much lower than the average level of GDP per capita in China ($2640). Qingyang is in the fast
transition period from traditional agriculture to rapid industrialization [28], particularly after the
discovery of abundant energy resources and the implementation of China’s Western Development
Program in 2000. With the large amount of exploitation and processing of energy resources,
environmental pressure has increased rapidly. Thus, in the transition period, searching for a
sustainable development model is a major task faced by local officials.
Specifically, the eight sub-regions in Qingyang all have their own distinctive features in
the aspects of geography, environment and economy. For instance, XF is the political center of
Qingyang region and is largely dependent on the inputs of energy, materials and products from
outside. QC, with a relatively longer history of oil exploitation, is the main oilfield. NX and ZN, in
the southeastern part of Qingyang, have certain similar features, such as rich coal resources and
relatively developed agriculture. HX, in northern Qingyang, has a very high rate (99.8%) of soil
erosion and water loss, as well as an underdeveloped economy. HS and HC have a relatively sound
ecological environment and mid-level economic development. Economic development in ZY largely
depends on the processing of agriculture products, especially apricot. Thus, to achieve sustainable
development of Qingyang as a whole, differentiated policies regarding sustainable development,
targeting each sub-region are crucial, as the each sub-region has special characteristics.
3. Research Methods
3.1. Emergy and Emergy Based Indicators
Emergy analysis is an environmental accounting method, which considers the energy system for
the thermodynamics of an open system, aims to evaluate the contributory value of different material
flows to the ecological economic system [29,30]. Emergy is measured in solar embodied joules,
abbreviated sej. Emergy analysis characterizes all materials, energy, capital and services in
equivalents of solar energy, i.e., how much emergy would be required to do a particular task if the
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solar radiation were the only input [27,31–33]. Thus, the key part of emergy analysis is to transform
the various materials and capital in human activities to a unified unit, sej [25], in which the key
parameter is the emergy transformity (Trf.). The transformity of solar radiation is assumed equal to
one by definition (1.0 sej/J), while the transformities of all of the other materials, energy and services
are calculated based on their convergence patterns through the biosphere hierarchy [34]. Regarding
emergy flows, renewable, nonrenewable and feedback emergy are three streams at the input side of
the system. Additionally, output product emergy and waste emergy are two steams at the output side
(Figure 2). The major steps of emergy analysis include identifying the system boundary, collecting
eco-economic data, establishing emergy flow accounting, calculating a set of indices and ratios and
using them to conduct the socio-economic metabolism analysis. Theoretically, all of the material,
information and capital flows through the target studied region should be diagramed and then
calculated. However, that is usually difficult, due to the lack of databases, especially for a city
located in an undeveloped area in China. Therefore, the paper carried out a black box study without
probing into the socio-economic metabolic structure thoroughly.
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Figure 2. Emergy flows of a regional system.
Based on standard transformation, the emergy flow accounting was based on Qingyang and
8 sub-regions’ raw data, which were from the QY Statistic Year Book (2001–2008), the XF, HX,
HC, HS, ZN, ZY, NX, QC Statistic Year Books (2001–2008) [35–42] and investigations conducted
on two planning programs: Qingyang Eco-City Development Program (investigation time period:
11–19 August 2008) and Qingyang Circular Economy Development Program (investigation time
period: 20–29 April 2009); the corresponding indicators are given in Table 1. Additionally, the
emergy transformity (Trf.) we used in this work relies on the transformities calculated by Odum
and co-workers [33,43] (The averaged transformities of natural resources, products and processes
used in this paper may lead to estimation bias to some extent, which was also shared by other
approaches and is inevitable).
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Table 1. The geographic and economic features of eight sub-regions and the whole (data of 2007).
Area (km2)
Average altitude (m)
Average rainfall (m/a)
Population (1000 person)
Population growth rate (‰)
GDP (million $)
GDP per capita ($)
Industrial
Structures

Primary (%)
Secondary (%)
Tertiary (%)

QY

XF

QC

ZN

NX

ZY

HX

HS

HC

27,119
1,310
0.53
2626.9
7.41
2640.98

996
1421
0.5271
341
7.12
675.96

2693
1310
0.498
331.8
7.26
697.00

1321
1460
0.63
240.9
7.50
114.86

2654
1310
0.56
535.8
7.12
208.18

3501
1500
0.39
523.3
7.10
188.98

9236
1612
0.646
349.1
7.76
151.37

2942
1436
0.56
168.1
7.54
99.49

3776
1440
0.46
131.7
7.45
442.58

1005

1605

2112

478

385

363

432

585

3404

16.15
59.22
24.63

11.5
51.9
36.6

7.17
81.66
11.17

40.30
12.90
46.80

36.58
24.50
38.91

42.17
20.67
37.16

20.30
46.60
33.10

40.84
24.32
34.84

5.80
84.80
9.30

Notes: The abbreviations QY, XF, QC, ZN, NX, ZY, HX, HS and HC in the table represent Qingyang
city, Xifeng district, Qingcheng, Zhengning, Ningxian, Zhenyuan, Huanxian, Heshui and Huachi, respectively.

3.2. Data Envelopment Analysis
Data envelopment analysis (DEA), which is a non-parametric frontier approach to evaluate the
relative efficiency of a set of homogeneous decision-making units (DMUs) featuring multiple
inputs and outputs, has recently been widely applied to analyze energy, environmental and
ecological efficiency [44,45]. In recent empirical studies in the macroeconomic literature, GDP is
commonly used as the output, and capital, labor and natural resources (water, energy, land and
other mineral resources) are used as the input. The DEA efficiency model considering pollutants
can be divided into three types. The first model takes pollutants as investment costs and, thus, is
used to as the input. The second model is the data transfer function method, which considers
the pollutants as ordinary output after transferring the-smaller-the-better undesirable output into
the-bigger-the-better desirable output. The third model is the distance function method first
proposed by Färe et al. (1994) [46] and then further extended by Chung (1997) [47], Tone (2001) [48]
and other scholars. Because it can redeem the defect of the first two methods, such as no reflection
on the real production process, strong convexity constraints, etc. [45], the distance function
method has been widely applied to analyze ecological (or environmental) efficiency and
environmental performance.
To comprehensively capture the physical flow (including inputs and outputs) of social and
economic activities and to measure the ecological efficiency precisely, the inputs should include all
kinds of inputs coming from the natural system and waste discharged into the environment. Usually,
these inputs and outputs are measured in different measurement units. The emergy-based
accounting system can solve the unit problem. In this paper, we combined the emergy-based
accounting system and the undesirable output DEA model (slack-based undesirable output model)
proposed by Tone (2001) to evaluate the ecological efficiency (EE) of the socio-economic
metabolic system in Qingyang. A more detailed explanation of the model and its underlying
mathematical procedures can be found in [48,49].
The paper uses the emergy content of natural resource inputs, production and waste emissions
instead of mass content to construct aggregate input and output factors. The input factors include the
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nonrenewable input emergy (N) and feedback emergy (F), and the output factors include both the
output product emergy (P), which is taken as a desirable output indicator, and waste emergy (W),
which is taken as an undesirable output indicator. The score of ecological efficiency obtained by
the slack-based undesirable output model is bounded by zero and one. If the score is upper-bounded to
one, this means that it represents the best performance. Moreover, the lower the score, the worse the
level of ecological efficiency [24,50].
3.3. Decomposition Analysis
Decomposition analysis is widely applied to investigate the underlying determinant factors
that influence the change of energy consumption, CO2 emissions, material usage, etc. [51–54].
Decomposition analysis covers two kinds of specific methods. The first one is structural
decomposition analysis (SDA), which handles the input-output model. The second one is index
decomposition analysis (IDA), which uses sector- or regional- level data. Because of requiring less
data, the IDA has been applied to environmental and resource issues more extensively than SDA [55].
The decomposition analysis carried out in this paper is IDA based on the advanced sustainability
analysis (ASA) approach, which was developed by the Finland Futures Research Center [56–58].
Since the decomposition analysis is capable of assessing the efficiency in the use of a
given input in affecting a final result, it can be considered a fundamental tool to ease the
monitoring and evaluation of the sustainability of economies and productive sectors/processes [59].
The knowledge of the major factors that affect a process’ performance is essential for the design of
new policy instruments and the evaluation of the implemented measures over a desired pattern of
sustainability [60,61]. Moreover, decomposition analysis is necessarily dealing with complex
indicators to avoid the loss of information [62,63].
ASA is designed to investigate the relationship between changes in environmental, economic
and social variables that are measured by any preferred indicator or index. An equation describing
the relationship between the factors (e.g., intensive factor V/X1 and extensive factor X1) contributing
to variable V can be expressed in its simplest form as follows:

V

V
u X1
X1

(1)

The procedure can be applied to multiple actors, as well. The two-factor decomposition
presented above can be continued by taking a result from the first decomposition as a starting point
for further decompositions, and the new results can then be decomposed again. The equation that
identifies the contributing variables can be formulated in a general form as follows:
X
V X2
V
u
u ... u n1 u X n
(2)
X2 X3
Xn
A more detailed explanation of the ASA approach and its underlying mathematical procedures
can be found in [64] and the DECOIN (2008) [65] and SMILE (2011) [66] websites.
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4. Results
4.1. Overview of the Emergy Results of Qingyang and the Eight Sub-Regions
To characterize the metabolic structure and efficiency of the socio-economic system in
Qingyang and its eight sub-regions, we calculated the emergy indices (Table 2). We found that the
socio-economic system in Qingyang depended heavily on nonrenewable emergy, which occupied
61.13% of the total emergy input in 2007. Renewable emergy was the second largest input (23.54),
followed by the feedback emergy input (15.32). The high value of the environment loading ratio
(ELR = 3.25) and the low value of the emergy investment ratio (EIR = 0.18) refer to economic
growth being greatly devoted to local non-renewable resources, which leads to high environmental
pressure. An ESI (2.51) between one and ten means that Qingyang developed a
“producer”-oriented economy that highly relied on non-renewable resources (Table 3).

XF, as the regional political center, mostly relied on feedback emergy, where the social-economic
activity is supported by import emergy (96.76%). ZY also mainly relied on imported emergy
(feedback emergy/total emergy input (F/U) is 54.99%). QC and ZN greatly depended on local
non-renewable resources (U/nonrenewable input emergy (N) in the two sub-regions is greater than
50%). However, for HX and HC, the economic development highly relied on local renewable
resources. The economic activities in NX and HS mainly depended on local renewable and
non-renewable resources, respectively, but the dependence degree is less than HX and QC (Table 3).
The net emergy yield ratio (NEYR) is the ratio of the output emergy of the economic system to
the feedback emergy from outside the region, which reflects the capability of local resources to
support economic activities. Meanwhile, it shows the competitiveness of the economic system in
supplying primary energy and resources [33]. The higher NEYR is, the higher the contribution of
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the regional economic system to the other regions is. In general, a value of NEYR of QY higher
than five indicates that QY is an energy output region [67]. The NEYR of QC is the highest among
the eight sub-regions, indicating the importance of QC in providing energy to the Qingyang
economy. Additionally, this high value is due to the exploitation of non-renewable resources in QC.
Conversely, the NEYR of XF is the lowest, which is caused by having the highest feedback
emergy, as well as a higher EIR, emergy money ratio (EMR), emergy per capita (EPC) and emergy
density (ED) compared to the average of QY, reflecting that XF has the strongest economic
intensity and highest residential living conditions and ranks as the highest level of the economic
system in QY city (Table 3).
Table 3. The emergy analysis results of socio-economic metabolism in Qiyang (2007).
sej, solar embodied joules.
Emergy Flows
R × 1020 sej
N × 1020 sej
F × 1020 sej
P × 1021 sej
W × 1019 sej
Emergy Structure
R/ U (%)
N/U (%)
F/ U (%)
Emergy Efficiency
NYER
EIR
EMR (× 1012 sej
EPC (× 1015)
ED (× 1011)
Environmental
Pressure
EWR
WOR
ELR
ESI

QY

XF

QC

ZN

NX

ZY

HX

HS

HC

41.8
108.6
27.2
2.22
39.23

1.81
0.34
64.4
1.41
9.31

5.15
25.1
1.69
6.07
7.78

2.44
4.85
0.51
0.72
7.31

4.29
3.76
2.54
3.22
3.71

3.37
0.25
4.39
1.76
0.7

15.3
1.27
4.95
5.63
1.13

1.55
2.71
2.26
0.79
5.69

4.19
0.44
1.09
0.63
3.61

23.54
61.13
15.32

2.73
0.51
96.76

16.12
78.58
5.3

31.33
62.18
6.49

40.49
35.49
24.01

42.19
2.82
54.99

71.08
5.91
24.01

23.79
41.58
34.63

73.24
7.7
19.03

8.15
0.18
6.732
6.76
6.5

0.22
29.87
9.85
19.5
66.8

35.9
0.06
4.58
9.62
11.9

14.24
0.07
6.79
3.24
5.91

12.66
0.31
5.09
2.16
4.37

4.01
1.22
4.23
1.53
2.28

11.37
0.3
1.42
6.16
2.33

3.52
0.53
6.55
5.66
3.23

5.75
0.24
1.29
17.7
6.18

0.022
0.018
3.25
2.51

0.014
0.07
35.68
0.006

0.02
0.01
5.2
6.9

0.09
0.1
2.19
6.5

0.035
0.01
1.47
8.61

0.009
0.003
1.37
2.92

0.005
0.002
0.41
27.94

0.087
0.07
3.2
1.1

0.063
0.06
0.37
15.74

Notes: The abbreviations QY, XF, QC, ZN, NX, ZY, HX, HS and HC in the table represent Qingyang
city, Xifeng district, Qingcheng, Zhengning, Ningxian, Zhenyuan, Huanxian, Heshui and Huachi, respectively.

The environment loading ratio (ELR) is the ratio of the sum of feedback and nonrenewable
emergy to renewable emergy, which reflects the pressure of the social-economic process on the
local ecosystem. The ELR of XF is highest (ELR = 35.68), reflecting high environmental pressure
as a result of social economic activity. The ELR of QC (5.2) is the second highest and above the
Qingyang average, due to its larger consumption of non-renewable resources (such as crude oil
exploitation). On the other hand, the ELRs of the other five sub-regions are below Qingyang
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average. These regions can be considered as the areas with lower environmental pressure in terms
of resources extraction and use (Table 3).
The emergy investment ratio (EIR) is the ratio of feedback (purchased) inputs to local resources
(F/N + renewable input emergy (R)). The EIRs of XF and ZY are greater than one, indicating that
the two regions relied more on purchased inputs than locally-available resources. However, the
EIRs of the other six regions are less than one, indicating the need for local resources in these
regions (Table 3).
The emergy sustainability index (ESI) is the ratio of NEYR to ELR. When ESI < 1, it is a
consumption system; when 1 < ESI < 10, it is an energetic system with the potential of further
development; and when ESI > 10, the system is economically lagging behind [72]. In general, the ESI
of QY is between one and 10, which reflects that QY is an energetic regional system and has the
potential for future development. Regarding the eight sub-regions, the ESI of XF is less than one,
which reveals that XF is a consumption system. The ESIs of HX and HC are higher than 10, which
shows that both regions are economically behind and economic development needs to be
accelerated and strengthened. The ESIs of NX, QC, ZY, HS and ZN are between one and 10,
where the economic development is energetic and robust (Table 3).
4.2. Emergy-Based Data Envelopment Analysis
Based on the emergy accounting database, the paper applied the undesirable-output DEA model
to estimate the production frontier and calculate the ecological efficiency (EE) score of eight
sub-regions in Qingyang using the input-oriented GRS (generalized returns-to-scale) framework.
It is arguable to assume that there exists a production frontier for the eight sub-regions, because of
the significant differences in the characteristics of the economic structures of those sub-regions.
The average EE score of eight sub-regions increased from 0.669 in the year 2000 to 0.766
in 2002, then decreased to 0.701 in 2006 and, finally, achieved an EE score of 0.728 in 2007. The
EE scores of ZY and HX equal one during 2000–2007, which means that the two regions were
identified as being relatively efficient. QC could be identified as an efficient region after 2002. The
EE scores of NX, HS and HC decreased from 1.000, 0.309 and 0.805 to 0.802, 0.252 and 0.766.
As for ZN, the EE score increased from 0.697 to 0.805. The emergy efficiency of XF was lowest
among the eight sub-regions during the whole period (the EE score was below 0.2 in most years).
In 2007, only three regions (QC, ZN and HX) were identified as efficient regions (Table 4).
4.3. Decomposition Analysis of Total Emergy Use
In order to understand the main drivers of the changes of total emergy flow (U), a decomposition
equation was developed according to Equations (1) and (2). The time change of total emergy use
(U) during 2000–2007 was decomposed as follows:

U

U
F
R  N GDP
u
u
u
u POP
F R  N GDP POP

(1)

where F indicates feedback emergy flow, R is the value of all locally-available renewable emergy
flows, N refers to the locally-available nonrenewable emergy flow, GDP is the value of gross
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domestic production and POP is the amount of population. According to Equation (3), changes of
U are affected by five factors: U/F is the emergy yield ratio (EYR), which reflects the ability of a
certain system to exploit available new emergy resources by investing local resources (local versus
imported) [73]; F/(R + N) is the emergy investment ratio (EIR); (R + N)/GDP is the natural
resource use per capital, which refers to the resource utilization rate; GDP/POP refers to the
economic growth level; and POP refers to the population scale. The decomposition results of
Qingyang and eight sub-regions are shown in Figures 3–11 with reference to the year 2000.
Table 4. Summary of emergy efficiency evaluation.
XF
QC
ZN
NX
ZY
HX
HS
HC
Average

2000
0.115
0.423
0.697
1.000
1.000
1.000
0.309
0.805
0.669

2001
0.117
0.951
1.000
0.584
1.000
1.000
0.268
0.764
0.711

2002
0.133
1.000
0.827
1.000
1.000
1.000
0.294
0.873
0.766

2003
0.087
1.000
0.810
1.000
1.000
1.000
0.344
0.762
0.750

2004
0.116
1.000
0.802
1.000
1.000
1.000
0.284
0.738
0.743

2005
0.162
1.000
0.808
0.816
1.000
1.000
0.268
0.759
0.727

2006
0.213
1.000
0.807
0.528
1.000
1.000
0.292
0.770
0.701

2007
0.198
1.000
0.805
0.802
1.000
1.000
0.252
0.766
0.728

Notes: The abbreviations QY, XF, QC, ZN, NX, ZY, HX, HS and HC in the table represent Qingyang
city, Xifeng district, Qingcheng, Zhengning, Ningxian, Zhenyuan, Huanxian, Heshui and Huachi respectively.

For Qingyang as a whole, the decomposition analysis (Figure 3) indicates that the factors, U/F,
GDP/POP and POP, have increased the total emergy use and economic growth; GDP/POP was the
main diver of the increasing emergy use. The factors (R + N)/GDP and F/(R + N) have decreased
the emergy use. The negative contribution of the resource utilization rate, (R + N)/GDP, suggests
policies to promote the efficiency of resource utilization.
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Figure 3. Advanced sustainability analysis (ASA) decomposition of the total emergy
use (U) in Qingyang during 2000–2007; the contributions of five factors to the percentage
of the 2000 total emergy use (U) level. POP, population.
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Figure 4. ASA decomposition of the total emergy use (U) in Xifeng during 2000–2007;
the contributions of five factors to the percentage of the 2000 total emergy use (U) level.
In Xifeng (Figure 4), the considerable increase in the total emergy use can be seen in the
decomposition results as an increase in the GDP/POP, F/(R + N) and POP components, and the
economic growth was the main driving force. Since EIR = F/(R + N) indicates the efficiency of
external investment in exploiting a unit of local resource, the EIR’s contribution to the growth of
emergy use means that the social economic system of Xifeng is fragile due to the fact that the local
resource basis (R + N) cannot easily be increased and the non-renewable input emergy (N) is mainly
contributing to the climate change. The factor (R + N)/GDP contributed to the decrease of emergy
use considerably. The U/F factor slightly decreased in the investigated period.
In Qingcheng (Figure 5), the factors GDP/POP and U/F were the main contributors to the
increase in total emergy use; while the factor F/(R + N) has decreased the emergy use. However,
the factor (R + N)/GDP, unlike Qingyang and Xifeng, was fluctuating to a large extent, while
finally decreasing.
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Figure 5. ASA decomposition of the total emergy use (U) in Qingcheng during 2000–
2007, contributions of five factors to the percentage of the 2000 total emergy use (U)
level.
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For Zhengning (Figure 6), the decomposition result indicates that GDP/POP was the main driver
of the emergy use increase, but (R + N)/GDP contributed to the decrease in emergy use. The U/F
factor slightly decreased, except in the second period. Inversely, the F/(R + N) factor slightly
increased, except in the third period.
In Ningxian (Figure 7), the factors F/(R + N) and GDP/POP were the main driving forces of the
increase in total emergy use, and the contribution of F/(R + N) was more stable. The considerable
and steady contribution of F/(R + N) to the U growth refers to the fact that the social economic
system of Ningxian is more fragile than Xifeng, and an appropriate policy would be to optimize
natural resource use (e.g., convert solar radiation into photovoltaic electricity to replace fossil fuels,
recycling waste material resources to replace new raw imports, recycling water after appropriate
treatment, etc.). The EIR (U/F) and resource utilization rate ((R + N)/GDP) have been the major
factors decreasing emergy use. The effect of population scale is smaller than other factors.
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Figure 6. ASA decomposition of the total emergy use (U) in Zhengning during 2000–
2007; the contributions of five factors to the percentage of the 2000 total emergy use
(U) level.
In Zhenyuan (Figure 8), the fast economic growth (GDP/POP) was the most important factor
contributing to the emergy use increase, due to its energetic economic development (Table 3). The
factor F/(R + N) also has increased emergy use, which suggests policies to optimize natural
resource use, but the effect is less than the economic growth. The factor (R + N)/GDP has
decreased the emergy use, except in the third period, and the U/F also had negative effects on the
emergy use increase, except in the first period.
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Figure 7. ASA decomposition of the total emergy use (U) in Ningxian during 2000–
2007; the contributions of five factors to the percentage of the 2000 total emergy use
(U) level.
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Figure 8. ASA decomposition of the total emergy use (U) in Zhenyuan during 2000–
2007; contributions of five factors to the percentage of the 2000 total emergy use (U)
level.
The economic growth in Huanxian (Figure 9) has increased the emergy use. However, the
improvement of resource utilization efficiency has decreased the emergy use. The behavior of U/F
and F/(R + N) was a bit more complex. For the factor U/F, from 2000 to 2003, the emergy yield
ratio (EYR) increased, and after 2003, the parameter shows instead a decline, except in the last year.
The factor F/(R + N) shows an inverse behavior.
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Figure 9. ASA decomposition of the total emergy use (U) in Huanxian during 2000–
2007; contributions of five factors to the percentage of the 2000 total emergy use (U)
level.
In Heshui (Figure 10), economic growth was the main driving factor of the emergy use increase,
and the increase of F/(R + N) contributed to the increase of the total emergy use, although to
a lesser extent than GDP/POP. However, the factor (R + N)/GDP showed a steady decline (less
natural emergy input per unit of GDP), which strongly contributed to the decrease of the emergy
use in the investigated period. The decreasing of U/F contributed to the decease of the total emergy
use, but to a lesser extent than (R + N)/GDP.
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Figure 10. ASA decomposition of the total emergy use (U) in Heshui during 2000–
2007; the contributions of five factors to the percentage of the 2000 total emergy use
(U) level.
In Huachi (Figure 11), the factors GDP/POP and (R + N)/GDP, respectively, contributed to
increasing and decreasing total emergy use. The factors U/F and F/(R + N) slightly changed in the
investigated period. The factor U/F increased before 2003, but after 2003, the parameter showed
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instead a decline. Inversely, the factor F/(R + N) decreased before 2003, but after 2003, the
parameter showed instead an ascent.
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Figure 11. ASA decomposition of the total emergy use (U) in Huachi during 2000–
2007; the contributions of five factors to the percentage of the 2000 total emergy use
(U) level.
5. Summary and Conclusions
The main purpose of this study is to investigate metabolic structure and efficiency and, further
to identify driving factors, so that we can employ an emergy-based analysis of the socio-economic
metabolism of Qingyang city over 2000–2007 by combining data envelopment analysis (DEA) and
decomposition analysis. By integrating emergy accounting into the DEA framework, the paper
quantified the ecological efficiency of the socio-economic metabolic system, which can be applied
to express the potential efficiency improvement and to make comparisons across different regions.
The use of a multi-method analysis helps to avoid misleading interpretations based only on
emergy-based indicators.
The investigated regional socio-economic metabolism greatly relied on non-renewable emergy
flows and feedback (purchased) emergy flows, except Huanxian and Huachi, which highly depended
on renewable emergy flow. Analysis of emerge indicators for sub-regions in Qingyang shows that
Qingcheng, with the highest NEYR (35.9), is the main energy supplier in Qingyang, followed
by Zhengning (14.24), Ningxian (12.66) and Huanxian (11.37). However, the ELR value of
Qingcheng (5.2), which was above the Qingyang average (3.25), indicates that the current
economic activities are not sustainable, as they relied mainly on local non-renewable emergy inputs.
The highest EIR (29.87) and ELR (35.68) of Xifeng refer to the fact that the region relied more on
purchased inputs than locally-available resources, and the region’s current economic model has led
to great environmental pressure. The ELRs of the other five regions indicate that these regions
achieved a balance between the emergy use of renewable and non-renewable resources. The ESI
results indicate that Xifeng developed a “consumer”-oriented economy; Ningxian, Qingcheng,
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Zhenyuan, Heshui and Zhengning developed “producer”-oriented economies; and Huanxian and
Huachi were economically behind, and their economic development needs to be accelerated
and strengthened.
The emergy-based data envelopment analysis showed that the eight sub-regions, on average,
had an EE level of 0.728 in 2007, which implies that Qingyang as a whole has the potential to
reduce natural resource inputs and waste output. The EE scores (1.00) of Zhenyuan, Huanxian and
Qingcheng indicate that the three regions can be considered as relatively emergy-efficient areas.
The EE scores of Xifeng and Heshui are the lowest in Qingyang, and the scores in 2007 were 0.198
and 0.252, which suggest that the two regions could reduce natural resource consumption and
waste emission to a great extent without scarifying any desirable output. The ecological efficiency
of Zhengning, Ningxian and Huachi is higher than the average level of the whole of Qingyang.
During the investigated period, the economic growth was the main driving factor of the increase in
the total emergy use in Qingyang and its sub-regions. The contribution of the population scale
factor is very small. The factor (R + N)/GDP contributed to the decrease of emergy use considerably
(except Qingcheng), which suggests policies to promote the efficiency of resource utilization and,
thus, to decrease emergy use further. The positive contribution of the environmental investment
ratio to the growth of total emergy use in Xifeng, Zhengning, Ningxian, Zhenyuan, Huanxian,
Heshui and Huachi demonstrates that the social economic system of the above seven regions is
fragile, especially for Ningxian, Zhenyuan and Heshui.
The integrated approach used in this study is suggested as a tool to design future scenarios of
resource use and ecological efficiency in the near future. The results of socio-economic metabolism
analysis in Qingyang suggest policies to promote the efficiency of resource utilization, especially
for Xifeng and Qingcheng. The fragile social economic systems of Xifeng, Ningxian, Zhenyuan,
Heshui and Huachi suggest that series appropriate policies should be adopted to optimize natural
resource use (e.g., convert solar radiation into photovoltaic electricity to replace fossil fuels,
recycling waste material resources to replace new raw imports, recycling water after appropriate
treatment, etc.).
It is worth noting that we cannot probe the structures of socio-economic metabolism that are
regarded as crucial for policy makers to coordinate the system and improve regional eco-efficiency,
because of insufficient statistical data in this economically lagging area. In addition, we employed
the uniformed transformity of natural resources, products and processes, which may lead to
estimation bias of the regional features to a certain extent. Nevertheless, we believe our findings
provide solid and meaningful results that can provide useful implications for policy makers.
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Factors Affecting Migration Intentions in Ecological
Restoration Areas and Their Implications for the
Sustainability of Ecological Migration Policy in
Arid Northwest China
Yongjin Li, David López-Carr and Wenjiang Chen
Abstract: Ecological migration policy has been proposed and implemented as a means for
depopulating ecological restoration areas in the arid Northwest China. Migration intention is
critical to the effectiveness of ecological migration policy. However, studies on migration intention
in relation to ecological migration policy in China remain scant. Thus this paper aims to investigate
the rural residents’ migration intentions and their affecting factors under ecological migration
policy in Minqin County, an ecological restoration area, located at the lower terminus of Shiyang
River Basin in arid Northwest China. The data for this study come from a randomly sampled
household questionnaire survey. Results from logistic regression modelling indicate that most
residents do not intend to migrate, despite rigid eco-environmental conditions and governance polices
threatening livelihood sustainability. In addition to demographic and socio-economic factors, the
eco-environmental factors are also significantly correlated with the possibility of a resident intending
to migrate. The implications of the significant independent variables for the sustainability of
ecological migration policy are discussed. The paper concludes that ecological migration policies
may ultimately be more sustainable when taking into account household interests within complex
migration intention contexts, such as household livelihoods dynamics and environmental change.
Reprinted from Sustainability. Cite as: Li, Y.; López-Carr, D.; Chen, W. Factors Affecting
Migration Intentions in Ecological Restoration Areas and Their Implications for the Sustainability
of Ecological Migration Policy in Arid Northwest China. Sustainability 2014, 6, 8639-8660.
1. Introduction
Managing population size in ecological restoration areas through resettlement policy is one
of the strategic measures for both environmental and development aims in China [1,2]. This type of
resettlement is always called ecological migration when related to migration policy aimed at
rehabilitating the degenerated eco-environment [3]. In China, ecological migration policy has
seemingly been designed to achieve rural development and eco-environmental rehabilitation
simultaneously through one policy intervention [4]. Many authors approve ecological migration as
a preferred approach for protecting arid Northwest China’s fragile eco-environment, even though
they also recognize its potential problems, such as the mismatch between traditional production
style in the sending area and new lifestyles in the receiving area [5,6]. However, other authors
argue that the primary environmental rationale behind ecological migration is largely inadequate
and that there is insufficient justification to point toward ecological migration as the only possible
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solution [7,8]. Despite ecological migration policy extant in China since the 1990s, potential
migrants’ voices are ineffectively heard in the process.
Arid Northwest China accounts for over 20% of China’s total land area, which includes
Xinjiang Uygur Autonomous Region, the western part of Inner Mongolia Autonomous Region,
Hexi Corridor in Gansu Province, and Qilian Mountains and Qaidam Basin in Qinhai Province,
with a main landscape of desert, high mountains and great basins forming its characteristic
topography [9]. This area is situated in the deep hinterland of Eurasia with scarce precipitation and
greatly varied air temperature. In these extremely arid great basins, such as Tarim Basin, Junggar
Basin and Hexi Corridor, the local peoples have a long history of utilizing inland river water to
irrigate crops and develop sandy and alpine pastures for animal husbandry [9]. Originating in the
high mountain snow melt, the water flows eventually to the Gobi Desert.
In the past 50 years, about four million hectares of man-made oases have newly been developed
in all of the river basins, and about 622 reservoirs with a storage capacity of 6.6 billion cubic
meters have been built [10]. In addition to the fast urbanization in the middle parts of the river
basins, the large scale utilization of surface water in the middle reaches and over-exploitation of
ground-water in the lower reaches have not only facilitated the steady development of social
economy but also resulted in serious eco-environmental problems in the arid area, especially in the
lower reaches of these river basins. Problems include shortened runoff courses of most rivers,
shrinking or dried up terminal lakes, declining quantity and quality of surface water in the lower
reaches, more serious soil salinization and desertification, and seriously degraded or destroyed
vegetation [10]. In recent years, strong dust-storms have occurred frequently across the region.
They are thought to be a result of continuing deterioration of the environment relating to current
practices in water use and agriculture [11].
With the aim to systematically restore the degenerated eco-environment in the inland river
basins, especially in the end terminuses, some integrative river basin governance planning or
policies have been proposed and implemented, such as that in Shiyang River Basin located in the
east of the Hexi Corridor in Gansu Province. The Shiyang River Basin is one of the earliest to
have been developed and is one of the most overexploited inland basins in northwest China [11].
The shortage of surface water and overexploitation of ground-water have caused serious
eco-environmental and social problems, such as desertification and environmentally forced
out-migration in Minqin County, the lower terminus of Shiyang River Basin.
In November 2007, the Central government approved an ecological restoration plan named
“Key Governance Planning for Shiyang River Basin” (Chinese Pinyin: Shiyanhe Liuyu Zhongdian
Zhili Guihua) with the total investment from 2006–2020 to reach 4.7 billion RMB Yuan (about
0.64 billion US$ in 2007), of which over 1 billion Yuan will be invested in the territory of Minqin.
Apart from the costly engineering projects, the management policies involved in the planning can
be categorized into three types. First, environmental policies, which mainly include shutting
motor-pumped wells, decreasing cultivated land area, and restricting pumped ground-water by
controlling electricity supply and IC-card rationing equipment installed on the motor-pumped
well’s mouth. These measures aim to reduce groundwater and surface water consumption, and
allocate more water to desert vegetation restoration in the end terminus. Second, economic policies
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that include constructing greenhouses for vegetables and warm barns for livestock husbandry,
shifting from crop farming to fruit trees or forage grass, and encouraging peasants to do non-farm
work through labor-skills training. And the third, ecological migration policy, which plans for
out-migration of 10,500 residents from the Minqin County’s marginal land neighboring the desert.
To implement this plan, the government has drawn up specific stimulation approaches including
subsidizing 6000 Yuan per capita on the condition of the household head signing an agreement to
abandon the household’s local water and land rights.
A relatively long history of desertification-induced out-migration in Northwest China, including
a large number of voluntary out-migrants from Minqin County in the past three decades [12],
precedes the execution of ecological migration policy [7]. When the ecological migration policy
was initially passed in tandem with other kinds of policies as part of the river basin governance
planning in recent years, residents remaining behind who suffered exacerbated desertification might be
less capable of out-migrating than earlier voluntary migrants, because migration is often expensive,
and those most vulnerable to environmental change are usually poor [13]. Still the questions remain:
Do the residents have the propensity to migrate? What factors influence their migration intentions?
Answering these questions is helpful to successfully implement the ecological migration policy in
the ecological restoration area, but there is scant study of these critical questions.
According to the theory of reasoned action proposed by Ajzen and Fishbein [14], migration
intention remains the dominant determinant of migration behavior [15]. This paper will utilize
Minqin County as a case to study the factors affecting the local residents’ migration intentions and
discuss their implications on the sustainability of ecological migration policy in arid Northwest
China. The findings will implicate China’s ecological migration policy, so that population,
environment, and development are more harmoniously related in the arid Northwest China area.
Furthermore, findings could contribute to the future research and resettlement policy applications
in other similarly marginal environments globally. In the following sections, we first describe the
study area and data sources. Then, we propose an analytical model and a framework of factors
affecting migration intentions in an ecological restoration area. Theories and hypotheses about the
relationships between the proposed drivers and migration intention are then reviewed briefly.
Finally, results of logistic regression analysis are used as the basis for in-depth discussion of the
implications of the significant factors for ecological migration policy in Arid Northwest China.
2. Data and Methods
2.1. Study Area
Minqin County is located in Northwest China (Figure 1), a hotspot of severe water shortage and
desertification [16–19]. Minqin County is located at the lower terminus of the Shiyang River Basin,
one of the three inland river basins in the Hexi Corridor of Gansu Province, Northwest China.
The geographical location lies between 102°52ƍ~E103°50ƍE, 38°22ƍN~39°6ƍN. Minqin County is
surrounded by the Badain Jaran Desert and the Tengger Desert from the west, north, and east.
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Figure 1. Map of study area.
Since the Hongya Mountain Reservoir at the south edge of Minqin County was constructed
in 1958, natural surface water flowing to Minqin County has disappeared. All of the surface water
allocated to Minqin County is controlled by the Hongya Mountain Reservoir. Along with
urbanization and industrial development growing rapidly in the middle portion of the Shiyang
River Basin, water storage in the reservoir decreased from an annual average of 545 million cubic
meters in the 1950s to 136 million cubic meters in the 1990s [20]. As surface water volume
decreased, a large amount of groundwater was pumped to fill the gap, allowing the cultivated land area
and agricultural structure to remain largely unchanged. In 2000, the ratio of consumed groundwater
volume to surface water volume reached 7:1 [21]. As the groundwater table continuously decreased,
a large amount of vegetation deteriorated, and groundwater quality and soil quality declined.
Because Minqin County is located at the lower terminus of Shiyang River Basin, the oasis
remains fertile and productive. Before 2002, although the marginal area was threatened by
desertification and decreasing groundwater quality, residents had relatively larger farm areas and
could earn more income from agriculture than rural residents in the other part of the Shiyang River
Basin. After 2002, and especially since 2007, since the “Key Governance Planning for Shiyang
River Basin” has been implemented, the quantity of basic livelihood assets, such as arable land
quota and water availability for agriculture, has decreased greatly in the study area, even though
the trend of eco-environmental deterioration has been effectively curbed, and the groundwater table
has continued to rise [22].
2.2. Source of Data
The data applying in this study come from two resources. One is a random household structured
questionnaire survey conducted by the authors in eight villages in Minqin County from December
2010 to January 2011. It elicited data regarding the respondents’ migration intentions and variables
affecting these intentions. The information collected includes household demographic characteristics
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(composition, age, education and migration), household livelihood assets/strategies, and the
respondents’ subjective evaluation of the local eco-environmental status and trends according to the
sustainable livelihood framework [23]. Another is China’s fifth and sixth population census data at
the county level in 2000 and 2010, which was used to analyze the macro-demographic characteristics
and dynamics in Minqin County.
In the questionnaire survey, the households were randomly selected, and the interviewees within
the selected households were all adults, nearly always the household head or spouse. The sampling
frame for the household survey comprises about 9500 rural households, which are homes to about
40,000 residents, in the 55 villages within nine northwesterly desert-neighbored townships of
Minqin County. The multistage Probability Proportionate to Size (PPS) sampling method was
utilized to create the household sample. There are four stages in the sampling process. In the first
stage, four townships were sampled out of the nine marginal townships in proportion to their
population size. At the second stage, eight marginal villages were selected from all villages of the
four sampled townships proportionate to their population size. The eight sampled villages were
Wen’er, Bayi, Chengxi from Daba Township; Wangzhi, Tiaoyuan from Donghu Township;
Zhonglei from Sanlei Township; and Dongrong, Zhichan from Xiqu Township (Figure 1). At the
third stage, the investigators randomly selected 40 households in each of the eight villages. We
used a systematic sampling method based on the detailed household roster for each of the marginal
villages provided by the secretary of the village branch of the Chinese Communist Party (CCP). At
the intra-household sampling stage, if the household head or spouse was at home, that person
became the interviewee. Otherwise, the interviewee would be a household member over the age of
18 whose birthday was closest to December 1. Face-to-face questionnaire administration was used
on site, whereby an interviewer presents the questions orally and completes the questionnaire on
the spot. The expected sample size was 320 and the final valid sample size was 308. Geographical
homogeneity among the sampled villages allowed this relatively small sample size to satisfy the
acceptable sampling error of between 5% and 6% at the 95% level of confidence [24].
2.3. Analytical Model
The binary logistic regression model is always used to explore the factors affecting adoption of
some specific agricultural technologies for rural sustainable development in arid Northwest China
such as [25–27], and to examine the determinants of migration intentions among developing
countries such as [15,28,29]. In this study, we also used a binary logistic regression model to
evaluate rural residents’ intention to migrate and the predicting factors. In the questionnaire, we
asked the respondent whether he/she has the intention to migrate out of his/her hometown. The
options are Yes and No. Migration intention as dependent variable (DV) is measured by dichotomy
1 (Yes) and 0 (No). The Logistic Regression Model used in this paper is as follows:

P
logit P ln(
) D  E1 x1  E 2 x2  K  E p x p
1 P

(1)
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In the above equation, P indicates the possibility of having propensity for migration. x1, x2, ..., xp
indicate various factors affecting migration intention. Į is the constant indicating intercept in the
model, and ȕ1, ȕ2, ..., ȕp indicate the coefficients of various factors in the model. All the computations
in this paper are processed by IBM SPSS Statistics 19.0.
2.4. Predictors
Unlike previous studies which mainly took demographic characteristics and social-economic
factors as predominant predictors of migration intentions [28–30], this paper added the predictors
of political-economic and eco-environmental factors into the analytical models (Figure 2). This
idea is inspired by the sustainable livelihood framework [23]. The rationale for this consideration is
that the migration intentions studied in this paper are promoted mainly by the governmental
policies portfolio, which will impact the migration intentions directly by ecological migration
policy and indirectly by feedback loops among governmental policies, rural household livelihoods
assets/strategies, and local environmental change.
The name and definitions of the predicting factors are listed in Figure 2. The type of measure
and the descriptive statistics for all these variables in the empirical models are given in Tables 1
and 2, respectively. Explanatory variables and their justifications are discussed below.

Figure 2. Factors affecting migration intentions in the ecological restoration area.
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Table 1. Definition of variables used in the analysis.
Variables
INTENT
SEX
AGE
SIZEFA
ELDEP
CHILDEP
DEPEND
IMENVI
IMECON
CCP
EDU
JOB
NOFARM
BANK

INCOMS
HHINCM
LOCAT
LANDQL
LANDQT
WATERQT

QLSW
QLGW

Type of Measure
Dichotomous (1 if yes, 0 if no)
Dummy (0, female; 1, male)
Years
Numbers
Percent
Percent
Percent
Dummy (0 if increase, 1 if decrease)
Dummy (0 if increase, 1 if decrease)
Dummy (1 if yes, 0 if no)
Years
Dummy: full-time farm work (reference),
part time non-farm employment (-PNF), full time non-farm employment (-FNF)
Dummy (1 if yes, 0 if no)
Ordinal: 0 = “having no bank deposit”, 1 = “Below 10,000 Yuan”,
2 = “10,000~20,000 Yuan”, 3 = “20,000~30,000 Yuan”, 4 = “30,000~40,000 Yuan”,
5 = “40,000~50,000 Yuan”, 6 = “Above 50,000 Yuan”
Dummy: farm employment (reference), non-farm employment (-NFE),
remittances (-REM), government subsidies (-GOS)
1000 Yuan (a Chinese unit of currency)
Dummy: near dam/near desert = 0/1
Ordinal: 1 = “very bad”, 2 = “bad”, 3 = “normal”, 4 = “good”, 5 = “very good”
Mu (a Chinese unit of area, 1 Mu = 1/15 ha)
Dummy: sufficient both for domestic use and agriculture production (reference); sufficient
for domestic use, but insufficient for agricultural production (-SDIA); sufficient for
agricultural production, but insufficient for domestic use (-SAID); insufficient for both
domestic use and agricultural production (-IBDA)
Dummy: suitable for human daily life (reference); suitable for livestock drink (-SFLS); only
suitable for irrigation (-SFIR); not suitable for irrigation (-NFIR). Ordinal: [3,2,1,0]
Dummy: suitable for human daily life (reference); suitable for livestock drink (-SFLS); only
suitable for irrigation (-SFIR); not suitable for irrigation (-NFIR). Ordinal: [3,2,1,0]

H0 a
+
?
+
+
+
+
+
+,
~,
+
+
+

+
+

8

Ordinal: [0,32] = [no problem, very serious problems]=

¦ ENVIPROB

ij

, j = [0,1,2,3,4]

i 1

ENVIPROB

= [ no problem, a little, not serious, serious, very serious], i = [1,2,…,8] = [ sand storms (-SS),
land desertification (-LD), land salinization (-LS), groundwater mineralization (-GM),
shortage of water resources (SWR), discarding used plastic film in the field (-DUPF),
vegetation deterioration (-VD), and converting forest to farmland (-CFF)]
In Model 1: Ordinal: [–16,16] = [sharply deteriorated, greatly ameliorated] =

+

8

ENVICHA
Nb

¦ ENVICHAN

ij

, j = [–2,–1,0,1,2] = [ sharply deteriorated, some deteriorated, no change,

some ameliorated, greatly ameliorated], the meaning of i is same as that in ENVIPROB;
In Model 2: Dummy (if sharply deteriorated within past five years = 1, others = 0)
a

-

i 1

H0 = Hypothesized relationship with Migration Intentions, “+” denotes positive, “-” denotes negative, and “?”

denotes indeterminate; b Model 1 and 2 are described in Section 2.5.

+
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Table 2. Descriptive Statistics.
Type

Demographic

Political-economic

Social-economic

Eco-environmental

Variables
INTENT
SEX
AGE
SIZEFA
ELDEP
CHILDEP
DEPEND
IMENV
IMECO
CCP
EDU
JOB-PNF
JOB-FNF
NOFAM
BANK
INCOMS-NFE
INCOMS-REM
INCOMS-GOS
HHINCM
LOCAT
LANDQL
LANDQT
WATERQT-SDIA
WATERQT-SAID
WATERQT-IBDA
QLSW
QLGW
ENVIPROB
ENVICHAN
Valid N (listwise)

N
308
308
306
308
308
308
308
306
304
308
307
304
304
307
308
305
305
305
298
308
301
298
308
308
308
306
305
285
271
229

Min
0
0
18
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0.6
0
1
0
0
0
0
1
0
2
í16

Max
1
1
81
9
100.00
60.00
100.00
1
1
1
12
1
1
1
6
1
1
1
255
1
5
50
1
1
1
3
3
32
10

Mean
0.26
0.72
50.41
4.17
11.48
8.76
21.70
0.90
0.03
0.11
6.98
0.22
0.03
0.32
0.4
0.06
0.01
0.01
26.83
0.48
3.47
10.28
0.79
0.02
0.15
1.81
2.22
20.87
í3.66

SD
0.44
0.45
10.84
1.38
22.32
14.65
25.72
0.30
0.17
0.31
3.91
0.42
0.16
0.47
1.08
0.23
0.10
0.08
22.23
0.5
0.96
4.61
0.41
0.13
0.36
0.69
0.91
4.26
5

2.4.1. Demographic Factors
SEX, AGE, SIZEFA, ELDEP, CHILDEP and DEPEND measure gender of the respondent, age
of the respondent, family size, elderly dependency (>64) ratio, child dependency (<15) ratio, and
dependency (>64 and <15) ratio, respectively.
According to Grieco and Boyd [31], gender has a core influence on the statuses of males and
females, their roles, and stages in the life-cycle. These help determine people’s position in society
and, therefore, the opportunities women and men have to consider in moving to the pre- migration
stage. Many previous studies suggest that gender roles impact men’s and women’s migration
intentions and behavior differently [28,29]. In this study, males were expected to have more
propensities to migrate than females, because the social norms and attitudes tend to be less friendly
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toward women’s active pursuit of economic activities outside the home. This, in turn, discourages
or prevents many women from realizing their migration plans [28].
In many instances, older respondents may not migrate because their attachment to their community
tends to be stronger than that of younger respondents [32]. Therefore, AGE was expected to be
negative for migration intention. Size of family also determines how the household will manage in
times of climate-related events. The larger the family size, the more vulnerable it may be in times
of decreasing natural livelihood capital. The needs of a larger household will be difficult to provide
for compared to a smaller one where just a few people have to be attended to. On the other hand,
larger households might be able to more easily diversify their income by sending one of their
members elsewhere for cash labor without losing essential household labor [32]. Therefore, the
expected sign of SIZEFA is indeterminate.
De Jong [29] shows that the presence of children or elderly dependents increases intention to
migrate for men because of increased financial family resource needs, but reduces intention to
move for women because of dependent care responsibility. In this study, the dependent variable
is rural residents’ migration intention that is prescribed by ecological migration policy as virtually
permanent family out-migration. Because of the uncertainty about livelihood approaches after
out-migration, especially for higher dependency ratio households that are short of laborers, the
ELDEP, CHILDEP and DEPEND were supposed to be negative to migration intention.
2.4.2. Political Economic Factors
The political economic factors mainly include IMENVI, IMECON and CCP, which measure
respondents’ subjective evaluation of the impact on household income of, respectively,
environmental policy, economic policy, and membership of Chinese Communist Party.
Along with ecological migration policy, environmental and economic policies are essential
elements in the river basin governance planning. If these policies decrease the household income
after implementation, the migration intention will be strengthened. Therefore, IMENVI and
IMECON were expected to be negative to migration intention. China is a one-party country. If the
respondent had a membership of Chinese Communist Party (CCP) that governs the country, as the
result of obedience to government, the migration intentions were expected to be stronger than those
of non-members.
2.4.3. Social-Economic Factors
EDU, JOB, NOFARM, BANK, INCOMS, HHINCM indicate years of schooling, respondent’s
job, a family member engaged in long-term non-farm employment away from respondent’s
hometown, bank deposit, main source of household income, and household income in 2010.
If the respondent had more education or had a job other than farmer, he/she will have more
opportunity to seek a livelihood in a new place [29,30]. Therefore, EDU and JOB were expected to be
positive to migration intention. If a household member engaged in long-term non-farm employment
away from his/her hometown, there will be a greater social network which is advantageous to
out-migration [28,30]. Thus, NOFARM was expected to be positive to migration intention too.
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If a household had more bank deposits or annual income, it would have more financial capital for
out-migration. Therefore, BANK and HHINCM were also expected to be positive to migration intention.
If the main resource of household income comes from non-farm employment (-NFE), the family
will depend less on land resource and will have a greater propensity to migrate. If the household
income comes mainly from remittances (-REM), the propensity to migrate is uncertain. One
possible case is that the family will migrate as it depends less on land resource; another is that the
family will not migrate to avoid the possible increase in the consumption portion of the remittance
in a new place [29]. If the main resource of household income comes from government subsidies
(-GOS), the family will have less propensity to migrate, in case the government subsidies are
withdrawn after they leave their place of origin. Therefore, INCOMS-NFE was expected to be
positive to migration intention, INCOMS-GOS was expected to be negative to migration intention,
and the expected indication of INCOMS-REM is indeterminate.
2.4.4. Eco-Environmental Factors
LOCAT, LANDQL, LANDQT, WATERQT, QLSW, QLGW, ENVIPROB, ENVICHAN
denote, respectively, residence location, quality of cultivated land, quantity of cultivated land in
2010, water quantity, quality of surface water, quality of groundwater, respondent’s assessment of
current environmental problems and perception of change in environmental problems within the
past five years.
Historically, the voluntary emigrants from Minqin County resided in the northern towns near the
desert [33]. Therefore, households near the desert were expected to have more propensities to
migrate than those near the dam. Land and water resources are the critical livelihood assets of rural
residents in arid areas. The better the quality of the land or water resources, the less willing families
are to migrate [34]. The quantity of the land or water resources will impact the migration intentions
in the same way. According to the definition of the eco-environmental factors (Table 1), the indications
of LANDQL and LANDQT were expected to be negative, and the indication of WATERQT (-SDIA,
SAID, or -IBDA), QLSW (-SFLS or -SFIR), and QLGW (-SFLS or -SFIR) were expected to
be positive.
Environmental problems have long been the impetus of out-migration [35,36]. If the
surrounding environment has more serious problems, the resident family will be more likely to
migrate. Thus, the indications of ENVIPROB were expected to be positive. Government
rehabilitation of the degraded environment will affect migration intention also. If the respondents
perceived greater environmental amelioration, their families will be less inclined to migrate. So the
indication of ENVICHAN was expected to be negative.
2.5. Measurement and Analysis
The measurements of all the predictors are listed in Table 1. In the questionnaire, two Likert
Scales [37] (pp. 197–199) were utilized to measure the respondent’s assessment of eight
environmental problems’ current statuses and perception of the change in these environmental
problems within the past five years. These environmental problems are the following: sandstorm,
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land desertification, land salinization, groundwater mineralization, shortage of water resources,
discarding used plastic film in the field, vegetation deterioration, and converting forest to farmland.
The first scale is 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, indicating no problem, a little, not serious, serious and very serious; and
the second scale is í2, í1, 0, 1, 2, indicating sharply deteriorated, somewhat deteriorated, no change,
somewhat ameliorated, and greatly ameliorated. The Reliability Statistics, Cronbachތs Alpha, for the
two scales are 0.656 and 0.754 (computed by IBM SPSS Statistics 19.0, based on 285 and 271 valid
cases, accounting for 92.5% and 88% of the total, separately), which means the two scales have
acceptable internal consistency reliability. In the analysis, we measure the respondent’s assessment
of the current status of eight environmental problems, and the perception of the change of these
environmental problems up to two independent variables, which are “Assessment of current
environmental problems” (ENVIPROB) and “Perception of change in environmental problems
within past five years” (ENVICHAN), with the interval scale of (0,32) and (–16,16) indicating (no
problem, very serious) and (sharply deteriorated, greatly ameliorated).
We implemented two models to explore factors affecting intention to migrate. In Model 1, the
predictors of ENVIPROB, ENVICHAN, QLSW and QLGW are used as interval scale variables.
If they are actually or nearly significant in Model 1, they will be substituted with dummy variables
separated by their components (as described in Table 1) in Model 2 for further analysis. Whether or
not a variable is included in the models is determined by its forward stepwise p-value. In each step,
a factor can be entered into the model when its p-value is less than 0.45; it must be excluded
when its p-value is more than 0.5. The significant variables from the model with higher Model
Chi-Square will be used in the final model for final interpretation.
3. Results
3.1. Macro-Demographic Characteristics of Minqin County
By comparing the population size and structure of Minqin in 2000 (Figure 3a) and 2010 (Figure 3b),
we observe an astonishing ageing and depopulation process in the study area. The Fifth National
Population Census shows the resident population of Minqin in 2000 was 302,085, while the Sixth
National Population Census of China shows that Minqin county had 241,251 residents in 2010.
This represents over 60,000 fewer residents, a decrease of approximately 20% of Minqin County’s
population during the first decade of the 21st century. The population age structure also changed
significantly. In 2000, the percentage of age 0–14 was 28.9%, while in 2010, it decreased to 16.4%.
The percentage of 65+ increased from 5.7% in 2000 to 9.6% in 2010.
3.2. Migration Intentions and Affecting Factors
Only 80 respondents, approximately one quarter of the 308, have intention to migrate. In contrast,
228 respondents do not intend to migrate (Table 3). Younger respondents had a higher ratio of
intention to migrate, while respondents over the age of 65 are more willing to migrate than those
aged 50–64 (Table 3).
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Figure 3. (a) Population Pyramid for Minqin 2000; (b) Population Pyramid for Minqin
2010. Source: China’s 5th and 6th Population Census Data.
Table 3. Migration intentions by age.

Valid

Missing
Total

18–29
30–39
40–49
50–64
65+

Migration Intentions
No
Yes
2
3
25
12
82
43
90
14
28
7
1
1
228
80

Total

Ratio of Yes to Total

5
37
125
104
35
2
308

0.60
0.32
0.34
0.13
0.20
0.50
0.26

As Model 1 demonstrates, ENVICHAN (perception of change in environmental problems
within the past five years) has a significant relationship with “migration intention”. The QLGW
(quality of groundwater) is nearly significant. In model 2, we substitute eight dummy variables for
ENVICHAN (perception of change in environmental problems within past five years), and three
dummy variables for QLGW (quality of groundwater). The Coefficients for the two logistic
regression models of the Log Odds of intention to migrate are listed in Table 4. From the Model
Chi-Square and corresponding p-value (Table 4), Model 2 is more suitable than Model 1 for
explaining the relationships between various independent factors and migration intention.
We selected 11 variables with a significance level less than 0.10 and one nearly significant but
theoretically important variable (LOCAT) from Model 2 as the independent variables entered in the
final model (Table 5).
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Table 4. Coefficients for various logistic regression models of the Log Odds of intending
to migrate.
Variables
INTERCEPT
AGE

Model 1 (Forward Stepwise, “Conditional”)

Model 2 (Forward Stepwise, “Conditional”)

CRITERIA = PIN(0.45) POUT(0.5)

CRITERIA = PIN(0.45) POUT(0.5)

b

Exp(b)

p

b

Exp(b)

p

4.139
í0.077 ***

62.722
0.926

0.016
0.000

1.879
í0.075 ***

6.544
0.928

0.194
0.000

0.189
0.038 **

1.208
1.038

0.163
0.008

í0.011
í1.058

0.989
0.347

0.326
0.361

í0.039

0.962

0.417

í0.210
1.665 *
0.039 **
í0.854
í0.139
í0.110 *

0.810
5.287
1.039
0.426
0.870
0.896

0.265
0.016
0.002
0.108
0.462
0.016

SIZEFA
ELDEP

0.025 **

1.025

0.002

DEPEND
IMECON
CCP
EDU

í0.976
0.647
í0.049

0.377
1.91
0.952

0.428
0.215
0.297

í0.229

0.795

0.213

BANK
INCOMS-NFE
HHINCM
LOCAT
LANDQL
LANDQT

0.030 *
í0.797

1.03
0.451

0.026
0.265

í0.079 *

0.924

0.058

WATERQT-IBDA
QLGW
-SFIR
ENVICHAN
-SS
-LD

0.848 *
í0.602
-í0.09 *
---

2.334
0.547
-0.914
---

0.067
0.136
-0.012
---

1.081 *
-1.317 *

2.948
-3.731

0.025
-0.018

í0.672
1.208 *

0.511
3.348

0.262
0.063

-LS
-GM

---

---

---

2.062 ***
í0.640

7.858
0.527

0.000
0.222

-DUPF
-VD

---

---

---

í1.182 *
1.296 *

0.307
3.656

0.088
0.059

Nagelkerke R Square
Model chi-square

0.202
34.409

0.332
68.097

Model p
Degrees of freedom

0.001
12

0.000
20

* p < 0.10; ** p < 0.01; *** p < 0.001.

From the final model, AGE (respondents’ age), ELDEP (household elderly (>64) dependency
ratio), INCOMS-NFE (household income primarily from non-farm employment), HHINCM
(household gross income in 2010 (K Yuan)), LANDQT (quantity of cultivated land in 2010),
WATERQT-IBDA (water quantity is insufficient for both domestic use and agricultural
production), QLGW-SFIR (groundwater quality is suitable only for irrigation), ENVICHAN-LS
and ENVICHAN-VD (perceiving the problems of “land salinization” and “vegetation deterioration” as
sharply deteriorating within the past five years) significantly predict whether or not a resident has an
intention to migrate (Model p < 0.001). The Exp (b), odds ratios, of the final model (Table 5)
suggests that the odds of migration intent will increase by 2.5% if the household elderly (>64)
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dependency ratio increases one percentage point, and by 3.5% if annual household income
increases by 1000 Yuan. The odds of having the intention to migrate are four times greater for residents
with household income derived primarily from non-farm employment than for residents who earn
wages primarily from farm work. The odds of opining that “water quantity is insufficient for both
domestic use and agricultural production” relating to a propensity for migration are two times
greater than the odds of believing “water quantity is sufficient for domestic use and agricultural
production”. If an informant opines that groundwater quality is suitable only for irrigation, the odds
of having the intention to migrate become nearly three times greater than for those who feel
groundwater quality is suitable for daily life. And if an informant perceives the problem of
“vegetation deterioration” or “land salinization” as having sharply deteriorated during the prior five
years, the odds of propensity for migration become four to five times greater than the odds of those
who do not perceive these problems. Conversely, the odds of having an intention to migrate
decreases by 7% if the respondent’s age increases one year, and decreases 9% if the quantity of
household cultivated land in 2010 increases one Mu (Mu is a China’s area unit. 1 Mu = 1/15 ha).
Table 5. Final Logistic Regression Model for the Log Odds of intending to migrate.
Type
Demographic factors
Socio- economic factors

Eco-environmental factors

Variables
INTERCEPT
AGE ***
ELDEP **
INCOMS-NFE *
HHINCM ***
LOCAT
LANDQT*
WATERQT-IBDA *
QLGW-SFIR *
ENVICHAN-LD
ENVICHAN-LS ***
ENVICHAN-DUPF
ENVICHAN-VD *

B
1.297
í0.070
0.024
1.421
0.035
í0.575
í0.098
0.842
1.066
0.527
1.569
í1.025
1.308

Exp(B)
3.660
0.932
1.025
4.142
1.035
0.562
0.907
2.321
2.904
1.694
4.804
0.359
3.698

Sig.
0.166
0.000
0.002
0.033
0.001
0.209
0.015
0.057
0.026
0.272
0.001
0.116
0.049

Hosmer and Lemeshow Test: Chi-square, 7.048; d.f., 8; sig., 0.531. Model chi-square = 62.643 ***; d.f.,
12. Nagelkerke R Square 0.294. * p < 0.10; ** p < 0.01; *** p < 0.00l.

4. Discussion
4.1. The Sustainability of Ecological Migration Policy in Arid Northwest China
The history of China’s ecological migration could be traced back to the resettlement of residents
from poor areas with a harsh substantial environment and fragile ecology in Western China’s
Provinces of Ningxia and Gansu by the provincial government in 1980s and 1990s [6]. The
meaning of “ecological migration” in Chinese literature [1,2,38,39] is different from “environmental
migration” in English literature [40–42]. Although both ecological migration and environmental
migration belong to the forced migration category, the main driving forces of the former are
government and environment, while, for the latter, governmental force is absent.
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There is a relatively longer history of environmental migration in the study area [33]. From
the analysis of macro-demographic characteristics of Minqin County, we can see that there is a
tremendous depopulation and ageing process in Minqin County from 2000–2010. Although
the Key Governance Planning for Shiyang River Basin has been implemented since 2007, the
implementation of ecological migration policy by the government began in 2009. That is to say, the
60,000 out-migrants could not result from ecological migration policy. The survey results of this
study revealed that most remaining residents in the study area have no propensity to migrate. From
the demographic trends in the past, we forecast with a high degree of confidence that the
population number in Minqin may reach dynamic equilibrium by the adjustment of local
environmental conditions and economic opportunities.
Foggin [7] has argued that the ecological migration policy remains an untested social
experiment at an enormous scaleüwith potentially devastating long-term (generational) social,
cultural, and possibly environmental consequences, some of them irreversible. To enhance resilience
of the coupled social-ecological system in flexible rather than rigid ways, new governance
approaches will need to consider the role of migration: support the needs of migrants, and also of
those who remain behind [35]. As suggested by Warner [35], the government should establish new
modes of governance to improve society’s ability to manage environmentally induced migration,
rather than persuading residents to migrate by a one-time migration subsidy.
Although population pressure’ often deemed a major cause of land degradation in arid and
semi-arid lands (ASALs) [43,44], recurrent voluntary environmental out-migration could not only
weaken the tension between population and environment, but could export environmental impacts
elsewhere while also increasing social vulnerability [45]. We do not oppose the strategy of ordered
resettlement to reduce population pressure directly, but we argue that rural households’ concerns
about long-term livelihood sustainability determine their migration intention and behavior. The
government might usefully pay more attention to create more profitable economic opportunities
and more attractive living environments in other places to decrease population density in degraded
arid lands, rather than treat ecological migration as an engineering approach that focuses on a
specific size and a limited period.
4.2. The Implications of Household Income Amount and Structure for Ecological Migration Policy
A higher household income means the respondent’s family has more money to move. In this
study, the respondent will have a higher probability of migration intention when his household has
more annual income. This is the same as the result found by De Jong, Root, Gardner, Fawcett and
Abad [15] who, nonetheless, also found that the money to move has little or no direct impact on
actual migration behavior. That is, improvement of household income can foster migration intention,
but does not necessarily guarantee that migration will follow.
This study also reveals that if the main source of household income is non-farm employment,
the respondent would have a significantly higher possibility of intention to migrate. This finding
differs from the result of De Jong [29], which indicates that, in the case of Thailand, non-farm
industry of a household has no significant impact on current intentions to move. Another study of
migrations and behavior in a rural Philippine province by the same author [15] shows that for
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actual migration behavior, prior migration experience becomes a dominant explanatory factor. If a
rural household’s main income is from non-farm employment, some family members are most
probably migrant labors in an urban area. This kind of migrant labor experience would foster more
actual migration behavior according to De Jong, Root, Gardner, Fawcett and Abad [15].
Based on the results of this paper and other studies, we suggest that the government could do
much to increase rural household income as well as opportunities to get more non-farm income,
two significant predictors of migration intention. The increased proportion of non-farm earning
in whole household income would not only foster migration intention, but also facilitate actual
migration action [15].
4.3. The Implications of Arable Land and Irrigation Water Resources Quota for Ecological
Migration Policy
Arable land and water resources remain the critical restrictive factors among natural resources
necessary for agriculture, especially in arid areas. The relatively long history of voluntary
out-migration in the study area, especially among the northern villages bordering desert, is driven
mainly by declining arable land and irrigation water resources. The implementation of the river
governance program in Shiyang River Basin has amplified the shortage of arable land and
irrigation water resources quota. The remarkable diminution of arable land and water resources for
agricultural production has resulted in immediate reduction of the natural capitals for the rural
households’ traditional livelihoods. To cope with these tensions, migration may be one of the
adaptive livelihood strategies [15,35]. This viewpoint is backed by the out-migration history in the
study area.
As the inland river governance planning has dual aims, to rehabilitate the eco-environment
and to improve the victims’ livelihood, the measures to decrease the arable land and irrigation
water resources quota must be accompanied by measures to diversify livelihood and to develop
water/land-saving industries. Otherwise, the migration intentions could not be transformed into
actual migration actions, and the environmental conflicts might be transformed into social
conflicts. The results of this study indicate that the respondents have more odds of intending to
migrate when they have less arable land quota or when they deem water resources insufficient
both for domestic use and agricultural production. A compulsory ecological migration policy
is not recommended; with such a policy, the forced out-migration would be a failure of the
social-ecological system to adapt as stated by Warner [35].
4.4. The Implications of Water Quality and Eco-Environmental Conditions for Ecological
Migration Policy
The results show that the possibility of a respondent having migration intention will be higher
when he/she believes the quality of groundwater is worse, and that the quality of surface water does
not have a significant effect on migration intention. These results are consistent with the assertion
that groundwater is the major source of irrigation water; the region is limited in surface water
resources [46]. In the past five decades, the excessive exploitation of groundwater and the
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decreasing surface water supplements have caused continuous decline in the groundwater table.
Because infiltrated irrigation water is the main source of groundwater recharge, large amounts of
saline matter were transferred from topsoil to groundwater in the process of infiltration of the
inspissated irrigation water after evaporation. As a result, the quality of groundwater declined
gradually and became less suitable for irrigation [21], forcing some people in the victimized areas
to out-migrate [33].
Evidently, the eco-environment remains a critical predictor for migration intentions in our case
study of marginal communities in the Minqin County. The results show that the perception of change
in environmental problems within the past five years impacts migration intentions significantly.
This is consistent with the results of increasing studies about the effects of environmental change
on population migration [35,47,48]. The main points of these studies could be summarized by
stating that positive environmental characteristics decreased out-migration and negative environmental
characteristics increased out-migration [49]. Also, some people will be trapped in areas that expose
them to serious risk. Even in the context of quite significant environmental change posing serious
threats to the sustainability of livelihoods [36], environmental change may further erode household
resources in such a way that migration becomes less, rather than more, likely. All of these
statements have realistic counterparts in Minqin County, such as the relatively long history of
voluntary out-migration and the overwhelming majority of respondents without migration intention
in our survey.
Specifically, this study found that changes in the environmental problems of land salinization
and vegetation deterioration have significant effects on migration intentions. Land salinization
is adversely affecting grain production. Vegetation deterioration is the cardinal symptom of
environmental problem in the study area. The antidote to these two problems is increasing surface
water supply to Minqin County. This is one of the main policies in the Key Governance Planning
for Shiyang River Basin. However, the aim of the policy is to rehabilitate the deteriorated wild
environment bordering deserts, rather than to conserve the arable land for rural residents. In fact,
the arable land quota has decreased dramatically as ordered by the governance planning.
Another interesting finding in this study is that the assessment of current environmental
problems doesn’t have significant effects on migration intentions. This is contrary to the effects of
the perception of change in environmental problems within the past five years as discussed above.
Using the decision framework for environmental induced migration proposed by Renaud, et al. [50]
as an analogy, the assessment of current environmental problems is slow onset changes. The perception
of change in environmental problems within the past five years is rapid onset changes. A slow
onset change may lead to voluntary migration because the environmental effects are more difficult
to detect and disentangle from other drivers, particularly economic [36]. A rapid onset change
is likely to immediately displace people or communities who have to flee in order to save their
lives [50]. As stated by Renaud, Dun, Warner and Bogardi [50], rapid onset hazards are not
necessarily of natural origin; their trigger can be caused by social or economic factors such as the
arable land quota change in the study area.
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4.5. The Implications of Demographic Characteristics for Ecological Migration Policy
The effects of the demographic variables are largely consistent with the previous studies but also
reveal some differences. As the surveyed migration intentions in this study are formed within the
context of ecological migration policy, migration among respondents would largely take the form
of permanent family migration, which is different from the overwhelming pattern of temporary
individual migration in other areas lacking rigid resettlement policies, such as the case of Hubei
province in China [28]. Therefore, we did not consider migration intention of men and of women
as two independent samples as in some influential studies (e.g., [29]). Instead, we used gender of
the respondent as a predictor in the analytical models. We found that it has no significant correlation
with migration intentions. This result is consistent with Yang [28].
Among the demographic factors, respondent’s age as a significant predictor with negative
indication is consistent with the previous studies [28,29]. However, the household elderly (>64)
dependency ratio as another significant predictors of migration intention with positive indication
remains seemingly counterintuitive. From the perspective of the new economics of labor migration
(NELM) [51], a household with higher elderly dependency ratio may be more vulnerable to, and
more relatively deprived by, a harsh environment with a shortage of labor forces. Therefore, this
kind of household can be expected to have a stronger incentive to migrate than one with lower
elderly dependency ratio. The results of this study also show that the household child dependency
(<15) ratio does not have significant effects on the respondent’s migration intention. This could be
attributed to no significant difference in the number of children among rural households in China
since the implementation of birth control policy from the late 1970s.
5. Conclusions
By employing Minqin County in the terminus of Shiyang River Basin as a case, the predictors
of residents’ intentions to out-migrate under ecological migration in arid Northwest China are
investigated. As the study area has a relatively long history of eco-environmental degradation and
population out-migration, the ecological migration policy faces a population with less ability and
intention to migrate. The survey results show that most of the residents in the marginal communities
of Minqin County do not intend to migrate; indeed only a small fraction desires to migrate. This is
consistent with the larger migration literature. Most people remain in origin areas even in areas of
high out-migration. Those who do migrate are usually unwitting migrants: they would prefer to remain
in their origin area if they felt they could afford—financially and emotionally—to do so [52,53].
The policy implications for government and the public is that, in addition to demographic and
socio-economic factors, the eco-environmental factors of water quantity, groundwater quantity,
land quantity and change trends of these problems are also significantly correlated with the
possibility of a resident intending to migrate. Additionally, the study provides some evidence that
inland river basin governance policies impact rural household livelihood assets and environment
quality, both significant predictors of migration intention.
Inland river basin governance policies had mixed and somewhat complex impacts on household
livelihoods and environmental integrity, and then on migration intentions. As policies are
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implemented, water availability and quality, soil quality, and vegetation cover may increase or
recover gradually, thereby impeding migration intention. If household annual gross income and the
proportion of income derived from non-farm employment are increased by the economic policies,
as anticipated by the government, migration intention may increase. However, currently most of the
residents’ household incomes are derived from household agriculture which impedes the intention to
migrate. We argue that ecological migration policy may be ultimately unsuccessful if implemented
in a compulsory manner, or even encouraged by the local government out of motivation for
financial subsidies from the central government as warned by Wang [54]. The complex interplay
among policies, household livelihoods, environmental change, and migration intention deserves
further investigation. The Ecological Migration Policy will ultimately be more sustainable when
taking into account household interests within complex migration intention contexts, such as
household livelihoods dynamics and environmental change.
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Understanding Relationships among Agro-Ecosystem
Services Based on Emergy Analysis in Luancheng County,
North China
Fengjiao Ma, A. Egrinya Eneji and Jintong Liu
Abstract: Exploring the relationship between different services has become the focus of ecosystem
services research in recent years. The agro-ecosystem, which accounts for one-third of the global
land area, provides lots of services but also disservices, depending on resources provided by other
systems. In this paper, we explored the agro-ecosystem from four aspects: a summary of different
indicators in the agro-ecosystem, input and output changes with time, relationships between different
ecosystem services and disservices, and resource contribution to major services, using Luancheng
County of North China as the study area. We then used emergy analysis to unify all the indicators.
The conclusions were that the agro-ecosystem maintained provisioning and regulating services but
with increasing volatility under continued growth in production inputs and disservice outputs. There
was a positive correlation between most of the different services and disservices. Rainfall and
groundwater resources were the most used input resources in the agro-ecosystem and all other major
ecosystem services depended directly on them.
Reprinted from Sustainability. Cite as: Ma, F.; Eneji, A.E.; Liu, J. Understanding Relationships
among Agro-Ecosystem Services Based on Emergy Analysis in Luancheng County, North China.
Sustainability 2014, 6, 8700-8719.
1. Introduction
Ecosystem services, defined as the benefits humans derive from the ecosystem, has become the focus
of ecosystem research in recent years [1–5]. The increasing focus on ecosystem services research started
from the recognition and monetary valuation of the benefit flows from ecosystems to society, such as
mapping supply and demand and assessing the current and future status of ecosystem services [6].
The research has progressed in recent times to the mechanism of providing ecosystem services and
management based on different ecosystem services, using different methods [7–12]. While
managing multiple ecosystem services simultaneously is important, it is also extremely challenging.
Humanity has invested substantial effort into engineering the ecosystem to produce desired services
such as food, timber, and fodder but often at the expense of other services of the ecosystem such as
flood control, etc. Exploring the relationship between different services has become the focus of
research in recent years, with the aim of improving our ability to sustainably manage the ecosystem
to provide multiple services [13,14].
The agro-ecosystem accounts for one-third of the global land area with high productivity and
is dependent on other systems. Extrapolating global trends from 1960 onward, Tilman et al. [15]
predicted that by 2050, cropland will increase by 23% and pasture land by 16%. Hence, agriculture
accounts for a massive and growing share of the Earth’s surface. It was proposed that the
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agro-ecosystem could provide other services, such as provision of clean air, retaining and recycling
of nutrients, mitigation against climate change, etc., in addition to food alone when evaluated based
on the scope of ecosystem services [16–18]. Although agro-ecosystem services have been assigned
relatively low value [19] when compared with other terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems, they offer
the best chance of increasing global ecosystem services provision [20]. Porter et al. [20] estimated
the ecosystem services of a combined food and energy agro-ecosystem that simultaneously
produces food, fodder, and bioenergy. Sandhu et al. [21] investigated and quantified the value of
ecosystem services of the organic and conventional arable system. Both of them tried to improve
the agro-ecosystem services. New estimation frameworks or methods have been widely explored to
gain a more accurate estimate of services from the agro-ecosystem. Schulte et al. [22] provided
a framework for managing soil-based ecosystem services for the sustainable intensification of
agriculture. Robinson et al. [23] and Dominati et al. [24] also developed their soil frameworks
to evaluate ecosystem services. Dominati et al. [25] used a soil change-based methodology to
quantify and value the services from agro-ecosystems. In addition, Ibarra et al. [26] valued the
ecosystem services of urban wetlands using an agro-ecosystem approach.
While an agro-ecosystem provides important provisioning services, it also creates disservices and
consumes resources from other systems [20,27]. The consumption of water, emissions of greenhouse
gases, and discharging of underutilized fertilizer adversely affect human beings. Despite real
differences, few studies distinguish among ecosystem services, ecosystem disservices, and resource
consumption in their evaluation of an ecosystem. For example, the agro-ecosystem needs water for
irrigation, which should be classified as resource consumption, but is often considered as an ecosystem
disservice [28–30]. In this study, we first developed a conceptual framework and explored the
structures and changes in agro-ecosystem input resources, output services, and disservices, and then
analyzed the relationships among different services. Finally, we explored the relationship between
input resources and major services, taking Luancheng County (North China) as a case study.
2. Conceptual Framework
Ecosystem services are defined as the benefits people obtain from the ecosystem in the
Millennium Ecosystem Assessment (MEA), which is generally consistent with current usage in the
literature, although some scientists noted that this definition mixes “ends” and “means” [31–33].
Considering this ambiguity, Boyd and Banzhaf opined that “the final ecosystem services are
components of nature, directly enjoyed, consumed, or used to yield human well-being” for developing
the national-scale environmental welfare accounting and performance assessment [34]. Fisher and
Turner [33,35] considered ecosystem services to be the aspects of the ecosystem utilized (actively
or passively) for human well-being. However, ecosystem services are defined differently depending on
the research goals [35]. Here, we adopted the definition in MEA, since the focus of our research was
not on distinguishing whether the benefits belong to final services or not. “Ecosystem disservices”
is another controversial term with different definitions. Zhang et al. [27] characterized ecosystem
disservices as a reduction in productivity or increase in production costs. Lyytimäki et al. [36]
considered disservices to be ecosystem functions disturbed by human activities. We define
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ecosystem disservices as adverse effects on human beings and the ecosystem, considering the
resources cost separately in our framework.
Separately measuring the components of ecosystem inputs and outputs adds clarity to ecosystem
evaluation and can enhance the recognition of the relationship between the ecosystem and human
beings. The ecosystem inputs refer to the resource consumption by the ecosystem while the
ecosystem outputs include the ecosystem services and disservices. Since this study focused on the
agro-ecosystem, the components of resource inputs include renewable climate resources, the
nonrenewable underground water resource, and purchased renewable and nonrenewable resources
from human economical feedback. Underground water is separated from renewable resources
because the groundwater resource is yearly over-exploited and the recharge rate is much less than
the exploitation rate. Groundwater could not therefore be classified under renewable resources.
We divided the ecosystem services outputs into provisioning services, regulating services, and
supporting services. The ecosystem disservices outputs included the loss of inorganic fertilizer
(classified under provisioning disservices) and loss of soil (supporting disservices).
The entire framework for the study is shown in Figure 1. The agro-ecosystem, being our research
focus, is located in the middle of the framework. Three inputs—renewable climate resources, the
nonrenewable groundwater resource, and economic feedback resources—are arranged to the left
side. The ecosystem services and disservices are shown on the right side of the framework.

Figure 1. Conceptual framework for evaluating the agro-ecosystem.
3. Materials and Methods
3.1. Study Area
The North China Plain (NCP) is one of the most productive and intensively cultivated
agricultural regions in China. About 50% of the nation’s wheat and 33% of its maize are produced
in this region. Our study area, Luancheng County, is located in NCP and is a typical
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high-production agro-ecosystem. It is a traditionally agricultural county. Agriculture accounts for
23.8% of GDP, greater than Hebei Province’s ratio of 15%, although Hebei Province is a major
grain-producing province in China. The yield of wheat in the area was 7210.5 kg/ha and that of
corn was 8730.0 kg/ha in 2005. The yearly government subsidy to farmers is about 4200 Yuan/ha
(nearly 700 $/ha), with strict regulations to protect farmland from illegal occupation to ensure
national food security.
The area is characterized by a warm temperate continental monsoon climate with an annual mean
temperature of 12.7 °C, with the highest temperature (26.4 °C) in July and the lowest (3.9 °C) in
January. Mean solar radiation is 724 kJ/(cm2·a) and the annual sunshine hour is 2521.8 h. Annual
precipitation is about 536 mm, 2/3 of which is concentrated in summer. The geomorphology is
piedmont alluvial plain and topography is flat with meadow cinnamon soil type. The groundwater
resource is abundant with salinity of 0.5–1.0 g/L and the water table is shallow. However, the water
table has continued to decline in successive years due to severe overexploitation for irrigation.
The contradiction between water scarcity and irrigation of the agro-ecosystem has increasingly
intensified in this region.
3.2. Methods
3.2.1. Emergy Analysis Theory
Ecosystem services valuation methods include the economic valuation system and ecological
valuation system. The economic valuation method has difficulties when services are not marketed.
Emergy analysis is an ecological valuation method based on thermodynamic principles, which
translates different inputs and outputs of an ecosystem into the same solar emjoule (sej) unit using
solar energy as the base energy [37]. The emergy theory estimates the ecocentric value rather than
the human-centric value [38,39]. This is in direct contrast to the economic view [39].
Although a controversial methodology, the emergy analysis offers a number of advantages,
as it provides: (1) a way to bridge economic and ecological systems; (2) an objective means by
which to quantify and value non-market inputs into a system; (3) a common unit that allows for a
comparison of all resources; and (4) a more holistic alternative to many existing methods of
decision-making. But critics of the emergy analysis generally complain that the method: (1) lacks
formal links with related concepts in other disciplines; (2) lacks adequate details on the underlying
methods; (3) is computationally and data intensive and (4) is based on sweeping generalizations that
remain unproven [39–42]. Nowadays, emergy analysis is used to assess the sustainability of regional
development, agricultural practices, and preservation and restoration of the natural environment,
although controversy remains as to its use for ecosystem services valuation [40].
Based on the emergy theory, value does not only rely on human preferences and willingness to
pay, but instead stems from the work of the biosphere to develop and stabilize an ecosystem
structure, growth, organization, and diversity [43]. Jørgensen and Nielsen [44] stated that a complete
diagnosis, focused on the ecosystem services, could be developed through the use of complementary
indicators such as emergy and eco-exergy. Pulselli et al. [45] considered ecosystem services as a
counterpart of emergy flows to ecosystem. Although the valuation methodology has no consensus,
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some studies [43,45–50] had tried to link the ecosystem services and emergy analysis, which is an
evaluation from a donor-side approach [51,52].
3.2.2. Data Collection
The inputs and outputs structures in an agro-ecosystem are illustrated succinctly in Figure 2.
Data sources: Long-term (1984–2008) annual mean climatic data for solar radiation and rainfall
were taken from the National Ecosystem Research Network of China and Luancheng County
weather station. Socioeconomic data were obtained from statistical yearbooks of the local
government. Soil data were taken from the National Ecosystem Research Network of China, the
second national soil survey data, and relevant literature. Other parameters like products’ economic
coefficient, the price value of O2 release, CO2 fixation, etc. were obtained from the literature (see
Table A1).

Figure 2. Emergy flows in the agro-ecosystem.
3.2.3. Data Analysis
All the data (indicators) were standardized using the emergy analysis method. This was done by
transforming the different inputs and outputs into energy or mass data and then multiplying by the
appropriate transformities (cited from the literature or calculated from our data) to obtain the emergy
(see Table A1). Relationships between different services and the consumption resources were analyzed
by bivariate correlation and step-wise linear regression using the SPSS and EViews software.
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4. Results and Discussion
4.1. Summary of Different Indicators in the Agro-Ecosystem of Luancheng County
The calculated emergy values of basic structures (inputs and outputs) are shown in Table 1.
The uncertainties, which referred to parameter uncertainties (u2) in this paper, were measured by the
Variance method [53,54]. As can be seen from Table 1, the largest inputs to the ecosystem were
underground water, inorganic fertilizer, machines and tools, and fossil fuel. The use of machines and
tools increased considerably over the years due to intensive mechanization of farm operations.
Underground water showed a very large variability; with zero inputs in some years, rainfall was high
enough to sustain crops. The largest inputs were those of the economic feedback resources (see
Figure 1), except underground water, which counts as a nonrenewable resource. Both economic
feedback resources and underground water are nonrenewable resources that have exerted an enormous
pressure on the sustainability of the agro-ecosystem.
Table 1. Classical statistics of the calculated emergy.
Unit

Number

Minimum

Maximum

Mean

Standard
Deviation

Uncertainty

Input resources
Solar energy absorbed
Rain (geopotential)

1018 sej
1017 sej

25
25

1.13
3.23

1.74
11.21

1.47
5.49

0.14
1.66

0.02
2.76

Rain (chemical)
Underground water
energy
Seeds

1018 sej

25

5.65

19.59

9.60

2.91

8.47

1019 sej

25

0

9.44

3.91

2.94

8.64

18

10 sej

25

4.58

9.84

6.37

1.74

3.03

Human labor
Organic fertilizer

1018 sej
1017 sej

25
25

3.39
0.37

9.90
1.41

6.68
1.07

2.50
0.39

6.25
0.15

Inorganic fertilizer
Pesticides

1019 sej
1017 sej

25
25

3.54
0

7.85
6.85

5.68
3.70

1.12
2.35

1.25
5.52

Mulch
Machines and tools

1016 sej
1020 sej

25
25

0
0.40

3.61
1.68

1.28
1.09

1.42
0.53

2.02
0.28

Fossil fuel

1019 sej

25

2.77

8.05

4.68

1.72

2.96

Output ecosystem services and disservices
Wheat
Corn

1020 sej
1020 sej

25
25

1.09
0.15

1.88
2.17

1.44
1.69

0.22
0.41

0.05
0.17

Oil seeds
Cotton

1019 sej
1019 sej

25
25

0.16
0

1.05
9.92

0.44
1.29

3.75
2.11

14.1
4.45

O2 release
CO2 fixation
Nitrogen
Phosphorus
Potassium
Loss of inorganic
fertilizer
Loss of soil

1020 sej
1020 sej
1019 sej
1019 sej
1019 sej

25
24
12
12
11

0.90
í3.4
1.77
0.61
0.89

2.14
3.46
3.63
4.21
1.44

1.70
0.41
2.92
1.82
1.24

0.29
1.73
0.49
1.03
0.14

0.08
2.99
0.24
1.06
0.02

1019 sej

25

0.96

2.10

1.52

0.30

0.09

1018 sej

25

1.86

3.86

2.90

0.48

0.23
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The inputs resources of Chinese agriculture generally were not the same as those in Luancheng
County [55]. For example, water is south China was taken as a renewable resource, considering
that rainfall and surface water are relatively abundant there. Also, the proportion of renewable
resources was much lower than the nonrenewable feedback resources. In addition, the biggest input
of nonrenewable resources in Chinese agriculture was inorganic fertilizer, rather than the machines
and tools in Luancheng County. There are two reasons for this phenomenon: (1) the mechanization
of agriculture in Luancheng County has been more complete than in other regions because about
66% of China’s land area is mountainous, which is a great limitation to the use of large agricultural
machines; and (2) the irrigation water in Luancheng County depends on underground water, which
needs more machines to pump the water from underground.
The largest output indicators were wheat, corn, O2 release, and CO2 fixation (see Table 1).
Ecosystem provisioning services outputs ,which are the main benefits from the agro-ecosystem
under study, are indicated mainly by yields of wheat and corn (the two major crops in the area; they
also gave the largest outputs). The O2 release and CO2 fixation, which are regulating services, have
always been ignored, although their values were as large as those of wheat and corn. For the
ecosystem disservices outputs, losses of inorganic fertilizer and soil were much less than the main
ecosystem services (Table 1). However, they tended to increase significantly over time and their
effects may slowly become obvious in the future.
It has been confirmed that provisioning services were the largest output from an agro-ecosystem,
whether based on the emergy analysis as in this work or on monetary valuation [28–30]. However,
soil loss, which classifies as a supporting disservice, was quite different in this work from Chinese
agriculture generally. Soil loss was classed as a nonrenewable natural resource and was “consumed” in
so large an amount that it was only exceeded by inorganic fertilizer consumption [55]. It is true that
lands that have undergone soil erosion account for almost one-third of total Chinese arable land,
contrary to our observations in Luancheng County. However, the loss of soil was opposite to
conserving soil (supporting services), so we defined it as supporting disservices rather than
consumption in the agro-ecosystem.
4.2. Changes in Different Structures of Inputs and Outputs
The overall profile of the agro-ecosystem can be seen in Figure 3. The input resources were
expressed in negative values since they were derived from other systems and consumed by the
agro-ecosystem. The ecosystem services had positive values while disservices had negative values.
Overall, the negative values increased consistently while the positive values increased firstly and
then decreased. Specifically, the economic production system had the largest negative values
(accounting for >70% of the total negative values) with a rising trend. The groundwater system
followed with a fluctuating growth. The provisioning services showed mostly positive values,
followed by the regulating services. Both of the main positive services increased at the initial period,
only to decrease progressively thereafter. The raw data for supporting services were collected from
1998 to 2008 and the supporting services showed a stable trend during this period (Figure 3). The
ecosystem services took a relatively small proportion.
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Figure 3. Changes in different indicators of the agro-ecosystem of Luancheng County, China.
Previous research on agro-ecosystem services mainly focused on the benefits derived therefrom
but the ecosystem disservices have become gradually recognized in recent years [27–30]. However,
there is no consensus on these disservices. For example, some authors considered groundwater
consumption as an ecosystem disservice [30], while some defined it as a regulating service [28,29].
Here, we consider it as a resource input from the groundwater system. If our analysis was performed
based on the definitions of others, the results would be quite different. We defined ecosystem
disservices as useless or harmful outcomes for humans. For example, loss of inorganic fertilizer is
useless for humans but harmful to other ecosystems, such as eutrophication of water bodies or
pollution of underground water. The potential disservice might be much larger than the emergy value
of the loss of inorganic fertilizer. If our conceptual framework is supported by life cycle assessment,
the value of ecosystem disservices might even be larger than that shown here.
4.3. Correlation between Different Services and Disservices
We explored the relationships between different indicators of services and disservices,
considering there were some synergistic or trade-off relationship between different services. The
results are shown in Table 2. The relationships between indicators of ecosystem services and
disservices were mainly positive. Cotton production (provisioning services) and potassium and some
of the phosphorus supplying services (supporting services) had negative correlations with other
services. Cotton production negatively correlated with other services because the arable land was
limited and wheat and corn competed for much of the cotton acreage. This also resulted in some
possibility of a trade-off relationship between provisioning services, but not synergistic relationships.
The reason for the negative relationship between potassium nutrients and other services was the
imbalanced (or irrational) fertilization. Fertilizer application in the study area mainly focused on
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nitrogen fertilizer. The phosphate and, especially, potassium content of soil remained progressively
low since they are applied as mere supplements to support the substantial increase in production. On
the other hand, the nitrogen content showed a positive correlation, confirming that nitrogen fertilizer
was applied excessively.
The relationships between other provisioning services and regulating services were synergistic,
meaning that increasing the provisioning services brought about increases in regulating services
without trade-off effects. However, the ecosystem disservices were also positively related with major
services, suggesting that more and more burdens were imposed on the agro-ecosystem with its
growing services.
Most previous studies have shown that growth in provisioning services resulted in a decline in
regulating services [56]. For example, increasing the grain field was at the expense of increasing the
level of soil erosion in mountain areas [57]. However, our research area had no significant reduction
in regulating services because the agro-ecosystem had no serious soil erosion, given the plain terrain.
The second reason for the negative correlation was the land use change—the conversion of forest or
grassland to arable land, leading to a decline in regulating services and an increase in provisioning
services. However, the agro-ecosystem of Luancheng County has been the same for a long time
(having not been recently transformed from other ecosystems). In addition, the oxygen supply
service was related to productive ability so that it kept increasing with the growing provisioning
services. Thus, the relationship between provisioning services and regulating services is dependent on
the area or location.

4.4. Regression Analysis of Resource Inputs and Major Services Outputs
Provisioning services are the only focus of an agro-ecosystem regardless of other long-term
services and disservices. Farmers apply very large inputs (consumptions) in order to get more yields
from the fields. We took wheat and corn yields as examples and performed a regression analysis to
explore the contributions of different resources to the yields, considering that wheat and corn account
for 85% of all provisioning services in Luancheng County. The resulting regression equation for wheat
was (see Table 3):
Yw

7.304 u1019  1.009G  6.488 u R  0.731u F

(1)
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where Yw was wheat yield, G was groundwater resources, R was rainfall resources, and F was fossil
fuel. We used a stepwise regression algorithm to obtain this regression equation. The Ramsey’s
regression specification error test (Ramsey RESET) was used to determine the appropriateness of
the linear relationship using EViews software. The probability of F-statistic was 0.1601, being
larger than 0.1. Since the functional form was valid at the confidence level of 0.1, we established
that the most effective indicators were underground water, rainfall, and fossil fuel. The fossil fuel
was used in the regression equation because it was needed for pumping groundwater for irrigation.
Table 3. Results of multiple stepwise regression analysis.
Services

Wheat

Corn

O2 release

Variables
Constant
Groundwater
Rainfall
Fossil fuel
Adjusted R2
Standard Error
of the Estimate
Constant
Fertilizer
Groundwater
Adjusted R2
Standard Error
of the Estimate
Constant
Groundwater
Rainfall
Adjusted R2
Standard Error
of the Estimate

Coefficients
7.30 × 1019
1.009
6.488
í0.731

Standard Error
1.49 × 1019
0.139
1.218
0.18
0.675

t-value
4.89
7.273
5.328
í4.064

Sig. (p-value)
0
0
0
0.001

1.629
2.667
2

0.118
0.014
0.058

3.207
9.524
6.348

0.004

1.27 × 1019
5.38 × 1019
1.693
0.485

3.30 × 1019
0.635
0.243
0.449
3.05 × 1019

4.98 × 1019
1.155
7.372

1.55 × 1019
0.121
1.161
0.787
1.33 × 1019

We then performed path analysis to decompose correlations into different components,
considering that explanatory variables could interact with each other. The results of path analysis are
shown in Table 4. Both the Pearson correction coefficient, which is equal to the sum of the direct
and indirect path coefficients, and the direct path coefficient of underground water were the largest.
Although fossil fuel had the biggest indirect path coefficient, its Pearson correction coefficient was
negative. This is because the input of fossil fuel was greater for years with less rainfall, in which
the yields of wheat were relatively low. The independents were rain water, groundwater, and fuel
for extracting water (fossil). This suggests that wheat production depends heavily on water, especially
underground water.
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Table 4. Summary of correlation coefficients for wheat.
Explanatory

Pearson

Direct Path

Variables

Correction
Coefficient

Underground
water

0.521

1.328

Rainfall
Fossil fuel

0.016
í0.017

0.892
í0.562

Coefficient

Indirect Path Coefficients
Underground
Water

í0.867184
0.529872

Rainfall

Fossil Fuel

Total

í0.582476

í0.224238

í0.806714

í0.010116

í0.8773
0.545928

0.016056

The regression equation for corn was (see Table 3):
Yc

5.379 u1019  1.693 u C  0.485 u G

(2)

where Yc was corn yield, C was the fertilizer resource, and G was the groundwater resource.
A Ramsey RESET test showed that the probability of F-statistic was 0.0468, being larger than 0.01,
hence the functional form was correct at the confidence level of 0.01. The water supply was not
included in the regression because the corn grew during the rainy season (June to September) and the
rainfall is usually sufficient for growth. The results of path analysis are shown in Table 5. The
supply of fertilizer had a larger direct path coefficient and the underground water had larger indirect
path coefficients with corn yield. The Pearson correction coefficient of fertilizer was little larger
than for the underground water, showing that both fertilizer and underground water were important
inputs for corn.
Table 5. Summary of correlation coefficients for corn.
Explanatory
Variables
Fertilizer
Underground water

Pearson
Correction
Coefficient
0.635
0.576

Direct Path
Coefficient
0.464
0.348

Indirect Path Coefficients
Underground
Fertilizer
Total
Water
0.170868
0.170868
0.227824
0.227824

It could be seen that different provisioning services were sensitive to different resources from the
regressions of the major crop yield. Therefore, we should rationally allocate the different resources
according to crop requirements.
In addition to provisioning services, the regulating services were also important ecosystem
services in which oxygen release accounted for >80%. So we performed a regression analysis of
oxygen release service and the resulting equation was (see Table 3):
Yo

4.980 u1019  1.155 u G  7.372 u R

(3)

where Yo was oxygen release, G was the groundwater resource, and R was the rainfall resource.
A Ramsey RESET test showed that the probability of F-statistic was 0.1919, which was larger than
0.1. Therefore, the functional form was correct at the confidence level of 0.1.The contributory
factors were only groundwater and rainfall, both being water resources. The results of path analysis
(Table 6) showed that both the direct and indirect path coefficients of underground water were
larger than those of rainfall, hence the Pearson correction coefficient of underground water was
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also larger. Thus, it could be noted that the regulating service, just like the provisioning services
of wheat, was water-dependent and that water resources, especially underground water, directly
determine how much service could be given.
Table 6. Summary of correlation coefficients for oxygen release.
Explanatory
Variables
Underground water
Rainfall

Pearson
Correction
Coefficient
0.669
0.017

Direct
Path
Coefficient
1.184
0.789

Indirect Path Coefficients
Underground Water
í0.773152

Rainfall

Total

í0.515217 í0.515217
í0.773152

The influential factors of ecosystem services mainly center on land use change [58], climate
change [59], and other natural factors [60], but the major driving factor differed according to region.
The lack of water resources was the biggest challenge in North China. Our results also showed that
the water resources directly determine the agro-ecosystem services and that groundwater supported
this ecosystem. Thus, using the groundwater scientifically to optimize ecosystem services remains
the key challenge in Luancheng County.
5. Conclusions
The high-yielding agro-ecosystem of Luancheng County in North China maintained provisioning
services and regulating services but with increasing volatility with continued growth in farm
(consumption) inputs and disservices outputs. Most of the relationships between different services
and disservices of the agro-ecosystem were positive. However, cotton fields under provisioning
services and soil potassium under supporting services had negative correlations with the others. The
rainfall and groundwater resources were the most contributory input resources in the agro-ecosystem
of Luancheng County and all other major ecosystem services depended on them directly.
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Appendix
Table A1. Transformities, sources and formulation of raw data used for emergy analysis.

Solar radiation

Unit

Transformity
(sej/unit)

J

1a

Solar radiation = arable area × solar radiation intensity

e

Rain geopotential = arable area × elevation × average
rainfall × density × gravitational acceleration

e

Rain chemical energy = arable area × average rainfall ×
Gibbs energy × density

e

Formulation of Raw Data

Sources of
Raw Data

Rain
(geopotential)

J

8888 a

Rain
(chemical)

J

15,444 a

Underground
water

J

This study (1)

Seeds

J

7.86 × 104 b

Seed = amount of seed per unit area × arable area

f
f

e

Human labor

J

8.10 × 104 c

Human labor = the amount of human labor per unit area
×
arable area

Organic
fertilizer

g

2.70 × 106 a

Organic fertilizer = amount of organic fertilizer per unit
area × arable area

fg

Inorganic
fertilizer

g

3.80 × 109 d

Raw data

h

g

9 a

Raw data

h

8 a

Raw data

h

7d

h

Pesticide
Mulch

g

1.60 × 10
3.80 × 10

Machine and
tools

J

7.50 × 10

Raw data

Fossil fuel

J

1.59 × 105 a

Raw data

h

Wheat

J

6.80 × 104 a

Wheat energy = wheat yield × wheat calorific value

gh

Corn

J

8.52 × 104 d

Corn energy = corn yield × corn calorific value

gh

Oilseeds

J

8.60 × 104 a

Cotton

J

8.60 × 105 a

Oilseeds energy = oilseeds yield × oilseeds calorific
value
Cotton energy = cotton yield × cotton calorific value
NPP = produce yield × (1-moisture content of each
products)/each products economic coefficient

gh
gh

O2 release

$

4.94 × 1012 c

CO2 fixation

J

6.25 × 104 a

Energy of CO2 fixation = accumulation of organic
matter in soil × calorific value of organic matter

eglmno

Nitrogen

g

4.60 × 109 c

Nitrogen = arable area × topsoil thickness × density ×
percentage content of nitrogen

eglmno

Phosphorus

g

1.78 × 1010 c

Phosphorus = arable area × topsoil thickness × density
× percentage content of Phosphorus

eglm

Price of O2 Release = NPP × (32/30) × the price of O2
production

chi
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Table A1. Cont.
Unit

Transformity
(sej/unit)

Potassium

g

1.74 × 109 c

Loss of
inorganic
fertilizer

g

3.80× 109 d

Note:

Potassium = arable area × topsoil thickness × density ×
percentage content of Potassium
Loss of inorganic fertilizer mass = mass of inorganic
fertilizer × inorganic fertilizer loss rate

Sources of
Raw Data
eglmo

hq

This study (2)

Loss of soil
(1)

Formulation of Raw Data

Emergy of groundwater = energy of groundwater × transformity of groundwater. The amount

of irrigation water was calculated using Yuan’s approach [61]; this method relies on meteorological
data and crop yield. Transformity of groundwater = energy of groundwater × transformity of rainfall ×
update time [62]; the relationship between groundwater update time (Y) and groundwater table (m) was
Y = 0.13x + 6.73 in North China Plain, according to Wei [63]; (2) Emergy of topsoil loss = loss of topsoil
organic matter × transformity of organic matter + loss of topsoil nitrogen × transformity of nitrogen+ loss
of topsoil phosphorus × transformity of phosphorus + loss of topsoil potassium × transformity of
potassium; (3) References for transformity: a [62]; b [64]; c [65]; d [66]; (4) References for raw data: e [67];
f [68]; g [69]; h Hebei Bureau of Statistics [70]; i Chinese Agricultural Yearbook [71]; j [72]; k State
Forestry Administration [73]; l [74]; m [75]; n [76]; o [77]; p [78]; q [79]; r [80].
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Biomass Power Generation Industry Efficiency Evaluation
in China
Qingyou Yan and Jie Tao
Abstract: In this paper, we compare the properties of the traditional additive-based data
envelopment analysis (hereafter, referred to as DEA) models and propose two generalized DEA
models, i.e., the big M additive-based DEA (hereafter, referred to as BMA) model and the big M
additive-based super-efficiency DEA (hereafter, referred to as BMAS) model, to evaluate the
performance of the biomass power plants in China in 2012. The virtues of the new models are two-fold:
one is that they inherited the properties of the traditional additive-based DEA models and derived more
new additive-based DEA forms; the other is that they can rank the efficient decision making units
(hereafter, referred to as DMUs). Therefore, the new models have great potential to be applied in
sustainable energy project evaluation. Then, we applied the two new DEA models to evaluate the
performance of the biomass power plants in China and find that the efficiency of biomass power
plants in the northern part of China is higher than that in the southern part of China. The only three
efficient biomass power plants are all in the northern part of China. Furthermore, based on the
results of the Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney rank-sum test and the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, there is a
great technology gap between the biomass power plants in the northern part of China and those in
the southern part of China.
Reprinted from Sustainability. Cite as: Yan, Q.; Tao, J. Biomass Power Generation Industry
Efficiency Evaluation in China. Sustainability 2014, 6, 8720-8735.
1. Introduction
As a developing country with a huge population, China is always relatively short of energy
storage. Now, with the rapid development of the economy, along with industrialization and
urbanization, the energy consumption of China will increase to four billion Mtce, and the gap
between energy production and consumption will reach half of the total energy volume. Meanwhile,
China is still one of the few countries that rely on fossil energy, which has caused severe
environmental problems. The energy shortage and defective infrastructure now is pushing China to
seek out and develop substitution energies.
Being the one and only material and easily-stored renewable energy, biomass power generation is
getting more and more attention globally. Till the end of 2012, the installation capacity of biomass
power in the U.S. had exceeded 10,000 megawatts, and the capacity now has been planned to account
for 50% of their total energy production. Furthermore, Germany aims to use biomass power to meet
16% of the whole country’s electricity demand, 10% of the heating demand and 15% of electric
vehicle (hereafter referred to as EV) power.
According to the publicized the International Energy Agency (IEA) data in 2012, China has
abundant biomass resources with a productivity of about five billion tons per year, and this amount
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ranks only next to fossil resource. Hence, China can develop biomass power. However, compared
with the development of hydro, nuclear, wind and solar power, biomass power in China had not fully
started until the implementation of the Renewable Energy Act in 2006. Now, the installation capacity
has increased by 30% each year, and according to the Long-Term Renewable Energy Development
Plan, in 2020, the expected biomass power installation capacity will be 30 GW. With the industrial
plan and policy incentives, biomass power in China has entered the track of high-speed development.
Under this situation, if enough data can be collected and used to evaluate the industry efficiency
quantitatively, then the assessment can provide a basis for decision making and suggest industrial or
policy measurements to improve efficiency, which, in return, will accelerate the industrialization of
biomass power in China and keep the development leading in the optimal direction.
2. Literature Review and Emerged Concerns
Developed countries in Europe and the U.S. started their research on biomass power in the 1970s,
and the early research commonly focused on the energy conversion technology. With the subsequent
development of the biomass power industry, the studies and concerns shifted to the generating cost
and industry efficiency. Hooper had come up with countermeasures from the view of investment for
the development of the biomass power generation industry. In the research, technology needed to be
advanced, and it was the best choice to industrialize and commercialize [1]. Biomass power took off
late in China, and the studies about biomass generating technology were summed up and learned.
Hence, the domestic research began with focusing on the economy and industry efficiency.
After the implementation of the Renewable Energy Act, the biomass power in China entered a
phase with high-speed in industrial growth. It created profitability for the biomass power generation
in China and encouraged researchers to perform comprehensive assessment methods to study the
industry efficiency, not only to calculate the technical efficiency, but also to evaluate the scale and
overall efficiency. Along this track, Christoph and Perrels used scenario analysis and an input-output
model and studied the relationship between biomass power and CO2 emissions [2]. Klevas and
Denis used DEA to analyze the technical efficiency of some common renewable technologies,
including biomass technology [3,4]. Based on their methods, Peng Zhou in China meliorated the
DEA model and made it suitable for overall efficiency assessment [5]. DEA methods showed their
advantage in evaluating the efficiency of the biomass power generation industry, and domestic
scholars started to apply them to China’s own data. Zhao chose SWOT to analyze the industry state
of the biomass power generation of China and thought that the advantage lied in the increasing
electricity demand and changing electricity price, yet, the industry was sensitive to local policy and
the local industrial environment [6]. Kautto also compared the regional and national biomass power
plan, finding that if the regional plan can cooperate with national development better, the whole
biomass industry efficiency would take a step toward a higher level [7]. In all, the regional or local
situation indeed impacts the industry efficiency of biomass power generation.
As for China, with multiple geographical features and an unbalanced economy, the regional
difference is distinct, and the regional effect easily influences the biomass industry assessment;
hence, the region needs to be considered as a key factor when performing an industry efficiency
evaluation. Other than that, when Ramon used Multi-criteria data envelopment analysis model
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(MCDEA) to assess the efficiencies of 13 projects located in different areas, some weights of the
indexes were zero [8], which made the index lose the ability to contribute to the assessment and led to
the inaccuracy of the efficiency ranking. Li et al. used a unified efficiency DEA model to evaluate the
performance of 24 power companies in China [9].
In terms of methodology, DEA is widely used in evaluating the performance of biomass power
generation plants. DEA, first proposed by Charnes et al. in 1978, is a methodology for evaluating and
measuring the relative efficiencies of a set of decision making units (DMUs) that use multiple inputs
to produce multiple outputs [10]. Subsequent to that pioneering study, the research work has been
mainly focused on constructing different DEA models to compensate for the disadvantage of
traditional DEA models, e.g., the additive model [11], slack-based model [12,13], cross-efficiency
model [14] and assurance region model [15] have been proposed to solve a variety of problems [16].
Till now, there have still been two problems concerning the application of DEA models: one is that
the traditional models are unable to deal with negative or nil data, and the other is that they cannot rank
the efficient DMUs. Based on this, this paper presents two new models, the big M additive-based
DEA (BMA) model and big M additive-based super-efficiency DEA (BMAS) model, to solve this
problem. In addition, we apply the new DEA models to evaluate the performance of biomass
generation plants in China and give the relevant policies based on the result of the model.
3. Industrial Characteristics of Biomass Power Generation in China
3.1. Conservative Rising Development Tendency
Since 2006, the biomass power generation industry has made huge progress. According to
Zhao et al. [17], from 2008 to 2012, the installation capacity increased from 315 megawatts to
850 megawatts and the investment increased from 5.543 billion to 12.779 billion dollars; both of
these two indicators’ average growth rate per annum reached above 20%, which is shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Industry scale and investment tendency chart of biomass power generation
in China.
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The average growth rate per annum of installation capacity and investment were both high during
the recent past five years, but they were reducing each year, which showed that in China, the biomass
power generation scale keeps growing, but the growth rate is sinking. On the one hand, this fits the
growth law; on the other hand, this shows that China is developing biomass power with a positive,
but conservative attitude.
According to “the 12th Five-Year Plan” and Long-Term Renewable Energy Development Plan,
the Chinese government plans to develop the installation capacity of biomass power to 13 GW and
invest over 90 billion RMB to achieve this goal.
3.2. Simple Impacts from the Industry Chain
In China, the industry chain of biomass power generation is simple. The up-stream companies
are fuel suppliers and device manufactures, while the down-stream one is the power-grid company.
Because the fuel cost accounts for almost 60% of the whole biomass power generation cost in
China, the impact from the up-stream is the fuel cost. According to the IEA estimate (shown in
Table 1), the potential biomass resource is abandoned; therefore, the fuel cost will not change
dramatically in the near future.
Table 1. Potential biomass resource estimates in China (108 Mtce).
Year
Biomass resource
type

Present biomass resource
Newly-added organic waste
Present woodland growth
New ground marginal product
Total potential

2010
2.8
0.6
0.05
0.05
3.5

2020
2.8
1.7
0.3
0.3
5.1

2030
2.8
2.2
0.7
1
6.7

2050
2.8
2.7
1.37
2
8.9

As for the down-stream company, because China now practices a “full amount buy in” policy for
renewable energy and biomass power does not account for a large proportion, the electricity demand
fluctuation has little impact on the biomass power generation industry, and the main impact is
reflected by the feed-in price. According to the regulation “Agriculture and Forestry Biomass Price
Policy” from the National Development and Reform Commission of China (NDRC), the feed-in
price is set to 0.75 RMB per KWh (including the tax) for the new biomass project, which has not
obtained its investor through biding.
3.3. Distinct Regional Difference
It is distinctive that the biomass power generation industry in China has a regional feature. This is
partly because different regions have different types of biomass resources, and this is also due to the
production characteristic of different biomass resources. For example, straw burning biomass power
generation plants have been built in the south of China, because that area is rich in crop resources;
while in the east of China, the city area produces lots of municipal waste and so garbage power
plants are built.
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Now, China’s biomass power capacity is mainly located in eastern China and then ranks from
mid-south, northeast, north, southwest to northwest China. Till the end of 2012, the biomass power
installation capacity distributed in the above area is shown in Figure 2. This proportion will not
change in the following years and so neither does the investment distribution.

Figure 2. Biomass power distribution in China till 2012.
4. Methodology
Suppose there are n units being evaluated (in short, DMUs); each DMU has m inputs and s
outputs. X denotes the m × n input indicator matrix, while Y denotes the s × n output indicator
matrix. That is to say, xij denotes the i-th input indicator of the j-th DMU, while yrj denotes the r-th
output indicator of the j-th DMU. Finally, Xj denotes the input vector of the j-th DMU, while Yj
denotes the output vector of the j-th DMU.
4.1. Drawbacks of Traditional DEA Models
The CCR model [10] and BCC model [18] are the two main traditional DEA models. Compared
to the CCR model, the BCC model takes into account the factors of returns to scale; thus, here, the
BCC model is selected to show the drawbacks of classical DEA models when facing negative and
nil data.
The BCC linear program (LP) model and its dual model can be illustrated as follows:
max PT Yo +P 0
ZT X o 1,
°
st. ®PT Y j  ZT X j +P 0 d 0, j 1,..., n,
°
¯P t 0, Z t 0.

(1)
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here, Ȧ and ȝ denote the weight vectors of the inputs and outputs, respectively, and “st.”
denotes “subject to”. Traditional DEA models supposed that each DMU’s value is positive, which
demonstrating that they are powerless when facing negative and nil data.
Lins et al. pointed out that, “In order to use the above amounts in the DEA it was necessary to alter
the variables so as to avoid negative or nil values. To do so, all the cells in each column with negative
or nil values were added to the lowest value in this column, with the addition of one unit” [19].
It is noted that, since the traditional DEA model does not have the translation invariance property, the
method used by Lins et al. is not correct when facing negative and nil data.
4.2. Additive-Based DEA Models
In order to solve the negative data problem, many new DEA models were proposed, most
of which were characterized as additive-based models, because of the translation invariance
property of the additive model. The translation invariance, as is pointed out by Lovell and Pastor,
is critical when the data contain zero or negative values and must be translated prior to analysis
with available software packages [20]. The first additive-based DEA model, named the constant
weighted additive model (CWA-DEA), was proposed by Pastor in 1994. It shared the translation
invariance property with the original additive model, while neither of them was unit invariant [20].
In order to obtain a model that shared both the translation invariance and unit invariance properties,
Lovell and Pastor in 1995 proposed the normalized weighted additive model (NWA-DEA), which
was a great step forward in the history of additive-based DEA models [20]. They used the sample
standard deviations of the output variables and the input variables, respectively, to replace the
constant weight in the CWA-DEA model, and they pointed out that any first order dispersion
measures can also be used to normalize the input excess and output slack variables. Apart from
the translation invariance and unit invariance properties, three other important properties were
proposed by Cooper et al. to testify to the quality of the additive-based DEA models [21].
Furthermore, based on the five properties, Cooper et al., 1999, and Cooper et al., 2011, extended
the NWA-DEA model and proposed the famous RAM and BAM models [21,22]. The five
properties were:
(P1) The optima is between 0 and 1;
(P2) The optima is 0 when DMUo is fully inefficient, while the optima is 1 when DMUo is
fully efficient;
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(P3) The optima is well defined and unit invariant;
(P4) The optima is strongly monotonic;
(P5) The optima is translation invariant.
According to Cooper et al., 1999, the “strong monotonicity” property is described as follows:
holding all other inputs and outputs constant, an increase in any of its inputs will increase the
inefficiency score for an inefficient DMUo. The same is true for a decrease in any of its outputs [21].
Table 2 describes whether current DEA models satisfy these five properties. According to
Lovell and Pastor, 1994, the CCR model and the normalized weighted CCR model were not
translation invariant, while the BCC model and the normalized BCC model are translation
invariant in a limited sense, being invariant with respect to the translation of inputs or outputs,
but not both. The radial component of the efficiency measure obtained from the BCC model and
the CCR model is unit invariant, but the slack component is not [20]. The additive model can
only measure the inefficiencies of the DMUs, and the optima are not between 0 and 1. With
respect to P4, it is obvious that only the RAM model satisfied the strongly monotonic property,
while the others are all monotonic.
Table 2. Comparisons of traditional DEA models on the five properties.
Model

P1

P2

P3

P4

P5

CCR

Yes

Yes

Partially Units Invariance

Monotonic

NO

Normalized weighted CCR

Yes

Yes

Units Invariance

Monotonic

NO
Partially Translation
Invariance

BCC

Yes

Yes

Partially Units Invariance

Monotonic

Normalized weighted BCC

Yes

Yes

Units Invariance

Monotonic

Additive model

No

No

No

Monotonic

Yes

Normalized weighted
Additive Model

No

No

Units Invariance

Monotonic

Yes

SBM

Yes

Yes

Yes

Monotonic

Yes
Yes
Yes

RAM

Yes

Yes

Yes

Strongly
Monotonic

BAM

Yes

Yes

Yes

Monotonic

Partially Translation
Invariance

4.3. Generalized Additive-Based DEA Model-BMA Model
Based on the previous research, we proposed a generalized additive-based DEA model,
which was called the big M additive-based DEA model. We here not only show that the
previous additive-based DEA models were the particular form of the big M additive-based DEA
model, but also show that other different forms of additive-based models can be derived from
the big M additive-based DEA model.
Consider the following model:
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here, ȍ denotes the sample space, Ȍ(ȍ) and ĭ(ȍ) are non-zero mappings from the sample space
to
with homogeneous properties, i.e., șĭ(ȍ) = ĭ(șȍ), șȌ(ȍ) = Ȍ(șȍ), ș ࣅ
, and big M is a
large real number. The following theorem motivates the proposition of the homogeneity property
of the mappings Ȍ(ȍ) and ĭ(ȍ).
Theorem 1: (Lovell and Pastor [20]) In an additive DEA model, scaling an input (output) by
multiplying it by a constant Į > 0 is equivalent to leaving the input (output) unscaled and
multiplying the corresponding input excess (output slack) variable in the objective function by the
same constant.
Therefore, Model (3) is unit invariant if and only if Ȍ(ȍ) and ĭ(ȍ) satisfy the homogeneity
property. In this sense, the additive-based DEA models mentioned above are only the particular form
of the big M additive-based DEA model. Obviously, Model (3) can be transformed into the additive
model, if we set Ȍ(ȍ) = 1, ĭ(ȍ) = 1 and M = 1. It can be transformed into the normalized weighted
additive model when we set Ȍ(ȍ)r = ır, ĭ(ȍ)i = ıi and M = 1. Here, ır, ıi denote the sample standard
deviation of the r-th output variable and the i-th input variable. It can be transformed into the SBM
model when we set Ȍ(ȍ)r = s·yro, ĭ(ȍ)i = m·xio and M = 1. It can be transformed into the RAM

model when we set Ȍ(ȍ)r = R +r , ĭ(ȍ)i = R íi and M = (m + s), where Ri xi  xi with
xi max{xij , j 1,..., n} , xi min{xij , j 1,..., n} and Rr yr  yr with yr max{ yrj , j 1,..., n} ,

yr

min{ yrj , j 1,..., n} . It can be transformed into the BAM model when we set Ȍ(ȍ)r = U+ro,


ĭ(ȍ) = Líio and M = (m + s), where Lio xio  xi and U ro yr  yro . Moreover, it is obvious that the
mappings Ȍ(ȍ) and ĭ(ȍ) control the unit invariance property, i.e., property (P2) and M control the
properties of (P1), (P2) and (P4).
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Furthermore, we can get various additive-based DEA models when we set different types of
Ȍ(ȍ), ĭ(ȍ) and M. We listed several types of Ȍ(ȍ), ĭ(ȍ) and M as follows:
Case

1:

p,

q

order

geometric

moment.

n

1

< (:) = (¦ yrjp ) p , p 1,..., f

,

and

j 1

1

n

)(:) = (¦ xijq ) q , q 1,..., f . It is noted that Ȍ(ȍ) = max{yrj, j = 1, …, n} and ĭ(ȍ) = max{xij, j = 1,
j 1

…, n} when p,q = .
Case

2:

p,

q

order

central

moment.

n

1

< (:) = (¦ ( yrj  yr ) p ) p , p 1,..., f

,

and

j 1

1

n

)(:) = (¦ ( xij  xi ) q ) q , q 1,..., f , where xi , yr denote the mean value of the i-th input and the r-th
j 1

output, respectively.
Then, we researched whether the generalized additive-based DEA model satisfies the five
properties mentioned above.
Theorem 2: (P1) The optimum of Model (3) is between 0 and 1 only when M is big enough.
Proof: Since whatever Ȍ(ȍ) and ĭ(ȍ) are, we could always find an M big enough, such that
n
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Furthermore,
since
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r 1 < :
i 1 ) :
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s
m
s
sr
¦ i
¦
r 1 < :
i 1 ) :
d 1.
1
M
Theorem 3: (P2) The optimum of Model (3) is 1 when DMUo is fully efficient, while the
optimum of Model (3) is not 0 when DMUo is fully inefficient.
Proof: It is obvious that síi , s+r are all equal to zero when DMU o is fully efficient; thus, the
optimum is one. However, when DMU o is fully inefficient, the optimum varies when different
M are chosen.
Theorem 4: (P3) The optimum of Model (3) is well defined and unit invariant.
Proof: Based on Theorem 1, it is obvious that Model (3) is unit invariant if and only if Ȍ(ȍ) and
ĭ(ȍ) satisfy the homogeneity property. Moreover, since Ȍ(ȍ) and ĭ(ȍ) are non-zero mappings,
Model (3) is well defined.
With respect to (P4) and (P5), it is obvious that the optima of Model (3) is not necessarily
monotonic (the proof is similar to that of (P4’) in Cooper et al., 2011, and the optimum is not
monotonic when we simply choose Ȍ(ȍ) = xi.), and it satisfies the translation invariance property.
s

¦<

4.4. BMAS Model
Since classical DEA models can only recognize the efficiency of each unit, when there
are many efficient DMUs, they cannot be ranked. Classic super-efficiency DEA models can
effectively solve the problem of ranking effective decision making units, but they cannot deal
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with the negative and nil data problem. Based on this, this paper presents the BMAS model to
solve these problems.
Consider the model below:
m
ª s sr
si º
« ¦ < (: )  ¦ ) (: ) »
i 1
»
T = min «1- r 1
M
«
»
«
»
¬
¼
 n

°¦ O jYrj  sr Yrj0 , r 1,..., sˈ
j 1
° jz j0
° n
° O X  s   X , i 1,..., m,
ij0
° ¦ j ij i
st. ® jj z1j0
° n
° O 1ˈ
j
°¦
j 1
° j z j0
°O t 0, s  t 0, s  t 0, j 1,..., n.
i
r
¯ j

(4)

The difference between the BMA model and BMAS model is only in the construction of the
production possibility set. The BMAS model excludes the DMU evaluated from the production
possibility set and only considers the new production possibility set constructed by the remaining
DMUs. Then, we could evaluate this DMU based on the new production possibility set.
Thus, when the DMU being evaluated is efficient in the original DEA model, it would be
outside of the new production possibility set which is constructed by the remaining DMUs. As a
result, síi , s+r would be less than zero, so that the value of the objective function would be greater
than one. In addition, since the distance between DMUs and the frontier varies from different
DMUs, the efficiency would be measured by these distances. If the distance is short, the efficiency
is relatively low, while if the distance is long, the efficiency is relatively high. Figure 1 shows that
the production possibility set of the original DEA models (BCC) is the district constructed by
EBACF, while the new production possibility set of the super-efficiency DEA models is the district
constructed by EBCF. With respect to A, Figure 3 shows that síi , s+r are less than zero.
5. Empirical Analysis
5.1. Efficiency Analysis
In China, the efficiency of biomass power plants can be seen as the efficiency of the entire
biomass generation industry. We employ the methodology in Section 4 to evaluate the efficiency of
biomass power plants in China. The data consist of 11 biomass power plants in 2012 (it is noted that
in China, most biomass power plants’ data are classified information and are unavailable to the public;
therefore, we here only obtained the data of 11 biomass power plants by making surveys). The input
variables selected are: greenhouse gases emission, investment costs, operation and maintenance
costs. The output variables selected are: potential job creation and potential distributed power
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generation. Here, greenhouse gas emissions were calculated based on the documents of the Methods
and Guidelines of Calculating the Greenhouse Gases Emissions of Chinese Power Plants. Data of
investment costs, operation and maintenance costs were obtained from the financial statements
of each biomass power plant. Potential job creation means the maximum amount of people who
are willing to work at this biomass power plant, and these data were obtained by surveys to the
11 biomass power plants. Potential distributed power generation means the maximum power
generated by this biomass power plant per year (or, in other words, power generation capacity (it is
noted that the power generation capacity is not equal to the electric power production, and it is
better to use the power generation capacity to evaluate the biomass power plants). Table 3 provides
the description statistics of these 11 biomass power plants. We can see that the minimum value of
operation and maintenance costs and the mean value of green gases emission are negative.

Figure 3. The improvement of inefficient DMU on the production possibility set.
Table 3. Description statistics of the inputs and outputs of 11 biomass power plants in China.
Inputs/Outputs
Unit
Average
Std
Max
Min
Greenhouse Gas Emissions (I)
tCO2/GWh í203.961 542.0662
600
í1223
O&M + CC Costs (I)
RMB/MWh
14.69
25.4917
62.53
í26.52
Investment Costs (I)
RMB/MWh 38.15727 18.70269
76
14.96
Potential Job Creation (O)
Job/TWh
7811.348 11,466.02 35,347.69
1.88
Potential Distributed Power Generation (O) GWH/year 54,870.36 35,121.65 133,296
6833

Here, we set Ȍ(ȍ)r = ır, ĭ(ȍ)i = ıi and M equal to 1, and the BMA model was transformed as
the normalized weighted additive-based model, which is proposed by Lovell and Pastor [20].
In order to compare the results of the BMA model with those of the traditional DEA models, we
use the BCC model, the BMA model and the BMAS model to evaluate the performance of the
biomass power plants in China.
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Table 4 shows the result of the efficiencies obtained by the BCC model, the BMA model
(normalized weighted additive-based model) and the BMAS model. The second column of Table 4
gives the efficiency of each biomass power plant, which is obtained from the BCC model, while the
third column of Table 4 gives the efficiency of each biomass power plant, which is obtained by the
BMA model. In comparison, the efficient biomass power plants whose efficiencies are equal to
one are altered when using the BMA model. In specific, there are 10 efficient biomass power plants
when using the BCC model to evaluate the performance of the 11 biomass power plants, and there
are only three efficient power plants when using the BMA model, i.e., Jilin Changling, Neimeng
Zhaoxin and Jinlin Gongzhuling. The main reason here is that the traditional DEA model does not
have the translation invariance property; consequently, it will draw the wrong conclusion if all of the
same indicators of the decision-making units increase a constant at the same time. It is noted that the
function of the BMA model is to find out the efficient DMUs when facing the negative and nil data
problem. However, the efficiency value of each DMU does not make any sense; it is altered when the
value of the constant M alters. Meanwhile, since three DMUs’ efficiency reaches one, it is necessary
to use the BMAS model to rank these efficient DMUs. The fourth column of Table 4 illustrates the
super efficiency of the three efficient DMUs, which are Jilin Changling, Neimeng Zhaoxin and Jinlin
Gongzhuling. From the fourth column of Table 4, it could be seen that the super efficiency of Jinlin
Gongzhuling is the highest, which is 1.033233, while Neimeng Zhaoxin, with a super efficiency of
1.012733, comes in at second place, and Jilin Changling, with a super efficiency of 1.010540, in third
place. Thus, these efficient DMUs, whose efficiencies are equal to one, could be ranked through their
super efficiency. The fifth column of Table 4 illustrates the ranking order of each biomass power
plant based on the BCC model, while the sixth column of Table 4 illustrates the ranking order of each
biomass power plant given by the BMA model and the BMAS DEA model. In comparison, it could
be found that the ranking order of most biomass power plants changes.
Table 4. Efficiency and ranking of each biomass power plant.
Biomass Power
Plants

BCC
Efficiency

BMA
Efficiency

Shangdong Pingyuan
Hebei Wuqiao
Hebei Yuanshi
Anhui Shouxian
Jilin Changling

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

0.882389
0.984928
0.981673
0.859524
1.000000

Neimeng Zhaoxin
Hengshui Taida
Jilin Gongzhuling
Dongping Guangyuan
Shandong Pingquan
Jiangxi Ganxian

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
0.331

1.000000
0.988927
1.000000
0.887661
0.886453
0.888768

BMAS
Efficiency

BCC
Rank

BMA
Rank

Location

1.010540

7
9
10
11
6

9
8
10
11
3

South
North
North
South
North

3
2
1
5
8
4

2
5
1
6
7
4

North
North
North
South
South
South

1.012733
1.033233
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5.2. Group Analysis
Based on the distinct regional difference in Section 3.3, we found that the biomass power
generation industry in China has a regional distribution feature, i.e., China’s biomass power capacity
is mainly distributed in eastern China and then ranks from mid-south, northeast, north, southwest to
northwest China. Therefore, it is necessary to analyze the regional differences of efficiency. Generally
speaking, the investment in the biomass power generation industry of the southern part of China is
much higher than that of the northern part. Therefore, is it true that the efficiencies of the southern
part are significantly higher than those of the northern part?
Assumption: The efficiencies of the biomass power plants in the southern part of China are
higher than those in the northern part of China.
In terms of location, from Table 5 we can see that there are five biomass power plants in the south
part of China and six biomass power plants in the north part of China. In terms of the mean value, the
efficiency of the northern group is 0.9923, a little higher than that of the southern group, indicating
that, on average, the performance of the biomass power plants in the northern part of China is better
than those in the southern part of China. In terms of the standard deviation, the value of the northern
part is lower than that of the southern part, indicating that there is a great efficiency gap among the
performance of biomass power plants in the southern part of China. It is noted that the maximum
value of the efficiency in the southern part is 0.9888, indicating that the three efficient biomass power
plants are all in the northern part of China.
Table 5. Description statistics of the efficiency between the northern group and southern group.
Group
North
South

Mean
0.9923
0.8009

Std
0.0079
0.0421

Max
1.0000
0.8888

Min
0.9814
0.7595

Furthermore, we conduct the Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney rank-sum test and the
Kolmogorov-Smirnov (here after referred to as K-S) test to determine the significant differences in
the efficiencies between the north and south group. Figure 4 shows the distribution kernel density of
the two groups, and Table 6 shows the results of the test. In terms of the Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney
rank-sum test, all null hypotheses are rejected at the 1% level, indicating that the rank differences
in the efficiencies between the two groups are significant and provide support for the technological
heterogeneity of the two groups. In terms of the Kolmogorov–Smirnov test, all null hypotheses
are rejected at the 1% level, indicating that kernel density distribution differences exist in the
efficiencies between the two groups.
From the analysis above, it is obvious that although the biomass power capacity in the southern
part of China is much larger than that in the northern part, the efficiency of the northern part is
significantly higher than that of the southern part. The main reason is that in the southern part, the
government invested more resources (such as capital, manpower, and so on) in order to get more
returns. However, the biomass power industry in China is still in the early stage, and the technology
and management level are relatively lower than that of the developed countries. Therefore, there
exists a large number of redundant capital investments. Therefore, the efficiencies of the southern
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part of China are relatively lower than those of the northern part of China. As for policy makers, they
should be sensitive to the differences between the two regions. Moreover, biomass power plants
should pay more attention to improving their technology level and management level when making
massive investments. Finally, in order to improve the efficiencies of the southern part of China,
policy makers should provide more incentives to the biomass power plants in the southern part of the
China, so as to catch up with those in the northern part of China and promote the entire biomass
generation industry.
Distribution Kernel Density of the South Group
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Figure 4. Distribution kernel density of the two group’s efficiencies.
Table 6. The Mann–Whitney rank-sum test and the Kolmogorov–Smirnov test.
Variable Mann–Whitney U
efficiency
15

Prob
0.006

K-S
1.651

Prob
0.009

6. Conclusions
In this paper, we have compared the properties of the existing additive-based DEA models and
proposed two generalized additive-based models, i.e., the BMA model and the BMAS model, to
evaluate the performance of the biomass power plants in China in 2012. Compared to the traditional
DEA models, there are two virtues of the new models that we proposed: one is that they inherited the
properties of the traditional additive-based DEA models and derived more new additive-based DEA
forms; the other is that they can rank the efficient DMUs. Then, we applied the two new DEA models
to the evaluation of the biomass power plants in China. The conclusions are three-folds: first, the
BMA and the BMAS model have great potential to be applied in sustainable energy project
evaluation; second, the efficiency of biomass power plants in the northern part of China is higher
than that in the southern part of China (the only three efficient biomass power plants are all in the
northern part of China); finally, based on the results of the Wilcoxon–Mann–Whitney rank-sum test
and the Kolmogorov–Smirnov test, there is a great technology gap between the biomass power plants
in the northern part of China and those in the southern part of China. Based on the results of the
model, policy makers should provide more incentives to the biomass power plants in the southern
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part of the China, so as to catch up with those in the northern part of China and promote the entire
biomass generation industry.
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Environmental Justice and Sustainability Impact Assessment:
In Search of Solutions to Ethnic Conflicts Caused by Coal
Mining in Inner Mongolia, China
Lee Liu, Jie Liu and Zhenguo Zhang
Abstract: The Chinese government adopted more specific and stringent environmental impact
assessment (EIA) guidelines in 2011, soon after the widespread ethnic protests against coal mining in
Inner Mongolia. However, our research suggests that the root of the ethnic tension is a sustainability
problem, in addition to environmental issues. In particular, the Mongolians do not feel they have
benefited from the mining of their resources. Existing environmental assessment tools are inadequate
to address sustainability, which is concerned with environmental protection, social justice and
economic equity. Thus, it is necessary to develop a sustainability impact assessment (SIA) to fill in
the gap. SIA would be in theory and practice a better tool than EIA for assessing sustainability
impact. However, China’s political system presents a major challenge to promoting social and
economic equity. Another practical challenge for SIA is corruption which has been also responsible
for the failing of EIA in assessing environmental impacts of coal mining in Inner Mongolia. Under
the current political system, China should adopt the SIA while continuing its fight against corruption.
Reprinted from Sustainability. Cite as: Liu, L.; Liu, J.; Zhang, Z. Environmental Justice and
Sustainability Impact Assessment: In Search of Solutions to Ethnic Conflicts Caused by Coal
Mining in Inner Mongolia, China. Sustainability 2014, 6, 8756-8774.
1. Introduction
The Inner Mongolia Autonomous Region forms much of China’s strategic northern frontier
bordering Mongolia and Russia. In a region where protest is rare, a series of Mongolian demonstrations
across the region, including these in the capital Hohhot, took the world by surprise in the spring of
2011. Students demonstrated and clashed with police, demanding justice. The events were triggered
by an incident near Xilinhot (Figure 1). A Chinese truck driver killed a Mongolian herdsman who
was blocking a convoy of coal trucks from driving through his pastureland. Chinese and international
media widely reported the protests that underscored simmering discontent over environmental
damage from mining in this resource-rich region [1–3]. To quell the demonstrations, the government
declared martial law and cracked down on the activists while pledging to look into the impact of the
mining industry on the environment and local culture.
We were curious how mining-related environmental problems led to ethnic conflicts in a region
that had been relatively free of ethnic tensions in recent history. Our initial investigation indicated
that mining caused serious environmental and economic injustice to the Mongolian herdsmen.
We found earlier reports on mining pollution in Inner Mongolia. For example, the Beijing Youth
Daily reported that a few rare-earth refineries polluted the grassland and killed 60,000 livestock that
belonged to 190 herdsmen from 1996–2003 [4]. Another report found that arsenic poisoning was
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threatening the lives of the nearly 300,000 people in the Ordos Region; 2000 were already sick and
many died of cancer, producing cancer villages [5]. China has hundreds of cancer villages, places
where cancer rates are unexpectedly high and industrial pollution is suspected as the main cause [6].
However, most of them are in the more developed regions on the eastern coast. In Inner Mongolia,
the main cause is suspected to be water pollution caused by mining.

Figure 1. Location of the studied cities and coal mines in Inner Mongolia.
Mongolians have many long-established grievances, such as those reported by Jacobs: the
ecological destruction wrought by an unprecedented mining boom, a perception that economic
growth disproportionately benefits the Chinese and the rapid disappearance of Inner Mongolia’s
pastoral tradition [7].
Qian et al. find quantitative evidence to support the conclusion that the expansion of coal mining
and associated industry and population increase was the major cause of grassland degradation in the
Holingol region of Tongliao City, Inner Mongolia [8]. While mines are expanding, underground
water is being over-extracted and coal-fired power plants as well as chemical plants are being
established [9]. Coal mining and associated electricity generation have seriously degraded the water
resource and the livelihood of local people in Inner Mongolia [8].
Greenpeace reports that in China, a coal chemical project in the dry Inner Mongolia region, part of
a new mega coal power base, had extracted so much water in 8 years of operation that it caused the
local water table to drop by up to 100 m, and the local lake to shrink by 62%. Due to lowering of
water table, large areas of grassland have subsided (Figure 2). The drastic ecological impacts have
forced thousands of local residents to become ‘ecological migrants’ [10].
At the costs of the environment and local residents’ livelihood, Inner Mongolia has since 2002
experienced an economic boom based on mining. The wealth from the economic boom has not been
fairly distributed. Many Chinese investors have benefited from the mining operations and become
billionaires. Ordos became one of the wealthiest cities in China. However, ordinary Mongolian
herdsmen are not benefiting from that boom, which is based on exploitation of what they view as
their resources. Coal development on the grasslands does not increase the herdsmen’s income or
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materially improve their life but instead has dampened their future by degrading the environment [11],
causing injustice and sustainability disparities [12,13].

Figure 2. Baorixile, Hulunbeir, Inner Mongolia: grassland subsidence due to lowering of
water table caused by coal mining [10]. © Lu Guang/Greenpeace.
The paper draws from global knowledge of environmental justice and assessment approaches
and applies it to Inner Mongolia. It argues for the need of developing a sustainability impact
assessment (SIA) and demonstrates that such a need is particularly urgent for subtle ethnic regions
such as Inner Mongolia. We explore answers to five related questions: (1) What are the theoretical
bases for developing an SIA that emphasizes justice? (2) How have assessment approaches been
practiced in China? (3) Why has environmental impact assessment (EIA) not worked for Inner
Mongolia in the current EIA system? (4) How and why do we need to explore an SIA that supports
environmental justice in order to help with sustainability? (5) What should China do in search of
solutions to ethnic conflicts in Inner Mongolia?
The analyses were based on data collected during fieldwork through qualitative research methods
including site inspections and semi-structured interviews and discussions with local officials and
scholars concerning environmental and economic issues. The study covers seven major coal-mining
areas: Dongsheng, Shenshang, Suletu, Yuanbaoshan, Wulantuga, Baorixile, and Huanghuashan, in
six associated city regions: Ordos, Hohhot, Xilinhot, Chifeng, Tongliao, and Hulunbeir (Figure 1).
Primary and secondary data were collected during fieldwork in the summers from 2011–2013. The
initial report was presented and discussed at the International Conference on Sustainability
Assessment at Dalian Nationalities University. Follow-up fieldwork and research was conducted
after the conference to further verify and interpret the research findings. We realize that our study
areas were limited to only a few places. Due to lack of time, financial support, and availability of data
and information, we were not able to obtain quantitative data or conduct more in-depth investigations.
Environmental justice, sustainability impact assessment and ethnic conflicts in China are topics that
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are contested and require more systematic research. As a result, caution is needed when drawing
conclusions from our findings.
In search of solutions to environmental degradation, injustice, and ethnic conflicts in the region,
we first examine how project assessment tools could help. For example, environmental impact
assessment (EIA) has been regarded as an important measure to control environmental impact in
many countries, and some governments, such as those of the United States and Scotland, have
attempted to use environmental assessment tools to deliver environmental justice [14]. However,
environmental assessment tools in theory and practice appear to be inadequate when sustainability,
not just the environment, is the subject for assessment.
2. The Theoretical Basis for Sustainability Impact Assessment that Supports
Environmental Justice
This section starts with an overview of the meaning of sustainability and its indicators, and criteria
that have been used or proposed for EIA. Following discussions over the use of existing assessment
approaches to assess sustainability, the focus is on exploring the possibility of incorporating justice
and equity into existing assessments and SIA.
2.1. Sustainability: The Three Pillars
Sustainability means meeting the needs of the present without sacrificing the ability of future
generations to meet their own needs [15]. It has been illustrated as having three overlapping
dimensions: the simultaneous pursuit of economic prosperity, environmental quality, and social
equity, also known as the “three pillars” of sustainability [16–18]. In addition, cultural sustainability
is widely regarded as an important element for people to achieve a more satisfactory intellectual,
emotional, moral and spiritual existence. Recent holistic and inclusive thinking of sustainability
emphasizes overlapping dimensions and the interaction among them [18]. In addition to environmental
and material needs that may be fulfilled through economic development, humans also need social
development to improve social justice, equality, and security. While acknowledging the interactions
among different dimensions, Gibson et al. caution against a simplistic application of the three pillar
model, pointing out that it serves to emphasize tensions among competing interests [19]. In contrast,
their criteria cross the traditional and limiting divides to provide a more holistic conceptualization [19].
They also criticizes approaches to sustainability that over-emphasize local considerations or that
focus too strongly on efficiency measures, recalling that the sustainability discourse is essentially
global and the West must challenge some fundamental cornerstones of its way of life, and particularly
the obsession with economic growth [19].
2.2. Sustainability and Justice
Dobson provides a detailed discussion of the relationship between environmental justice and
sustainability. He argues that “the discourses of sustainability and justice may be related” but “the
question of whether sustainability and justice are compatible objectives can only be resolved
empirically, and the range and depth of empirical research required in resolving this question has not
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been done” [20]. We argue that SIA for subtle ethnic regions such as Inner Mongolia should stress
justice, including environmental, social, and economic justice, and equity, which has been recognized
as a key element of sustainability. Sustainability is about meeting needs. Justice has increasingly
been recognized as one of such needs. There is no sustainability without justice. Furthermore, the
United Nations resolution 66/197 on sustainable development pays special attention to the welfare of
ethnic minorities: recognizing and supporting their identity, culture and interests; avoiding endangering
their cultural heritage, practices and traditional knowledge; and preserving and respecting non-market
approaches that contribute to the eradication of poverty [21]. Iris Marion Young has also questioned
the common practice of reducing social justice to distributive justice and argued for group-differentiated
policies and a principle of group representation [22]. Using justice as an overarching element can
help develop a more holistic SIA for ethnic regions such as Inner Mongolia.
The concept of environmental justice was first developed in the early 1980s during the social
movement in the United States on the fair distribution of environmental benefits and burdens.
The United States Environmental Protection Agency defines environmental justice as “the fair
treatment and meaningful involvement of all people regardless of race, color, sex, national origin, or
income with respect to the development, implementation and enforcement of environmental laws,
regulations, and policies” [23]. Three different notions of justice have been applied, including
distribution, recognition, and procedure (or participation) [24]. Procedural justice means that those
who are most affected by decisions should have particular rights to be involved and have their voices
heard on a fully informed basis [25]. Participation has also been demanded as an instrument of EIA.
Since ex ante analysis of potential impacts of planned projects on the environment is difficult,
participation is intended to reduce uncertainty by intra-subjective judgment; furthermore, participation
increases the transparency of the decision-making process [26]. From a social science point of view,
participation is a central element of sustainability [26]. Participation, however, is difficult to translate
meaningfully into quantitative terms as a social indicator [26]. Direct and open debates among the
people who will be affected by the development lay the foundation for conflict resolution in Inner
Mongolia, if SIA can be incorporated at the planning level in order to influence decision making and
support policies that affect regional sustainability [27].
2.3. Sustainability: Indicators and Criteria for Assessments
In practice, economic and social indicators and criteria have been used, in addition to
environmental ones, for assessing sustainability [28]. For example, Becker presents an overview on
sustainability indicators for assessing economic, environmental, and social sustainability which
includes “equity coefficients (Gini coefficient, Atkinson’s weighted index of income distribution),
disposable family income, and social costs, participation, and tenure rights [26]. Herder et al. used
“production costs” and “local value added” as economic indicators and “employment” as a social
indicator [29]. However, the incorporation of these sustainability truths into assessment and
decision-making processes remains somewhat daunting in practice. Lamorgese and Geneletti
developed a framework for evaluating planning against sustainability criteria and found that criteria
explicitly linked to intra- and inter-generational equity is rarely addressed [30]. Jain and Jain
emphasize the need for an alternative index which considers sustainability of human development
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and formulates an index based on strong sustainability [31]. Shah and Gibson have developed a
set of 12 core procedural and substantive-level sustainability criteria to be used as a guide for
clarifying development purposes, identifying potentially desirable options, comparing alternatives
and monitoring implementation for infrastructure at the water-agriculture-energy nexus in India [32].
They believe that sustainability-based tools encourage comprehensive attention to issues at the
core of sustainability thinking and application: relative to conventional assessment approaches,
assessments applying explicit sustainability criteria encourage lasting benefits within complex
socio-ecological systems through assessing interdependencies and opportunities, sensitivities and
vulnerabilities of regional ecologies, incorporating systems, resiliency and complexity frameworks.
SIA for Inner Mongolia should learn from the international experience to develop specific indicators
and criteria that help with ethnic equality and harmony.
2.4. The Debate over the Use of Existing Assessment Approaches to Assess Sustainability
Researchers have been debating over the use of existing assessment approaches such as
environmental impact assessment (EIA) and strategic environmental assessment (SEA) to assess
sustainability. For examples, Zhu et al. advocate an impact-centered SEA with institutional
components as an alternative to the impact-based approach which seems unable to address institutional
weaknesses in most conventional SEA cases in China [33]. Lam, Chen, and Wu affirm the potential
role of SEA in fostering a sustainable and harmonious society and the need to mainstream
sustainability considerations in the formulation of national plans and strategies [34]. Hacking and
Guthrie identify the features that are typically promoted for improving the sustainable development
directedness of assessments and a framework which reconciles the broad range of emerging
approaches and tackles the inconsistent use of terminology [35]. Morrison-Saunders and Retief
assert that internationally there is a growing demand for EIA to move away from its traditional focus
towards delivering more sustainable outcomes [36]. They argue that it is possible to use EIA to
deliver some sustainability objectives in South Africa, if EIA practices strictly follow a strong and
explicit sustainability mandate [36]. To advance SEA for sustainability, White and Noble examined
the incorporation of sustainability in SEA and identified several common themes by which SEA can
support sustainability, as well as “many underlying barriers that challenge SEA for sustainability,
including the variable interpretations of the scope of sustainability in SEA; the limited use of
assessment criteria directly linked to sustainability objectives; and challenges for decision-makers in
operationalizing sustainability in SEA and adapting PPP (policy, plan, and program) development
decision-making processes to include sustainability issues” [37].
2.5. The Possibility of Incorporating Environmental Justice into Environmental Assessments
Jackson and Illsley proposed that SEA could be used to help deliver environmental justice [38].
Krieg and Faber suggest that environmental injustices exist on a remarkably consistent continuum
for nearly all communities and a cumulative environmental justice impact assessment should take
into account the total environmental burden and related health impacts upon residents [39]. Connelly
and Richardson argue that “we cannot debate SEA procedures in isolation from questions of value,
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and that these debates should foreground qualities of outcomes rather than become preoccupied with
qualities of process” [40]. They “explore how theories of environmental justice could provide a
useful basis for establishing how to deal with questions of value in SEA, and help in understanding
when SEA is successful and when it is not” [40]. They assert that “Good SEA must be able to take
into account the distributional consequences of policies, plans, or programs, with decisions driven
by the recognition that certain groups tend to systematically lose out in the distribution of
environmental goods and bads” [40]. Walker finds that although practices are evolving there is a
little routine assessment of distributional inequalities, which should become part of established
practice to ensure that inequalities are revealed and matters of justice are given a higher profile [41].
On the other hand, Mclauchlan and Joao oppose the use of strategic environmental assessment (SEA)
to deliver environmental justice, partly because “a direct focus on the environment requires that
factors associated with environmental justice are not central to SEA” [14].
The literature indicates that it is possible to use environmental assessment to incorporate
environmental justice criteria such as public participation. In fact, public participation is considered
as an integral part of the EIA procedure [42]. A major challenge is that environmental justice is a
social factor, which is not central to environmental assessments. In China, EIA is often inadequately
implemented and social factors tend to be neglected. For examples, Ren finds that “EIA in China has
evolved into a fairly comprehensive and technically adequate system, but the problem lies in its poor
enforcement and implementation, due to the political system and incentive mechanisms, institutional
arrangements, and regulatory and methodological shortcomings” [43]. Yang criticizes that “public
participation in the Chinese EIA system has not been effectively carried out” [44]. These problems
have significant implications to EIA in Inner Mongolia.
2.6. The Possibility of Developing Sustainability Impact Assessments with Stress on Justice
The literature on EIA, SEA, and environmental justice may provide a theoretical context for
developing SIA. The theory and practice of SIA have been discussed with case studies from different
parts of the world. For example, Gibson et al. conceptualize sustainability assessment as a marriage
between sustainable development and environmental assessment [19]. Huber made the distinction of
social justice based on need, on performance, and on property as different dimensions of equity,
which are not taken into account in static, target-oriented sustainability policies [26]. Bond et al.
point out that sustainability assessment is an increasingly important tool for informing planning
and development decisions across the globe [45]. Required by law in some countries, strongly
recommended in others, a comprehensive analysis of why sustainability assessment is needed and
clarification of the value-laden and political nature of assessments is long overdue [45]. The
remaining of the paper will attempt to demonstrate the need to develop an SIA that stresses justice in
order to reduce ethnic tensions in Inner Mongolia.
3. Assessment Practices in China
China faces a daunting task for improving its environmental performance, particularly in the
ethnic regions where the environment is fragile, ecological systems are sensitive, the economy is
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underdeveloped, and ethnic relations are subtle. Different approaches have been proposed to
deal with the task. Many believe that economic growth is the key for environmental improvement
and social political stability [46]. This belief supports China’s Go West policy, which covers all
provincial level ethnic regions. While that policy has resulted in economic growth in some areas,
there are indications that the environmental costs have been enormous and ethnic relations are
getting worse. Exploitation of natural resources in the ethnic regions is followed by rapid
environmental degradation. “Go West” has in some way become “Pollute West” under the “grow first,
clean up later” approach to development. Inner Mongolia is a good example. It was once an endless
field of grassland, punctuated by mountains and the occasional yurt. Now Inner Mongolia is the
country’s top coal producer, accounting for about a quarter of all domestic supply—doubling what it
was in 2005 [1].
On the other hand, sustainable development has also been the view of some top Chinese officials
such as the former premier Wen Jiabao. Sustainability management has shown that environmental
problems and social problems are closely related [47], especially in the case of China [48]. Among
the many possible methods for improving environmental performance, EIA has been used in China,
including its ethnic regions. For examples, the Asian Development Bank (ADB) was particularly
comprehensive in its assessment of Inner Mongolia Environment Improvement Project (Phase II) [49],
following ADB’s Environmental Assessment Guidelines [50]. The ADB report recommended that
Inner Mongolia install “clean coal” technologies now to reduce global warming and reverse the
climate change caused by current coal mining [51]. Many coal mining companies in Inner Mongolia
have drafted EIA and posted notifications for the public to provide feedback.
However, EIAs seem to have not had any significant impact, as coal mining and associated
industries continue to expand. Mining pollution causes local herders to lose their sheep and cattle
and thousands of pits left behind by the mining companies cause fatalities to the herds [9].
Consequently, coal mining has contributed to increased ethnic tension and conflicts in Inner
Mongolia. Investigations found that the common people have got poorer in natural-resource rich
places such as Inner Mongolia, while government officials and mine bosses got extremely wealthy,
increasing social unrest [52]. The Inner Mongolia Government issued a document asking local
governments and agencies to follow governmental directives to adequately protect the environment
and people’s livelihood [53]. The document clearly stated that promised compensations to herders
who lost land due to mining should be honored. Wealth from the mining should be partially used to
help improve local infrastructure and living conditions. The document, however, fails to recommend
any concrete procedures to insure the local residents receive their share of the mining wealth. The
document encourages coal companies to invest in non-coal industries locally. This kind of investment
helps to diversify the economy and increase government revenues and GDP. However, further
industrialization has been accompanied by worsening environmental degradation and damage to
the agricultural environment needed to support the livelihood of the Mongolian herders.
Nevertheless, progress was made. The Inner Mongolia Government claimed to have halted
476 illegal mining projects, ordered 887 mines to suspend operations, permanently shut down
73 mines, intervened in 100 disputes between local herders and mining companies, and established a
mechanism involving the government, miners and local residents to resolve disputes through
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dialogue [54]. However, new protests continue to be reported by the international media [55].
Tang suggests that a rise in public protests in China signals a failure of environmental governance,
where officials use legal threats to extract benefit from polluters, but the power of developers in
China remains untouched, despite widespread protests against polluting projects [56].
4. Why Environmental Impact Assessments Have Failed for Inner Mongolia
The last section elaborates the failure of environmental assessments to do their job for Inner
Mongolian mining projects. This section will specifically answer three questions: (1) why did the
mining projects fail to conduct environmental assessments when they would be expected? (2) Would
environmental assessments have had an impact on the projects if they were conducted? (3) Would
environmental impact assessments have addressed the questions of sustainability and environmental
justice adequately, even if they were conducted?
4.1. Why Did Projects Fail to Conduct Environmental Impact Assessments?
The failure of EIA may be one of the many factors for explaining environmental degradation
caused by coal mining in Inner Mongolia. Here are a few scenarios based on our investigation. First,
an EIA is not conducted at all. This applies to the many small scale mining operations. Many are
“illegal” as they do not have any permit. These operations tend to pay no attention to the environment.
They are allowed to be in operation mainly through bribing the government officials who will then
turn a blind eye on the environmental destructions. Under the pressure from repeated local protests,
there has been a tightening of regulations and cracking down on these operations. However, they
continue to be a major threat as corruption will continue to be severe. A second scenario is that an
EIA is conducted, but is falsified as the required criteria were not followed. This is concerned with
the legal operations. Again, official corruption is involved, which is the main reason EIAs are not
conducted or are falsified.
4.2. Would Environmental Impact Assessments Have Had an Impact?
We find that large state coal mines often had an EIA conducted. We examined key government
directives that provide technical guidelines for EIA for coal mines. China passed its EIA laws in
2002. In 2006, Technical Guidelines for EIA Coal Mine Master Plans was drafted. The guidelines
did not include any mandatory requirements in terms of EIA. That left much room for interpretation
of activities as to what was appropriate. It stated that the plan should include descriptions concerning
water, air pollution, land restoration, and public participation [57]. It is unclear how many EIAs were
done. However, an online search found four Master Plan EIAs, which were posted for public
notification as required by the EIA laws, an indication of implementation of the EIA laws and the
2006 Guidelines. These four EIAs, three from Ordos [58–60] and one from Hulunbeir [61] are
identical in terms of structure and contents, suggesting that they followed the same standard format
and guidelines used in coal mining in Inner Mongolia and possibly nationwide.
The public notifications are very superficial, mainly an overview of the planned project which
follows the guidelines but lack any specifics. Accompanying the notifications, a survey form asks
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questions such as: What do you think of the current environmental conditions in your area? What
impact will the project have on the environment? Do you support the implementation of the project
or not? The notifications were published in local newspapers or government websites. The public
were given 10 business days to respond, which was too short by international standards. A search did
not find any cases where public feedback was publicized or had any effect on the plans. That might
suggest that public participation did not play any role in the plan and the EIAs were done
superficially. Few EIA notifications were found online for the period between 2008 and 2011, only
one for 2010 [62] and one for 2011 [63].
The Technical Audit Points for Coal Mine Master Plan EIA Report was published in October
2011 by the Ministry of Environmental Protection [64], after the widespread protests in Inner
Mongolia in May. This is a comprehensive directive that provides detailed requirements for coal
mine planning and EIA. The Circumstances for Rejecting and Requiring Revisions of the Plan
include six items and three of them are:
A. The project may cause major impact to the ecology or underground water (quantity or
quality) but the plan does not provide mature and practical ecological recovery and
protection measures;
B. The local resource and environment is unable to provide the capacity for the possible direct
and indirect impact of urbanization and industrialization due to coal mining;
C. The majority of the public participants do not support the implementation of the project plan.
One of the Circumstances for Requiring Revisions of the Plan for reevaluation includes
irregularities of public participation, no explanations for accepting or rejecting public suggestions, or
obviously unreasonable rejection of public suggestions. The directive also states that the master plan
should ensure that the mining operation will protect the ecological integrity and biodiversity and
prevent desertification. Air pollution needs to be controlled during mining, transportation, and
storage, consumption, and waste management. However, many of the requirements are still vague
due to lack of specifics.
The latest EIA documents we found online include two EIA notifications [65,66] and one EIA
report [67]. They reflect the more stringent guidelines and contain more specifics than the 2006 and
2010 ones. The posting of an EIA Report provides information to the public. Interestingly, however,
the lead author of both the 2006 and 2011 guidelines was Beijing Huayu Engineering Co., Ltd. of the
Sino-Coal International Engineering Group, in cooperation with the State Environmental Protection
Bureau of China (now Ministry of Environmental Protection). Huayu or some other firms within
Sino-Coal have been the sole authors for the EIAs. So the guidelines and EIAs are likely to be on the
side of the coal industry, rather than the affected communities. The number of EIAs available online
is very small, compared to the number of mines in the region, possibly over 100. According to the
Chinese search engine Baidu, there were 82 state-owned mines in Inner Mongolia in 2009, including
five state-owned enterprises, 42 state-owned major mines, and 36 state-owned local mines [68].
The number should have increased, judging from the increased coal output in the region. More
importantly, the new EIA requirements were probably not followed in Inner Mongolia coal mine
planning and operations, judging by the high level of environmental degradation due to coal mining,
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as reported in Chinese official and international media. Consequently, EIAs have had only a limited
impact in protecting the environment.
4.3. Would Environmental Impact Assessments Have Addressed Sustainability and Environmental
Justice Adequately?
Furthermore, even if the more stringent EIA requirements were closely followed, many social
problems caused by the exploitation of natural resources in the ethnic regions were not going to go
away, as many Mongolians are likely to view the coal and the land as theirs, that they inherited from
their ancestors, and that the Chinese are outsiders coming in to take their resources away and destroy
their land and lifestyle. The central government may claim that the resources are national property.
Many Mongolians may believe that the nation should be the people instead of some state officials.
Considering the history of settlement and the Mongolian way of thinking, the mining plans may have
to incorporate the concept of environmental justice and respect the view of the local people and
culture, in addition to protecting the environment. Improvement in EIAs is needed for the environment,
but EIAs are inadequate for dealing with these social problems caused by resource exploitation in the
ethnic regions.
5. The Need to Stress Justice and Equity in Sustainability Impact Assessment
The above discussed problems in EIA practices in China need to be dealt with. For example,
public participation needs to be strengthened to allow full involvement from the beginning of the
project planning. It would be worthwhile to explore ways to have EIAs conducted by an independent
third party rather than by an affiliate of the coal companies, even though that may increase the
operational cost of the assessment. EIA has not been taken seriously because it concerns only the
environment, which is considered as a public good in China. The government, which is supposed to
take care of the environment and the resources, puts economic growth first. Public participation has
not been regarded as a key element in resource development as natural resources belong to the
government (Officially they belong to the state, but in reality the government, rather than the people,
is the state in China). Wealth from mining is mainly taken by the central government, with the rest of
the wealth taken by different levels of the governments. The local government, which usually
receives a third of the wealth, is left to take care of the social and economic welfare [52]. Corruption
and lack of funding have meant little is done for the common people. Such injustice and inequity
has led local people to organize to open illegal mines to steal and rob the resources, which they think
should belong to them [52]. Li Bo, head of Friends of Nature, an environmental non-government
organization (NGO) in China, believes that:
The environmental assessment of development projects should be much more open. The
possible existence of risk for any project—technological and economic, or social and
political—should be fully discussed before the project is implemented. Right now,
according to the law, there is a process for EIA. But the people who are in charge of
executing these are only responsible to their seniors, not to the people under them. So
these processes aren’t very open, and their discussions aren’t transparent. Because of this
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many projects are approved, and then their problems are only discovered afterwards. An
example is the recent PX incident—there’s a lot of fear and rage. These things can tear a
society apart [69].
Morrison-Saunders and Pope argue that there is inadequate consideration of trade-offs throughout
the sustainability assessment process and insufficient considerations of how process decisions and
compromises influence substantive outcomes [67]. If properly done, sustainability assessment
should indicate who gets what, who loses what, how, when and why [70]. Current EIAs in China are
concerned with trade-offs between the economy and the environment. They are not concerned with
trade-offs among different social groups. We argue that SIA should be adopted for subtle ethnic
regions in order to adequately evaluate economic, environmental and social impacts to help reduce
ethnic tensions. These impacts are interrelated and cannot be mitigated successfully unless they are
dealt with together. If fully enforced, SIA will ensure that the public is more involved and their
interest is better taken care of when justice and equity are a matter of concern in the assessment.
As sustainability assessment is new in China, we draw below some international experiences to
help with the discussion. Gibson et al. present the case of the assessment of the proposed major
nickel mining project near Voisey’s Bay on the north coast of Labrador (Canada), which is often
considered the first attempt to conduct sustainability assessment within a project approval context [19].
They challenge the common conceptualization of sustainability of three intersecting pillars representing
environmental, social and economic concerns, on which most practice of sustainability assessment is
based [19]. Gibson reports that an innovative environmental assessment and a set of surrounding and
consequential negotiations were conducted between 1997 and 2002 on the proposed project:
The proponent and other participants wrestled directly and often openly with the project’s
potential contribution to local and regional sustainability. The resulting agreements to proceed
were heavily influenced by the precedent-setting assessment, which imposed a “contribution to
sustainability” test on the proposed undertaking. Given the profound differences in background,
culture, priorities and formal power involved, as well as the record of tensions in the history of
this case and before, the agreements also represent a considerable achievement in conflict
resolution [71].
Faced with growing environmental and social crises, China’s new leader, Xi Jinping, has
criticized the “grow first, clean up later” approach and given more emphasis on ecological development
than his predecessors. Among other things, he recently called for stopping the GDP-based promotion
of government leaders [72]. Consequently, several provinces have lowered or abandoned using GDP
as the only measure of success for city or county leaders, affecting over 70 of China’s poorest cities
or counties [73]. Evaluation will instead be based on poverty reduction and environmental protection
[74]. It remains to be seen if the new policy will be applied to larger, wealthier cities. Nevertheless,
cleanup efforts have been increasing. Many interviewed officials cared about the environment and
were sympathetic for the Mongolian herders. There are indications that EIA will be more stringently
and widely implemented. Kahya reports that:
Concerns over water use from coal mining and gasification projects have led the Chinese
government to change the rules for new schemes. Mirroring recent “national plans” to
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tackle air pollution the Ministry of Water resources has announced a plan to limit coal
expansion based on regional water capacity. The rules mean the approval process for
large-scale projects must now include an appraisal of the available water [75].
Mclauchlan and Joao oppose the use of strategic environmental assessment (SEA) to deliver
environmental justice, partly because “a direct focus on the environment requires that factors
associated with environmental justice are not central to SEA [14].” That was exactly the case with
some projects that conducted EIAs. China should borrow global knowledge in environmental justice
and SIA to help with local practices and leapfrog the EIA stage to start SIA instead. Less-developed
ethnic regions should leapfrog the “grow first, clean up later” stage and start practicing sustainability,
so that further deepening of injustice and sustainability disparities might be avoided [12,13]. EIA has
been useful in some countries. An important reason is that these countries tend to follow the rule of
law and have an independent media and democratic government. Environmental injustice is partly
inherited in the undemocratic system. There are limited options China has as major political reforms
are unlikely to happen soon. Within the current political system, SIA certainly seems to be more
useful than EIA in dealing with justice and equity problems.
6. Conclusions
In this paper, we have explored the theoretical basis and possibility of developing SIA with an
emphasis on justice and equity to meet an urgent need in subtle ethnic regions such as Inner
Mongolia, China. In coal mining practices in Inner Mongolia, an EIA was often not conducted for the
large number of small scale so called “illegal” mines, or might have been falsified for many other
mines through corrupted officials. Our focus, however, has mainly been on those that have
conducted official EIAs following government guidelines but still fail to protect the environment
partly because the guidelines are inadequate. The government has tightened control over EIA along
with more specific and stringent guidelines.
Our research indicates that even if the new EIA guidelines are closely followed social justice and
economic equity problems will continue to exist, as EIAs do not deal with any ethnic social
problems. The assessment needs to include guidelines for justice and equity, in addition to protect the
physical environment. EIAs appear to be inadequate for that. Even though certain elements of
environmental justice such as participation can be incorporated into EIA/SEA, these elements are not
central to environmental assessments. Environmental assessments are concerned with the environment
while sustainability has addition concerns such as social justice and economic equity. Consequently,
EIA/SEA is in theory and practice inadequate as a tool in meeting sustainability challenges.
SIA would be in theory and practice a better tool than EIA/SIA for assessing sustainability
impact. The assessment needs to involve the effected ethnic groups at the very beginning and careful
negotiations are needed so that agreements can be reached. This would be an appropriate approach to
conflict resolution to take care of the profound differences and complex relations in the ethnic
regions. Public participation in SIA is an effective measure to ensure social and economic justice and
equity. SIA should recognize and respect traditional ethnic way of life, which has often been found to
be environmentally sustainable. It is important to let the local people make their own decisions
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concerning the use of their resources. They tend to be the people who care about the environment
the most and have the knowledge for sustainability. Social and economic equity, protecting the
environment, and respect for nature, culture, and autonomy of local ethnic groups should all be key
elements for SIA in the ethnic regions.
However, one practical challenge for SIA is corruption which has been also responsible for the
failing of EIA in Inner Mongolia. China’s political system presents another challenge to promoting
social and economic equity. Political reforms are necessary to enhance ethnic justice and equity.
Under the current political system, China should adopt the SIA for ethnic regions while continuing its
fight against corruption.
Many of the concepts discussed in this paper are contested, such as sustainability, justice, and
even participation. For example, Cooke and Kothari criticize “participatory development’s potential
for tyranny” as “it can lead to the unjust and illegitimate exercise of power” [76]. On the other hand,
Hickey and Mohan argue for transforming problematic traditional practices to citizen participation.
The contested nature of the terms shows the complexity of the issues and cautions us to avoid
drawing simplistic conclusions [77]. We hope that our report will provide the initial information and
stimulate future research into developing an SIA with justice and equity emphasized for easing
ethnic conflicts in ethnic regions.
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Improving China’s Environmental Performance through
Adaptive Implementation—A Comparative Case Study of
Cleaner Production in Hangzhou and Guiyang
Ting Guan, Dieter Grunow and Jianxing Yu
Abstract: This paper examines local policy implementation of Cleaner Production (CP) in China.
As the major policy implementer, China’s local government plays a crucial role in promoting CP.
A better understanding of the factors affecting local government’s incentives regarding CP and
different strategies available to the local government can help policy makers and implementers
improve CP practices and other environmental policy outcomes. This paper uses the cases of
Hangzhou and Guiyang to demonstrate that local conditions of policy implementation have a direct
impact on the success of CP promotion. Based on 35 in-depth interviews, statistical data and internal
government reports, we find that the location-based incentives of local government strongly
influence their implementation strategies; and that the choices of different strategies can bring out
various policy results. From this study, the identified location-based incentives are affected by
energy resource endowment, economic development stage and technological competence. The
successful implementation strategies involve using different policy instruments synthetically,
regulating CP service organizations by controlling their qualifications, differentiating CP subsidizations,
and improving transparency of project progress and outcomes.
Reprinted from Sustainability. Cite as: Guan, T.; Grunow, D.; Yu, J. Improving China’s
Environmental Performance through Adaptive Implementation—A Comparative Case Study of
Cleaner Production in Hangzhou and Guiyang. Sustainability 2014, 6, 8889-8908.
1. Introduction
Cleaner Production (CP) is considered as one of the most important preventive strategies to
improve environmental performance of industries [1,2]. Generally, CP practices aim to reduce
pollution and increase resource efficiency during industrial activities. As an attractive strategy for
pollution prevention and cost-effective production, CP practice has been carried out for more than
20 years in many countries all over the world [3]. During the 1990s, the concept of CP was first
introduced into China by the government and CP projects had been run under different programs
for more than a decade before it was officially enacted by legislative authority [4]. The Cleaner
Production Promotion Law of China (CPPLC) took effect on 1 January 2003 and marked the
normative and legal management for CP practice, and it was further revised in March 2012 to update
the new developments of CP regulations. This legislation of CP highlights China’s green ambition on
decoupling economic growth and its energy use from environmental deterioration. Nevertheless, the
realization of these ambitions was, and still is, a great challenge for China [5]. How to improve policy
implementation at the local level in order to promote CP practices is the key of the challenge.
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One popular perspective to address how the CP implementation can be successfully achieved is
to analyze the barriers of CP implementation focusing on the need of enterprises. A wide range of
barriers have been identified, including the approaches of technology innovation, management
strategies [1], market environment and organizational features [6–8]. Technology know-how and
CP tools are insufficiently catered to the complexity of industries [9]; information dissemination
and communications act as key roles in market promotion [10]; characteristics of firms influence
CP outcomes [8]; internal organizational factors, including commitment, leadership, support,
communication, staff involvement, and program design, affect CP practices [6,7]. Therefore, the
success of CP practices is the result of breaking down the barriers of incentives and capacities
of enterprises [8]. Consequently, a lot of CP policy recommendations focus on helping the
entrepreneurs to break through the barriers and give detailed advice to public authorities on how to
help those entrepreneurs. Nevertheless, many of the barriers-focused analyses are carried out in
regions of relatively well-developed CP market environment, where entrepreneurs are the key
players, while the government has little ambition or direct control on enforcing CP projects. The
pitfall of such analysis is that it fails to consider the policy design and implementation under
circumstances in which the CP market is not well-established and government exerts strong
influence on CP promotion.
In current social economics of China where a sound free market for CP practices is lacking
and government impact is significant, it is not surprising that the roles of state authority and
governmental organization are more prominent in promoting CP programs and nurturing the
formation of a CP program market [11]. Unlike other countries where CP was introduced as a
voluntary participating program, the CP programs in China fall under voluntary and mandatory
schemes, in which the latter is forcing designated enterprises to conduct CP projects [12]. Since the
central CP policies are only promulgated with certain basic principles and general regulation, local
governments become major promoters in enforcing CP implementation. They are given high
flexibility in directing local CP policies. As a result, local CP actions turn out to be quite different
from one region to another [13]. Specifically, under the same central policy, innovative strategy and
active implementation are found in some local governments while passive implementers applying
little effort exist in other locations.
Previous studies explored influential factors in local CP policy implementation in China from
the approaches of objective barriers and policy “prescriptions”. Many barriers exist in China’s CP
promotion procedure, such as the lack of co-benefit calculation demonstration [14], low awareness
and misconception of CP, inadequate institutional framework, constraints in technological facilities
and financial support, limited market of CP services, internal conflicts of implementing agencies,
and so on [13,15–17]. In order to overcome these barriers, regional government could improve
coordination between stakeholders, provide subsidies and increase capacity-building programs [17].
In addition, government could also ensure the continuity and rigorousness of CP projects [13] and
encourage enterprises by calculating their project’s profit-generating potential [13,18]. These
arguments are mostly drawn from approaches of CP implementation barriers and corresponding
policy recommendations. However, until now, little has been known about why and how the CP
policies are reshaped at the local level, within China’s authoritarian regime. Therefore, the purpose
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of this paper is to examine local CP policy implementation and to explore the reasons why different
localities act differently and have varied CP outcomes under the same central policy—by analyzing
incentives and actions of local government.
To identify the incentives and strategies of local governments in CP promotions, this paper will
analyze China’s governmental structure, local government’s incentive structure and implementation
strategies of CP policies. The question we want to demonstrate is, under similar institutional
arrangements, how local governments’ incentives and corresponding strategy choices influence local
CP practices. We have selected Hangzhou and Guiyang as two comparable, yet quite different cases.
They have similar institutional arrangements but different site-specific conditions, which lead to
diversified implementing strategies by the local governments. The study is based on 35 interviews in
Hangzhou, Guiyang and Beijing and a review of policy documents and statistical data, focusing on
local implementing strategies and their outcomes.
The structure of the paper is as follows: after a brief review of the literature, an overview of CP
implementation, including related actors, governmental structure and key process of CP policy will
be given in Section 2. In Section 3 we will present the key concepts and the theoretical framework
guiding the analysis, and in Section 4, we describe the methods and data used. In Sections 5 and 6,
we present our analysis of the two city cases in detail. Finally, we will discuss the findings and
conclusions in Section 7.
2. Overview of CP Implementation in China
Apart from central government’s guidance and scrutiny, successful CP practices at the local level
in China rely on the endeavors of an array of actors and stakeholders: local government, enterprises,
CP service organizations, and others such as research institutions and media. Local governments are
responsible for providing information, announcing regulations/legislations, allocating financial
support (optional), and supervising that mandatory enterprises practice CP. Although the duty of CP
initiation belongs to the local government, enterprises are the actual executive body for carrying out
the various CP projects. As mentioned in Section 1, enterprises are either compulsorily or voluntarily
implementing CP. According to Article 11 of CPPLC (2012), those enterprises with high energy
consumption, overweight pollution or poisonous discharges are defined as targeted enterprises which
must enroll in the mandatory scheme to undertake the CP project [19]. The third actor is known as
“CP service organizations”, such as energy service companies and intermediary organizations. They
are involved because they provide a broad range of energy-saving and pollution-reducing solutions
and consultancy, including specific designs and detailed implementation for individual CP projects.
Research institutes also play important roles—in the development of CP technologies. In addition,
public media have some influence in promoting local CP practices by raising public awareness.
Among all these actors, governments are the policy initiators of CP projects. The governmental
structure regarding CP policy implementation involves a variety of government departments at
multiple levels (Figure 1). At the national level, the program is supervised by the National Energy
Commission (NEC) under the State Council, and the overall implementation of CP policy and its
target is in the charge of the National Development and Reform Commission (NDRC) and Ministry
of Environmental Protection (MEP). Following the allocated quota and plans from central
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government, local governments are directly involved in the individual CP project, including project
promotion, auditing, and evaluation. Specifically, under the local leading group for Energy Saving
and Emission Reduction, the Environmental Protection Bureau and the Economic Development and
Trade Commission are mainly responsible for CP policy implementation. They organize and coordinate
the overall promotion of CP and the Bureau of Planning, Science and Technology, Construction,
Water Resource and Quality and Technical Supervision all work together in the accordance with their
own responsibilities [19].

Figure 1. Governmental structure of CP (Cleaner Production) policy implementation in China.
The strategy of local CP policy implementation varies in different areas; however, the
implementation mode of mandatory CP projects has been formalized by CPPLC, which is composed
of at least four stages (Appendix A). First of all, targeted enterprises are identified by the local
government on the basis of the three conditions stated in the above paragraphs: those enterprises with
high energy consumption, overweight pollution or poisonous discharges will be included. Then the
list and basic information of these targeted enterprises is publicized in local newspapers or other
influential media, to accept scrutiny from the public. These targeted enterprises, then, must conduct
CP projects that are constituted by seven steps: planning and organizing, pre-assessment, assessment,
development and screening measures, feasibility analysis, CP option implementation and sustaining
CP [13]. Finally, these mandatory CP projects are reviewed and evaluated by an experts committee,
which is organized by local governments.
Although this process description seems to indicate a rather directive implementation procedure,
there is room for divergent CP promotion by local administration. Even for mandatory CP projects,
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local governments are given high discretionary powers to supervise the process, let alone the
voluntary ones. Therefore, local governments have considerable decision-making power within their
jurisdiction regions.
3. Framework for Analyzing Local CP Policy Implementation
Considering the high influence of local governments in CP promotion, city governments and
bureaucracies are conceptualized as the “local governmental group”, taken as the main study object
in this paper. We propose a priori that local government’s incentive is one of the most influential
factors to the formations of local CP strategies; and varied strategies bring out different CP policy
impacts and outcomes in various places. Adapted from conceptual framework by Oliver and
Ortolano (2006) [17], which was designed for analyzing the implementation of the CP program, we
focus the analytical framework on internal incentives and the corresponding implementation strategy
of local government. Figure 2 shows our framework for an analysis of CP policy implementation at
city level in Hangzhou and Guiyang. The actors of local government and targeted enterprises are
involved. Overall, local governments must develop practical strategies for promoting local CPs to
meet targets prescribed by higher authorities and by local interests. In order to achieve this, the
cadres are expected to conduct policy experiments, create models, and advance policy innovations to
promote CP [20].
Extrinsic incentives;
Intrinsic incentives

External factors;
Internal factors

Local Government
(Incentives)

Local Government
(Strategy design)

Location-based
incentives

Plans;
Measures

External factors:
Market environment;
Market capacity

Local
Government
(Actions)

Targeted
Enterprises

Targeted
Enterprises
(Actions)

Internal factors:
Awareness;
Incentives;
Capacities

Figure 2. Conceptual framework for analyzing local CP policy implementation.
By referring to the work of Heberer and Schubert about strategic groups [21], the given incentives
of developing local strategies can be categorized into extrinsic and intrinsic types: (1) Extrinsic
incentives strengthen the motivation of local cadres to improve their performance. One key interest
for local leading cadres is promotion within the administrative hierarchy [20]. In addition, social
standing and prestige (face “mianzi”), remuneration, bonus, and threat of punishment and demotion
all belong to this category [21]; (2) Intrinsic incentives indicate the local cadre’s former position,
socialization, and personal background. However, neither extrinsic nor intrinsic incentives can
explain diverging patterns of local implementation strategy in a sufficient way [21]. Therefore, we
define a third type of incentive: location-based incentive. These types of incentives are drawn from
local conditions regarding geography, socio-economic development, culture and so on. This study
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examines which and how those site-specific conditional factors are affecting local CP promotion
strategy and actions.
Another important aspect of local government implementation is the content of specific strategies
for CP promotions. As mentioned above, central CP policies in China are formulated by enabling
adaptive strategies, to allow more flexibility in local implementation. Paul Berman has argued that
the local implementing strategy should be designed to match policy situations [22] (p. 2). Based on
this concept, adaptive implementation, defined as “a process that allows policy to be modified,
specified, and revised—In a word, adaptive—According to the unfolding interaction of the policy
with its institutional setting” is considered to be crucial for promising policy outcomes [22] (p. 9). In
terms of CP promotions, local implementation and initiative measures are developed and formalized
by local cadres who are influenced by various external and internal factors. This investigation
demonstrates CP promotion strategies of local government in Hangzhou and Guiyang, and analyzes
the relationship between their strategies (i.e., policy impact) and the CP policy outcomes.
The second set of actors in Figure 2 refers to enterprises that are listed in compulsory CP
programs. Actions of these enterprises depend on external factors, including market environment and
capacity; and internal factors, such as awareness, incentives and capacities within the organizations.
As mentioned earlier, these enterprises are strongly influenced by local governments’
encouragements and regulations. CP actions of enterprises are measured by their saved energy,
reduced waste and pollution, and generated profit.
Based on the framework for analyzing local CP policy implementation in Figure 2, this study
concentrates on (1) location-based incentives of local government; and (2), the adapted local
strategies (policy impact) for promoting CP practices in Hangzhou and Guiyang, respectively. The
aim is to conclude implementation modalities and their effects based on observation and analysis.
Further implications for CP policy design in China will be drawn.
4. Methodology
By analyzing the incentives and strategies of CP promotion with a focus on the above dimensions
in a case comparison of two cities (Hangzhou and Guiyang), we seek for explanations for the
different implementation strategies and their outcomes of CP promotion at the city level.
Hangzhou and Guiyang have been chosen as case cities due to their similar local leaders’ support,
institutional arrangements, and different local site-specific conditions. Both Hangzhou and Guiyang
have been ecological provincial capitals since the early 1990s, thus local leaders in both cities are
supportive for environmental policies. Consequently, the extrinsic incentives of local cadres to
implement CP policy are similar. Moreover, treating the government officers as a group, we ignore
the intrinsic incentives of individuals. Furthermore, similar institutional arrangements are found in
these two cities as described in Section 2. The third incentive for local government is related to
site-specific conditions, which are different in these two cities: (a) As shown in Table 1, Hangzhou’s
economy is more advanced than that of Guiyang. Despite a strong economic development in both
cities, GDP per capita in Hangzhou is always more than triple that of Guiyang; (b) Resource
endowments are fundamentally different. Hangzhou is in an area with scarce energy resources and,
therefore, heavily dependent on energy imports, while Guizhou province, where Guiyang is located,
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is a resource-abundant area. Guizhou produced 170 million tons of coal in 2012 alone and it is also
famous for mineral products, such as bauxite and phosphate rocks; (c) The two cities are quite
different in terms of technology development. Hangzhou is a national center of technology innovation;
it has 24 national research institutes and well-known universities, and many of these research entities
are involved in environmental and energy-saving research [23]. In contrast, technology development
related to energy and the environment is lacking in Guiyang.
Table 1. GDP per Capita in Hangzhou and Guiyang.
Year
GDP per
capita (RMB)

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

Hangzhou

44,871

51,908

61,315

70,948

74,761

86,691

101,370

111,758

Guiyang

14,934

17,025

17,732

20,638

22,832

26,209

31,712

37,822

Note: (Resource: Hangzhou Statistic Yearbook 2006–2013; Guiyang Statistic Yearbook 2006–2013).

The incentives of local government and specific strategies to promote CP practices in these
two cities are described and analyzed based on our analytical model, shown in Figure 2. The analysis
focuses on the incentives and decision-making of the local government group in the dashed line box:
(a) the influence of local conditions on government group incentives; (b) adapted strategies and
measures in Hangzhou and Guiyang respectively. The overall outcome of CP implementation is
measured by the numbers of CP projects, the number of enterprises involved, and the results of these
CP projects. Particularly, the “success” and “failure” standard of CP implementations is measured
by three aspects: (a) the number of CP projects; (b) the cost-benefits of CP projects; (c) the rate of
“passing” (or “failing”) rating by the expert-reviews of the CP projects. The analytical model
identifies the influential aspects of local conditions and strategies used by local government with
regard to these outcome measures.
The data and materials that we collected and analyzed are from government documents, publicly
accessible, as well as internal government statistics, local newspaper articles, related documents
from associations, and internal governmental reports. In addition, onsite fieldwork was conducted by
the author: 35 governmental officers, experts, representatives of industrial companies, research institutes,
and CP service organizations in Hangzhou and Guiyang were interviewed between October 2012
and April 2013 (Appendix B). The interviews were semi-structured and lasted for 1–2 h. The list of
questions which have been covered in the interviews is shown in Appendix C.
5. Comparison of CP Policy Implementation in Hangzhou and Guiyang
The case comparison starts with a longitudinal overview of the development of implementation
initiatives (impact) and results (outcome) in the two cities—followed by a case specific reconstruction of
these differences (based on the interviews). CP had been introduced to Hangzhou and Guiyang since
2002 and 2006, respectively. About one decade since its launch, the effects (in terms of impact on
local implementation arrangements) of CP promotions in these two cities varied a lot.
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From 2002 to 2014, 57,422 projects with more than 2720 enterprises involved in Hangzhou have
been conducted and the number of CP enterprises has soared dramatically in recent years [24].
(Some enterprises are calculated more than once as they conduct two or three rounds of CP projects).
As shown in Table 2, the number of CP enterprises in Hangzhou has risen from 4 in 2002 to
322–542 per year in the latest three successive years. The total investment of CP projects in
Hangzhou is a little short of RMB3 billion. And we are informed by the vice director from EDTC in
Hangzhou that the local passing rate is relatively high, though the specific data was not available.
Table 2. Number of enterprises within CP program in Hangzhou and Guiyang.
Year
Number of CP Hangzhou
Enterprises
Guiyang

2002
4
/

2004
16
/

2007
239

2008
264

2009
314

2010
228

20

2011
184
4

2012
542

2013
322
17

2014
356

Note: Resources: data from [24,25].

In Guiyang, the first CP practices began in 2006 and only 1453 projects within 41 enterprises
finished conducting CP projects until September 2014. Even considering the enterprises with still
ongoing projects, there are only 55 more [25]. Moreover, CP projects in 19 enterprises failed to pass
the expert-review due to site relocation, technology upgrade or closure [25]. The failing rate is
roughly one third, excluding the ongoing CP projects. This high failing rate indicates that a high
investment for CP projects is wasted as it produces no economic values. Such waste is a squeeze
of the investment, because the effective investment is only roughly two thirds of total investment.
The total direct investment is about RMB1.5 billion. Therefore, effective investment is only one
billion [25]. Despite the relatively high investment in Guiyang, as the direct investment is about 55%
of that in Hangzhou, the annual direct economic benefit in Guiyang is less than 5% of that compared
to Hangzhou (Table 3). According to the longitudinal data, the annual economic benefits of
RMB2400 million in Hangzhou in contrast to RMB173 million in Guiyang was produced, as
summarized in Table 3 [24].
All these numbers indicate that the quantity and quality of CP projects in these two cities varied
a lot. This also holds true for saved energy. Annual saved energy equals almost 450,000 tons of
standard coal in Hangzhou (with its much higher GDP/capita), while it is not clear of the amount in
Guiyang. No specific data was applied due to an unclear calculation method. Thus it is perhaps fair to
conclude that CP policy implementation has received much better results (outcome) in Hangzhou
compared to that in Guiyang.
5.1. CP Policy Implementation in Hangzhou
The eagerness of the Hangzhou government to promote energy saving actions started from 2003
to 2004, when Hangzhou suffered serious power shortages. During the summer time, when demand
peaks (due to the hot weather), this resulted in the establishment of a temporary power quota for
enterprises and power cuts for residential areas. In response, the Hangzhou government was forced to
put its effort into vigorous measures to tackle such problems as they are detrimental to local economy
development. A severe challenge faced by the government is that Hangzhou depends heavily on
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energy import, which is difficult to grow quickly enough in a short time period to meet soaring
demands—since it needs corresponding infrastructure, such as electric grid and power plants.
Improving energy efficiency seems to be the only practical choice. As a result of this, Hangzhou
initiated CP practices even earlier than the respective decisions taken by the central government.
Table 3. CP policy outcomes in Hangzhou and Guiyang.
City
Year
Number of Finished CP Projects
Direct Investment (Million RMB)
Annual Economic Benefits of the
Project (Million RMB)
Annual Saved Energy
(Standard Coal Equivalent (Tons))
Total City Governmental Subsidy
(Million RMB)

Hangzhou
2002–2014
57,422 projects with more than
2720 enterprises involved
2852

Guiyang
2006–2014
1453 projects with 41
enterprises involved
1577

2400

173

449,480

Not Identified

90

Not Identified

Note: (Resources: data from [24,25]).

Nevertheless, early impacts from CP were not promising, particularly the pilot projects. In 2002,
only four projects were conducted in the whole province. During the initiating period, there is almost
no CP market, mainly because of three challenges: (1) The technology support is limited because of
insufficiency of intermediary organizations: in 2002, there was only one CP service organization
under the Institute of Environmental Science Research & Design (ESRD) in the whole Zhejiang
Province; (2) The cost of the project was too high: ESRD charged enterprises a minimum of
RMB100,000 for each project. Without any government subsidies or direct profit generated from CP
projects, the initial investment was too high and risky for enterprises to invest in CP, especially those
small ones with limited resources; (3) There were very few examples at the beginning that benefited
from successful CP projects in the region. Thus, investment in CP was not seen as rational strategies
for the enterprises.
In response to these challenges, many measures were carried out. First, the quantity and quality of
CP service organizations were improved by the Hangzhou government step-by-step. The first batch
of CP service organizations were mainly persuaded by local government promotion. While more and
more enterprises and service organizations got involved in CP practices [26], strict regulations on
CP service organizations were issued by the Hangzhou government in order to promote quality of
CP policy implementation. One of the basic regulations is that all the CP service organizations are
required to sign a mandatory two-year contract with the Zhejiang Government. According to the
contract, intermediary organizations must meet many strict qualification requirements [27]. For
example, each institution must have more than six full-time national clean production auditors,
including at least two auditors who have more than five years of work experience and are familiar
with energy and environmental issues, one full-time professional and technical personnel. With these
explicit regulations, the development of CP service organizations was getting better gradually.
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Besides, additional subsidies for CP projects were provided by the Hangzhou government at an
early stage as incentives to encourage enterprises to join in CP practices. Later more detailed subsidy
regulations were issued to regulate subsidy allocations more efficiently. From 2002, CP service
organizations in the Energy Conservation Association were persuaded by the Hangzhou government
to set the benchmark price as RMB50,000 for each project. As a result, in 2004, all of the CP service
organizations, including the one under ESRD, reduced the minimum price of a CP project to
RMB50,000. Meanwhile, the RMB50,000 subsidy for each CP project is provided by the
Hangzhou government.
With successful initiation of CP, the Hangzhou government decided to change the way of
subsidy allocation in order to promote the quality of CP policy implementation—starting from 2011.
Specifically, the companies that passed the Clean Production Audit are divided into different groups
according to the scores (remarks) they get during the audit process, which are allocated by an
expert-review system. Projects with scores higher than 95 (included) will be rewarded RMB50,000;
those with scores higher than 90 (90–94) will be rewarded RMB40,000; and for those marked
from 85 to 90 will get RMB30,000. No rewards will be given if scores of projects are below 85.
Consequently, the quality of CP projects has greatly improved ever since.
As a result of the measures above, since 2004, the enterprises were able to carry out CP projects
under almost no cost because of the regulated price and government subsidies were the same, i.e.,
RMB50,000. Enterprises started to be attracted to participate in CP practices, since the possibility of
energy savings and waste recycling during the production process essentially lowers the production
cost, thus increases the profit. As more and more enterprises involved into CP and got benefits from
those projects, it became obvious that CP was economically a good practice for enterprises. Owing to
these adaptive implementing measures of the Hangzhou’s government, more and more enterprises
got enrolled into this program. Even after 2011, when government subsidies became more restricted,
the rising trend of enterprises that are willing to join in CP continues, indicating the popularity of CP
practices among entrepreneurs. Until 2012, the number of enterprises soared to 542, ten times higher
than 10 years ago, when CP was first initiated.
Based on our field work, two key aspects are prominent during CP implementation in
Hangzhou: (1) the high internal incentives of CP promotion from the Hangzhou government and
(2) well-adaptive implementing strategy executed by the government to promote CP projects.
In spite of the exceptional results from CP practices, however, during our interviews, it was
mentioned that many other problems still exist. For example, some interviewees reflect that CP
service organizations are still behaving quite differently: some companies finish their projects
carefully while others tend to temporize. In addition, fake companies that target the government’s
subsidies by fabricating CP projects with enterprises still exist.
5.2. CP Policy Implementation in Guiyang
The internal incentives of the Guiyang government to promote CP projects are vague at best.
Due to easy access to energy and other natural resources, combined with a laggard economy, there is
neither need nor the availability of financial resources for the Guiyang government to support
CP. Consequently, the awareness of CP promotion among local government is low. Besides very
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few “Green-Promotion” leaders, most of the other cadres are much more in favor of
“Economic-Promotion”. During our local interviews, we found that the Guiyang officers were, in a
way, lacking incentives to implement CP policies. “We are already the poorest province in China and
we have fallen extremely behind the national average level”, said a senior leader in DRC, “Honestly,
we are desperately hungry for GDP, because our current (economic) condition is quite different from
east (China)”. When we mentioned that CP can also help the enterprises have profitable and efficient
development patterns, an officer from the Financial Bureau told us: “These kinds of programs are all
long-term work. Because of current cadre turnover and cadre evaluation system, it is crucial for local
leaders to have deliverable political accomplishments as soon as possible”. Similar views were
recorded repeatedly during our fieldwork.
Nevertheless, with the law and policies enforced by the central government, CP promotion has to
be tucked into local government agendas, regardless of the attitude of the Guiyang government.
During the implementation of CP policy, Guiyang faces similar challenges as Hangzhou. First,
Guiyang lacks sophisticated CP service organizations. The current situation is: (a) there are few
existing qualified research institutes in Guiyang for CP; (b) newly-founded high-tech service
organizations are facing many obstacles, such as insufficient government financial support, limited
land, and other facilities; however, little willingness was shown by the Guiyang government to
promote such service organizations because of it being such a daunting task that delivers no direct
economic accomplishment. So far, neither specific local regulations nor provisional ones have been
applied to tackle this issue. In fact, most of the completed CP projects in Guiyang are supported by
institutes directly appointed by the local government or by the research and development centers of
the enterprises themselves. For example, for one of the top resources-consuming enterprises, China
Aluminum Corporation, their manufacturer only trusts and relies on its own research institute for CP
technology innovation instead of service centers in Guiyang. As a local officer mentioned, “there are
not many CP service organizations and most of them are of quite low quality. So they are hardly
trusted by local enterprises. These enterprises also fear the leaking of their energy consumption data
when taking part in CP, which are widely considered as commercial sensitive information. The lack
of trust in the system is a fundamental problem”.
Second, active participation in the CP of local enterprises is rare because of the high cost of the CP
project. The deadlock of new CP promotion at the initial stage was broken by strong government
willingness and measures in Hangzhou. In contrast in Guiyang, hardly any effort was made to lower
the cost of CP projects or provide strong financial support for CPP projects. Based on our review,
Guiyang had no special financial support for CP until 2012. Enterprises can only conduct the CP
projects by applying for subsidies under other categories, such as the technological upgrading
subsidy and the technical innovation subsidy, the special subsidy for small enterprise, tax relief and
so on. These subsidies are not easy to apply for because they target a wide spectrum of projects and
the overall budgets are relatively limited, which means it is very competitive to get funded.
Furthermore, applicants can hardly get the approved subsidies on time. “Part of the problem is that
enterprises themselves find it is hard to apply for government funds”. Even if they get the fund, they
cannot get money on time for various reasons, especially for local special funds, “for example, some
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of our energy saving projects that were approved last year (2010), has not been fully funded until
now and it is November 2011 already”, said an officer in district-level EDTC.
6. Summary of Case Comparison: Location-Based Incentives and Implementing Strategies
The outcomes of CP policy implementations in Hangzhou and Guiyang are quite different: the
former enjoys the continuing boost of CP participators, while the latter is still struggling with limited
pilot projects. Many initiatives and active measures were found in Hangzhou, but Guiyang
implemented the policy passively and reluctantly. The reasons for these differences can be
interpreted from two aspects: (1) incentives for CP promotions are much higher in Hangzhou, partly
due to Hangzhou’s site conditions; (2) local implementing strategies are better in adjusting central
policies into local conditions, in one word, being more “adaptive”, in Hangzhou than that in Guiyang.
With regard to incentives of local government for implementing CP, as mentioned in Section 3,
the extrinsic incentives are almost the same for Hangzhou and Guiyang, and the intrinsic incentives
can be minimized due conceptualizing local cadres as a group. The biggest difference between
Hangzhou and Guiyang are location-based incentives, affected by varying site conditions. Particularly,
based on the analysis of Section 5, the incentives of the local governments are affected by the
following conditional factors: resource endowment, economic stage, and technology development.
First, resource endowment appears to have a direct impact on the priority of CP promotion on the
local government agenda. After experiencing the severe power cut and limitation in 2003, the
Hangzhou government had sufficiently realized the significance and urgency to deal with the power
shortage in order to secure economic development. Promoting energy saving by CP is, therefore, a
feasible choice for local policy makers. The scarce resource endowment became an internal driving
force for the local government to actively promote CP practices. In contrast, richness in energy
resources allows high energy consuming industries to grow fast continuously in Guiyang. Promoting
CP may potentially impede the expansion of the energy-dependent economic sector in the short term,
and slow down the economic growth. Therefore, it is comprehensible that, to some extent, resource
abundant regions possibly lack incentives for CP promotion.
Second, the economic stage and government fiscal condition limit the options of local
governments to subsidize CP projects, which further affect their incentive to promote these projects.
A detailed discussion of the fiscal structure of these two cities is beyond the scope of this paper.
Nevertheless, a close look at the overall governmental fiscal situation shows that Hangzhou has a
much better fiscal position to support environmental policies compared to Guiyang. In 2012, the
Hangzhou government (including city and county levels) had revenue of RMB86 billion against the
expenditure of RMB78.63 billion, enjoying RMB8 billion surpluses [28]. In the same fiscal year, the
Guiyang government revenue was RMB24.1 billion, while the expenditure was RMB35.1 billion,
which indicates RMB9 billion deficits [29]. Therefore, allocating an extra budget for CP is an easy
decision for the Hangzhou government because of the sufficient fiscal budget. While in Guiyang,
increasing the financial support for CP projects means either budget cuts for projects of other
purposes or more deficits for the local government; both options are not attractive to Guiyang
government. As is shown in Table 3, the Hangzhou government allocates 90 million for CP
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promotion while almost no special CP fund was found in Guiyang. Financial support for CP in
Guiyang is all subsumed under “other fund” title and it is very hard to specify its amount.
Third, the development of technology and service organizations is also a key element to secure
the success of CP. The high reputational group of people with CP expertise in Hangzhou is the
backbone of CP service organizations and the expert committee. They are not only facilitating the
accomplishment of an individual CP project but also ensuring high quality of the project. The
best-practice cases, therefore, are more likely to gain a good reputation among entrepreneurs by
generating economic values and drawing in further participants. The lack of technology development
in Guiyang results in an inability to carry out high quality CP projects and this probably is part of the
reason for the high failing rate and low economic benefits of CP projects. Consequently, CP lost
government trust as well as entrepreneur’s support, which hinders its promotion.
Besides these location-based incentives of local government, the implementing strategies that are
used at the local level are also fundamentally important for CP promotion. This study points to the
conclusion that initiatives to CP promotion in Hangzhou and Guiyang are both processes of adaptive
implementation. However, Hangzhou appears to have done a better job in policy redesigning and
implementation, better customized central policy in local context, therefore leading to a better policy
outcome, while Guiyang tends to implement passively, with little deliberateness in appropriating CP
decisions into local conditions. The strategy of well-adaptive implementation drawn from the case
of Hangzhou is summarized below.
A typical strategy of the Hangzhou government is to utilize a bunch of policy instruments, such as
the command and control instrument, economic instrument, and communication instrument, in CP
promotion. As mentioned in Section 2, CP is mainly promoted by China’s government through a
hierarchal system. Therefore, in Hangzhou, annual CP targets were set and contracts were signed
between government and targeted enterprises. Since these contracts were placed into the responsibility of
enterprises’ leaders and local cadres, they have to commit themselves to achieve CP targets,
otherwise their promotions will be affected. Along with these “sticks,” in order to kick off this new
program, Hangzhou also provides a full subsidy for targeted enterprises. In addition, energy service
organizations were persuaded to join the CP program. These multi-pronged efforts have successfully
raised local CP awareness and stimulated CP practices.
Furthermore, recognizing many constrains in the CP market, detailed regulations for CP service
organizations were issued to overcome CP market barriers. Since 2008, a two-year contract needs to
be signed by all the CP service organizations with the Hangzhou government. The contract stipulates
that all the CP service organizations must accept expert review and meet CP service requirements.
Only with this contract can CP service organizations participate in a CP project; however, no
regulations like this were identified in Guiyang. Although it also suffered from insufficiency and
low-competence of CP service organizations, rare progress was made by the local government. The
relative low competence of CP service organizations in Guiyang damages the reputation of CP
among enterprises.
With more and more enterprises involved, differentiated CP subsidizations were introduced to
Hangzhou’s CP subsidy system. Since 2011, stricter regulations were issued and different subsidies
were provided for CP enterprises, based on the scores given by expert reviews of conducted projects.
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In order to get higher subsidies from the government, targeted enterprises are encouraged to improve
the quality of their projects. By introducing an expert review system, a fair and open competitive
platform was provided for enterprises. Varied subsidization further promoted enterprises’ enthusiasm
for conducting CP projects.
Another pillar for improving CP practices is increasing transparency of project information.
Although CP information publication has been claimed by the central government, local
implementation seems to be quite different. For example, most CP information can be easily found
on the official website in Hangzhou and subjected to public scrutiny, while much less information
can be observed in Guiyang via similar channels. Some CP news in Guiyang was released, yet in a
rather random and unsystematic way. Thus, it is perhaps difficult to inform and stimulate local
enterprises’ actions in Guiyang. Lack of transparency may create additional barriers for local enterprises
to participate in CP. In Hangzhou, a fair and open process to distribute the funding gives more motivation
to enterprises to ensure a high quality project. Contrastingly, the black box funding distribution in
Guiyang hampered the enthusiasm of local enterprises.
7. Conclusions and Discussions
CP has been promoted in many countries and deemed as a powerful strategy to improve
environmental performance. Unlike the voluntary-based CP program in western countries, China’s
government is the most important initiator and promoter for CP practices. Because of heavy
intervention of governments, decision-making and execution of China’s government is crucial for CP
promotions. As local governments have enough flexibility to implement CP policies, they are
apparently playing pivotal roles in initiating local CP practices. In order to uncover the influence of
local government to CP implementations, this study takes the incentives and strategies of local
governments as the main objectives and develops a conceptual framework for analyzing local CP
policy implementation in China.
The results from this study suggest that unbalanced implementation of CP at the local level
remains a challenge for policy makers. The differences of policy impacts and outcomes are highly
dependent on local governments’ motivations and implementing strategies. As mentioned previously,
the incentives of local cadres include three types: intrinsic incentives, extrinsic incentives and
location-based incentives. Due to existing similarities between Hangzhou and Guiyang, this study
allows us to focus on the location-based incentives, and we find that this type of incentive is mainly
affected by three conditional factors that are different from one region to another: resource
endowment, economic stage, and technology development. Local government is more likely to be
incentivized to implement CP policies innovatively under the following conditions: (a) local
resource endowment is scarce; (b) the economy is relatively well-developed and the local
government financial situation is strong; and (c) technology providers in the CP- related environment
and energy domain are technologically competent.
With regard to CP policy implementation, it is fair to conclude that CP projects in China are
mostly promoted in a command and control way. In both Hangzhou and Guiyang, the progress of
CP implementation, whether good or not, is under the relevant control of local government as they
involve virtually all aspects of CP from setting target enterprises to evaluating the results. As an
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encouraging progress, market-base mechanisms are increasingly used in CP practices, but still in a
rather controlled manner. Therefore, it is not surprising that this study concludes the different
implementing strategies of local government tend to produce completely different results. This
investigation has revealed a number of strategies that contributed to the success of local CP
promotion: (a) different policy instruments are used in a combined way for promoting CP practices;
(b) detailed regulations of local CP service organizations are required for building CP market
capacity; (c) differentiated CP subsidizations, based on the results of expert reviews, are more likely
to promote high quality CP practices; and (d) high transparency of project information may promote
activities of targeted enterprises towards CP.
Although some insight into CP implementation is drawn based on the two cases of Hangzhou
and Guiyang, it is worthy to emphasize that there is no universally best way to implement the CP
policy: implementation can only be effective if the policies can be and were adjusted to suit local
conditions [22]. In China, under the same institutional arrangement, central policies are implemented
in all 2862 Chinese counties with diversified local site conditions. As a result, to adapt central
policies into local conditions, proper implementing strategies of modification, specification and
revision are indispensable. In order to improve CP practices effectively, well-adaptive implementation at
the local level is necessary.
As is known that a top-down approach is frequently adopted in China’s context: some experts and
policy makers have sought to improve implementation quality by passing cleaner and stricter central
policies [30]; however, the practice of CP promotion in China shows a different scenario: guided by
central CP policies, local governments are given space and flexibility to develop local strategies that
may meet both the central government’s target and local interests. It has been noticed that as legislation
gets stricter and/or resources invested into innovative strategies are very limited and conditioned, the
implementers find it more difficult to adapt it to the different local interests involved [30]. Therefore,
certain flexibility should be incorporated into policy design on the central level for more effective
policy implementation, even if that means missing the policy targets in areas where the policy
doesn’t fit local interests. As Berman and McLaughlin conclude, excessive control can lead
deliverers to follow guidelines only symbolically [31]. For future studies, it would be interesting to
assess the needed extent of the “strictness” or “discretion” of CP central policies, in order to ensure
both “discretion” and “fidelity” of local adaptive implementation. Another remaining aspect is how
to build CP capacity in enterprises, service organizations and research centers in China. As reviewed
at the beginning, capacity building of these actors is considered as an important requirement for CP
promotion [1,8]. The factors which contribute to the capacity development of these actors should be
addressed by future research.
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Appendix A
CP Implementation Process

Actors

Targeted enterprises identification

Local Gov.

Information publication of targeted
enterprises

Local media

CP project conduction
Planning and organizing, Pre-assessment,
Assessment, Develop and screen
measures, Feasibility analysis, CP option,
Implementation, and Sustaining CP

Evaluation of CP implementation

Enterprise;
CP service
organization
Experts;
Local Gov.

Figure A1. Local mandatory CP policy implementation and related actors. Note:
(Resource from [13,19]).
Appendix B
Table A1. Interview List.
No.

Interviewee

iH01

C

iH02

W

iH03

Q

iH04

L

iH05

S

Type of Organization
Research Institute (Zhejiang Province
Institute of Metrology)
Research institute (Institute for Thermal Power
Engineering of Zhejiang University)
Hangzhou Government (Development and
Reform Commission)
Hangzhou Government (Economic Development
and Trade Commission)
Research institute (Institute for Thermal
Power Engineering of Zhejiang University)

Title

Date

Vice president

21 September 2012

Researcher

18 September 2012

Vice Director

24 September 2012

Vice Director

26 September 2012

Researcher

29 September 2012
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No.

Interviewee

Type of Organization

Title

Date

iH06

S

Energy service institute (Energy Saving
Association)

Professor;
Energy expert

15 October 2012

iH07

S

Energy service institute (Energy Saving
Association)

President

16 October 2012

iH08

L

Hangzhou Government (Economic Development
and Trade Commission)

Vice Director

22 October 2012

iH09

X

Zhejiang Provincial Government
(Energy Auditing Team)

Chief
Engineer

25 October 2012

iH10

H

Energy service institute (CP Energy
Evaluation Centre)

Researcher

29 October 2012

iH11

L

Hangzhou Energy service institute
(Energy Saving Association)

Former
president

5 November 2012

iH12

H

Hangzhou Energy service institute (Zheda
CP center)

President

14 November 2012

iH13

H

Hangzhou Energy service institute
(Zheda CP center)

Consultant

15 November 2012

iH14

X

Manager

25 February 2013

Company (Zhejiang Diyuannengyuanhuanjing
company)

iH15

S

Company (Fenghuangcheng Company)

Manager

25 February 2013

iH16

W

University (Zhejiang Unviersity)

Professor

20 March 2013

W

Guizhou Provinvial Government (Development
and Reform Commission)

Vice Director

31 October 2012

iG02

Z

Guiyang Government (Development and Reform
Commission: Resource Conservation and
Environmental Protection Bureau)

Director

31 October 2012

iG03

H

Univeristy (Guizhou Party School)

Professor

1 November 2012

X

Guiyang Government (Industry and
Information Technology Commission:

Officer

1 November 2012

Director

1 November 2012

iG01

iG04

Energy Saving Bureau)
Guiyang Government (Industry and Information

iG05

Z

iG06

H

Guiyang Government (Comprehensive
demonstration office for energy saving and
emission reduction)

Director

2 November 2012

iG07

L

Enterprise (Guiyang aluminium Enterprise)

Manager

2 November 2012

iG08

W

Enterprise (Guiyang aluminium Enterprise)

Manager

2 November 2012

iB01

L

Central government (National Development and
Reform Commission: Resource Conservation
and Environmental Protection Department)

Vice Director

3 September 2012

iB02

W

Central government (Ministry of Industry and
Information Technology: Energy
Saving Department)

Director

8 October 2012

Technology Commission: Energy Saving Bureau)
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Title

Date

iB03

L

Central government (National Development and
Reform Commission: Resource Conservation
and Environmental Protection Department)

Director

8 October 2012

iB04

X

Central government (National Energy
Saving Center)

Chairman

8 October 2012

iB05

Z

Vice Director

8 October 2012

iB06

S

Central government (National Energy Saving
Center: General Office)

Vice Director

8 October 2012

iB07

Z

Research institute(National Energy
Research Institute)

Researcher

9 October 2012

iB08

D

Energy service company (Energy Efficiency
Project Investment Company)

Chairman
and CEO

10 October 2012

iB09

H

Central government (State Council)

Department
Chief

5 April 2013

iB10

L

Central government (State Council;
Energy Saving Department)

Vice Director

5 April 2013

iB11

C

China National School of Administration

Professor

10 April 2013

Central government (National Energy Saving
Center: Energy Saving Department)

Appendix C. Questionnaire Outline
Questionnaires are designed to be different for varied individuals, depending on the background
of interviewees. Most questions are addressed in the following way:
(1) Background of the interviewees, such as positions, educational/working experiences
and duties.
(2) The significance of involvement of their work in local CP promotion: How important is
their duties in local CP implementation?
(3) The organizational arrangement: Which organization is responsible for monitoring all of
the programs/projects? How is it done?
(4) Challenges and opportunities of the organizations in which the interviewees worked.
(5) The positive/negative factors that affect the outcome of implementation of CP programs.
(6) Specific measures that are adopted in local CP promotion: What is the status of local CP
implementation and what are the results of the CP implementation so far?
(7) The evaluation of local CP implementation: are the interviewees satisfied with the way
they have been implemented?
(8) Implications of CP policy implementation: What are the major lessons learnt so far
from implementing?
(9) Implications of CP policy implementation: What are the challenges of opportunities of
local CP policy implementation in the future?
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Environmental Legislation in China: Achievements,
Challenges and Trends
Zhilin Mu, Shuchun Bu and Bing Xue
Abstract: Compared to the environmental legislation of many developed countries, China’s
environmental legislation was initiated late, beginning in 1979, but nevertheless has obtained
considerable achievements. As many as thirty environmental laws have provided rules regarding
prevention and control of pollution, resource utilization, and ecological protection in China.
However, China’s environmental legislation still faces a series of challenges and problems,
including that the sustainable development concept has not yet been fully implemented, as well as
presence of gaps and non-coordination phenomena between laws and regulations, unclear
responsibility, imperfect system design, imbalance between rights and obligations, higher impacts
resulted from the GDP-centralized economy, lack of operability and instruments in the legal
content, as well as difficulty of public participation. In contrast, China’s environmental legislation
has improved, as a result of learning from experience in developed countries and introducing
innovations stimulated by domestic environmental pressure. Looking into the future, increased
attention to environmental protection and ecological consciousness paid by China’s new leaders
will bring a valuable opportunity to China’s further development concerning environmental
legislation. In the future, there are prospects for the gradual improvement of legal approaches,
continuous improvements of legislation to mitigate environmental problems, and more opportunities
to strengthen public participation can be predicted.
Reprinted from Sustainability. Cite as: Mu, Z.; Bu, S.; Xue, B. Environmental Legislation in China:
Achievements, Challenges and Trends. Sustainability 2014, 6, 8967-8979.
1. Introduction
Environmental legislation has become an important component of domestic and international
legislation throughout the world. From a global perspective, environmental legislation dates back
to the 18th Century, or even earlier. European countries, such as Finland, France and Germany, had
passed acts with the purpose of improving natural resources conservation [1] (pp. 9–10); [2]
(pp. 40–41). In the 1870s, the rise of nature conservation ideology prompted the creation of national
park and forest protection laws in the United States [3] (pp. 10–18). Since the 1960s, environmental
pollution and related incidents gradually increased in many nations, along with rapid industrialization
and urbanization development, requiring national and state governments to deal with environmental
pollution. Therefore, environmental legislation emerged largely in Europe and other developed
countries to control pollution of air, water and land. Typical examples are the National
Environmental Policy Act of the United States in 1970 and the Basic Law for Environmental
Pollution of Japan in 1967 [1,3,4]. With the proposed concept of sustainable development, being
popularized in the late 1980s, environmental legislation in developed countries began to shift, and
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has changed from focusing on pollution and treatment to prevention and a holistic approach to
the whole process of management of natural resources development and utilization. Moreover,
an accompanying shift has also been to focus on national legislation to address deals with the
international common environmental issues through legislation [5] (p. 199); [6] (pp. 75–77). Today,
legislation has become sophisticated and comprehensive, even with acknowledged limitations in
applying it effectively. At the same time, environmental legislation in developing countries has also
been improving step by step [7].
In China, the start of environmental legislation came late compared to many other nations. The
first special environmental law was passed in 1979. With the rapid economic development after the
reform and opening up in China beginning in the early 1970s, environmental pollution problems
became prominent. Consequently, initial legislation focused upon environmental pollution control
reaching a climax in the 1990s. Entering the new century, the bottlenecks and contradictions between
resources development and environmental problems were apparent, and related to the long-term,
accumulated development in China. Along with the concept of the Scientific Outlook on
Development, the legislation on resource protection and management has been steadily expanded
and strengthened, but unfortunately the legal quantity was not as satisfactory as the increasing
quality, which means, legal enforcement effectiveness needs to be improved continuously.
2. Retrospect of China’s Environmental Legislation
2.1. Achievements
As already noted, China’s first environmental legislation was passed in 1979. The first statute was
the Environmental Protection Law (Trial), which was formulated as a landmark symbol for China’s
environmental legislation [8]. During the development process of China’s environmental legislation,
a key internal motivation was the reality of increasing serious environmental pollution problems. On
the other hand, growing international attention about environment and development issues in the
world and increasing introduction by developed countries of environmental legislation influenced
leaders in China, resulting in two peaks of environmental legislation in China. The first peak was
influenced by the United Nations Conference on the Human Environment in 1972 with its interest in
creating legal systems for environmental protection. It was the trigger that led to the Environmental
Protection Law in 1979; the second peak was affected by the United Nations Conference on
Environment and Development in 1992, for which a main target was to fill legislative gaps and
improve the existing legal systems. From 1993 onwards, the National People’s Congress, the highest
legislative institution in China, not only adopted new environmental protection laws but also revised
many existing environmental laws [9]. After thirty years of unremitting efforts, China’s environmental
legislation has developed from a blank space into one of the most active legal fields, as well as has
been playing an important role in the Chinese legal system [10,11]. Until the end of August 2014, the
Standing Committee of the National People’s Congress had approved thirty laws about environmental
protection and resources conservation, which include five comprehensive laws, five pollution prevention
and treatment laws, eleven resources conservation and utilization laws, four energy laws, and
five other various types of laws. Thus, China’s environmental legal framework has been basically
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established. The various elements of the environment have been basically covered, and there are
basic laws to relative to the main areas of environmental protection (Table 1).
Table 1. Existing environmental and resources laws in China.
Note

Name

Adopted

Went into
Effect

Revised

1

Environmental Protection Law

1979-09-13

1979-09-13

1989-12-26
2014-04-24

Went into
Effect
1989-12-26
2015-01-01

2

Marine Environment Protection Law

1982-08-23

1983-03-01

3

Law on Prevention and Control of Water Pollution

1984-05-11

1984-11-01

4
5
6

Forestry Law
Grassland Law
Fisheries Law

1984-09-20
1985-06-18
1986-01-20

1985-01-01
1985-10-01
1986-07-01

1999-12-25
1996-05-15
2008-02-28
1998-04-29
2002-12-28
2000-10-31

2000-04-01
1984-11-01
2008-06-01
1998-07-01
2003-03-01
2000-12-01

7

Mineral Resources Law

1986-03-19

1986-10-01

1996-08-29
1988-12-29

1997-01-01
1988-12-29

8

Land Administration Law

1986-06-25

1987-01-01

1998-08-29
2004-08-28

1999-01-01
2004-08-28

9

Law on Prevention and Control of
Atmospheric Pollution

1987-09-05

1988-06-01

1995-08-29
2000-04-29

1995-08-29
2000-09-01

10
11

Water Law
Law on the Protection of Wildlife

1988-01-21
1988-11-08

1988-07-01
1989-03-01

2002-08-29
-

2002-10-01
-

12
13

Law on Urban and Rural Planning
Law on Water and Soil Conservation

1989-12-26
1991-06-29

1990-04-01
1991-06-29

2007-10-28
2010-12-25

2008-01-01
2011-03-01

14

Surveying and Mapping Law
Law on Prevention and Control of
Environmental Pollution by Solid Waste

1992-12-28

1993-07-01

2002-08-29

2002-12-01

1995-10-30

1996-04-01

2004-12-29

2005-04-01

16
17

Electric Power Law
Law on the Coal Industry

1995-12-28
1996-08-29

1996-04-01
1996-12-01

2011-04-22

2011-07-01

18

Law on Prevention and Control of
Environmental Noise Pollution

1996-10-29

1997-03-01

-

-

19
20

Flood Control Law
Law on Energy Conservation

1997-08-29
1997-11-01

1998-01-01
1998-01-01

2007-10-28

2008-04-01

21

Law on Protecting Against and
Mitigating Earthquake Disasters

1997-12-29

1998-03-01

2008-12-27

2009-05-01

1999-10-31
2001-08-31
2001-10-27
2002-06-29
2002-10-28

2000-01-01
2002-01-01
2002-01-01
2003-01-01
2003-09-01

2012-02-29
-

2012-07-01
-

2003-06-28

2003-10-01

-

-

2005-02-28
2008-08-29
2009-12-26

2006-01-01
2009-01-01
2010-03-01

2009-12-26
-

2010-04-01
-

15

22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

Meteorology Law
Law on Prevention and Control of Desertification
Law on the Administration of the Use of Sea Areas
Law on Promotion of Cleaner Production
Law on Evaluation of Environmental Effects
Law on Prevention and Control
of Radioactive Pollution
Renewable Energy Law
Law on Promotion of Circular Economy
Law on the Protection of Offshore Islands

Note: In order of adopted date; data current to 31 August 2014.
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In addition, some other relevant laws, such as the Criminal Law, Cultural Relics Protection
Law, Standardization Law, Administrative Punishment Law, Administrative Procedure Law, and
Agriculture Law, also contain environmental terms or content in their articles. In order to implement
these laws, the State Council of China has formulated twenty-five administrative regulations about
environmental protection under the authority of the Constitution and other relevant laws, and the
relevant ministries of the State Council and local governments have also developed hundreds of
regulations or departmental rules regarding environmental protection. At the same time, the Supreme
People’s Court and the Supreme People’s Procuratorate of the People’s Republic of China have
provided relevant judicial interpretations to punish environmental crimes. These rules, regulations
and normative documents have covered most aspects of environmental protection, and are also
constituent parts of China’s environmental legal system.
Overall, China’s environmental legislation has developed over 35 years from nothing to providing
comprehensive coverage of various environments and natural resources, and of activities related to
their exploration, development, extraction, processing, use and disposal. It is thought that China’s
environmental legislation is playing a positive role for the environmental protection and resources
conservation progress in China.
2.2. Challenges
Although the formulation and implementation of China’s environmental laws have played
an important role in China’s environmental protection work, there are still many defects and
deficiencies in China’s environmental legislation. The reason why China’s current environmental
pollution controls are ineffective, which shows the trend of partial improvement but deterioration
from the overall view, the enforcement of environmental law is certainly an important reason, at the
same time the existing defects and also the problems with environmental legislation cannot
be ignored.
A mass of viewpoints and discourses about the shortcomings of China’s environmental legislation
has been discussed. Professor Zhou Ke believes that the numerous number of environmental laws did
not mean good quality equally; problems with the system design of environmental laws are the root
cause of poor effects about environmental protection work; people have no qualification to talk
about the completeness of China’s environmental legislation because there are still too many gaps
inn environmental legislation between China and Western countries, whether from the view of
legislative ideas, legislative techniques or legislative approaches [12]. Professor Wang Jin has also
pointed out bluntly that China’s environmental legislation has “no big mistakes but also no obvious
effects”, “everything looks perfect and extensive, but it’s difficult to find a specific solution to the
problem in the law provisions when facing real problems” [8]. In addition, there are also some
opinions to place the problems with China’s environmental legislation as the malposition of
legislative concept, the lag of legislative content, and non-coordination of relevant regulations from
other scholars [13]. Based on the multiple standpoints of scholars and the legislative implementation
in practice, this article regards the five following problems of China’s environmental legislation as
the main challenges.
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Firstly, the concept of sustainable development has not yet been fully implemented in
China’s environmental legislation. The concept of sustainable development is an important guiding
principle which environmental legislation should follow. However, among the current existing thirty
environmental laws, only a few new laws revised or adopted in recent years reflect the sustainable
development requirements in legislative purpose and in specific contents [14]. But in many other
laws, especially the resources laws, including the Mineral Resources Law, Law on the Coal Industry,
Forestry Law and others, the concept of sustainable development has not been fully reflected, neither
in the legislative purpose nor some specific contents [14]. The thinking of “Economic Interests
Above All” is still a natural guiding ideology for many legal systems designs. The principle of
“Prevention priority, combining prevention with control” should be emphasized, both “prevention in
the first” and “treatment in the end”, however, the existing legal system is more often confined
to “treatment in the end”, which means the pollutant emission control at the end of pipe, while the
ideology of “source control” is rarely embodied.
Secondly, there are still many gaps in China’s environmental legislation, and the
non-coordination phenomenon between laws and regulations stands out. To check from the integrity
of the environmental legal system, many legislative gaps exist at a number of important environmental
protection areas. For example, there are still no specific laws in the fields of soil pollution control,
toxic chemicals management, nuclear safety, bio-security, nature conservation, environmental
damage compensation, and some environmental technical specifications and standards are also
lacking. Especially in regard to soil pollution, it has been one of the most severe environmental
problems in China, but, unfortunately, it is still not well addressed by current laws and regulations.
Furthermore, some laws are often difficult to be implemented because many specific relevant
regulations required by the laws were not finished in a timely manner. It has been shown from some
statistical data that, in the current environmental laws that have published authorization, there are in
total more than 140 regulations that should be formulated by the State Council and other ministries,
but only less than 100 were finished up to now, which means the average completion rate is less than
70%. And many supporting rules and regulations were completed too slowly after the law enforcement,
waiting a long time instead of simultaneously being implemented with the law, which was obviously
not conducive to its functioning well [15]. Besides, problems of repetition and non-coordination
between the environmental laws and regulations also exist. Take for example the “Environmental
Protection Law”, before its revision this time there were 31 articles out of the total 47 articles that
were repeated in other environmental pollution control laws, which means the repetition rate was up
to 66%; meanwhile, rules were also inconsistent in fundamental principles, basic procedures,
applicable conditions, management subjects and other aspects [11] (p. 31).
Thirdly, there are problems of unclear responsibility, unreasonable system design, imbalance of
rights and obligations, and lack of operability in the legal content. Many environmental laws state
clearly that the local government should take responsibility for local environmental quality, but it is a
pity that this rule usually exists in name only and could not be implemented very well because of the
lack of investigation and affixation of legal liability mechanisms [16], the Law on Prevention and
Control of Water Pollution and Law on Prevention and Control of Atmospheric Pollution are typical
examples. It is known that one of the fundamental characteristics of the law is the consistency of
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rights and obligations. However, at present many of China’s environmental laws set too much power,
but too little obligations, to the administrative department, and too few rights, but too many
obligations, to the administrative relative counterpart, so that the balance of rights and obligations in
environmental legislation is broken [17] (pp. 20–21). It is also known that a good law should be
implemented with a strong operability, but many articles of China’s environmental laws were expressed
vaguely without relevant supporting procedural requirements, or did not comply with Chinese
national conditions, which made the laws difficult to implement effectively [16]. In addition, the
tendency of departmental interests during the environmental legislative process increased the
difficulty of implementing environmental laws [17] (pp. 23–24).
Fourthly, impacted by the planned economy for a long time, China’s environmental legislation
paid more attention to administrative control commands instead of using market economic instruments.
From the aspects of guiding principles, system design and construction, approach selection and law
enforcement, China’s environmental laws used to emphasize the role of government and provided a
lot of administrative enforcement mechanisms, but lacked experiences about rational use of market
mechanisms [9]. According to the division of China’s legal system, most environmental laws
belong to the administrative law department. Therefore, the main principles and legal systems
largely based on the establishment of administrative control, even some measures of economic
encouragement system, also depend on the administrative order [18]. “Legal articles run through
administrative arrangements, while the market supply rarely enters the legal system” [9]. Nowadays,
China has entered the stage of socialist market economy, which made the old method of administrative
control unsuitable for the new situation. It is inevitably going to cause local protectionism on
environmental protection work if the fact that legislative approaches are too dependent on
administration does not change.
Fifth, the phenomenon of being administration-led stands out during legislation, and it is difficult
for the public to participate in the legislative process. China’s current legislative work was led seriously
by the administrative departments. The data shows that among the laws adopted by National
People’s Congress in the last 20 years, the bills which proposed by the relevant administrative
departments of the State Council accounted for 75%–85% of the total. Besides, a popular behavior
was to authorize the State Council to make regulations separately when some difficult or sensitive
issues appeared in legislation [19]. In addition, it is also very common to authorize the administrative
department to draft the legal text in environmental legislation practice, which contributes directly to
the phenomenon of administration-leadership and then increases departmental interests. At the same
time, the public and other common people have a very difficult time getting the opportunity to
participate in the legislation. According to Article 35 of the existing Legislation Law, only some
important legal texts could be open for public comment, with the decision by chairman’s meeting
after the first deliberation [20]. The lack of public participation procedures in some legislative
preparation stages, including legislative program planning, legal text drafting and some important
articles hearings, lead to the absence of public participation, which has brought tremendous obstacles
for the implementation of environmental laws, the protection of environmental rights and interests
of citizens.
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3. Analysis of Legislative Cases in Recent Years
Things are always changing with the situation. Although there are still many problems with
China’s environmental legislation, some positive changes have appeared in some legislative cases of
recent years. By analyzing the drafting and amendment of these laws, we can conclude that China’s
environmental legislation is progressing gradually to integrate with international trends during the
evolution of development stage.
3.1. Renewable Energy Law: Favorable Inspiration from International Legislative Experiences
Renewable Energy Law of China was adopted on 28 February 2005, and has been enforced from
1 January 2006. The law gave a definite legal status to renewable energy, as well as the priority of its
development. There are both domestic and international backgrounds for this legislation. To analyze
from the domestic side, China’s energy requirements increased rapidly with the high-speed economic
growth. The gap between the energy supply and requirements became wider and wider, which brought
huge pressure to look for substitute energy [21]. From the international side, the international society
has recognized the importance of climate change issues and attached more and more attention from
the 1990s onward. In the aim of dealing with this phenomenon, the United Nations Framework
Convention on Climate Change and the Kyoto Protocol were adopted [22]. The principle of
“Common but Differentiated Responsibilities” was confirmed by these two international legal
documents. Although China has no forced emission reduction responsibility, the fact that China has
the highest GHG emissions of any country brought more and more pressure. For these reasons, the
development of renewable energy became one of the major measures, and the legislation on
renewable energy was soon put on the legislative agenda in China.
The main legal approaches of the Renewable Energy Law include the total volume objective,
full-acquisition, fixed price, different price sharing and renewable energy development funds
approaches. A significant specialty of this legislation is the combination of domestic practice and
international advanced experiences. In the basis of China’s renewable energy situation, the
legislative modes and contents of Germany, Denmark, USA, UK and other countries were referenced
and compared to ensure the suitable legal system for China. Here into, the progressive experience of
Germany was used for reference. A brief comparison can be found from Table 2.
Table 2. Brief comparison of renewable energy laws between Germany and China [21,23].
Renewable Energy Law of Germany
Legislative mode and goal
RE percentage (30%, 2020)
Duty of preemption
Feed-in Tariffs
Price balance and sharing
Payment obligations

Renewable Energy Law of China
Legislative mode and goal
Total volume objective system
Full-acquiring system
Fixed price system
Different price sharing
RE development funds system

In 2009, the Renewable Energy Law was amended to solve some new issues according to the
situation of rapid development of the renewable energy industry. It is comforting that the percentage
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of renewable energy in all of the energy sources has growing from 5.5% in 2005 to 9.3% in
2013 [24]. Therefore, we can draw a conclusion from the implementation effect of the Renewable
Energy Law that the renewable energy legislation improved successfully and strongly the renewable
energy industry in China.
3.2. Revision of Environmental Protection Law: Multiple Innovations of Legislative Concepts,
Content and Model
As the newest progress of China’s environmental legislation, the Environmental Protection Law
has been revised and adopted on 24 April 2014, and will be enforced from 1 January 2015. This law,
which went through four rounds of deliberations within two years, is considered the most strict
environmental protection law in China [25]. Different from past environmental legislation, this
revised law has two sides to its background. One side was that air pollution, especially the haze that
occurs frequently and widely provoked the public’s consciousness on environmental protection,
made the law-amendment stronger and stronger [26]. The other reason was that China’s new leaders
paid unprecedented attention to the environmental protection issues, which helped to break up the
rigidities in traditional legislation and produced many new bright spots in the new law. Specifically
speaking, there are three kinds of innovations, including legislative concept, administrative
mechanism and legal approaches.
About the innovation of legislative concepts, the new law is located as the fundamental and
comprehensive law in the environmental protection field in order to make explicit differences for the
relationship with other specific laws [27]. Sustainable development concepts and ecologically
conscious construction are clearly regulated as the guiding values in the new law. Meanwhile,
environmental protection is also given the status of basic national policy. The new law also gave the
principle of “Priority of Environmental Protection”, which requires that economic development
should coordinate with environmental protection [28].
About the innovation of administrative mechanisms, the new law emphasizes the
multiple-governance, which means not only the government, but also enterprises and citizens,
should share the environmental protection obligation burden together. At the same time, the public
has been granted the rights of environmental information knowledge, participation, and supervision.
Based on the principle of correspondence, the powers and responsibilities on environmental
protection issues, which belong to different ministries, have also been regulated definitively and
improved obviously [28]. In addition, the non-corrupt judiciary with power to imprison and impose
substantial fines and other enforcement mechanisms has been also improved in this new law.
About the innovation of legal approaches, the total quantity control of pollutants, the permission
of pollutant discharge, public interest litigation, the coalition prevention for cross-administrative
district pollution and other important approaches are added, and the existing ones are also completed
in the new law. Specifically, the government responsibility of environmental protection has been
emphasized, and it will be supervised and evaluated at regular intervals [28].
One specific point that should be underlined is the innovation of legislative mode during the
revised progress of Environmental Protection Law. As has been mentioned before, environmental
quality has a direct bearing on public interest, so that this revision paid more attention to seeking
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opinions from all society. As a result, the revising plan changed from the partial amendment in the
beginning to the full-scale revision, and the draft passed a process seeking twice as many opinions
and four times the deliberation. Just by progress like this, public participation rights in the legislation
have been strengthened, and reasonable opinions and suggestions can be adopted easier than before.
Some information can be found from Table 3.
Table 3. Revised process of Environmental Protection Law [29].
Time

Name of the Draft

Revise Model

August 2012

Decision on Amending
the EP Law

Partial Amend

June 2013

Decision on Amending
the EP Law

Partial Amend

October 2013

Revised Draft of EP Law

Full-scale Revise

April 2014

Revised Draft of EP Law

Full-scale Revise

Main Contents
of Revise
Add Government
Responsibility,
Strengthen Legal
Liability
Add Public Interest
Litigation, Add Daily
Fine System, Strengthen
Legal Principles
Expand Public Interest
Litigation Subject Scale,
Strengthen Target-oriented
Responsibility
Add Public Pre-warning
System, Strengthen
Environment Publicity,
Detailing Related Rules

Opinions Feedback
1th Consultation
on-line, 11,748
Opinions Feedback
2th Consultation
on-line, 2434 Opinions
Feedback

Plenary Deliberation

Adopted after
129 Members Spoke

4. Prospects of Environmental Legislation in China
In 2013, the new Chinese leaders put forward a new ruling idea of constructing an ecologically
sound civilization, which indicated a high degree of importance on sustainable development. It also
means that the road to sustainable development in China is working toward a deeper, stronger, more
all-around way, from the publication of China’s Agenda of 21st Century to the Scientific Outlook on
Development and then to the construction of the ecological civilization. However, along with the
rapid economic development and the large economic aggregation, China is also facing increasingly
severe environmental and resource problems. The unsustainable aspects of development are also
increasingly prominent. China did not hope to repeat the mistake of “treatment after pollution”
during the developing progress of some Western countries, but it is really a big challenge. Therefore,
in addition to the reliance on technology innovation and economic and industrial restructuring, it is
indispensable to have legal safeguards for the future of China’s sustainable development.
By reviewing the development process of China’s environmental legislation, it can be found that
one major feature of China’s environmental legislation is it is deeply influenced by national
development strategies and the Chinese leadership governing philosophy. Therefore, based on the
above background, China’s environmental legislation is expected to open up a new period of
development. Some tendencies of China’s environmental legislation can be foreseen as follows:
Firstly, the future environmental legislation will fully implement the concept of sustainable
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development, and the economic development will be accelerated to transfer from extensive mode to
sustainable mode supervised with clearly defined responsibilities and legal force; secondly, the
future environmental legislation will promote the construction of the ecological civilization by
paying more attention to the legal practice of the concept of prevention and the whole process of
managing in law; thirdly, the future environmental legislation will also encourage more and more
public citizen participation as it can enhance the supervision of legal drafting and implementation by
strengthening public citizens’ rights, and it can also urge achieving environmental quality objectives
by intensifying public citizens’ duties.
From the view of specific legislative fields, the direction has been shown clearly by the
Legislative Planning of the 12th Standing Committee of National People’s Congress. During the next
five years, China’s Environmental Legislation will focus on revising and improving the existing
pollution control laws and natural resources laws, such as the Law on Prevention and Control of
Water Pollution, Law on Prevention and Control of Atmospheric Pollution, Law on the Protection of
Wildlife, Forestry Law, and Mineral Resources Law. On the other hand, the legislative work will also
attach importance to some new areas, like Law on Prevention and Control of Soil Pollution, Nuclear
Safety Law, Law on Resources of Deep Sea and so on, to fill in the gaps of China’s environmental
legal system [30]. What should be emphasized is that, looking ahead for the future, China’s
environmental legislation still needs to draw on global experiences, not only from the Western
developed countries, but also other developing countries and emerging countries, which is being
reflected in the legislative research on tackling climate change in China.
To look forward to the far future, without a doubt, the shortage of natural resources and energy
scarcity are two of the most critical issues for China to achieve a sustainable future. That means, it is
so important and urgent to enhance the legislation of resources recycling and low-carbon development to
achieve the rational use of resources and security of energy supply. Fortunately, the international
community has had good experience in legislation of both areas, and there are also productive
practices and explorations within the national conditions in China. Therefore, it will be significant to
bridge global experiences and local action by the way of legislation, not only to mitigate and adapt to
global climate change, but also to establish the foundation and provide protection for the true sense
of sustainable development in the largest developing countries of the world.
5. Conclusions
By reviewing the progress of China’s environmental legislation for more than thirty years and the
analysis of some new environmental legislative cases in recent years, this paper considers that
China’s environmental legislation will go into a brand new stage of development along with the new
national development strategy of the construction of the ecological civilization raised by China’s
new leaders. The increasing problems of resource shortage and environmental pollution are also
another reason. A large number of resource and environmental laws will appear in the next
five-to-ten years. The legislative model will be in the forms of both existing law revisions and new
legislation for empty fields. The legislative content will probably be the legal system improvement to
achieve sustainable development by balancing economic interest and environmental interest. And
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the legislative procedure could be imagined to strengthen public participation to realize scientific and
democratic legislation for the strategy of “Ecological Civilization”.
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An Entropy-Perspective Study on the Sustainable
Development Potential of Tourism Destination
Ecosystem in Dunhuang, China
Huihui Feng, Xingpeng Chen, Peter Heck and Hong Miao
Abstract: This paper analyzed the characteristic of the tourism destination ecosystem from
perspective of entropy in Dunhuang City. Given these circumstances, an evaluation index system
that considers the potential of sustainable development was formed based on dissipative structure
and entropy change for the tourism destination ecosystem. The sustainable development potential
evaluation model for tourism destination ecosystem was built up based on information entropy.
Then, we analyzed each indicator impact for the sustainable development potential and proposed
some measures for the tourism destination ecosystem. The conclusions include: (a) the requirements of
Dunhuang tourism destination ecosystem on the natural ecosystem continuously grew between
2000 and 2012; (b) The sustainable development potential of the Dunhuang tourism destination
ecosystem was on an oscillation upward trend during the study period, which is dependent on
government attention, and pollution problems were improved.
Reprinted from Sustainability. Cite as: Feng, H.; Chen, X.; Heck, P.; Miao, H. An
Entropy-Perspective Study on the Sustainable Development Potential of Tourism Destination
Ecosystem in Dunhuang, China. Sustainability 2014, 6, 8980-9006.
1. Introduction
Sustainable tourism (ST) is an important part of global sustainable development (SD) [1]. The
rapid development of tourism has brought great benefits to tourism destinations, while a variety of
other problems are emerging, such as, resources and environmental issues and poor management of
the tourism industry. Generally, as a reception carrier, the tourism destination of tours concentrates
all elements of tourism on an effective framework, which is the most vital part for examining the
impact of tourism. Hence, research for sustainable development of tourism destinations could
improve the overall efficiency of tourism and optimize the ecological services related to the
tourism. Until now, a number of organizations and academics have paid attention to this topic as
well as achieved great progress in research methods and practices.
Particularly, their research focus on the following contents [2–12]: (a) The concept of ST [13–22],
for example, Hunter suggested that the concept of ST be redefined in terms of an over-arching
paradigm which incorporates a range of approaches to the tourism/environment system within
destination areas [13]. Swarbrooke [14] and Aall [17] noted that ST is not just about protecting the
environment; it is also concerned with economic viability and social justice, and a suitable balance
must be established between these three dimensions to guarantee its long-term sustainability.
Sharpley point that there has been significant differences between the concepts of ST and SD, the
principles and objectives of SD cannot be transposed onto the specific context of tourism [15].
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Hardy argued that ST has traditionally given more focus to aspects related to the environment and
economic development, which should be more focused on community involvement [4]. Gianna
noted the need to very clearly distinguish between the concept of ST and the idea of tourism as one
possible tool to support sustainability at multiple levels [16]. Saarinen concluded that perspectives of
the resource-based tradition and the community-based tradition have their advantages in different
use contexts and they can complement each other, but in respect to the idea of sustainability and
the future challenges of humanity, they all share the same major limitation, which is the strong
focus on the local scale [18]. Moyle and McLennan noted that the frequency of occurrence of
sustainability as a concept has slightly increased in strategies over the past decade. At the same
time, there has been a shift in the conceptualisation of sustainability, with thinking evolving from
nature-based, social and triple bottom line concepts toward a focus on climate change, responsibility,
adaption and transformation [20]; (b) The indicators of ST [23–41], for example, McElroy
constructed a “Composite Tourism Penetration Index” from per capita visitor spending, daily
visitor densities per 1000 population and hotel rooms per square kilometer. They tested it on 20
small Caribbean islands and yielded three levels of increasing penetration [26]. McCool and Moisey
provided a tourism industry perspective on what items could be sustained and what indicators
should be used to monitor for sustainability policies [27]. Wang analyzed the principle of indicators
of ST, constructed the indicators of ST, the indicator weight and selected the comprehensive
evaluation method [40]. Ward and Butler investigated how to monitor sustainable tourism development
(STD) in Samoa. It described some of the methodological considerations and processes involved in
the development of STD indicators and particularly highlighted the importance of formulating clear
objectives before trying to identify indicators, the value of establishing a multi-disciplinary
advisory panel, and the necessity of designing an effective and flexible implementation framework
for converting indicator results into management action [31]. Ko proposed that the “Barometer of
tourism sustainability” (BTS) model represents the comprehensive level of tourism sustainability in
a given destination, combining human and natural indicators into an index of sustainable tourism
development, without trading one off against the other. The “AMOEBA of tourism sustainability
indicators” (ATSI) model was introduced to complement the BTS analysis and to illustrate individual
levels of sustainability of tourism indicators [24]. Chris and Sirakaya employed a modified Delphi
technique to constructed indicators from political, social, ecological, economic, technological and
cultural dimensions for community tourism development (CTD) [25]. Schianetz and Kavanagh
proposed the methodological framework for the selection and evaluation of sustainability indicators
for tourism destinations, the systemic indicator system (SIS) this framework takes the interrelatedness
of sociocultural, economic and environmental issues into account [33]. Reddy engaged in the
identification, selection and evaluation of sustainability indicators for rapid assessment of tourism
development in Andaman and Nicobar Islands of India (ANI). These indicators are developed and
assessed mainly for developed countries and evaluated a feasible bottom-up approach based on
local knowledge [38]. Blancas and Gonzalez introduced an indicator system to evaluate sustainability
in established coastal tourism destinations, as well as developing a new synthetic indicator to simplify
the measurement of sustainability and facilitate the comparative analysis of destination ranking [30].
Buckley suggested that the indicators of ST should include: population, peace, prosperity, pollution,
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protection [6]. Oyola and Blancas presented an indicator system to evaluate ST at cultural
destinations. Also, they suggested a method based on goal programming to construct composite
indicators. Then, they proposed three basic practical uses for these indicators: the formulation of
general action plans at a regional level, the definition of short-term strategies for destinations and
the establishment of destination benchmarking practices [36]. Delgado and Saarinenc examined the
significant role of indicators based on literature review in tourism planning and management. The
indicator type (set or index) needs to be carefully selected depending on the situation under
analysis and the purpose underpinning the study. However, indicator effectiveness to achieve the
ideals of sustainable tourism development is affected by the ambiguity in the definition of the
concept of ST and problems associated with data availability and baseline knowledge. The main
challenge is to overcome strategic guidelines and political and theoretical proposals of indicators
and achieve practical applications for the sustainable development of tourism [23]; (c) Ecological
security and environment carrying capacity for tourism [42–54], for instance, Ahn used the limits of
acceptable change (LAC) framework as a guide to examine and inform the process of ST on a
regional scale. Also, he examined resident attitudes toward tourism development in general, toward
desirable types of tourism services, toward local conditions and finally, toward perceptions about if
and how conditions might change due to tourism [42]. Gössling provided a methodological
framework for the calculation of ecological footprints (EF) related to leisure tourism. Based on
the example of the Seychelles, it reveals the statistical obstacles that have to be overcome in the
calculation process and discusses the strengths and weaknesses of such an approach [44]. Hunter
attempted to connect, conceptually, the realms of ST and EF thinking. It is argued that primary
research should focus on calculating the TEF associated with individual tourism products,
throughout the product’s life-cycle. As well as bringing another dimension to our understanding of
tourism’s actual ecological demand, it is also argued that the concept of the TEF may be used to
clarify theoretical aspects of the sustainable tourism debate, helping to rejuvenate this debate in the
process [47]. Cui put out the tourism bearing capacity index and its arithmetic model of operation.
He defined the tourism environmental bearing capacity as the bearing intensity of tourism
destinations during a period which does not do harm to the present and future people in its current
state and which can be accepted by the residents. The bearing intensity of tourism destinations
mainly includes the tourist density, the tourism land use intensity and the tourism income value [50].
Xiao constructed the models of general ecological security coefficient (GESC) of island tourism
destination and special ecological security coefficient (SESC) of island tourism destinations, and
then the assessment framework and judgment criterion were proposed on the ecological security of
island tourist destination (ESITD) and island tourist sustainable development (ITSD). Furthermore,
the models of island tourist ecological footprints were established based on the idea of EF and an
empirical analysis of Zhoushan Islands, China was conducted [51]. Salerno and Viviano describes
how the concept of Tourism Carrying Capacity (TCC) has shifted from a uni-dimensional approach
to incorporating environmental, social and political aspects. Then, an empirical analysis of
internationally popular protected area used by trekkers, the Mt. Everest Region, was conducted [52].
Zhong examined the applicability of the model to China’s Zhangjiajie National Forest Park. At the
same time, both external and internal factors affecting the park’s tourism development as well as the
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environmental, social, and economic changes of the area are also discussed [53]; (d) The development
pattern of ST [55–60] was examined by Rodríguez along with an analysis of the life cycle of
Tenerife (Canary Islands, Spain), and two types of strategic decisions are considered: the political–
legal decisions of the regional government to regulate tourism activity and the decisions to regrade
supply, developed by the administrative institutions related to tourism activity in this destination
[55]. Keitumetse devised a Community-Based Cultural Heritage Resources Management
(COBACHREM) model that merges the technical and academic approaches to illustrate a symbiosis
between cultural and natural resources for sustainable resources conservation at community levels [57].
Rizio explored a forest ecosystem and identified its potential flows of utility, addressing those
which best satisfy tourism activities and recreational purposes; to identify the most appropriate
tools to manage the flows of utility based on sustainable principles which integrate tourism
activities [58]; (e) With regards to perception of residents and visitors [61–75], for example, Xuan
studied residents’ perceptions of the economic, socio-culture, environment impacts of tourism and
residents’ attitudes to tourism development in Hainan and Sanya, China. It was concluded that the
residents are more aware of positive tourism impacts than negative impacts, and they support
tourism development with some reasonable attitudes [61]. Choi and Sirakaya too developed and
validated a scale assessing residents’ attitudes toward sustainable tourism (SUS-TAS). Then, they
administered a 51-item scale of resident attitudes toward sustainable community tourism and 800
households in a small tourism community in Texas. Psychometric properties of SUSTAS along
with its practical and theoretical implications are discussed within the framework of sustainable
tourism development [65]. Nicholas and Thapa examined visitors’ perspectives and support for
sustainable tourism development in the Pitons Management Area (PMA) in St. Lucia. Specifically,
the focus was on visitors’ environmental, economic, and social attitudes based on a sustainable
tourism development framework and the effect and best predictive validity of attitudes on support
for sustainable tourism development were explored [68]. Bimonte and Punzo analysed how distinct
groups of residents, characterised by different levels of involvement in tourism-related activities,
perceived the tourism phenomenon, and to check whether there exists a latent or potential ground
for conflicts between groups of residents [75]. Cottrell and Vaske examined the relative influence of
four sustainability dimensions (environmental, economic, socio-cultural, and institutional) in predicting
resident satisfaction with sustainable tourism development in Frankenwald Nature Park, Germany.
Structural equation modeling supported the hypothesis that all four dimensions were significant
predictors of satisfaction. The economic dimension was the strongest predictor, followed by the
institutional, social, and environmental dimensions. Findings indicate that all four dimensions
should be included for a holistic approach to planning and monitoring sustainable tourism
development [69]. Sörensson and Friedrichs used importance-performance analysis (IPA) to
examine the performance of one particular tourist destination with regard to social and environmental
sustainability, and to establish whether international tourists and national tourists differ in the
sustainability factors they consider important [70]. Dorcheh and Mohamed reviewed existing
literature on local perceptions of tourism development and its process. It also discusses influential
theories and explains the social exchange theory as an effective framework for sustainable cultural
tourism [71]. Miller and Merrilees examined tourists’ pro-environmental behaviours in four major
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categories: recycling; green transport use; sustainable energy/material use (lighting/water usage),
and green food consumption. They explored five major antecedents to those categories: habitual
behaviour, environmental attitudes, facilities available, a need to take a break from environmental
duties, and sense of tourist social responsibility. Also, the poorly understood belief that
pro-environmental behaviour weakens when residents become tourists was examined [73]; (f) With
regards to research for stakeholders [76–84], Hardy and Beeton argued that the nexus involves an
understanding of stakeholder perceptions, and applies this to the Daintree region of Far North
Queensland, Australia, to determine whether tourism in the region is operating in a sustainable or
maintainable manner. In order to do this, an iterative approach was taken and local people, operators,
regulators and tourists were interviewed, and content analysis applied to management and strategic
documents for the region. The results illustrate the importance of understanding stakeholder
perceptions in facilitating sustainable tourism [83]. Timur and Getz examined the concept of
sustainable tourism development in urban destinations. Both qualitative and quantitative data were
employed, from interviews and questionnaires undertaken in Victoria and Calgary, Canada, and
San Francisco, USA. Respondents representing the three clusters of the tourism industry, local
government and the host environment were examined on their interpretation of “sustainable tourism”,
sustainability goals and barriers to achieving sustainable tourism in urban destinations. Results revealed
important similarities and differences among key stakeholders, and particularly a lack of appreciation
for a triple bottom line approach among the tourism industry respondents [81]. Vellecco and
Mancino demonstrate that in lacking shared responsibility, conflicts and tensions inside the local
community paralyse innovative environmental behaviors when they ought really to be turned into
opportunities for debate so that shared strategies and solutions may be identified in three Italian
areas [78]. Holden found that although stakeholders shared positive perceptions of the economic
benefits of tourism, its continued use for sustainable development is uncertain. Key challenges
include a lack of confidence in the economic certainty of tourism and its use for out-migration,
a maturing tourism market, and challenges to the local control of natural resources with external
hegemonic forces [80]. Dabphet and Scott explored the diffusion of the sustainable tourism
development concept among stakeholders in the tourism destination of Kret Island, Thailand. It is
argued that both interpersonal and media communication and the identification of key actors in the
community are needed to effectively diffuse sustainable tourism ideas among destination stakeholders.
The results validate the use of diffusion theory as a means to understand the transfer of the
sustainable tourism development concept among stakeholders, and they also provide information
useful for the design of information dissemination programs [82]; (g) In regard to relevant policy for
ST [85–94], for instance, Farsari and Butler explored policies for sustainable tourism development and
potential interrelationships between policy considerations. Such policies have been characterized as
ad hoc and incremental, lacking a clear orientation towards sustainable development, and the complex
relationships underpinning them have rarely been considered in decision-making for sustainable
tourism [87]. Dodds and Butler found that although respondents were aware of sustainable tourism,
the individual advantage from exploiting shared pooled or shared resources is often perceived as
being greater than the potential long-term shared losses that result from the deterioration of such
resources, which means that there is little motivation for individual actors (whether governments,
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elected officials, or individual operators), to invest or engage in protection or conservation for more
sustainable tourism [86]. Yasarataa and Altinay noted key political actors’ interests and how to
mitigate personal interests to facilitate and maintain sustainable tourism development in small states
North Cyprus, Turkish [92]. Whitford and Ruhanen recommends that there cannot be a “one size
fits all” framework for indigenous tourism development to suit all circumstances. Policies need to
draw upon indigenous diversity and, in a consistent, collaborative, coordinated and integrated
manner, provide the mechanisms and capacity-building to facilitate long-term sustainable indigenous
tourism [93]. Solstrand suggest that the environmental and socio-cultural sustainability of marine
angling tourism (MAT) in Norway and Iceland requires a complex socio-ecological systems
perspective, with interactive governance strategies leading management policies. Sustainability
requires that a management strategy not only focuses on the economic aspects; priority must also be
given to minimizing multi-stakeholder conflicts and providing sufficient resource data to protect
vulnerable fish stocks [89]. Xu and Sofield examined the situation that little guidance is provided to
promote sustainability principles in tourism development strategies in China. In the future, a
pro-active sustainability approach should be integrated with environmental concerns to allow
tourism to participate constructively in the national transformation to a sustainable society [90].
Due to tourism research involved in geography, ecology, environmental science, sociology and
so on, also combined with different scales covering the micro to the macro [2], the research focus
on the multi-index comprehensive evaluation method (MICEM), tourism carrying capacity (TCC),
tourism environment impacts assess (TEIA), ecological footprint analysis of tourism (EFT), life cycle
assessment (LCA), limits of acceptable change (LAC) and Geographic Information Systems
(GIS) [95–97]. The MICEM could quantify the level of tourism sustainable development, which
employed AHP and Delphi method by the level of sustainable development and other potential targets.
However, selection indicator and its weights usually by personal decision-making [33,39,98–101].
TCC could comprehensively measure the carrying capacity of tourism destinations such as ecology,
resources, psychological and space, which employed remote sensing (RS), field measurements,
questionnaire and Delphi method, etc. However, it has a characteristic of randomness and
subjectivity when assessing environmental carrying capacity [102–104]. TEIA is an effectively
method to analysis the effect of tourism on ecological environments by mathematical statistical
analysis methods form microscopic view, which construct assessment index system and select
assessment model based on environmental background to monitoring the feedback mechanism for
impact of tourism environmental. However, it’s usually ignoring the effectiveness of monitoring and
feedback mechanism [105,106]. EFT constructs the tourism ecological footprint according to various
data of per capita consumption by bottom-up questionnaire and investigates statistics. The consequent
was directly comparable based on productive land area; it is a global standards value [56]. It is
suitable to research on a small-scale since the ecological burden is likely to be passed on by
interregional trade in tourism destination [43,47,107]. LCA could identify the stage of development
of the tourism destination and solve some problems [49]. It is difficult to quantify the environmental
problems in sustainable development [108,109]. The theoretical framework for LAC include
identifying the issues and concerns, and defining and describing the types of tourism opportunities,
etc. in the planning area. It could solve the contradiction between development of tourism and
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conservation of resources, which is mostly influenced by the decisions of programmer makers and
managers [42,110]. GIS are now recognized widely as a valuable tool for which applications for
regional tourism planning have not mushroomed as in other fields. This is also reflected in the field
of sustainable tourism. Nonetheless, sustainable tourism decision-making and carrying capacity
estimation has a lot to benefit from using such technologies. GIS can be used for managing the
various information needs, estimating indicators, and generally assisting decision making in the
planning phase, as well as, in the monitoring and evaluation phases [111]. Therefore, researchers
have used diverse methodologies with more quantitative analysis, as for each method there are
certain advantages and disadvantages [112]. Current studies are using more comprehensive
approaches. Previous literatures show that a tourist destination is a relatively complete artificial
ecosystem; the ecological is a basis for sustainable development [113]. However, relevant research
has failed to exhaustively analyze the structures, considering the functions and evolutionary
mechanisms of the compound tourism destination ecosystem. This is indeed a shortcoming of those
research studies. Entropy, as a measure of system dissipation or disorganization, has been used
to analyze social systems in various contexts [114–118]. In relation to tourism [119–123], for
example, Bailey noted that Social Entropy Theory (SET) was a very general macro sociological
systems theory [114]. Kenneth and Bailey point out that the most recent applications of entropy are
in social entropy theory and macro accounting theory [115]. Stepanic jr and Stefancic hold that
the established level of analogy between certain characteristics of social systems and part of
thermodynamic formalism in the simplified model encourage one to assume that even deeper
analogies might be drawn to construct more complete and detailed models of social systems [116].
Wilson describes entropy in urban and regional modelling introducing a new framework for
constructing spatial interaction and associated location models [117]. Cabral and Augusto
summarized entropy multifaceted character with regard to its implications for urban sprawl, and
propose a framework to apply the concept of entropy to urban sprawl for monitoring and management.
Hao point out that the phenomenon of the increase of entropy also exists in the tourism destination’s
ecological system [121]. Zhao proposed the conception and mainly indicates that research can
broaden insights on tourism systems’ carrying capacities through entropy change analysis from
the view of the tourism system’s entropy principle under the tourism dissipative structure
mechanism [122]. Qian noted that the tourism environment system was an open system. It is
unceasingly exchanging material and energy with the outside. It is impossible to achieve the
absolute balance through introduction of the negative entropy flow [123]. Relevant research has
indicated that tourism destination ecosystems are a typical dissipative structure. Therefore, there
is certain feasibility in analyzing its evolution and sustainable development potential from the
perspective of entropy. Given the analysis above and based on the relevant former research, this
study based on the structure, function and characteristic of tourism destination ecosystems, applied
information entropy theory for Dunhuang city which combines analysis entropy with information
entropy to establish a tourist destination quantitative ecosystem model for evaluating the potential of
sustainable development of Dunhuang tourism. It could offset the disadvantage of indistinct strategies
and lack of specificity in some degrees in the sustainable development of tourism destinations.
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2. Study Area
Dunhuang City is located in the border area of Gansu, Qinghai and Xinjiang Provinces, as the
western end of the Hexi Corridor in Gansu Province, China. It belongs to a typical arid oasis region
with unique geographical, historical and cultural status. In history, Dunhuang was an important hub
on the ancient Silk Road and the point of integration of Eastern with Western civilization. To some
extent, it is known as “human Dunhuang” owing to the intersection and coordination of the world’s
four major cultural systems [124]. It is rich in tourism resources, with Mogao Grottoes called the
“Pearl of Oriental Art”, Mingsha Mountain known as “desert spectacle”, Crescent Lake and other
tourism resources. All these places promote the development of tourism resources. In 2012, the
number of visitor arrivals was 0.312 million people-times and the total income was 2.687 billion
Yuan [125]. However, this explosive growth has brought a series of severe problems for cultural
heritage, such as, tourists’ periodic overload. Because of those intensive human activities, the weak
regional environment, and the global climate, there has been a shortage of water resources, as the core
of the regional ecological problems, which continue to worsen [126]. Therefore, it is very necessary
to study the potential of sustainable development of the Dunhuang tourism destination ecosystem.
3. Methodology
Entropy, firstly proposed by German physicist R Clausius [127,128], is the unique macroscopic
quantity in thermodynamics and statistical physics. In 1948, Shannon introduced this concept into
information theory and named it “information entropy” [129]. Generally speaking, information
entropy theory is based on probability and statistics to reflect the degree of disorder and quantify
the evolution direction of the system. When analyzing the complexity and uncertainty of problems,
it can be used as a multi-dimensional method to quantify and determine the comprehensive
benefits [130,131]. According to theory of dissipative structures by I. Prigogine [132–134], an open
system, which is far from equilibrium during the process of exchanging matter and energy with
outside environments, has the tendency of entropy growth; hence, this system, only by constantly
introducing negative entropy from the outside flow in order to offset internal positive entropy, will
finally have a new and ordered direction for further development. That means that the large entropy
of the system corresponds to the low degree of order and vice versa.
3.1. Entropy Change and Dissipative Structure of the Tourism Destination Ecosystem
The tourism destination ecosystem is a special ecosystem of areas with rich tourism resources
and occurrences, that is established based on the original nature or artificial ecosystem during
tourism development [121]. As the spatial carrier between tourist activities and the ecological
environment, tourism definition of ecosystems involves the continuous exchange of materials,
energy and information with external environments. It also makes irreversible the non-equilibrium
processes inside the system, which is always producing positive entropy, inflowing negative
entropy with the characteristics of openness, which is far from equilibrium, nonlinearity and ordered
fluctuation [122,123]. Tourism destination ecosystem is a typical dissipative self-organizing system
that possesses dissipative characteristics and analyzes the evolutionary process of entropy changes.
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The tourism destination ecosystem development and evolution is led mainly by the evolution of its
socioeconomic ecosystem under normal conditions. Given this progression, this study analyzes the
interactions between the tourism destination socioeconomic ecosystem and its natural ecosystem and
other regions by analyzing the entropy change process of the tourism destination socioeconomic
ecosystem. This involves analyzing the evolutionary process and developmental trend of the tourism
destination ecosystem, as well as evaluating the sustainable development potential of the tourism
destination ecosystem.
According to the dissipative structure theory [135], there are two parts of entropy changes in
tourism destination ecosystems. The first one is the entropy flow caused by the tourism destination
socioeconomic ecosystem’s exchange of materials, energy and information with external environments
etc.; it reflects the carrying capacity of the tourism destination nature ecosystem for its socioeconomic
ecosystem. Another part is the entropy production caused by irreversible non-equilibrium processes
inside the system, which reflects its regeneration potential and could indicate the vitality of the
tourism destination ecosystem. The total entropy change of the system is the summation of entropy
production and entropy flow, reflecting the overall level of development in the tourism destination
ecosystem [136]. The environment is affected by the development of tourism and associated
activities as part of the evolution in becoming a tourism destination ecosystem. This is a result of
the increase in disorder of entropy production, which is caused by de-vegetation, water pollution,
soil fertility, air quality degradation, biodiversity decline and the assimilation features of traditional
culture, etc. inside of the tourism destination ecosystem. The total entropy changes of the system
and disordered parameters will increase if the tourism destination ecosystem does not exchange
moderate amounts of material, energy and information with external environments, so the entropy
flow does not offset entropy production. This will result in some negative effects for the tourism
destination ecosystem, such as an increase in disorder within the system, lack of power, regulatory
failure and weaker functioning.
The analysis of entropy changes in tourism destination ecosystems describes the state of tourism
system and changes during the exchange of recourses with an external system. The amount or size
of entropy not only expresses the level of internal system resources’ effective utilization, but also
reflects the elastic changes of system affordability. The change in size of the system entropy refers
to higher or lower effective utilization rates in the evolutionary process of the tourism destination
ecosystem’s exchange of materials and energy with external environments [122].
3.2. Indicator System Establishment
The indicator system is an effective tool for measuring and evaluating the tourism sustainable
development level. There are lots of indicators that play a more important role for tourism
sustainable development. Depending on the principles of scientific city, comprehensiveness, dynamics,
hierarchy, maneuverability and perceptiveness [137,138], using the references from Indicators of
Sustainable Development for Tourism Destinations: A Guidebook (WTO, 2004) [139], European
Tourism Indicator System For Sustainable Destinations (EU, 2013) [140], ecological civilization
city construction indicator system of Dunhuang city and related research results [23–41,141], the
article establishes tourism destination ecosystem sustainable development analysis and indicators
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system evaluation according to three aspects. They are the structure, function and characteristic of
tourism destination ecosystems; the entropy production and entropy flow in the process of system
operation; and the ecological environment pollution and destruction during the tourism industry
development within the system. The article selected two parts of the entropy production and entropy
flow; four aspects that are the supportive entropy input index, the stressful entropy output index, the
consumption metabolism index of entropy and the regenerate metabolism index of entropy;
29 representative index (Table 1).
Table 1. Index system hierarchy of sustainable development potential evaluation.
Criterion

Sub-Criterion

Supportive
entropy input
index (A)

Entropy
flow

Stressful
entropy output
index (B)

Entropy
production

Consumption
metabolism
index of
entropy (C)

Regenerate
metabolism
index of
entropy (D)

Indicators
Number of travel agencies (A1)
Number of direct engaged persons in tourism industry (A2)
Number of star-rated hotels (A3)
Number of beds in star-rated hotels (A4)
Passenger-kilometers by highways (A5)
Passenger-kilometers by railways (A6)
Passenger-kilometers by civil aviation (A7)
Annual water supply (A8)
Number of visitor arrivals (B1)
Transport expenditure as percentage of tourism
expenditure (B2)
sightseeing expenditure as percentage of tourism
expenditure (B3)
Hotels expenditure as percentage of tourism expenditure (B4)
Catering expenditure as Percentage of tourism
expenditure (B5)
Water used by tourists (B6)
Total wastewater discharged (C1)
Industrial wastewater discharged (C2)
Emission of disulfide (C3)
solid wastes discharged (C4)
waste discharge by tourists (C5)
Carbon emission by tourism (C6)
Number of training institutions for tourism (D1)
Direct engaged persons in tourism industry as percentage
of employees (D2)
Tourism GDP (D3)
Tourism GDP as percentage of GDP (D4)
Investment in anti-pollution Projects as percentage of
GDP (D5)
Proportion of industrial solid waste treated and utilized (D6)
Rate of harmless garbage disposal (D7)
Green coverage rate in developed areas (D8)
Gardens per capita (D9)

Measurements
unit
person
unit
bed
104 passenger-km
104 passenger-km
104 passenger-km
104 t
104 person-times
%
%
%
%
104 t
104 t
104 t
t
104 t
t
t
unit
%
104 Yuan
%
%
%
%
%
m2
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Supportive entropy input index: Mainly embodies attractiveness and bearing capacity of the
tourism destination ecosystem. The tourism destination satisfied the tourists’ demands by supporting
resources, infrastructures and services, support foundation of tourism development, and promotes
communication with the outside and for internal operations. Therefore, here we select the related
index that can reflect tourism destination development status quo and potential of its development
(basic infrastructure, available water resources, etc.).
Stressful entropy output index: Expresses tourism activities putting pressure on the tourism
destination ecosystem. During the evolution process of tourism destination ecosystem and tourist
industry development, tourists and their consumption (transport, hotels, sightseeing, catering) and
tourist industry energy consumption have direct or indirect influence on the tourism local
ecological environment, and puts some pressure on system development, as well as slowing down
the positive evolution speed of the system.
Consumption metabolism index of entropy: During the evolution process of the tourism
destination ecosystem, the discharge of wastes, pollutants produced and a series of ecological
problems from tourism activities to some extent weaken the sustainable development potential of
the system.
Regenerate metabolism index of entropy: Mainly shows human being’s governance capacity
of the tourism destination ecosystem. The waste discharge by tourists is above the system bearing
capacity, so that some pollution cannot be purified by the system itself; therefore, the system must rely
on artificial management policies and scientific technologies. That is why human beings invest into
environmental pollution management as a recovery function of tourism destination ecosystem’s
sustainable development.
According to the established evolution indexes of the tourism destination ecosystem, there is the
calculation formula for entropy flow, entropy production and total entropy changes (Table 2).
Table 2. Symbols and formulae of entropy flow, entropy production and total entropy change.
Objective
Supportive entropy input
Stressful entropy output
Consumption metabolism of entropy
Regenerate metabolism of entropy
Entropy flow
Entropy production
Total entropy change

Symbols and Formula
¨eS1
¨eS2
¨iS2
¨iS1
¨eS2 í ¨eS1
¨iS2 í ¨iS1
(¨eS2 í ¨eS1) + (¨iS2 í ¨iS1)

Means
Disorder of system
Disorder of system
Disorder of system
Disorder of system
Coordination of system
Vitality of system
Order and health of system

3.3. Depending on Entropy Information Evaluation Model Establishment
Based on information entropy’s benefits, information entropy’s evaluation model is widely
used in many scientific fields [136,142]. The tourism research focuses on the following: measuring
the weight of an indicator based on the entropy method [143]; analyzing the characteristics
and development measures based on information entropy, theory of entropy and dissipative
structure [121–123,126,144]. More qualitative analysis was be used and a few calculation methods
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for entropy of tourism systems. According to the information entropy of Shannon, if we used
random variables X represents uncertainty in the system, the discrete random variable could be
supposed as x and its value is X = {x1, x2, …, xn} (n  2), the probability for each value is P = {p1, p2,
…, pn} (0  pi  1, i = 1, 2, …, n). ¦ Pi 1 . The information entropy can be described as
follows [131,145,146]:
n

¦ Pi ln˄Pi ˅

S

(1)

i 1

where S the is information entropy of an uncertain system, Pi is the probability of the random state
variable X in the uncertain system.
3.3.1. Measurement for Entropy Flow and Entropy Production of Tourism Destination Ecosystem
According to the measurement models for information entropy theory, we compute a formula
for the entropy flow and entropy production based on information entropy theory and models for
each year, then analyzed the complexity, coordination order and health for tourism destination
ecosystems. Measurement of n indictors in m years, ¨S represents the four types of entropy based
on information entropy [130,131,145], i.e., the input supportive type of entropy (¨eS1), the output
pressure type of entropy (¨eS2), the consumption metabolic type of entropy (¨iS2) and the
regeneration metabolic type of entropy (¨iS1).
'S



1 n qij qij
¦ ln
ln m i 1 q j q j

(2)

where ¨S represents the four types of entropy, qij is the standardized value of calculated from the
raw data, qj is sum for standardized value of index in j year, m is sum for the number of appraisal
events and n is the number of indicators, i is each index, qi

n

¦ q˄i
ij

1, 2,..., n; j 1, 2,..., m˅.

i 1

If the number of index is n, and the number of appraisal events is m, then Ei denotes the
indicator-based information of indicator i and can be derived thus:

Ei



1 m qij qij
¦ ln
ln m j 1 qi qi

(3)

where Ei is the information entropy of indicator, qij is the standardized value calculated
from the raw data and qi is sum for standardized value all appraisal events in i index,

qi

m

¦ q˄i
ij

1, 2,..., n; j 1, 2,..., m˅.

j 1

According to the entropy weighting method [142], the entropy weight of i indicator is
defined as:

Qi

n
§
·
(1  Ei ) ¨ n  ¦ Ei ¸
i 1
©
¹

(4)
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where Qi is the entropy weight of i, Ei is the indicator-based information entropy of indicator i, n
n

is the number of indicator and

¦Q

1

1 , 0  Qi  1, n  2.

i 1

The entropy weight of an indicator is not the most important coefficient of the indicator in
regard to decision-making issues. It is instead the relative degree of competition with other
indicators when a set of evaluation objects is given and the evaluation indicators are determined,
the entropy weighting value is closely related to the evaluation objects. From the information
perspective, the entropy weight of an evaluation indicator represents how much useful information
an indicator can provide [131,145]. When the entropy weighting of an indicator is larger than other
indicators in the evaluation index system for the sustainable development of tourism destination
ecosystems, the useful information provided by the indicator could have a greater impact on the
system than the other indicators [131].
3.3.2. Sustainable Development Evaluation Model of the Tourism Destination Ecosystem
The index weight was calculated by information entropy, and then integrated to the value of
normalization calculated a comprehensive score of values [130,131,146]:

G

¦Q X
i

i

(5)

where: G is an appraisal score, Qi is the weighting factor derived from information entropy (described
below), Xi is the standardized value between 0 and 1 generated from raw data for each indicator.
A larger value of G indicates a better state of the tourism destination ecosystem and a better
potential of the tourism destination ecosystem for sustainable development.
4. Data Sources and Processing Method
4.1. Data Sources
Related data applied in this study were extracted from the 10th Five-Year Statistical
Yearbook of Dunhuang City [147], 11th Five-Year Statistical Yearbook of Dunhuang City [148],
Statistical Yearbook of Dunhuang City between 2011 and 2013 [149], Environmental Quality
Bulletin of Dunhuang City between 2006 and 2012 [150]. Some data are obtained from the interview
and questionnaire.
4.2. Data Processing Methods
This study adopted the standardize deviation to processing data and the score between [0, 1] when
analyzing the evolution and development of the tourism destination socioeconomic ecosystem. The
following aspects should be noted in processing data [131,146]: (a) As the entropy change model has
used the four types of entropy for vector quantization, there is no need to distinguish between
positive and negative indicators to standardize the data processing; (b) The assessment model for the
sustainable development potential of the tourism destination ecosystem, which is based on information
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entropy, has not used vector quantization on different types of indicators, the data processing must
distinguish between positive and negative indicators.
For the four indicators, the input supportive type of entropy (¨eS1) and regeneration metabolic
type of entropy (¨iS1) are positive indicators, the bigger value means more coordination of the
system. The output pressure type of entropy (¨eS2) and the consumption metabolic type of entropy
(¨iS2) are negative indicators, the bigger value means less coordination of the system. The
normalization methods for the positive and negative indicators are listed below:
Normalization method for positive indicators:

X ij'

X ij Max( X i )

(6)

Normalization method for negative indicators:

X ij'

Min( X i ) X ij

(7)

'
where X ij is the normalized value of Xij, Xij is the raw data for indicator i in j year, Xi represents

all of the original data for indicator i, and Max(Xi) obtains the maximum of indicator i by function
during the study period, and Min(Xi) obtains the minimum of indicator i by function during the
study period.
5. Results and Analysis
5.1. Entropy Change Analysis
The supportive entropy input showed a trend to remain stable during study period. The stressful
entropy output was fluctuated within a slow upward trend (Table 3, Figure 1). For the stressful
entropy output with the turning point in 2003 and 2008, the smallest value was in 2003, because the
tourism industry was in a state of depression influenced by SARS. In addition, the global financial
crisis and snow disaster of South China led to a smaller value in 2008. The burden on tourism
destination ecosystems was decreased during those two years. However, the pressure of tourist
destinations was increased with the recovery of the tourism industry. The burden of the Dunhuang
tourism destination natural ecosystem was increased under the rapid development of tourism and
increasing utilization of tourism resources, while the supportive entropy input experienced relatively
slow growth. This shows that the pressure was increasing on the tourism destination socioeconomic
ecosystem in some degree from 2008.
The consumption metabolism of entropy showed a slowed trend down between 2000 and 2012,
the regenerate metabolism of entropy fluctuated with a sharply upward trend. The turning point
of regenerate metabolism of entropy was in 2007, 2008 and 2011, which first increased and
then decreased with the turning point in 2007 and slowed down sharply. The minimum value
was in 2008 and then showed a slowed upward trend. The turning point was a sharp upward trend
in 2011 (Table 3, Figure 2). This indicates that the ecological security was improved, the potential
of metabolism was better and the vitality was improved gradually in Dunhuang tourism destination
from 2008.
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Table 3. Entropy production and total entropy change of the tourism destination
socio-economic ecosystem in Dunhuang city on information entropy.

Year
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012

Supportive
Entropy
Input
0.7846
0.7925
0.7958
0.7974
0.7793
0.7980
0.7981
0.7969
0.7980
0.7991
0.7993
0.8095
0.8101

Stressful
Entropy
Output
0.6370
0.6418
0.6398
0.6356
0.6607
0.6711
0.6789
0.6850
0.6659
0.6747
0.6831
0.6925
0.6914

Items
Consumption Regenerate
Entropy
Metabolism Metabolism
Flow
of Entropy
of Entropy
0.6243
0.8002
í0.1476
0.6504
0.7838
í0.1507
0.6429
0.7864
í0.1559
0.6330
0.7865
í0.1618
0.6400
0.7793
í0.1186
0.6505
0.7893
í0.1269
0.6357
0.7987
í0.1192
0.6352
0.8332
í0.1119
0.6360
0.7271
í0.1321
0.6010
0.7357
í0.1245
0.5837
0.7549
í0.1162
0.5953
0.7581
í0.1171
0.5933
0.8556
í0.1187

Total
Entropy
Entropy
Production
Change
í0.1759
í0.3234
í0.1334
í0.2840
í0.1435
í0.2994
í0.1535
í0.3153
í0.1393
í0.2579
í0.1389
í0.2658
í0.1630
í0.2821
í0.1980
í0.3099
í0.0911
í0.2233
í0.1346
í0.2591
í0.1713
í0.2875
í0.1628
í0.2798
í0.2623
í0.3810

Figure 1. Score trends of the two entropy exchange types of the tourism destination.
The entropy flow showed fluctuation within a slow upward trend between 2000 and 2012,
while the entropy production and total entropy change both sharply fluctuated. The turning points
of entropy flow, entropy production and total entropy change were during the period of 2003 and
2008 because the tourism industry was mostly effected by the external environment, with the
influences of SARS in 2003 and the global financial crisis and snow disaster of South China in
2008. The entropy flow fluctuated with a slow upward trend, which first decreased and then increased
with the turning points in 2003 and 2008. The entropy production and total entropy change sharply
fluctuated, first increasing and then decreasing with the turning point in 2003. Also, it first
increased and then decreased with the turning point in 2008 (Table 3). This indicates that the
Dunhuang tourism destination ecosystem was orderly and healthy during the study period.
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Figure 2. Score trends of the two entropy production types of tourism destination.
5.2. Analysis of Tourism Destination Ecosystem Sustainable Development Potential in Dunhuang
The values of supportive entropy input remained stable between 2000 and 2012. These values
indicate the carrying capacity was relatively stable as a socio-economic ecosystem in Dunhuang.
The values of stressful entropy output were decreased in 2003 and 2008, which showed that the
pressure was increased on the nature ecosystem with the development of tourism (Figure 1). The
values of consumption metabolism of entropy fluctuated with a slow downwards trend, and the
values of regenerate metabolism of entropy fluctuated with a sharp upward trend. That indicated
the metabolism of function was strengthened, which indicates some success in protecting the
ecological environment and also its quality was improved (Figure 2). The values of sustainable
development potential fluctuated with an upward trend (Figure 3). The lowest value was in 2008
and the highest was in 2012. This phenomenon may be related to external features of the tourism
industry, which was in a status of trough influenced by the global financial crisis and snow disaster
of Southern China in 2008. The stressful entropy output fluctuated with a downward trend; also the
regenerate metabolism of entropy had the lowest value in 2008. The highest value is attributed to
government attention and an improvement in ecological security, an increase in investment in
anti-pollution projects as percentage of GDP and improved proportion of industrial solid waste
treated and utilized.

Figure 3. Score trends of tourism destination ecosystem sustainable development potential.
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5.3. Analysis of Sustainable Development Measures Based on the Entropy Weights and Time
Sequence Changes of the Indicators
The entropy weights of number of travel agencies, passenger-kilometers by highways and
passenger-kilometers railways were largest among the supportive entropy input index in Dunhuang
tourism destination ecosystem between 2000 and 2012 (Table 4). These indicate that significant
increases of these three indexes had played an important role in strengthening the supportive
entropy input system. However, the entropy weights of annual water supply were the smallest, and
the entropy weights of passenger-km by civil aviation was smaller, showing some negative effects
caused by the sharp decline of annual water supply and decrease of passenger-km by civil aviation
in the Dunhuang tourism destination ecosystem. Those two indexes restricted the development of
the supportive entropy input system. The shortage of water resources is a limiting factor for
development of Dunhuang being located in the arid oasis area of northwest China. The transport
passenger-kilometers focused on railways and highway, however, civil aviation supplemented the
railway and highway with the development of the economy. The positive aspects of transport
(railways, highway and civil aviation) and travel agencies should be improved for the supportive
entropy input, as well as coordinating the relationship between water resources and to safeguard
water supply by increasing effective use.
The entropy weights of number of visitor arrivals and water used by tourists were largest among
the stressful entropy output index during the study period (Table 4). The value of those two indexes
significantly increased the pressure of stressful entropy output index of Dunhuang tourism
destination ecosystem. Those two indexes should be paid much attention, the number of visitor
arrivals reasonably controlled and tourists guided on water use.
The entropy weights of industrial wastewater discharged and total wastewater discharged were
largest among the consumption metabolism index of entropy between 2000 and 2012 (Table 4).
Those indicate that the significant increases of wastewater discharged was strongly influenced by the
consumption metabolism index of entropy and increasing the pressure on ecological environments
of the tourism destination. The value of entropy weights for waste discharge by tourists was larger
than that of carbon emissions, which indicates that the consumption metabolism of tourism
destination is influenced more by increase of waste discharge by tourists than carbon emission by
tourism. Given these circumstances, scientific controls should be put in place for the waste
discharge of tourists.
The value of entropy weights for two indexes (proportion of industrial solid waste treated and
utilized and investment in anti-pollution projects as percentage of GDP) were largest among
regenerate metabolism index of entropy (Table 4). These show that those two indexes greatly
impact the potential of regenerate metabolism system. Pollution should be controlled paying
attention to the ecological security of the tourism destination, increasing investment in anti-pollution
projects as a percentage of GDP and increasing proportion of industrial solid waste treated and
utilized. The values of entropy weights were smallest in regenerate metabolism index of entropy,
which include direct engaged persons in tourism industry as percentage of employees, rate of
harmless garbage disposal and gardens per capita. These indicate improvement in the potential of
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regenerate metabolism system by increasing the direct engaged persons in the tourism industry as
percentage of employees, improving the rate of harmless garbage disposal and increasing the
gardens per capita.
Table 4. Information entropy and entropy weights of the sustainable development
potential evaluation indicators for the tourism destination ecosystem in Dunhuang.
Indicator Type

Supportive
entropy input
index (A)

Stressful entropy
output index (B)

Consumption
metabolism index
of entropy (C)

Regenerate
metabolism index
of entropy (D)

Indicator
Number of travel agencies (A1)
Number of direct engaged persons in tourism industry (A2)
Number of star-rated hotels (A3)
Number of beds in star-rated hotels (A4)
Passenger-kilometers by highways (A5)
Passenger-kilometers by railways (A6)
Passenger-kilometers by civil aviation (A7)
Annual water supply (A8)
Number of visitor arrivals (B1)
Transport expenditure as percentage of tourism expenditure (B2)
sightseeing expenditure as percentage of tourism expenditure (B3)
Hotels expenditure as percentage of tourism expenditure (B4)
Catering expenditure as percentage of tourism expenditure (B5)
Water used by tourists (B6)
Total wastewater discharged (C1)
Industrial wastewater discharged (C2)
Emission of disulfide (C3)
solid wastes discharged (C4)
waste discharge by tourists (C5)
Carbon emission by tourism (C6)
Number of training institutions for tourism (D1)
Direct engaged persons in tourism industry as percentage of
employees (D2)
Tourism GDP (D3)
Tourism GDP as percentage of GDP (D4)
Investment in anti-pollution projects as percentage of GDP (D5)
Proportion of industrial solid waste treated and utilized (D6)
Rate of harmless garbage disposal (D7)
Green coverage rate in developed areas (D8)
Gardens per capita (D9)

Ei
0.9596
0.9936
0.9945
0.9941
0.9669
0.9674
0.9966
0.9968
0.9418
0.9919
0.9932
0.9970
0.9906
0.9414
0.9153
0.8324
0.9942
0.9182
0.9414
0.9627
0.9683

Qi
0.0295
0.0047
0.0040
0.0043
0.0242
0.0238
0.0025
0.0023
0.0426
0.0059
0.0050
0.0022
0.0069
0.0429
0.0620
0.1226
0.0043
0.0598
0.0429
0.0273
0.0232

0.9980

0.0014

0.8609
0.9851
0.8252
0.7336
0.9972
0.9799
0.9947

0.1017
0.0109
0.1279
0.1948
0.0020
0.0147
0.0039

6. Conclusions and Discussion
The analysis of the tourist destination ecosystem entropy change indicates an increase in the
diversity and complexity of Dunhuang tourism destination’s socio-economic ecosystem with the
rapid development of the tourism industry; the demands placed on the natural ecosystem have
increased. However, the pollution problems have been controlled, as shown by the overall upward
trend for regenerate metabolism during the study period. The vitality of the tourism destination
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ecosystem was obviously strengthened from 2008. Based on the score of sustainable development
potential for the tourism destination ecosystem between 2000 and 2012, the pressure on the natural
ecosystem was increased, while the carrying capacity of its socio-economic system also strengthen.
The regenerate metabolism system increased due to significant conservation achievements and
development of the eco-environment in the Dunhuang tourism destination ecosystem. According to
the entropy weight of this indicator and its impact on the sustainable development potential of
Dunhuang tourism destination ecosystem, the countermeasures are as follows: Increase the potential
of the supportive entropy input system by increasing the travel agencies and transportation; Reduce
the pressure on the consumption metabolism system by decreasing the total wastewater discharged and
industrial wastewater discharged; Enhance the potential of regenerate metabolism by focusing on the
ecological security of the tourism destination, increase investment in anti-pollution projects as
percentage of GDP and improve proportion of industrial solid waste treated and utilized.
The paper summarizes the former research results, and then further demonstrates by entropy
change analysis, information entropy and negative entropy of dissipative structure system for
evaluating the tourism destination ecosystem’s sustainable development evolution feasibility. The
numerical values show the orderly level of the tourism destination ecosystem demonstrating the
system sustainable development potential. Combining the entropy weight of index and times series
index will be more targeted for improving measures of Dunhuang tourism destination ecosystem’s
sustainable development. According to the data’s availability, the article selects indexes focusing
on supportive, stressful, consumed and regenerate indexes. The tourism destination ecosystem as a
society-economics-environment artificial compound ecosystem, the tourists and local residents are
significant participants and propellants of tourism sustainable development [27]. Their appreciation
of tourism sustainable development plays an important role in system improvement; thus the
indexes which are in line with their values should be chosen. On the other hand, using information
entropy from the perspective of the development of tourism destination ecosystem evolution to
analyze tourism destination sustainable development potential, it is beneficial to vertically analyze
a single tourism destination. There are disadvantages in horizontally comparing tourism, and
therefore this research must be improved.
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Sustainability Assessment of Solid Waste Management
in China: A Decoupling and Decomposition Analysis
Xingpeng Chen, Jiaxing Pang, Zilong Zhang and Hengji Li
Abstract: As the largest solid waste (SW) generator in the world, China is facing serious pollution
issues induced by increasing quantities of SW. The sustainability assessment of SW management is
very important for designing relevant policy for further improving the overall efficiency of solid
waste management (SWM). By focusing on industrial solid waste (ISW) and municipal solid waste
(MSW), the paper investigated the sustainability performance of SWM by applying decoupling
analysis, and further identified the main drivers of SW change in China by adopting Logarithmic
Mean Divisia Index (LMDI) model. The results indicate that China has made a great achievement
in SWM which was specifically expressed as the increase of ISW utilized amount and harmless
disposal ratio of MSW, decrease of industrial solid waste discharged (ISWD), and absolute
decoupling of ISWD from economic growth as well. However, China has a long way to go to
achieve the goal of sustainable management of SW. The weak decoupling, even expansive negative
decoupling of ISW generation and MSW disposal suggests that China needs timely technology
innovation and rational institutional arrangement to reduce SW intensity from the source and promote
classification and recycling. The factors of investment efficiency and technology are the main
determinants of the decrease in SW, inversely, economic growth has increased SW discharge. The
effects of investment intensity showed a volatile trend over time but eventually decreased SW
discharged. Moreover, the factors of population and industrial structure slightly increased SW.
Reprinted from Sustainability. Cite as: Chen, X.; Pang, J.; Zhang, Z.; Li, H. Sustainability
Assessment of Solid Waste Management in China: A Decoupling and Decomposition Analysis.
Sustainability 2014, 6, 9268-9281.
1. Introduction
The production of solid waste (SW) is an inevitable consequence of population boom, economic
growth, rapid urbanization and the rise of human living standards, especially for developing
countries due to incomplete institutional arrangements for solid waste management (SWM) [1,2].
SWM is one of the most challenging issues faced by developing countries [3]. Due to incomplete
institutional arrangement and improper handling of SWM, developing countries are suffering from
serious pollution problems caused by growing quantities of SW, such as contamination of water,
soil and atmosphere, negative impacts on human health, and its contribution to climate change [2,3].
The sustainable management of SW will become necessary at all phases of impact from planning to
design, to operation, and to decommissioning in the 21st century [4].
As the second largest economy in the world, China has become the largest SW generator in the
world since 2004 owing to the unprecedented rate of urbanization, industrialization and steadily
improving living standards [5,6]. According to the projection of the World Bank (2005), the total
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amount of SW in China will be over 480 million tons in 2030 [7]. In order to resolve the
environmental issues induced by SW disposal, China has devoted considerable efforts to managing
SW and issued a series of regulations and policies for SWM, such as the Law of PR China on the
Prevention of Environmental pollution, which is the main legislation specifically pertaining to
SWM and pollution control, the Law of the People’s Republic of China on The Prevention and
Control of Environmental Pollution by Solid Waste issued in 1996 and amended in 2004, the Law
on Circular Economy Promotion issued in 2009, and has established a legal framework on SW
reduction, reuse and recycling (3Rs) et al. The investment in SW treatment equipment and
infrastructure increased 7.94 times, and over 3.95 times more SW was treated or disposed of safely
from 1991–2010. However, compared with developed countries, such as Germany, Japan, Sweden,
The Netherlands and Sweden, China still has a long way to go in the sustainable management of
SW (especially for municipal solid waste, MSW) with respect to reduction, recycling, reuse and
safely treatment technology and strategy [5,8,9].
There are lots of studies which have focused on China’s SWM at the city level [8,10–14],
provincial level [6,15] and even at the country level [5,7,9,16–20], including the trend of SW
generation, the composition of SW, the barriers of SWM [7,9,18,21], and the impacts of SW on the
environment [15,22] and contribution to climate change [13]. However, to our knowledge, few
studies have focused on the sustainability assessment of China’s SWM which is very important for
designing relevant policy for further improving the overall efficiency of SWM. The paper integrated
the approach of decoupling and decomposition analysis to assess the sustainability status of SWM
by analyzing the decoupling of SW from economic growth, and identified the main driving factors
of changes in SW during 1991–2010, to serve as the basis for future policy scenarios.
2. Methodologies
Sustainability assessment has been developed conceptually and through practical applications,
and has increasingly become associated with the family of impact assessment tools [23,24].
Ness et al. conceptually reviewed several tools of sustainability assessment based on three main
categories such as indicators/indices, product-related assessment, and integrated assessment tools [24].
With regard to the approaches for sustainability assessment of SMM, many scholars applied
environmental performance indicators [25], zero waste index [26,27], life cycle assessment [28,29],
material flow analysis [30] and emergy (or exergy) analysis [15] to assess the sustainability of
SWM, and other scholars have carried out the sustainability assessment by means of computer
based multiple sustainability assessment models and sustainability assessment by success and
efficiency factors [30]. Except for the approaches mentioned above, from the perspective of
macroeconomics, decoupling of economic activity from environmental or waste impacts has been
proposed as the inter-linked objectives for enhancing cost-effective and operational environmental
policies in the context of sustainability [31,32]. Due to the problems of availability of a sufficient
quantity of reliable data, especially for detailed data on SW composition, it is very difficult to
conduct process-based sustainability analysis (e.g., LCA, MFA) of China at the macro level.
So, the paper proposes to apply the decoupling analysis (including decoupling SW generation and
discharge from economic growth) to evaluate the sustainability performance of SWM in China during
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1991–2010. The paper also used decomposition analysis to investigate the underlying determinant
effects that influence the change of total SW generation and discharge.
2.1. Decoupling Analysis
The definition of decoupling environmental pressures (E) from economic growth (take GDP for
example) is shown as in Figure 1 [33]. Decoupling status could be estimated by the GDP elasticity
values of environmental pressure which shows in Equation (1):
GDP elasticity of E = %ǻE/%ǻGDP

(1)

When using economic output per capita as the X-axis and environmental impact as the Y-axis,
eight logical possibilities can be distinguished. In order to not over-interpret slight changes as
significant, a ±20% variation of the elasticity values around 1.0 (0.8–1.2) is still regarded as
coupling [33,34]. Compared to this diagram, actually, our research results mostly fell in the right
part, which is indicated as zone 1 to zone 4 in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Degree of coupling and decoupling zones ([33]).
The paper conducted the decoupling analysis of industrial solid waste (includes both the
non-hazard and hazard industrial solid waste) generation (ISWG), industrial solid waste discharge
(ISWD), and municipal solid waste generation (MSWG) from economic growth by calculating the
GDP elasticity of ISWG, ISWD, MSWG according to Equation (1). As for the MSWG, since urban
population and demographic trend are the key drivers for urban garbage generation and disposal,
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the role of population in MSWG decoupling allows the capturing of the dynamic effect of
consumption and population growth, provides the relative direction of the change and the scale of
the change, and also allows comparing real variations in MSWG and population [35,36]. So, the
paper carried out the decoupling analysis of MSWG from population increase by calculating the
population (Pop) elasticity of MSWG according to Equation (2):
Pop elasticity of MSWG = %ǻMSWG/%Pop

(2)

2.2. Index Decomposition Analysis
Decomposition methodology which is a technique has been widely applied in environmental
analysis, provides a linkage between an aggregate and the original raw data whereby information of
interest is captured in a concise and usable form [37,38]. The paper applied logarithmic mean
divisia index (LMDI), which is one of index decomposition analysis methods and has been widely
applied to analyze resource consumption and waste emission, to identify major driving factors
influencing changes in ISWD and the harmless disposal of municipal solid waste (MSWHD) of
China. The ISWD in China was decomposed into six influencing factors: population, per capita
GDP, industrial structure, investment intensity in treatment of ISW, investment efficiency of ISW
recycle, and ISWD intensity. The MSWHD in China was divided into three influencing factors:
urban population, per capita investment in sanitation (includes collection, transportation and disposal),
investment efficiency of MSW treatment and disposal (Table 1). Based on the LMDI decomposition
model [38–40], the paper decomposed the ISWD into six influencing factors, and MSWHD into
three influencing factors. The meaning of each factor is shown in Table 1.
Table 1. The fundamental equations of LMDI model.
Equations

G G ISW( IN ) ISW( RECYCLE )
ISW
ISW P u u 2 u
u
u
P G
G2
ISW( IN )
ISW( RECYCLE )

P u a u s u e u b u d (3)

MSWHD UP u

A MSWHD
u
UP
A

UP u m u n (4)

The Meaning of Factors in Equations
P: population scale; G: gross domestic
production (GDP);
G2: value added of the secondary industry; ISW(IN):
investment in treatment of industrial solid waste;
ISW(RECYCLE): the amount of ISW recycled; ISW: the
amount of ISW discharged; a: per capita GDP, s: the
proportion of the second industry to GDP refers to
industrial structure; e: investment intensity of ISW
management; b: investment efficiency of ISW recycling;
d: ISW discharged intensity refers to technology.
UP: urban population refers to urban scale; A: investment
in sanitation; MSWHD: the amount of harmless disposal
of MSW; m: per capita investment in sanitation; n:
investment efficiency in MSW treatment and disposal.

The paper focused on the period of 1991–2010. All the socio-economic data used in this paper
was collected from China Statistical Yearbook (1992–2011) [41]. The GDP data measured and
GDP of secondary industry as real GDP value in purchase power parity (at constant price in 1978)
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to eliminate the impact of price factors on the data. The data related to ISW, MSW and investment
in SWM comes from China Environment Yearbook (1992–2011) [42]. Due to the difficulty in
estimating the amount of municipal garbage generation in practical statistics in China, the municipal
garbage generation is often replaced by municipal garbage disposal, which refers to the amount of
municipal garbage collected and transported to disposal factories or sites and includes the garbage
produced from households, commercial activities, markets, street cleaning, public sites et al. in the
urban area [42].
3. Results
3.1. Overview of SW Generation in China
With fast economic growth driven by rapid industrialization, the total amount of ISWG has
increased (with an average annual increase rate of 11.5%) from 587.59 million tons in 1990 to
2409.44 million tons in 2010 (Figure 2). Due to the constant increase of ISW disposed and utilized
(the amount of increase was 4.9 and 4.58 times, respectively, during 1991–2010), the amount of
ISWD in the last couple years showed a decreasing trend which can be divided into two phases:
during 1991–1997, it showed decreasing trend, after 1997, the amount of discharge leaped forward to
70.48 million tons in 1998, then the continuous decreasing trend appeared again during 1998–2010.
The reason for the sudden increase in ISWD in 1998 is that the amount of ISWG in the mining and
quarrying department rapidly increased from 311.9 million tons in 1997 to 408.23 million tons in
1998. In virtue of the implementation of clean production and circular economy policies, the ratio
of ISW utilized increased from 37.92%–67.14%. The benefits of ISW utilization in China is
not only shown by the decreased ISWD, but also the output values from utilization, which were
31.05 billion in 2000 and 177.85 billion in 2010. In general, China has made great progress in ISW
management which is represented by the significant decrease of discharge and increase of utilization
ratio. However, the increase rate of ISW utilized was smaller than ISWG (Figure 2) which means
that there is an increasing amount of non-utilized ISW. Besides, the utilization ratio is still at a very
low level, especially compared with developed countries (e.g., USA, Germany, Japan, et al.).
With rapid urbanization and living standard improvements, the MSWG has been constantly
increasing [43]. As the main part of MSW, municipal garbage and its management dramatically
influences urban sustainable development. Due to the data unavailability of municipal garbage
generation, the paper only analyzes the disposed and harmless disposed municipal garbage. The
amount of municipal garbage disposal increased from 68.94 million tons in 1990 to 155.77 million
tons in 2005, then decreased from 155.77 million tons in 2005 to 148.41 million tons in 2006, then
slowly increased from 148.41 million tons in 2005 to 158.05 million tons in 2010, and its average
annual growth rate is 6.16% during the whole period (Figure 3). The proportion of harmless
disposed MSW ranged from 50%–60%, but after 2006, increased rapidly during 2006–2010. The
gap between MSWG and MSWHD remained stable in the period of 1990–2001, then enlarged
from 2001–2003 and eventually narrowed due to the fast increase in MSWHD. In 2010, 34.93
million tons MSW still was not treated harmlessly. The per capita MSWG remained stable which
indicates that the effect of population on MSWG is linear.
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Figure 2. The amount of ISW generated, discharged and utilized in China during 1991–2010.
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Figure 3. The amount of MSW disposal in China during 1990–2010.
3.2. Decoupling Analysis
In order to investigate the temporal variations in the decoupling of SW discharge from economic
growth and population expansion specifically, the paper calculated the decoupling indicators in
each time period by Equations (1) and (2). The results of the decoupling analysis of ISWG, ISWD,
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and MSWG from GDP, and MSWG from population in the 19 periods (1991–1992, 1992–1993, ...,
2009–2010) is shown in Figures 4 and 5.
The increasing amount of ISWG could lead to pressure for ISW utilization and recycling at
a certain technical level, and thus, potentially contribute to an increase in the discharge amount of
ISW. Besides, if the amount of ISW cannot be controlled with economic growth, this means that
the socio-economic cost for reducing the environmental pressure induced by ISW could be very
large. Therefore, the paper conducts a decoupling analysis for both ISWG and ISWD (Figure 4).
Referring to the ISWG, strong decoupling of ISWG from economic growth happened only in the
periods of 1993–1994, 1996–1997 and 1998–1999, and weak decoupling happened in each period
of 1990–1993, 1994–1996, 1999–2000, 2001–2003, and 2008–2009. Non-decoupling of ISWG
happened in the periods of 1997–1998, 2000–2001, 2003–2008 and 2009–2010, and non-decoupling
in the period of 2000–2001, and 2004–2008 shows expanding decoupling status, while the periods of
1997–1998, 2003–2004 and 2009–2010 even showed expansive negative decoupling status. The
results suggest the need for policies to reduce the ISW from source controlling.
As for the ISWD, the GDP elasticity was negative, which reflects that the strong decoupling
happened at the national level during the period 1991–2010 except the period of 1994–1995
which showed weak decoupling status, and 1997–1998 which showed very strong expansive
negative decoupling status due to the discharge of industrial solid waste in 1998 being 4.55 times
of that in 1997 due to the fast increase in ISWD of the mining and quarrying sector (from 17.85–
59.62 million tons).
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Figure 4. The GDP elasticity of ISWG and ISWD (%¨E/%¨GDP) in China, notes: the
GDP elasticity of ISWD in the period of 1997–1998 is not displayed in the figure due to
its value (45.32) being too large when compared with other periods.
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Figure 5. The GDP and population (Pop) elasticity of MSWG in China.
With regard to the decoupling of MSWG from economic growth, as depicted in Figure 5,
the expansive negative decoupling was observed in the periods of 1993–1994 and 2000–2001 due
to the MSWG growing faster than the economy by more than 1.2 times. Furthermore, the absolute
decoupling happened only in the period of 2005–2006. Most of the investigated period showed a
weak decoupling status.
As for the decoupling of MSWG from population growth, the situation was even worse. The
population elasticity of MSWG is bigger than the GDP's except for in the period of 2005–2006.
The expansive negative decoupling is observed in first five periods and the periods of 2000–2001
and 2002–2004.
3.3. Decomposition Analysis of SW Change
In order to understand the main drivers of the changes in SW and thus design appropriate
measures to decrease SW, the paper conducted the decomposition analysis according to equations
in Table 1. The decomposition result of ISWD is shown in Figure 6 with reference to the year 1991
and MSWHD is shown in Figure 7 with reference to the year 2000.
Referring to the ISWD (Figure 6), the decomposition analysis indicates that the factors of
investment efficiency and technology were the main determinants to decrease the ISWD. However,
the factor of economic growth was the most important factor that led to the increase in ISWD. The
factor of investment in ISW treatment fluctuated to a large extent, while finally decreasing ISWD.
The factors of population growth and industrial structure also contributed to increasing ISWD, but
the contribution was less than economic growth.
With regards to MGH, the factors of urban population and per capita investment in sanitation
were the main drivers of the MSWHDG increasing (Figure 7). The positive effect of urban
population on MSWHD indicates that the capability of MSW harmless treatment and disposal was
promoted with the expansion of urban scale. The change in contribution of per capital investment
over the periods indicates that the investment in MSW management had lag effects on MSWHD
(the contribution of per capital investment was negative in the first period and then switched to
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positive in subsequent periods). However, the factor of investment efficiency showed negative
effects on MSWHD due to the decrease in efficiency over the whole period (the investment
efficiency decreased 2.67 times). All the results indicate that the bigger cities have higher capacity
to dispose MSW harmlessly. Additionally, the investment in MSW management can promote the
harmless disposal amount of MSW. However, the investment efficiency was still at a low level and
even decreased which suggests the need for policies to promote the utilization level of current
MSW treatment and disposal facilities, and optimize MSW management strategies (e.g., reduce the
MSWG though clarification and recycling, recycle the organic waste to produce biological energy,
develop the urban mining to reuse the metal waste, etc.).
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Figure 6. LMDI decomposition of change of total ISWD in China during 1991–2010.
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4. Summaries and Conclusions
The paper investigated the sustainability of SWM by analyzing the decoupling of SW generation
from economic growth and population increasing during 1990–2010 in China, and further identified
the driving factors of ISWG and MSWHD by adopting the LMDI method to serve as the basis for
future policy scenarios.
In general, with fast economic growth fueled by urbanization and industrialization, the amount
of SW generation has been continuously increasing which will lead to great pressure on SWM. The
ISWD decreased due to the increasing amount of utilization of ISW. However, the ratio of
utilization is still low, especially compared with developed countries. As for the MSW, both the
amount of generation and harmless disposal increased. The amount of MSWG and MSWHD also
increased fast, and the gap between MSWG and MSWHD still remains large. The gap between SW
generated and utilized suggests that a series of policies should be adopted to improve the capacity
in MSWHD.
The paper provided evidence of the absolute decoupling of ISWD from economic growth except
for the period of 1997–1998, and weak decoupling, even non-decoupling (including expanding and
expansive negative decoupling) of ISWG in most investigated periods. The conflicting results of
ISWG and ISWD indicate that China needs timely technology innovation and rational institutional
arrangement to reduce the intensity of solid waste emission from the source. Regarding the MSW,
the absolute decoupling of disposal from economic growth only can be found in the period of 2005–
2006. Most of the investigated period showed the weak decoupling status. With regard to the
decoupling of MSWG from urban population growth, the situation is even worse. The expansive
negative decoupling was observed in seven of 20 periods investigated, and weak decoupling occurred
in 11 periods.
The decomposition analysis helps to understand how the specific driving factors (i.e., population
scale, economic growth, industrial structure, urban scale, technology and investment in SWM)
affected the changes in ISWD and MSWHD. Results confirm that the economic growth, industrial
structure and population scale are the main drivers of increases in ISWD. Meanwhile, investment
in ISW management and technology contribute to decreases in the discharge amount, but still
cannot offset the positive contribution of the driving factors mentioned above. The negative effects
of investment and technology suggest the need for policies to increase investment and promote
technology for raising the utilization ratio further. As for the MSW, the urban scale and investment
in harmless disposal helps increase the amount of harmless disposal, which means that larger cities
will possess a greater capability to dispose MSW harmlessly, due to infrastructure and financial
resources for MSW treatment is better in large cities than small cities. Inversely, the investment
efficiency has a negative effect on MSWHD which suggests need for policies to promote the
utilization level of current MSW treatment and disposal facilities, and optimize MSW management
strategies (e.g., reduce the MSWG through classification and recycling, recycle the organic waste
to produce biological energy, develop urban mining to reuse metal waste, etc.).
The approaches applied in the paper are suggested as a tool to evaluate the sustainability of
SWM and identify the drivers of changes in SW to design future policy scenarios for sustainable
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management of SW in the near future. However, it is worth noting that the quantity of data (e.g.,
we use the amount of MSW disposal to replace generation, and investment in sanitation to
represent investment in MSW management) may lead to estimation bias of the results to a certain
extent. Nevertheless, we believe our findings provide solid and meaningful results with useful
implications for policy makers.
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Impact Analysis of Air Pollutant Emission Policies on Thermal
Coal Supply Chain Enterprises in China
Xiaopeng Guo, Xiaodan Guo and Jiahai Yuan
Abstract: Spurred by the increasingly serious air pollution problem, the Chinese government has
launched a series of policies to put forward specific measures of power structure adjustment and the
control objectives of air pollution and coal consumption. Other policies pointed out that the coal
resources regional blockades will be broken by improving transportation networks and constructing
new logistics nodes. Thermal power takes the largest part of China’s total installed power generation
capacity, so these policies will undoubtedly impact thermal coal supply chain member enterprises.
Based on the actual situation in China, this paper figures out how the member enterprises adjust their
business decisions to satisfy the requirements of air pollution prevention and control policies by
establishing system dynamic models of policy impact transfer. These dynamic analyses can help coal
enterprises and thermal power enterprises do strategic environmental assessments and find directions
of sustainable development. Furthermore, the policy simulated results of this paper provide the
Chinese government with suggestions for policy-making to make sure that the energy conservation
and emission reduction policies and sustainable energy policies can work more efficiently.
Reprinted from Sustainability. Cite as: Guo, X.; Guo, X.; Yuan, J. Impact Analysis of Air Pollutant
Emission Policies on Thermal Coal Supply Chain Enterprises in China. Sustainability 2015, 7,
75-95.
1. Introduction
According to the Air Quality Report issued by the Chinese Environmental Protection Ministry,
in 2013 China’s annual haze days reached the highest level on record (19.5 days) owing to
unsustainable development and an unreasonable energy structure. In addition, the national annual
concentration of PM2.5 has reached 72 micrograms per cubic meter. Only three cities reached the
standard, which accounts for 4.1 percent of all 74 cities. The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change (IPCC) found that coal combustion is the main source of air pollutants. In addition, the
research done by the Chinese Academy of Sciences (CAS) showed that: the sources of Beijing’s
particulate matter (PM10) emission are secondary inorganic aerosols (26%), industrial pollution (25%),
coal consumption (18%), soil dust (15%), biomass burning (12%), and automobile exhaust gas and
waste incineration (4%). The secondary inorganic aerosols, industrial pollution, and coal consumption
are all caused by the burning of fossil fuels. Therefore, China’s worsening air quality is probably
caused by extensive coal consumption and a high energy consumption development pattern.
Coal consumption is considered to be the second most important anthropogenic contributor to
global air pollution [1,2]. From the perspective of coal consumption structure, the electric power
industry is the biggest contributor to the coal resources consumption. The power generation industry
produces more than 40 percent of total air pollution emissions in China [3]. China’s past electricity
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development policies have led the power industry to make excessive investment in thermal power
installed capacity and low operational efficiency [4]. If a long-term transition towards a low carbon
economy is not carried out, China’s CO2 emissions could rise by 160%–250% from 2010 to 2050 [5].
By the year 2020, China’s thermal power generation may reach over 7 trillion kilowatt-hours, and
air-pollution intensity will be nearly twice the 2005 level [6].
To accelerate the control of air pollution, the Chinese government has introduced many policies
managing the air quality and adjusting the energy structure since 2009. These air pollution emission
policies will surely change the operating environment of coal supply chain enterprises. So it is
urgent to analyze the policy impact and optimize the development patterns for coal and power
industries under new policy restraints [7]. From the perspective of the power industry, coal-fired
power will translate into clean and efficient energy power after the implementation of sustainable
development policies [5,8]. China’s hydropower, wind power, and nuclear power industry will meet
a tremendous need in the following decades under the encouragement of energy structure adjustment
and an emission reduction policy [9,10]. Nuclear and hydropower may play a dominant role in
contributing to China’s air pollution reduction in the long term [11]. Also, the promotion of
renewable energy utilization will surely have a great effect on China’s coal and power industry [12].
Further, the air pollution emission reduction policies can also accelerate the technological
advancement and clean coal utilization of thermal coal supply chain enterprises [13,14].
The thermal coal supply chain system is the whole system of coal enterprises, power enterprises,
and coal transportation enterprises, which guide the process from coal production to coal
consumption. In addition, air pollutant emission reduction policies’ impact on the thermal coal
supply chain is a complex, dynamic evolution process concerning many fields such as policies
related to energy conservation and emission reduction, economic development, power production
and consumption, resource exploitation and utilization, and energy price. So it is obvious that the
power structure adjustment has nonlinear characteristics. The system dynamics (SD) method not
only models the market’s real behavior but also properly explains the relationship between the main
variables of the system [15]. Considering the advantages of integrity and dynamics that system
dynamics has in analyzing complex dynamic problems, this paper set up a complete system dynamics
model by analyzing: the air pollution emitted during coal combustion, coal washing technology,
installed capacity, unit transform, and new energy power generation, under the constraint of the
new atmospheric pollutant emission policy, to seek a development pattern for the thermal coal
supply chain.
The SD approach has been applied in investigating the sustainable management of electric power
systems. Some scholars have set up an SD-based model to investigate the distributed energy resource
expansion planning [15–17] and energy efficiency improvement [18], considering both energy states
and production constraints. Other scholars use SD methodology to simulate the behavior of the
renewable energy sectors such as nuclear [19] and photovoltaic energy [20]. SD models are also
widely built to explore the effects of energy consumption and CO2 emission reduction
policies [21–24]. Previous models have structured the investment, dispatch, pricing heuristics, and
electricity generation resource factors with common emission reduction policies such as
feed-in-tariffs, investment subsidies, and carbon taxes. In order to deeply investigate the new
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development pattern of the power and energy industry, some scholars have qualitative explored
the link between transportation systems and air pollution reduction policies using the SD
approach [25,26]. However, the dynamic behavior of the thermal power system and the complicated
feedback of a coal system under pollution reduction policies were not taken into account in
previous studies.
As policy refinement increases, China’s air pollutant emission reduction policies select the
specific goals of pollution emission, coal cleaning proportion, and desulfurated capacity proportion.
Under the new policy situation, the former system dynamic model is not suitable to measure the
effect on China’s thermal coal supply chain member enterprises.
The objectives of this paper are as follows:
(1) To analyze China’s recent air pollution reduction policies systematically.
(2) To apply some descriptive and effective methodologies to simulate the fundamental and
dynamic development process of thermal coal supply chain member enterprises driven by
emission reduction policies.
(3) Taking China as a case study, to develop a system dynamics model based on Vensim PLE
for Windows Version 5.10a software (Ventana Systems, Inc., Cambridge, MA, USA),
which offers a realistic platform for predicting the development trends of China’s thermal
coal supply chain enterprises from 2012 to 2022.
The simulated results are significant in predicting energy proportion, power proportion, and
development routes of thermal coal supply chain member enterprises. In addition, the simulations of
China’s air pollution emission reductions have meaning for policy-making institutions.
2. China’s Air Pollution Emission Reduction Policies
China is the world’s biggest energy consumer [27,28]. According to the information distributing
platform of National Statistics, China’s coal consumption accounts for about 70% of the total energy
consumption in 2013. The thermal coal consumption of China’s electric industry is 1967 million
tons, accounting for 64.29% of the total coal consumption. China’s growing atmospheric pollution
problem is caused by the long-term accumulation of multiple factors such as unsustainable
development patterns and unreasonable energy electric power industry structures. In order to better
reduce air pollution, the Chinese government has introduced many laws involving concrete measures
since 2009.
In 2009, after realizing the importance of sustainable development the Chinese government first
proposed to reduce carbon dioxide emissions per unit of GDP by 40%–45% in 2020, as of the 2005
level. This restrictive goal has also been included in the medium and long term planning of China’s
national economic and social development.
In 2010, the fifth plenary session of the 17th CPC Central Committee emphasized that China
should make the construction of a resource-saving and environment-friendly society an important
focus despite the acceleration of economic growth and the readjustment of the economic structure.
Prime Minister Wen Jiabao promised that China would energetically promote energy conservation
and raise the efficiency of energy consumption, especially in industry and transportation. Wen also
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said that China would add 80 million tons of standard coal energy saving ability annually, and that
all additional and reconstructive coal-fired units must build and run flue gas desulfurization
facilities synchronously.
Since 2012, hazy weather in the Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei and Yangtze River Delta areas is
becoming more and more frequent, so the importance of air pollutant prevention is becoming more
and more noticeable. In October 2012, the Chinese National Development and Reform Commission,
the Ministry of Environmental Protection, and the Ministry of Finance jointly issued The 12th
Five-Year Plan for the prevention and control of atmospheric pollution in key areas. The 12th
Five-Year Plan pointed out that we should focus on the optimization of industrial layout and energy
structure and the enhancement of clean energy under the current serious situation of air pollution.
China should adhere to a diversified energy development strategy, strive to improve the proportion
of clean low-carbon fossil energy and non-fossil energy, promote the efficient utilization of clean
coal, implement the alternatives of traditional energy, and speed up the optimization of energy
production and consumption structure. By the end of the 12th period, the proportion of non-fossil
energy consumption should increase to 11.4% and the proportion of coal consumption should
decrease to 65%. The proportion of non-fossil energy generation installed capacity should reach 30%.
In June 2013, the premier, Li Keqiang, introduced ten measures for the control of air pollution in
the state council executive meeting. The main content of these measures is the reduction of air
pollutant emission, the control of high energy-consuming enterprises, the adjustment of energy
structures, and the new energy conservation and emissions reduction mechanisms of incentive and
constraint. We should speed up the adjustment of energy structure by implementing the interregional
transmission project, controlling coal consumption reasonably, and promoting the use of clean coal.
By the end of 2014, China should complete the elimination of backward installed capacity ahead of
time. The Chinese government should follow the guiding and incentive rule of taxes and subsidies, in
order to push for sustainable development.
In September 2013, The Action Plan for the Control of Air Pollution, issued by the state council,
clearly pointed out that in 2017 the inspirable particle concentrations of China’s prefecture-level
cities should be reduced by 10% from 2012 levels and the inspirable particle concentrations of
Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei, the Yangtze River Delta area, and the Pearl River Delta area should be
reduced by about 25%, 20%, and 15%, and the PM10 concentrations of Beijing especially should be
reduced to under 60 micrograms per cubic meter. The Action Plan for the Control of Air Pollution
also mentioned the adjustment of energy structure, the optimization of industrial layout, the
improvement of environmental economic policies, and some other measures. Measures optimizing
the industrial layout covered the capacity limitation of energy-intensive and highly polluting
industries, the acceleration of backward capacity elimination, and the compression of excessive
capacity. China should take a sustainable development pattern by controlling coal consumption,
increasing the proportion of washed coal, accelerating the use of clean energy, and raising the
energy usage effectiveness. An energy conservation and emissions reduction mechanism of
incentive and constraint should be promoted actively in order to improve sustainable environmental
economic policies.
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In addition, some local governments introduced policies to cooperate with the implementation of
The Action Plan for the Control of Air Pollution, such as an action plan implementing rules for the
control of air pollution in Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei and surrounding areas. These rules made more
detailed targets for the provinces and cities of the Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei region. The plan pointed out
that by the end of 2017 the proportion of Beijing’s coal consumption will drop below 10% and
high-quality energy such as electricity and natural gas will account for more than 90%. Beijing will
cut 13 million tons of raw coal by using many comprehensive measures such as eliminating
backward production capacity, clear violations capacity, strengthening energy conservation and
emissions reduction, implementing clean energy replacement, safe development of nuclear power, and
strengthening the new energy-efficient utilization.
Overall, these air-pollution reduction policies focused on optimizing the industrial structure and
energy structure, and giving impetus to industrial transformation and upgrading. Along with the
restriction of coal consumption and the development of clean energy generation, the business
environment and development modes of coal enterprises and power generation enterprises must
change significantly. It is a big challenge for thermal coal supply chain member enterprises,
including coal enterprises, power generation enterprises, and thermal coal transportation enterprises,
to make the right decisions in response to the policy influence [29]. Completing the analysis of
policy implications will be of great significance in researching the policy mechanism and predicting
the developing direction for thermal coal supply chain node enterprises under the policy background.
The policy implications are complex and dynamic, so it is difficult for a general model to simulate
the changing process of each factor in the thermal coal supply chain under the influence of air
pollutant emission reduction policies. Considering the advantages of the SD model on integrity and
dynamics during complex analysis, this paper plans to establish a system dynamics model of thermal
coal supply chain member enterprises’ development processes under the impact of air pollutant
emission reduction policies to figure out the policy mechanism and assist decision-making in
node enterprises.
3. A System Dynamics Model of Policy Impact on Thermal Coal Supply Chain
Member Enterprises
3.1. System Dynamics Methodology
SD is a systems modeling and dynamic simulation methodology for analysis of dynamic
complexity in socioeconomic and biophysical systems [30]. Based on the principles of system thinking
and feedback control theory, system dynamics helps in understanding the time-varying behavior of
complex systems [31]. Our SD model is divided into two parts: qualitative analysis and quantitative
analysis. The causality diagram is mainly used for the qualitative analysis of the model and the
system dynamics flow diagram is used to realize the quantitative analysis. We used a causality
diagram to qualitatively analyze the transfer process of impact of air pollution reduction policies on
the thermal coal supply chain. The causality diagram achieves a qualitative analysis of complex
correlations and influences within various factors of the thermal coal supply-chain system by
drawing system factors and the positive or negative causal chains connecting factors. Furthermore,
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we used a flow diagram to analyze the quantitative relationship between the three variables of the
coal subsystem, the power subsystem, and the transportation subsystem. The dynamic flow diagram
builds up the quantitative analysis model to simulate and analyze the system’s behavior by drawing
the visual state variable, the rate variable, and the auxiliary variable, and setting function relationships
and initial values among variables through the Vensim_PLE software. The SD model simulated
the changing trend of various internal variables under the influence of relevant policies. In addition,
we predicted the power structure adjustment and the developing route of coal enterprises by
summarizing the simulated results.
The thermal coal supply chain is a system with obvious boundaries, and policy impact on it will be
both dynamic and complex. Although other types of dynamic, quantitative modeling can do the
impact analysis, an SD model has an advantage in solving dynamic problems because it is the only
method that can better reflect forward and reverse policy impact processes along the thermal coal supply
chain, and reveal the extent of the influence air pollution reduction policy has on factors in the supply
chain system [32]. So this study uses system dynamics to analyze air pollutant emission policies’
impact on the development of thermal coal supply chain member enterprises in China, simulating the
dynamic transfer process of policy influence. We believe that this SD model can properly analyze
the impact of air pollution reduction policies on the development of thermal coal supply chain
member enterprises, and simulate the dynamic transfer process of relevant policy influence.
3.2. Model Structure Analysis
In order to analyze the transfer process of policy impact within the supply chain system, this paper
firstly sorted out possible policy impact types by combining specific action plans and reduction
targets mentioned in the above air pollutant emission reduction policies. The air pollutant emission
reduction policies are aimed at strengthening the management of air pollution and reducing the
concentration of PM10. Coal, as the primary source of atmospheric pollutants, is a key regulatory
object of these policies. Policies such as The Action Plan for the Control of Air Pollution will impact
the scale, costs, and benefits of coal enterprises, power generation enterprises, and transport
enterprises through a variety of means. At present, air pollutant emissions policies such as The
Action Plan for the Control of Air Pollution and the action plan implementing rules for the control of
air pollution in the Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei area will impact the following aspects of thermal coal
supply chain node enterprises:
3.2.1. Industrial Structure Adjustment
The Action Plan for the Control of Air Pollution (or The Action Plan, for short) required the full
or partial elimination of small coal-fired boilers in central heating, to be replaced by the use of
electricity or natural gas, and forbade new coal boilers in key areas such as Beijing and Tianjin. New
projects in Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei, the Yangtze River Delta, and the Pearl River Delta are banned
from having supporting self-provided coal-fired power stations. In addition to cogenerations, new
thermal-power generation projects are banned. We must speed up the development of hydropower,
wind power, solar power, and nuclear power on the basis of safety and efficiency. Nuclear power
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installed capacity will reach 50 million kilowatts by 2017. Such policies will reduce the capacity of
new thermal power generating units and increase the coal enterprise’s strategic and operational risk.
The Action Plan highlighted how to govern small coal-fired boilers comprehensively, and
encouraged the accelerated construction of “coal to gas” and “coal to electricity” projects. Small
coal-fired boilers under 10 tons will be eliminated by 2017.
3.2.2. Energy Structure Adjustment
The Action Plan clearly pointed out that the proportion of China’s coal consumption will decrease
to less than 65% by 2017. China should focus on the orderly development of hydropower, the
efficient utilization of geothermal energy, wind energy, solar energy, biomass energy, and the safe
development of nuclear power. It must increase the proportion of new power generation and the
consumption of renewable energy power by developing projects of wind power and nuclear power
generation. Coal should gradually be replaced by increasing both the proportion of outside
transmission in the gas supply and the non-fossil energy intensity. The Chinese government
recommends the use of electricity and other clean energy instead of coal. Such policies are intended
to reduce the proportion of coal consumption in the total energy consumption and limit the relative
demand for coal resources.
In addition, The Action Plan stopped imports of inferior foreign coal and restricted sales of bulk
coal with high ash and sulfur. These policies would affect the demand-supply condition of coal and
the market price of thermal coal, and would bring demand-supply risks to coal enterprises and fuel
price risks to power generation companies. The Action Plan also pointed out that by 2017 the
proportion of washed coal should rise to 70%, in order to reduce air pollutant emissions in the
process of coal combustion. This policy will increase the washing equipment investment and running
cost of coal enterprises, thus raising its investment risk.
3.2.3. Technical Renovation
The Action Plan pointed out that coal-fired power generation enterprises should reduce harmful
gas emissions by speeding up the desulfuration renovation of thermal power units and formulating
strict desulfuration capacity targets. In 2012, the proportion of desulfuration capacity is 56%. This
proportion will increase to 70% by 2017. Key areas such as Beijing and Tianjin have to complete
the pollution control work of coal-fired power plants before the end of 2015. Meanwhile power
generation enterprises should strengthen the development of desulfurization and denitration
technology and intensify the exchange of air-pollution control management experience. These
policies force coal enterprises to put a lot of money into the desulfurization reform and the development
of related emissions reduction technology. These measures will occupy much of the working
capital and greatly increase the operational risk, the cash flow risk, and the cost risk for power
generation companies.
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3.2.4. Market Mechanism Adjustment
The market mechanism adjustment policy includes two aspects of incentives and punishment.
In terms of incentives, The Action Plan pointed out that the government will adjust the sales price
and perfect the denitration electricity price policy considering the cost of denitration and the local
characteristics. Existing thermal power units that adopt new dedusting facilities’ renovation
technology should be given price supports. In terms of punishment, The Action Plan pointed out that
the government should increase the intensity of atmospheric pollutant emission levies and improve
atmospheric pollution standards. This kind of market adjustment policy will increase the price risk
and cost risk of thermal coal supply chain enterprises.
3.2.5. Vehicle Environmental Management
The Action Plan made it clear that in the future China will strengthen the environmental
protection management of vehicles and forbid sales of environmental substandard vehicles. This
policy had a limit on coal transportation vehicles. It may affect coal supplies, and even cut down the
thermal coal supply chain.
The above policies will impact node enterprises of the thermal coal supply chain, and further
impact upstream and downstream enterprises driven by principal–agent relationships, benefit
distributions, and decision implementations of member enterprises. In the thermal coal supply chain,
coal enterprises, power generation enterprises, and coal transportation enterprises are adjoined to one
another and jointly realize the processes of thermal coal production, transportation, and consumption.
So when one of these three parties is affected by air pollutant emission reduction policies, the other
parties will be affected as well.
For thermal power generation enterprises, the policy of shutting down small thermal power plants
and the prohibition on new coal-fired power projects will shrink the scale of the thermal power
industry, thus reducing coal demand and influencing the income of the coal industry. The reduction
in the coal supply will limit power generation enterprises’ coal selection. The deviation between the
actual burning coal and the design coal can reduce power plant boiler efficiency and improve fuel
costs of power generation enterprises. The increasing air pollutant emission pressure will encourage
power generation enterprises to conduct the desulfurization and denitration renovation of units.
These investments will reduce power generation enterprises’ profits. In addition, the rapid rise of
clean energy power generation inevitably leads to a decrease in the thermal power installed capacity
proportion. This shrinkage will surely decrease the proportion of thermal power generation and the
profitability of the thermal power industry. If the thermal power industry pays a fixed proportion of
its income towards investment in new construction, with no obvious changes in the unit installed
costs of thermal power, the new thermal power installed capacity will be further reduced.
For coal enterprises, there are two kinds of air pollution reduction methods: one is
coal-production reduction, and the second is coal washing [33]. The increase of coal washing
equipment investment will enhance the coal enterprise investment risk, but it can also lower
atmospheric pollutant emissions, such as sulfur dioxide and nitrogen oxides, in the process of coal
combustion, and cut down the cost risk to thermal power generation enterprises by reducing
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atmospheric pollutant discharge. Meanwhile, the increase in washed coal will reduce the power
supply coal consumption rate, thus reducing the fuel costs of the thermal power industry. Coal
washing technology can remove about 50%–80% of the coal ash content. Every 1% reduction in the
ash content in thermal coal brings 2–5 grams’ reduction in the standard power supply coal consumption
rate. With respect to coal supply and demand, the reduction of thermal power generation will cut the
coal demand, and thus affect the income and construction investment of the coal industry.
The reduction of the coal production growth rate and the import limitation on inferior foreign coal
will reduce the growth rate of the coal supply. The coal supply/demand situation tends to loosen,
under air pollutant emission reduction policies. The falling coal price will further affect the benefits
of coal enterprises.
For coal transportation enterprises, coal-conveying vehicles as important mobile pollution sources
will probably be restricted by environmental protection indexes. Vehicles under environmental
protection standard could not travel on the road. The policy will block coal transportations and
influence the fuel supply of thermal power plants.
After analyzing policies, this study uses a causality loop to do the qualitative analysis of air
pollution policies’ impact on the development of thermal coal supply chain member enterprises in
China. The causality loop can be seen in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Causality loop of air pollutant emission policies’ impact.
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A causality loop is a directed graph applied to analyze the interaction relationships between
internal variables of a dynamic system [34]. It consists of several single causality chains. The
causality chain representing positive effects is called the positive chain, with “+” next to the arrows.
The causality chain representing negative effects is called the negative chain, with “í”next to the
arrows. A causality loop is composed of multiple causal chains.
On the basis of the model structure analysis and causality loop, this study divided the system
dynamics model of air pollution reduction policies’ impact on the development of thermal coal
supply chain member enterprises into three modules according to the composition of the thermal coal
supply chain. The main factors of the coal module are: amount of washed coal, increasing rate of
washed coal, the coal washing cost, proportion of washed coal, proportion goal for washed coal, coal
industry profits, coal construction investment, domestic coal production, the coal production rate, net
coal import, coal supply, coal demand, coal supply/demand ratio, coal supply/demand ration factor,
coal prices, coal consumption proportion of the power industry, and coal consumption of the power
supply. The main factors of the power generation module are: thermal-power installed capacity,
increase or decrease in the thermal power installed capacity, clean-energy power installed capacity,
changing rate of clean-energy power installed capacity, total generated energy, thermal-power
generation, proportion of thermal power generation, thermal power profits, thermal power
construction investment, grid purchase of thermal power, coal consumption of the power industry,
SO2 emission of thermal power coal consumption, SO2 emission goal of thermal power coal
consumption, desulfuration capacity, desulfuration capacity changing rate, and desulfuration cost. The
main factor in the coal transportation module is coal-conveying vehicles’ environmental success rate.
The confirmation of model factors and the qualitative analysis using causality loop lays a
foundation for further quantitative analysis.
3.3. Model Design
After determining the causality loop and the main factors involved in it, this study begins the
quantitative analysis of air pollution reduction policies’ impact on the node enterprises of the thermal
coal supply chain in China by drawing a dynamic flow diagram. A dynamic flow diagram is used to
depict the logical relationship between system factors with symbols [35]. This study uses a dynamic
flow diagram to clear the feedback form and control the law of the system. Firstly, this paper
classified the main factors determined by the causality loop according to their characteristics.
Variables representing cumulative results are set as state variables. Variables representing the
changing speed rate of state variables are set as rate variables. The rest of the relevant variables are
set as auxiliary variables. This study uses Vensim_PLE software to establish the flow graph of air
pollutant emission policies’ impact on the development of thermal coal supply chain member
enterprises. The flow graph is shown in Figure 2.
The above system dynamics model of air pollutant emission policies’ impact on the development
of thermal coal supply chain member enterprises contains five state variables, six rate variables, and
28 auxiliary variables including time. The upper part of Figure 2 is the coal module of this system
dynamics model, and the lower part is the power generation module and the transport module.
In Figure 2, the arrow direction indicates the transfer process of air pollutant emission policies’
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impact between thermal coal supply chain member enterprises. The impact of policies is transmitted
through the proportion goal of washed coal, the sulfur dioxide emission of coal-fired power plants,
the shutting down capacity of small coal-fired boilers, and the desulfurization grid purchase price
influencing the thermal power installed capacity and the coal supply/ demand situation. The Action
Plan and other policies have clear plans relative to some key factors such as the goal of air pollutant
emission and the installed capacity. So these four factors are expressed as time functions in the
quantitative analysis of the system dynamics model. This study used the already built dynamics
model of air pollutant emission policies’ impact on the development of thermal coal supply chain
member enterprises to simulate the transfer process of air pollutant emission policy impact within the
thermal coal supply chain during the period 2013–2022 and analyzed changing trends of various
factors under the influence of policies during these decades.
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Figure 2. Flow graph of air pollutant emission policies’ impact.
In order to perform quantitative analysis on the transmission of atmospheric pollutant emission
policies’ impact in the thermal coal supply chain and simulate the changing trends of various internal
factors under this influence, this study needed to further determine the function of variables on both
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ends of the arrow in the flow graph. Before determining the functional relationships, the initial value
and unit of each factor have to be settled according to statistical data and actual situations. The variable
category, variable name, initial value, and unit of variables in this system dynamics model are all
shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Variable settings of system dynamics model.
Variable Category

Variable Name

Initial Value

Unit

state variable
auxiliary variable

amount of washed coal
coal washing cost

205,000
-

104 Ton
108 Yuan

rate variable
auxiliary variable
auxiliary variable
auxiliary variable

increasing rate of washed coal
proportion of washed coal
proportion goal of washed coal
coal industry profits

-

104 Ton
-

auxiliary variable
state variable
rate variable
auxiliary variable
auxiliary variable
auxiliary variable

coal construction investment
domestic coal productions
coal production change rate
net coal import volume
coal supply
coal demand

357,357
-

108 Yuan
104 Ton
104 Ton
104 Ton
104 Ton
104 Ton

auxiliary variable
auxiliary variable
auxiliary variable
auxiliary variable
auxiliary variable
state variable

coal supply/demand ratio
coal supply/demand ration factor
coal price
coal consumption proportion of power industry
coal consumption of power supply
thermal power installed capacity

819,000

Yuan/Ton
g/KWH
MW

rate variable
rate variable

thermal power installed capacity increasing rate
thermal power installed capacity reduction rate

-

MW
MW

state variable
rate variable

clean-energy power installed capacity
clean-energy power installed capacity change rate

323,940
-

MW
MW

auxiliary variable
auxiliary variable

total generated energy
thermal power generated energy

-

108 KWh
108 KWh

auxiliary variable
auxiliary variable

proportion of thermal power generation
proportion of thermal power installed capacity

-

-

auxiliary variable
auxiliary variable

thermal power generation profits
thermal power construction investment

-

108 Yuan
108 Yuan

auxiliary variable
auxiliary variable

grid purchase of thermal power
power industry coal consumption

-

Yuan/KWH
104 Ton

auxiliary variable

sulfur dioxide emissions of thermal power coal consumption
sulfur dioxide emission goal of thermal power coal
consumption
desulfurization capacity

-

104 Ton

-

104 Ton

753,480

MW

desulfurization capacity changing rate
proportion of desulfurization capacity
desulfurization cost
coal-conveying vehicle environmental success rate

-

MW
108 Yuan
-

auxiliary variable
state variable
rate variable
auxiliary variable
auxiliary variable
auxiliary variable
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In Table 1, the initial value of the amount of washed coal, the dominant coal productions, the
thermal power installed capacity, the clean-energy power installed capacity, and the desulfurization
capacity are from China’s current situation as of 2012. The value of the proportion of washed coal,
the sulfur dioxide emission goal of thermal power coal consumption, and the thermal power installed
capacity reduction rate are controlled by time according to the relevant requirement of China’s air
pollutant emission reduction policies. For example, the proportion of washed coal in 2012 is 56%,
and The Action Plan pointed out that this proportion will reach 70% by 2017. This model assumes
that the proportion of washed coal rises at a constant speed during the period 2012–2017, and by
maintaining this rate continues to rise. In the simulation period of 2013–2022, the proportions of
washed coal range respectively from 59%, 62%, 65%... 71%... 83% to 86%. For thermal power
sulfur dioxide emissions targets, The Action Plan pointed out that the PM10 concentration will drop
by more than 10% in 2017 compared to 2012. According to the relevant data, in 2012, China’s total
carbon dioxide emission was 502 tons, and thermal power’s contribution to sulfur dioxide emission
accounted for about 50%. This study also assumes that sulfur dioxide emission declines at a constant
speed during these five years, and by maintaining this speed continues to decline. So, during the
simulation period of 2013–2022, the sulfur dioxide emission goal of thermal power (10,000 tons)
ranges from 250, 245, 240... 205 to 200. The Action Plan pointed out that China plans to weed out
50 MW of small thermal power units in 2012–2017. So the rate of thermal power unit elimination for
these five years is 10 MW per year. The eliminating speed is expected to accelerate from 2018.
So the eliminating capacity of thermal power unit during the period 2018–2022 is 12 MW per year.
The total generating capacity and the coal imports during the simulation period are estimated from
the regression analysis according to the historical data of 2000–2012. The prediction equations are:

Gt

3218.8 u (Year  1999)  7613.9

(1)

2.8  0.4 u (Year  2012)

(2)

It

where Gt is the total generating capacity in year t and I t is the coal imports in year t .
The grid purchase of thermal power is estimated according to the desulfurization thermal power
electricity price in 2012. So the grid purchase of thermal power is 0.45 yuan per kilowatt-hour in the
first five year of simulation, and it decreases to 0.435 yuan per kilowatt-hour after 2017.
The system dynamics model of air pollutant emission reduction policies’ impact on the
development of thermal coal supply chain member enterprises contains more than 30 functions among
relevant variables. Due to the length limitation of this article, we only enumerate those functions with
obvious characteristics and great significance to this study. Important functions of impact transfer are
introduced as follows:

IR CP u WG  WC

(3)

where IR is the increasing rate of washed coal, CP is the domestic coal productions, WG is
the proportion goal of washed coal, and WC is the amount of washed coal. Equation (3) shows
that the increasing rate of washed coal is the difference between the proportion goal of washed coal
and the actual amount of China’s washed coal.
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TS

(1.6 u TC u1.5%) u (1  PW u 0.3) u (1  DS u 0.9)

(4)

where TS is the sulfur dioxide emissions of thermal power coal consumption, TC is the thermal
power industry coal consumption, PW is the proportion of washed coal, and DS is the
desulfurization capacity proportion.
SE

1.6 u CC u CS u (1  DS u DE)

(5)

where SE is the SO2 emission during the coal combustion of thermal-power industry, CC is
the power industry coal consumption, CS is the coal sulfur content (the sulfur content of China’s
coal is about 1.5%), DS is the desulfuration capacity proportion, and DE is the desulfuration
efficiency (China’s desulfuration efficiency is about 90%).

TP GP u TG  CP u TC /10000 / 0.7  DC

(6)

where TP is the thermal power profits, GP is the grid purchase of thermal power, TG is the
thermal power generated energy, CP is the coal price, TC is the thermal power industry coal
consumption, and DC is the desulfuration cost. Fuel costs account for 70% of the total costs of
thermal power plants.
4. Results and Discussion
This study analyzes the air pollution reduction policies’ impact on the node enterprises of the
thermal coal supply chain by comparing trends of key model factors with and without policy
influence. The Vensim_PLE software is used to set up the above system dynamics model and
simulate tendencies of the variables during the period 2013–2022. The trend graph of Vensim_PLE
software can reflect changing trends more intuitively. This article selects several important factors
such as SO2 emissions of thermal power coal consumption, desulfurization capacity proportion, and
the changing rate of thermal power installed capacity to measure the impacts of two typical kinds of
air pollution reduction policies, and analyzes the changing developing modes brought by these two
policies from multiple perspectives.
4.1. The Impact of Sulfur Dioxide Emission Target Policy
The Action Plan pointed out that the PM10 concentration will drop by more than 10% in 2017
compared to 2012. In the preceding part of this study, the SO2 emission goals of thermal power
during the simulation period 2013–2022 have been settled according to the relevant data. The new
desulfurization installed capacity of the thermal power industry is fixed to 20,000 MW per year
without the influence of this policy. When affected by this emission target policy, the new
desulfurization installed capacity of the thermal power industry equals 20,000 (MW per year)
multiplied by the ratio of the actual SO2 emission and the emission goal of the thermal power
industry. This paper analyzes the impact of emissions targets policy by comparing the changes of
various factors with and without the constraints of this policy. The screenshots of simulation results
using Vensim_PLE software are shown in Figure 3. Figure 3 displays the comparison results of SO2
emissions of thermal power coal consumption (curve 1), the desulfurization capacity proportion
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(curve 2), and the increasing rate of desulfuration capacity (curve 3). Part (a) shows the simulated
results under the impact of SO2 emissions target policy and the annual SO2 emission target (curve 4)
during the decade simulation period. Part (b) shows the simulated results without policy impact.
Without policy constraints on the thermal power industry, SO2 emission during coal combustion
increases to the highest point of 5.7854 million tons in 2022. The desulfurization capacity proportion
remains at around 89% with no obvious changes. The new desulfurization capacity increases from
17,566 in 2012 to 32,227 MW in 2022. Under the constraint of pollution emission targets, the SO2
emission reduced greatly in 2013–2017 and then started to level off. It decreased to the lowest point
of 2.8284 million tons in 2019. The desulfurization capacity proportion was greatly increased in
2013–2017. This proportion will reach 99% since 2017. There is no obvious difference between the
two simulation results of thermal power installed capacity increasing rate with and without the
constraint of pollution emission policies.
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Figure 3. (a) Simulated results under the influence of SO2 emissions target policy;
(b) Simulated results without the influence of SO2 emissions target policy.
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We can tell from the compared results that SO2 emission target policies will play an important
role in reducing air pollutant emissions. SO2 emission during coal combustion of the thermal
power industry will be reduced by about 3 million tons per year. This emission target policy also
can lead to a significant increase in the desulfurization capacity proportion. It is estimated that
China will nearly complete the desulfurized renovation of the thermal power industry in 2017
under the influence of SO2 emission target policy. As the result of space limitations, this paper
only contrasts the changes in key factors. The SO2 emission target policy can also decrease the
proportion of thermal power installed capacity by reducing coal industry profits and thermal
power construction investment. In 2012, China’s thermal power installed capacity proportion is
71.6%. According to the simulated result, this proportion will decline steadily during the period
2013–2022. It will decrease to the lowest point of 62% in 2022. These structural changes are
driven by the need for air pollution mitigation, not only in China but also in Europe and many
developed countries [36]. After adjusting the parameters and variables based on the actual
situation, this SD model can be used to simulate the policy impacts in all these countries. With
the increasing of energy conservation and emission reduction policy’s intensity, countries like
China will implement sustainable development strategies and accelerate the transformation of the
power industry.
4.2. The Impact of Coal Washing Proportion Target Policy
The Action Plan clearly set up the target that washed coal should account for more than 70% of
total coal production in 2017. In the preceding part of this study, the coal washing proportion
goals of thermal power during the simulation period of 2013–2022 have been settled according to
the relevant data. This paper assumes that the coal washing proportion target will increase at a
constant speed from 56% in 2012 to 71% in 2017 and keep increasing at the same speed during
the rest of the simulated period under the impaction of the coal washing proportion target policy.
Without the policy’s influence, the coal washing proportion target will be fixed at 56% during the
whole simulated period. The coal washing proportion goal influences the actual amount of
washed coal by determining the increasing rate of washed coal. The increasing rate of washed
coal equals the domestic coal production multiplied by the coal washing proportion goal. The
amount of washed coal is the integral of washed coal’s increasing rate. This paper analyzes the
impact of proportion targets policy by comparing the changes of various factors with and without
the constraints of this policy. The screenshots of simulation results using Vensim_PLE software
are shown in Figure 4. Figure 4 displays the comparison results of actual coal washing proportion
(curve 1), SO2 emission during the coal combustion of the thermal power industry (curve 2) and
the increasing rate of thermal power installed capacity (curve 3). Part (a) shows the simulated
results under the impact of coal washing target policy and the annual goal of coal washing
proportion (curve 4) during the simulation period. Part (b) shows the simulated results without
the policy’s impact.
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Figure 4. (a) Simulated results under the impact of washing coal proportion target
policy; (b) Simulated results without the impact of washing coal proportion target policy.
Without the constraints of coal washing proportion target policy, the actual coal washing
proportion is almost running at 56% during the simulated period. SO2 emission from the coal
combustion of the thermal power industry has a slow decline of about 2 million tons. In addition, the
new thermal power installed capacity is fluctuating around 14,500 MW for the simulated period.
Under the constraint of the coal washing proportion target, the actual proportion of washed coal
increases at a constant speed from 56% in 2012 to 82% in 2022. SO2 emission from the coal
combustion of the thermal power industry has a sharp decline of more than 2 million tons and
eventually stabilizes at about 2.9 million tons during the period 2013–2022. The new thermal power
installed capacity will increase from 14,479 MW in 2012 to 30,720 MW in 2022.
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We can tell from the simulated results shown in Figure 4 that the proportion target of washed
coal established by air pollution reduction policies plays an important part in reducing SO2
emissions. SO2 emissions from the coal combustion of the thermal power industry will be reduced
by about 2 million tons per year, which is less than the emission reduction driven by the emission
target policy mentioned above. The formulation of a coal washing proportion goal makes the actual
amount of washed coal increase by nearly 30%. In addition, the increase in washed coal can reduce
the coal consumption rate in the power supply and improve the profits of the thermal power
industry, and eventually lead to a slight rise in new thermal power installed capacity. At the same
time, the sharp rise in clean energy power capacity will ensure that the power structure can shift in
the sustainable development direction. The coal washing proportion goal policy can reduce the
thermal power enterprise’s fuel costs and improve its profits so that the thermal power industry can
put more money into the desulfurization and denitration reform of coal-fired units. In general, a
coal washing proportion goal policy can promote energy conservation and the emissions reduction
technologies of the coal and thermal power industries by economic means. More applications of
energy conservation and emission reduction technology can reduce the energy intensity of the
industry and reduce air pollutant emissions fundamentally.
5. Conclusions
This paper simulated the air pollution reduction policies’ impact on the thermal coal supply chain
members in China by establishing SD models. These policies will greatly impact the development
patterns of coal enterprises, power enterprises, and coal transportation enterprises. Moreover, the
influence will transmit to the upstream and downstream enterprises along the thermal coal supply
chain driven by business transactions and decision implementation. Besides China, many other
countries (such as Japan and EU-27) have also made air pollution control policies, just like The
Action Plan, to set emission targets and restrict coal consumption [37]. According to the simulated
results, air pollution reduction policies can significantly improve air quality by promoting power
structure adjustment and improving energy efficiency. As the main way of developing and utilizing
non-fossil energy, the power industry will take the clean development route to coordinate sustainable
development strategy. Under the pressure of air pollution reduction, the thermal power industry will
implement the transformation of energy-saving and emission reduction ahead of time. These policies
also provide coal washing technology and new energy power generation with good development
opportunities. Renewable energy and nuclear electricity generation will have to a develop quickly to
accelerate the structure adjustment of the electric power industry and realize the transformation of
energy from fossil fuels towards clean energy. Therefore our simulation analysis of different policy
interventions has meaning for countries that have not yet established their own air pollution control
policies (such as India). In the future, in the promotion of long-distance transmission of electricity
and coal, the distribution of coal in the power industry will be further optimized and the
development of thermal coal supply chain members will be affected constantly. We can continue to
analyze their development path under the new policy environment by adjusting the parameters and
variables of the existing SD model.
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GIS-Based Synthetic Measurement of Sustainable
Development in Loess Plateau Ecologically Fragile
Area—Case of Qingyang, China
Chenyu Lu, Chunjuan Wang, Weili Zhu, Hengji Li, Yongjin Li and Chengpeng Lu
Abstract: Synthetic measurement of regional sustainable development has been one of the key
issues in the research field of sustainability. In this paper, Qingyang City located in the Loess Plateau
ecologically fragile area of Northwest China is used for a case study, and the present study aims to
investigate the degree of sustainable development by conducting temporal- and spatial-scale based
analysis, with the assessment index system, assessment model and GIS approach well integrated.
The results show that the development pattern of Qingyang generally fits the mode of unsustainable
development, even in the presence of certain levels of spatial differences. The sustainable
development state in ecologically fragile area of China’s Loess Plateau is non-optimistic, which is an
uncoordinated status among subsystems of regional sustainable development. Although the level and
tendency of regional sustainable development keeps increasing, such enhancement is abnormal.
With the rapid deterioration of environmental and natural resources, their inhibitory effect on the
economy and society would expand, eventually leading to the slow development rate or the recession
of the entire system. The only solution is to change the traditional mode of economic development, to
follow the guide of ecological economic conception so that the goal of achieving regional
sustainable development strategies could be met ultimately. Meanwhile, the characteristics of
different regions should be taken into account in order to achieve optimal spatial structure.
Reprinted from Sustainability. Cite as: Lu, C.; Wang, C.; Zhu, W.; Li, H.; Li, Y.; Lu, C. GIS-Based
Synthetic Measurement of Sustainable Development in Loess Plateau Ecologically Fragile Areaü
Case of Qingyang, China. Sustainability 2015, 7, 1576-1594.
1. Introduction
Ever since the Industrial Revolution took off in the 18th century, humanity’s infinite material
and spiritual needs have been satisfied through continuous expansion of traditional economic scale,
characterized by “mass production, mass consumption and mass abandonment” [1]. Under such
circumstances, a lot of problems have appeared to exert negative feedback on the normal functioning of
social and economic activities [2]. Therefore, how to achieve sustainable development has become
a common life aspiration of all human beings [3]. In China, environmental problems have become
increasingly prominent, and the worsening conditions of the environment haven’t been well
controlled [4]. Therefore, sustainable development has become the basic guiding philosophy and
national development strategy in China for coordinated development in social, economic and
environmental aspects [5].
Studies of sustainable development in other countries can be divided into two phases: phase I
(1962–1992) represents the phase when the concept of sustainable development was proposed and
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its associated theories explored. United Nations Conference on Environment and Development was
held in Rio de Janeiro in 1992, after which the implementation phase of sustainable development
strategy was officially initiated. Since the concept of sustainable development has been put
forward, how to define this concept and how to link this abstract concept with cognitive and
practical methods become two major challenges [6]. Meanwhile, the word sustainability with
quantitative value, together with its related theoretical and practical studies, have become key
components of study on sustainable development [7]. Therefore, the assessment of sustainable
development has become a hot and central research topic in the field of sustainable development [8],
and a series of theoretical and practical studies related to sustainability assessment have been done.
In general, two types of assessment methods have been developed. The first type uses a single or
composite index, whereas the second type applies multi-index system. Also, both types are still in
the exploratory stage. Overall, the specific relationship between indexes and sustainable development
goals, the determination of index weight and threshold, and the development of an integrated
assessment method remains the core and challenge of any assessment system [9]. In particular, how
to establish a reasonable sustainability assessment system with an integrated assessment model, and
how to study the contributions of human activities to the realization of the goal of sustainable
development represent key and hot topics of current sustainable development research [10].
In China, studies on sustainable development have started to track the trajectory of research on
global sustainable development since the mid-1980s [11,12], which could be further divided into
two parts, namely, theoretical studies and practical applications. Theoretical studies mostly focus
on aspects such as the establishment of sustainability assessment system [13–15], the analysis
of coordination development in PRED (population, resources, environment and development)
system [16–18], and the assessment and determination of sustainability [19–21]. By contrast,
practical studies mostly focus on aspects such as regional coordination development in PRED
system [22–24], and the evolution of regional sustainability over time [25–27]. Although the work
of some scholars involves the spatial distribution aspect of sustainability [28,29], most work is
simply static description with the lack of time content. Currently, research on China’s sustainable
development is developing rapidly with a consistent deepening trend. As to regional practice,
accompanying with the construction advance of national main functional zones, particularly with
increasing environmental constraints that guide China’s future development, many counties and
districts have put an emphasis on promoting the process of sustainable development, and quantitative
characterization of sustainable development level and its development process is urgently
needed [30]. In order to promote the process of sustainable development towards a new height and
to better draw lessons from experience, research on sustainable development field has displayed a
gradual shift, namely, from a qualitative approach towards a quantitative approach, with an
emphasis on the combination of such shift when factors of regional geography and environment are
explicitly considered [31]. Therefore, such process reflects a shift from traditional conceptual
models towards specific regional models [32], and a shift from static pattern study towards
dynamic process study [33].
Overall, relevant studies have achieved a lot, although some problems and deficiencies still
exist. First, studies that focus on the integration of spatial and temporal aspects of sustainable
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development are still lacking. Also, among existing research results, studies that have taken spatial
and temporal dimensions into account simultaneously in order to conduct an integrated study on
the evolution of sustainable development are extremely rare. By contrast, most current studies are
testing the evolution patterns of sustainable development at temporal scale, although research on
sustainable development should ultimately focus on specific geographic regions, or, in other words,
research on the evolution of sustainable development at spatial scale is equally important. Second,
many problems have been found regarding the assessment system of sustainable development,
including mismatches between theory and practice, huge number of index systems, overemphasis
on economic assessment, overlook of resource and environment assessment, and the failure
of index selection process to truly implement the concept of sustainable development. To a certain
extent, the present paper attempts to solve some of these problems by providing some
complementary work.
In the present paper, Qingyang City is used as the case study region. Qingyang is located in
Loess Plateau zone of eastern Gansu Province, and represents a typical gully region of China’s
Loess Plateau. The administrative division in Qingyang City includes eight sub-regions, seven
counties and one district (Figure 1). It belongs to semiarid region due to the lack of surface water.
Thanks to natural conditions and human economic activities, the ecological environment is fragile
in this region [34]. In terms of economic structure, agriculture has played a dominant role in
Qingyang. In recent years, as Qingyang becomes an important component of Ordos-based national
energy industrial base and the energy and chemical industry base of eastern Gansu Province, the
contribution of industry to national economy has exceeded that of agriculture. Meanwhile,
traditional agriculture-based industrial structure has been broken, leading to the transition between
agriculture and industry, as well as the rapid development of local economic structure [35].
However, with the deepening of the transition between the agriculture and industry, contradictions
among aspects such as regional population, economy, society, resources and environment become
increasingly acute, and man-land relationship has deteriorated rapidly in Qingyang. Also,
accompanied with the emergence of a series of ecological and environmental problems, many
issues begin to arise from both natural and anthropogenic disturbance. It is not surprising that both
the complexity of the integrated system and regional sustainable development have met severe
challenges [36]. Worse still, constraints imposed by resources and environment on economic and
social development become more and more severe, and contradictions between local resource
development and environmental pressure become more and more acute. Equally, the capacity for
sustainable development is worrisome. In particular, the lack of water resources and quality in
Qingyang has been worsened by a groundwater pollution problem due to oil extraction, which has
caused increasingly grim situation of water resource, and seriously restricted economic, social and
sustainable development. In fact, a series of core issues related to sustainable development, such as
the transition of industry structure, the deterioration of ecological environment, and the transformation
of social structure, has been commonly found in the ecologically fragile area of China’s Loess
Plateau [37]. Therefore, we must stand on the height of sustainable development, and wisely handle
the coordinated and balanced development in terms of regional population, economy, society,
resources and environment.
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Figure 1. The administrative map in Qingyang City.
In this paper, the assessment index system and the integrated assessment models with temporal
and spatial scale explicitly considered are established, with existing research results and regional
characteristics as the basis. Also, the application of GIS technology allows a successful integration
of both spatial and temporal dimensions so that a study on synthetic measurement of sustainable
development evolution in ecologically fragile area of China’s Loess Plateau could be facilitated,
the process of two-dimensional analysis and integration could be carried out, and deficiencies in
the existing research could be compensated. Overall, the present paper has strong theoretical and
practical significance, and could contribute to the understanding, revealing and solving of a series
of problems that exist during the process of sustainable development, just as what Qingyang is
experiencing now. In this sense, this paper could provide theoretical support and decision-making
basis for achieving sustainable development strategies.
2. Methodology
2.1. The Establishment of the Index System
The assessment index system of sustainable development is the basis for an integrated assessment
of regional sustainable development. As it concerns the division of regional sustainable
development, it is generally considered an improvement based on PRED system. According to the
conception of PRED, the system is divided into two subsystems (i.e., the economy and the society)
in the present study so that the characteristic of regional sustainable development could be reflected
more clearly. In a word, based on geographical features as well as actual situations, draw on existing
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achievements, and followed the integrated, systematic, representative, concise, accessible and
practical principles [38,39], the present paper chooses corresponding indexes from five aspects,
namely, the population, economy, society, environment and resources, and then establishes the
four-category index system that reflects the sustainability level of ecological fragile area in China’s
Loess Plateau.
According to the criterion layers of scale, structure and health level of the population, 5 indexes
are selected for the population system. In addition to these criterion layers, the quality of the
population is always counted as the criterion layer, which could reflect the educational status of
local people. Since the educational status of local people is reflected in a social system, it is not
selected for the population system. Since all the selected indexes are reasonable, the criterion layers
could be embodied by index layers, and the characteristics of the population system could be
reflected accurately by these criterion layers and index layers.
According to the criterion layers of scale, structure, efficiency and openness of economy, 9 indexes
are selected for the economic system. Since 4 criterion layers and 9 index layers are commonly
selected for the economic system in the literature, they are both representative and reasonable. The
criterion layers can be embodied by index layers relatively. Overall, the characteristics of the
economic system could be reflected accurately by these criterion layers and index layers.
According to the criterion layers of quality of people’s lives, social development level, and
social activity, 9 indexes are selected for the social system. Since 3 criterion layers are commonly
selected for the social system in the literature, they are both representative and reasonable. Also,
the 9 selected index layers are reasonable. Due to the lack of sufficient data, several indexes are not
selected as the criterion layers of social development level (e.g., the percentage of social insurance
coverage). Overall, the characteristics of society system can be reflected clearly by these criterion
layers and index layers.
According to the criterion layers of natural resources and social resources, 7 indexes are
selected for the resource system. Two criterion layers are selected based on the basis of resource
classification, and they are both representative and reasonable. However, the index layers are not
ideal for the resource system. Due to the lack of sufficient data, several significant indexes are not
selected (e.g., the indexes of water resource and energy consumption). Overall, the characteristics
of the resource system could be reflected accurately by these criterion layers and index layers.
According to the criterion layers of environmental pollution and protection, 8 indexes are
selected for the environmental system. Since 2 criterion layers are commonly used in the literature,
they are representative and reasonable. Also, the selected 8 index layers are reasonable. Due to the
lack of sufficient data, several indexes are not selected as the criterion layers of environmental
protection (e.g., the harnessing percentage of soil and water loss). Overall, the characteristics of the
environmental system could be reflected accurately by these criterion layers and index layers.
Meanwhile, index attributes are categorized. If the larger an index value is, regional sustainable
development is more likely, such index is then named a positive index, notated as “+”. By contrast, if
the larger an index value is, regional sustainable development is more unlikely, such index is then
named a negative index, notated as “í” (Table 1).
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Table 1. The assessment index system of sustainable development.
System
Layer

Population
system

Criterion Layer

Ѹ
Ѹ
Ѹ

The percentage of non-agricultural populations (A4)
The average life expectancy (A5)

+
+

GDP per capita (B1)
Economic density (B2)
Per capita investment in fixed assets (B3)
Per capita financial income (B4)
GDP growth rate (B5)

+
+
+
+
+

Economic structure

The share of primary industries in GDP (B6)
The share of third industries in GDP (B7)

Ѹ
+

Economic efficiency
Economic openness

Input-output ratio (B8)
Total imports and exports (B9)

+
+

Per capita net income of farmers (C1)
Per capita living expenditure of farmers (C2)
Per capita disposable income of urban residents (C3)
Per capita consumption expenditure of urban residents (C4)

+
+
+
+

The number of people engaged in scientific research every
10,000 people (C5)

+

The number of students enrolled every 10,000 people (C6)
Per capita dwelling area (C7)

+
+

Per capita telecommunications services (C8)

+

Total retail sales of social consumer goods (C9)

+

Per capita arable land area (D1)
Per capita garden land area (D2)

+
+

Per capita forest land area (D3)
Per capita grassland area (D4)

+
+

Per capita food production (D5)

+

Available health technical personnel every 10,000 people (D6)

+

Available hospital beds every 10,000 people (D7)

+

Total amount of wastewater discharge (E1)

Ѹ

Total amount of industrial solid waste emissions (E2)
Total amount of industrial waste gas emissions (E3)

Ѹ
Ѹ

Population structure
Health level

Economy
system

The quality of
people’s lives

Social development
level

Social activity

Resource
system

Attributes
(+ or í)

Population size (A1)
Population density (A2)
Natural population growth rate (A3)

Population scale

Economic scale

Society
system

Index Layer

Natural resources

Social resources

Environmental
pollution
Environme
nt system
Environmental
protection

The fertilizing intensity of chemical fertilizer (E4)

Ѹ

Industrial wastewater discharge-related compliance rate (E5)
Integrated utilization rate of industrial solid waste (E6)
Smoke and dust emissions related compliance rate (E7)
Capacities of waste gas treatment facilities (E8)

+
+
+
+

In order to ensure that the data could reflect actual situations of the studied area as much as
possible, and to eliminate possible effects of different index dimensions on assessment results,
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extreme values are standardized so that assessment indexes are dimensionless [40]. The calculation
formula is:
Positive index: the larger the index value is, the better it is.

X ij  X min

Zij

X max  X min

(1)

Negative index: the smaller the index value is, the better it is.

X max  X ij

Zij

X max  X min

(2)

In this formula, Z ij is the standardized value of X ij ; X ij is the actual value of the administrative
unit i and indexical stage j; X max and X min represent the maximum and minimum value, respectively,
of the same index at different administrative unit and stage.
2.2. Integrated Assessment Model
There are lots of models for the assessment of regional sustainable development, and they could
be generally divided into 2 types. The first type puts an emphasis on sustainability measurement,
which is commonly used to evaluate the level or the capacity of regional sustainable development.
The second type puts an emphasis on coordination measurement, which is used to evaluate the
coordination development status among different indexes or different systems. Generally speaking,
both types tend to put an emphasis on certain aspects of regional sustainable development, and thus
are unilateral or non-comprehensive. In this study, an integrated assessment model based on these
2 types is used for a comprehensive evaluation of regional sustainable development. One obvious
advantage of this model is that it can be used for a comprehensive assessment of regional
sustainable development based on the aspects of sustainability and coordination measurement, and
the results of comprehensive measurement could be quantified. Theoretically and empirically, this
model is more reasonable than other alternatives. Therefore, this integrated assessment model with
4 components is selected for the present study.
2.2.1. Index of Sustainable Development
Principal component analysis is applied to eliminate possible redundant information among
various indexes, to extract important factors, and to calculate the contribution of each index. Then,
by using a weighted linear model, the composite score, namely, the index of sustainable development
level in each subsystem is calculated [41].
n

Fm

¦W X
j

j 1

j

(3)

In this formula, Fm represents the index of sustainable development level in each subsystem, m
represents the number of subsystems; n represents the number of principal components in each
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subsystem; Wj represents the contribution level of each principal component in each subsystem; Xj
represents the score of all principal components in each subsystem.
The integrated index value of sustainable development level could reflect the integrated level of
regional sustainable development. Based on obtained index values of sustainable development in
various subsystems, weighted linear models are used for measurement purpose [41]:
m

¦D F

SDI

j

m

j 1

(4)

In this formula, SDI represents the integrated index of regional sustainable development; Fm
represents sustainable development level of each subsystem Įj represents the weighted value of each
subsystem. In the present study, the coordination degree needs to be measured. Since the conception of
coordination degree is based on the equal importance of each subsystem, here it is assumed that all
five subsystems are equally important, and each subsystem is assigned the value 0.2.
2.2.2. Sustainability Degree
Sustainability degree is the criterion used to measure regional sustainable development and the
sustainability of each subsystem. Usually, the developmental rate of each subsystem is used as the
calculation criterion [42]:
SI

1

T 1

¦ S (t  i)
T

(5)

i 0

In this formula, SI represents the sustainability of regional sustainable development; S(t-i)
represents the developmental rate of the system during the time span of t-i~; i 0,1, , T 1 ;
T represents the reference period.
2.2.3. Coordination Degree
Since the developmental process of a system is dynamic, the coordination degree is used to
quantify the coordinated development degree of interactive factors within or among systems.
Therefore, the coordinated development degree among regional systems could be quantified and
determined through the calculation of coordination degree. In the present paper, principal component
analysis, simulate regression model and the membership function of fuzzy mathematics are used
to assess the coordination degree among subsystems. Based on the development index of each
subsystem, regression curve fitting process could provide the predictive value of sustainable
development index of each subsystem, namely, the coordination value, and the coordination degree
between subsystems could be calculated then using both the coordination value and the membership
function of fuzzy mathematics [43].
u (i / j )

 ( F  F ' )2 ½
exp ® i 2
¾
S
¯
¿

(6)
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In this formula, u (i / j ) is the state coordination degree of system i relative to system j ; Fi
is the development index of system i (the actual value); F ' is the predictive value of best
development degree of system j relative to system i (the coordinated value); S 2 is the variance
of system i .
The coordination degree between two systems, U(i, j), could be calculated via coordination
degree, with the specific formula shown as following [43]:
U (i, j )

min ^u (i / j ), u ( j / i)`
max ^u (i / j ), u ( j / i)`

(7)

In this formula, U (i, j ) represents the coordination degree between system i and system j;
u (i / j ) represents the state coordination degree of system i relative to system j; u ( j / i) represents

the state coordination degree of system j relative to system i. U (i, j )  >0,1@ , and the more it is close

to 1, it is more coordinated between system i and system j. Otherwise, it is more non-coordinated.
The coordination degree among more than three systems could be calculated as shown
below [43]:
k

¦U (i / i

k 1

U k (1, 2,..., k )

) u U k 1 ( ik 1 )

i 1

,k

k

¦U

k 1

3, 4,..., m

(8)

( ik 1 )

i 1

In this formula, m is the number of subsystem; ik 1 is the set of any kí1 subsystem except for
system i; U (i / ik 1 ) is the state coordination degree imposed by subsystem i on any kí1 subsystem;
U k 1 ( ik 1 ) is the coordination degree of any kí1 subsystem except for system i.
According to the obtained formula used for calculating the coordination degree, when the actual
value is more close to the coordinated value, the larger the coordination degree is, and the entire
system is with higher coordination degree. Otherwise, the system is with lower coordination degree.
Also, with reference to relevant literature [40], the coordination degree of a system could be
categorized as four levels, namely, extremely uncoordinated, uncoordinated, barely coordinated and
coordinated (Table 2).
Table 2. Metrics for the coordination degree.
0~0.50
Extremely uncoordinated

0.50~0.85
Uncoordinated

0.85~0.95
Barely coordinated

0.95~1
Coordinated

2.2.4. Tendency Degree
Tendency degree refers to the maintaining or sustainable ability of a regional system, and is
commonly used to measure and determine whether a regional system is developed towards a healthy
direction or not. Therefore, it is an integrated indicator and an inherent union of system development,
continuity and coordination [42]:
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S D1 SDI  D 2 SI  D3 U

(9)

In this formula, S is the tendency degree of sustainable development; SDI, SI and U represent the
integrated index of sustainable development degree, sustainability degree and coordination degree.
Since the present paper assumes that all three are equally important, Į1, Į2 and Į3 is with same
weighted value, and the weighted average method is used to calculate the weighted average with
Į1 = Į2 = Į3 = 1/3.
2.3. A Model Based Approach for Analysis of Spatial Structure
The regional centroid refers to the equilibrium point of an element’s torque on its space plane. In
practice, with the assumption that a specific region consists of n space units, the centroid coordinate
of space unit i is (xi, yi), M i is the element value of space unit i, and x, y represent the spatial
coordinate of such element within the entire region. The calculation method is as shown following:

x

y

n

n

i 1

i 1

n

n

i 1

i 1

(¦ M i xi ) / (¦ M i )
(¦ M i yi ) / (¦ M i )

(10)

(11)

In this study, M i represents element attributes of county i, xi and yi represents the spatial
coordinate of the administrative centroid of county; and i, x and y represents the centroid coordinate
with relevant attributes. When the centroid attributes of an element are moving through time, the
moving direction will point at high-density area, and the deviation distance will indicate the degree
of un-equilibrium [44,45]. Also, it can be seen from centroid formula that if the geological locations
of every site remain unchanged (i.e., such consistence is assumed unchanged throughout the research
period), then factors that directly affect the centroid would be the speed and degree of the centroid
attributes. Since the development and change of such attributes would affect regional change of
centroid, the latter could clearly reflect the developmental trajectories and spatial differences of
such attributes.
3. Results and Discussion
The chosen assessment system and integrated assessment model is used to thoroughly access and
analyze the sustainable development status of each county in Qingyang, which, combines with the
evolution of spatial structure analysis, reveals the spatial and temporal evolution characteristics and
patterns of its regional sustainable development. This present study selects five years, namely, 2000,
2003, 2006, 2009 and 2012 for further analysis. The origin of data used in this study is some local
statistical information, including statistical yearbook, statistic bulletin and government report
provided by local government.
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3.1. Integrated Assessment and Analysis
As to the aspect of integrated indexes that reflect regional sustainable development, each county
in Qingyang has shown a gradual rising trend in recent decade since 2000 (Table 3). Specifically, the
rate of increase is relatively fast during the early stage with a high magnitude. However, the climbing
space is constrained during the late stage, and the rate of increase becomes slow. This is because the
speed of current economic and social development is relatively fast. Although both resources and
environmental systems have displayed some degradation trend, the exponential growth rate of
sustainable development indexes regarding economic and social systems temporarily exceeds the
decreasing rate of sustainable development indexes regarding resources and environmental systems,
thus causes such observed phenomena. However, the increase of index values is just temporary with
crises hidden behind, which indicates that the increase of integrated degree of regional sustainable
development in Qingyang is an abnormal pattern because such development is at the expense of
environmental resources.
Table 3. The integrated index of sustainable development level.

2000
2003
2006
2009
2012

Xifeng
District
í0.38
0.02
0.61
1.18
1.46

Qingcheng
County
í0.39
0.04
0.65
1.12
1.41

Huan
County
í0.36
0.02
0.51
1.01
1.24

Huachi
County
í0.31
0.13
0.53
1.05
1.32

Heshui
County
í0.34
0.07
0.56
1.06
1.35

Zhenyuan
County
í0.45
í0.03
0.58
1.09
1.27

Ning
County
í0.43
í0.04
0.48
0.98
1.33

Zhengning
County
í0.42
0.01
0.50
0.97
1.38

In terms of the sustainability degree of regional sustainable development, each county in
Qingyang has displayed a first increasing and then decreasing trend (Table 4). Before 2009, the
overall sustainability degree of every county in Qingyang displayed a rising pattern with an increase
of amplitude. After 2009, however, the sustainability degree of every county in Qingyang showed
certain level of decrease with a decrease of amplitude. This indicates that during the early stage every
county in Qingyang continued to show a certain level of non-deceleration development that is both
stable and sustainable. However, during the late stage, the status of sustainable development has
been shifted towards the status of unsustainable development due to increasing pressure imposed by
rapid economic and social development. Overall, the development in Qingyang is unsustainable.
Table 4. The sustainability degree.

2003
2006
2009
2012

Xifeng
District
0.40
0.50
0.52
0.46

Qingcheng
County
0.43
0.52
0.50
0.45

Huan
County
0.38
0.44
0.46
0.40

Huachi
County
0.44
0.42
0.45
0.41

Heshui
County
0.41
0.45
0.47
0.42

Zhenyuan
County
0.42
0.52
0.51
0.43

Ning
County
0.39
0.46
0.47
0.44

Zhengning
County
0.43
0.46
0.46
0.45
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As to the coordination aspect of regional sustainable development, although slight fluctuations
have been observed in recent decade since 2000, each county in Qingyang has shown varying levels
of a declining trend (Table 5). Before 2009, the overall coordination degree of the entire area showed
a significant decreasing trend. Specifically, County Huachi and Heshui was changed from the status
of coordinated to barely coordinated, whereas the rest was changed from the status of barely
coordinated to uncoordinated. Obviously, rapid economic growth has brought enormous pressure
on natural resources and environment, and the developmental direction of economic society was
opposite to that of natural resources and environment. As a result, coordination degree has been
weakened in general, and the coordinated development between some subsystems was gradually
deteriorated in particular. Since 2009, the decreasing trend of coordination degree among counties
has been constrained to a certain degree, and some counties even have started to show an increasing
trend. However, such situation still belongs to the uncoordinated status. This is because in recent
decade, Qingyang City government has begun to implement the circular economy as a development
strategy. To some extent, such practice has successfully curbed the degradation trend of resources
and environmental systems, and thus contributed to a much more coordinated development
between subsystems, although it is far less than enough to completely reverse the worsening trend.
Overall, the uncoordinated development trend found among Qingyang City’s population, economic,
social, resources and environmental systems has imposed severe challenges to its regional
sustainable development.
Table 5. The coordination degree.

2000
2003
2006
2009
2012

Xifeng
District
0.93
0.91
0.84
0.76
0.78

Qingcheng
County
0.89
0.88
0.84
0.78
0.79

Huan
County
0.87
0.88
0.85
0.79
0.81

Huachi
County
0.95
0.92
0.91
0.85
0.84

Heshui
County
0.96
0.95
0.93
0.86
0.90

Zhenyuan
County
0.90
0.90
0.87
0.80
0.84

Ning
County
0.86
0.88
0.85
0.82
0.81

Zhengning
County
0.92
0.91
0.89
0.81
0.85

As far as the tendency degree of regional sustainable development is concerned, each county in
Qingyang has shown a gradual upward trend in recent decade since 2000 (Table 6). Specifically, the
rate of increase is relatively fast during the early stage with a high magnitude. However, the rate of
increase becomes slow during the late stage. This is because economic and social development is
relatively fast, and thus plays an important supportive role in promoting regional sustainable
development. Although both resources and environmental systems have displayed some degradation
trend, the rapid development of the economy and society has masked the reality, resulting in a
gradual increase in the integrated indexes that reflects the status of regional sustainable development.
However, the increase of such index values is just temporary, and the increasing trend could not be
maintained persistently over time. Actually, the rate of increase becomes slow during the early stage,
which has fully demonstrated this point. On the surface, Qingyang City is developing towards
sustainable development status, although the truth is that a lot of crises are hidden behind, or, in other
words, the current development is by no means sustainable.
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Table 6. The tendency degree.

2003
2006
2009
2012

Xifeng
District
0.44
0.65
0.82
0.90

Qingcheng
County
0.45
0.67
0.80
0.88

Huan
County
0.43
0.60
0.75
0.82

Huachi
County
0.50
0.62
0.78
0.86

Heshui
County
0.48
0.65
0.80
0.89

Zhenyuan
County
0.43
0.66
0.80
0.85

Ning
County
0.41
0.60
0.76
0.86

Zhengning
County
0.45
0.62
0.75
0.89

3.2. Spatial Structure Analysis
On the basis of geographic information system and ArcGIS software, the present paper applies
centroid displacement method to analyze the evolution of spatial structure regarding regional
sustainable development in Qingyang, with spatial gaps of regional sustainable development
visualized and quantified. The detailed procedures include: (1) the establishment of spatial databases.
On the basis of ArcGIS software, Qingyang administrative map is digitalized (including administrative
boundaries and the administrative center), and projection transformation is converted in order to
determine the spatial plane coordinate of administrative center for each district. Meanwhile, the attributes
of all elements in each district through years are imported; (2) By using the centroid calculation
formula and on the basis of relevant element attributes, the spatial centroid of each element through
years in Qingyang is calculated. Based on obtained centroid results, the trajectory of the moving
centroid for each element is drawn in order to help analyze temporal and spatial evolution patterns.
In Qingyang region, the centroid distribution width of sustainable development integrated index is
relatively large with a high magnitude of fluctuations over years (Figure 2). Between 2000 and 2003,
the centroid was shifted towards the northeast direction with a high magnitude, and the displacement
distance was around 50 km. This is due to the rapid growth rate of regional sustainable development
in Huachi and Heshui counties located in the northeastern part of Qingyang. Also, both counties are
known for their relatively high level of sustainable development. Between 2003 and 2006, the
centroid was shifted towards the southwest direction with a high magnitude. During this period, the
growth rate of regional sustainable development in Xifeng, Qingcheng and Zhengyuan is relatively
high, all of which are located in the southwestern part of Qingyang with relatively high level of
sustainable development. Between 2006 and 2009, the centroid displacement distance was relatively
short (e.g., several tens of meters with a high level of overlap). During this period, the spatial
distribution pattern of every county and district regarding regional sustainable development did
not change significantly. Between 2009 and 2012, the centroid was shifted slightly towards the
southeastern direction. This is due to the rapid growth rate of sustainable development in Ning and
Zhengning located in the southeastern area of Qingyang.
The centroid of sustainability degree regarding regional sustainable development in Qingyang
is with a certain level of fluctuations but limited fluctuation range (Figure 3). All the centroids of
sustainability degree are distributed in the area of Qingcheng County. Between 2003 and 2006, the
centroid was shifted towards southwest direction with relatively large level of displacement. This is
mainly due to relatively high levels of sustainability degree in Xifeng, Qingcheng and Zhengyuan
counties, all of which are located in the southwestern part of Qingyang. Between 2006 and 2009, the
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centroid was shifted slightly towards the north direction, indicating that the rate of increase regarding
the sustainability degree is slightly higher in the northern area than that of the southern area, with the
latter displaying smaller magnitudes. Between 2009 and 2012, the centroid was shifted towards the
southeast direction to some extent. During this period, the sustainability degree of every country and
district in Qingyang showed certain level of decrease. However, since the level of decreasing
amplitude in Ning and Zhengning in the southeastern parts was relatively small, the overall
sustainability degree remained at a relatively large level, and thus the centroid was shifted towards
the southeast direction.

Figure 2. The centroid distribution of integrated index of sustainable development level.
The centroid distribution range of sustainable development coordination degree in Qingyang
region is relatively narrow with small magnitude of fluctuations over time. All the centroids
of coordination degree are distributed in the area of Qingcheng County. Obviously, the spatial
difference regarding the change of coordination degree is not very large (Figure 3). Between 2000
and 2003, the centroid was slightly shifted towards the southwest direction. Between 2003 and 2006,
or between 2006 and 2009, the centroid was shifted towards the northeast direction with relatively
small magnitude of displacement. Between 2009 and 2012, the centroid was shifted again towards
the southwest direction. Overall, in the recent decade, the spatial distribution pattern regarding the
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coordination degree in every county and district of Qingyang did not change significantly, and the
subtle differences could only be detected along the southwest-northeast direction.

Figure 3. The centroid distribution of sustainability degree, coordination degree, and
tendency degree.
The centroid of the tendency degree regarding sustainable development in Qingyang displays
certain levels of fluctuations with relatively small magnitudes (Figure 3). All the centroids of
tendency degree are distributed in the area of Qingcheng County. Between 2003 and 2006, the
centroid was shifted towards the southwest direction with relatively large magnitude of displacement.
This is due to the rapid growth rate of tendency degree in Xifeng, Qingcheng and Zhengyuan, all of
which are located in the southwest area of Qingyang and with high levels of tendency degree.
Between 2006 and 2009, the centroid was slightly shifted towards the north direction, indicating that
the rate of increase regarding tendency degree is slightly higher in the northern area than that of the
southern area, with the latter displaying smaller magnitudes. Between 2009 and 2012, the centroid
was shifted towards the southeast direction. This is due to the rapid growth rate of tendency degree in
Ning and Zhengning located in the southeast area of Qingyang, and both shared relatively large
magnitude of increase.
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4. Conclusions
Since 2000, the development pattern of Qingyang has fitted the mode of unsustainable
development in the presence of certain levels of spatial differences. Under current development
scenarios with rapid economic and social development, the natural resources and environment
are gradually degrading. Because such development is at the expense of natural resources and
environment, the coordination degree among population, economy, society, resources and environment
is damaged, and the current state of development is basically uncoordinated. Currently, although
the level of regional sustainable development and associated tendency degree remains arising, such
a trend is solely temporary with severe hidden crises, and the tendency degree begins to show a
declining trend. In the long run, such pattern would lead to the overall decrease of all indexes
related to regional sustainable development, and Qingyang would not be able to achieve its healthy,
long-term sustainable development. In terms of spatial structure, the spatial differences of integrated
indexes in terms of regional sustainable development represent the largest ones, followed by the
sustainability and tendency degree, and the spatial differences of the coordination degree represent
the smallest ones. Also, the spatial differences along the northeast-southwest direction are predominant.
The challenges that Qingyang faces during the critical period of its development are typically
found in ecologically fragile area of China’s Loess Plateau, known for its non-optimistic
sustainable development reality. In such area, water scarcity is a big problem, the ecological
environment is fragile, and the poorest or most backward districts could be easily found. To get rid
of poverty, local government often emphasizes the rapid growth rate of economy, and is desperate
to promote extensive economic growth at the expense of natural resources and environment,
causing uncoordinated status among subsystems of regional sustainable development, which would
further restrict the extent of regional sustainable development. Meanwhile, with the accelerated
pace of industrialization process, the economy has been spurred in such area, which might
counterbalance the restraining effect imposed by environmental degradation on regional sustainable
development, and enable the level of regional sustainable development to keep increasing.
However, such enhancement is abnormal. With the rapid deterioration of the environment and natural
resources, their inhibitory effect on economy and society would be expanded, eventually leading to
the slow development rate, or the recession, of the entire system.
For the ecologically fragile area of China’s Loess Plateau, the only solution is to change the
traditional mode of economic development, to follow the guide of ecological economic conception
for regional development, to walk the road of circular economy in order to make the population,
economy, society, resources and environment systems perfectly integrated, to realize the optimal
allocation of regional sustainable development, and, ultimately, to achieve regional sustainable
development strategies. Meanwhile, spatial differences deserve more attention, and the characteristics
of different regions should be taken into account in order to achieve optimal spatial structure.
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Sustainability in China: Bridging Global Knowledge
with Local Action
Bing Xue and Mario Tobias
Abstract: As the biggest emerging and developing country, and the second largest economy on the
planet, China’s road to sustainability has attracted global attention; therefore, we need to have a
deeper understanding to address this issue at very different levels. This editorial mainly reviews the
contributions of the published papers in the Special Issue of “Sustainability in China: Bridging
Global Knowledge with Local Action”, the main findings in this special edition suggest that the
concept of sustainability is more comprehensive and complex, and the transformation process from
scientific knowledge to local action still has a long way to go, not only in China, but also in many
developing countries. More research on the fundamental and innovative processes of sustainable
transformations should be conducted. China needs to make more efforts to strengthen its road to
sustainability, by merging all relevant types of knowledge, both within and outside science, as well
as locally and globally.
Reprinted from Sustainability. Cite as: Xue, B.; Tobias, M. Sustainability in China: Bridging Global
Knowledge with Local Action. Sustainability 2015, 7, 3714-3720.
1. Introduction
As the biggest emerging and developing country on the planet, China’s rapid pace of both
urbanization and industrialization over the past few decades has attracted global attention, while a
heavy environmental price has been paid for being the world’s second-largest economy [1]. By
announcing future reforms toward long-run sustainable development, China’s leaders have offered
green hope to the public [2], aiming to build a modern ecological-civilization society in the coming
decades. However, just as Liu concluded that “any individual force can cause positive and negative
impacts on sustainability directly or in-directly” [3], therefore, we need to have a deeper
understanding into China’s sustainability at very different levels. Both spatially and structurally,
concerns range from generating sustainable household livelihoods to global climate change,
to developing technological applications to generate institutional changes. Moreover, China needs
both local, case-based empirical studies, as well as global, experience-based learning to inform
itself of the best route towards sustainability. This Special Issue, “Sustainability in China: Bridging
Global Knowledge with Local Action” of Sustainability aims to investigate the intended and
spontaneous issues concerning China’s road to sustainability in a top-down or bottom-up manner.
Thus, based on the peer-reviewing results, this Special Issue selected papers trying to address some
key aspects related to China’s sustainability. More specifically, the reader can expect more
contributions, as presented in Section 2.
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2. Contributions
During the past thirty years, China’s rapid economic development has been mainly driven by
an abundant supply of cheap labor (the so called “demographic dividend”), however, the arrival of
an aged society, with a still quite undeveloped economy, will make it more difficult for China to
establish a comprehensive social pension system. Wang and Béland’s paper on Assessing the
Financial Sustainability of China’s Rural Pension System, finds that the funding gap of China’s
rural pension system would rise from 97.80 billion Yuan in 2014 to 3062.31 billion Yuan in 2049,
which implies that the rural pension system in China will not be financially sustainable [4]. Even in
this article, the authors explained how this “gap” could be fixed through policy intervention
by referring to recent international experiences; however, further risks are still hidden behind
the realities.
As a major force behind anthropogenic carbon emissions, China accounted for 29% of global
carbon dioxide emissions in 2012 and 80% of the world’s increase in CO2 emissions since 2008 [5],
and carbon emission has been one of the biggest challenges on China’s road to long-term
sustainability [6], however, the uncertainty of China’s CO2 emission are always being discussed [7],
therefore, more efforts should be made in uncovering China’s carbon emission in various sectors.
Liu and his colleagues’ paper [8] examines the greenhouse gas (GHG) emission of the industrial
process by taking Shenyang, a typical Chinese industrial city, located in the Liaoning province, as a
study case. One of the key findings is that the cement, iron, and steel industries will be the largest
emission sources, and the total carbon emissions under the business as usual (BAU) scenario will
be doubled in 2020 compared with those of 2009, however, when counter measures are taken, the
GHG emissions would be reduced significantly.
Water management is another of the key challenges in China, due to the increasing water
demand, both from industrial and agricultural sectors, along with rapid urbanization and
industrialization [9]. Yuan and his colleagues find that, under the BAU scenario, water consumption for
coal power generation in Western China provinces would increase from 1130 million m3 in 2012 to
2085 million m3 in 2020, therefore, an integrated energy-water resource plan with regionalized
environmental carrying capacity as constraints should be developed [10]. The paper “Water Quality
Changes during Rapid Urbanization in the Shenzhen River Catchment: an Integrated View of
Socio-Economic and Infrastructure Development”, submitted by Qin et al., investigates the causes
of water quality change over the rapid urbanization period of 1985–2009 in the Shenzhen River
catchment of China, and examines the correlation with infrastructure development and
socio-economic policies. They conclude that water quality in urbanization could be significantly
improved by implementing integrated methods [11].
Concerning the energy sector, reflecting its rapid industrialization and economic growth, China
has become a voracious consumer of energy. For example, the residential energy consumption of
China in 2012 was about 400 million tons of coal-equivalent, which approximately equals the total
amount of energy consumption of Brazil in the same year [12]. Great efforts have been made in
China to reduce energy consumption [1], however, just as Lin et al. stated in their paper, “China is
a fast developing country with a vast size, and there are great differences in both the amount and
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structure of residential energy consumption at the provincial level” [12], therefore, they conducted
a factor analysis and found that population, economic development level, energy resource endowment,
and climatic conditions are the main factors driving residential energy consumption [12], their efforts
could contribute to a deeper understanding on Chinese residents’ energy consumption demands in
the future. Another paper submitted by Yan and Tao [13] focuses on evaluating the performance of
the biomass power plants in China in 2012, by developing and employing two new DEA (data
envelopment analysis) models they found that there is a great technology gap between the biomass
power plants in the northern part of China and those in the southern part of China. The results from
these two papers show that, regardless of energy consumption or energy technologies [12,13],
regional difference should be considered as a basic factor in sustainability policy-making.
Regarding the governance system in pushing forth China’s sustainability, such as environmental
legislation, performance evaluation, policy implementation, and hidden barriers, there are four
interesting papers in this Special Issue that are targeting this question. Mu and his colleagues
investigate the achievements, challenges, and trends in China’s environmental legislation, and they
conclude that China’s environmental legislation still faces a series of challenges, such as the
imbalance between rights and obligations and less effort in engaging public participation, therefore,
more effort should be made in revising environmental law [14], fortunately, we are glad to say that
on 1 January 2015, a new environmental protection law (EPL) took effect in China, which is the
nation’s first attempt to harmonize economic and social development with environmental protection.
However, some gaps still exist in the new law, such as implementation and accountability,
especially at the local level [15].
By focusing on the policy of cleaner production, Guan, Grunow, and Yu conducted comparative
research to examine local cleaner production policy implementation in China and they find that the
location-based incentives of local governments strongly influence the implementation strategies,
and that the choices of different strategies can bring out various policy results. They suggest that
multi-level approaches should be employed for addressing successful policy implementation [16].
Liu et al. focus on the environmental impact assessment (EIA) policy, in their paper “Environmental
Justice and Sustainability Impact Assessment: In Search of Solutions to Ethnic Conflicts Caused by
Coal Mining in Inner Mongolia, China” [17], they note that existing environmental assessment
tools are inadequate to address sustainability, which is concerned with environmental protection,
social justice, and economic equity, therefore, it is necessary to develop a sustainability impact
assessment (SIA) to fill in the gap. Guo et al. focus on investigating the impacts of air pollutant
emission policies on thermal coal supply chain enterprises in China [18], the policy-simulated results
imply that the energy conservation and emission reduction policies, and sustainable energy policies,
can work more efficiently, which provide evidence that a co-benefits approach should be suggested
in policy integration when facing more challenges with limited capacity and resources [1,19].
Synthetic measurement of regional sustainable development has been one of the key issues in
the research field of sustainability [20]. Zhang, Chen, and Peter conducted a socio-economic
metabolism analysis by means of the Emergy Accounting method, coupled with a DEA model
and decomposition analysis techniques to assess sustainability assessment at the city level. They
conclude that the integrated approach is suggested as a tool to design future scenarios of
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resource-use and ecological efficiency, and that the result of socio-economic metabolism analysis
implies that more efforts should be made to promote the efficiency of resource utilization and to
optimize natural resource use [21]. In contrast, Ma, Eneji, and Liu explored the agro-ecosystem,
according to the results based on Emergy Analysis, they conclude that the agro-ecosystem maintained
provisioning and regulating services but with an increasing volatility under continued growth in
production inputs and disservice outputs [22]. Lu et al. developed an integrated model by combining an
assessment index system, assessment model, and GIS approach, and successfully applied this
model to investigate the temporal-spatial characters and the trends of the sustainable development
degree in Loess Plateau Ecologically Fragile of China [23]. By focusing on industrial solid waste
and municipal solid waste, Chen et al. investigated the sustainability performance of solid waste
management by applying a decoupling analysis and further identified the main drivers of solid
waste change in China by adopting the Logarithmic Mean Divisia Index model [24]. The paper
by Feng et al. [25], “An Entropy-Perspective Study on the Sustainable Development Potential of
Tourism Destination Ecosystem in Dunhuang, China”, addresses the sustainability issues in
developing tourism from the perspective of Entropy analysis. They propose an evaluation index
system, based on dissipative structure and entropy change for the tourism destination ecosystem,
and then build up the evaluation model, based on the methodology of Information Entropy, and,
finally, applied this model to investigate the sustainability degree in local tourism development.
Integrated analysis on the human-nature system could provide a scientific basis for understanding
and optimizing regional sustainability [26], therefore, more tools on sustainability-evaluation should
be encouraged to be developed and applied for meeting regional sustainable development.
Li, López-Carr, and Chen conduct research on ecological migration, based on case study in the
arid northwest of China [27]. The history of China’s eco-migration can be traced back as early
as the 1980s, and those eco-migrations were usually performed as the resettlements of million
individuals or families moved from poor areas with harsh environment and fragile ecology to
environmental livable areas. In recent years, in order to protect the local culture and maintain the
social stability of immigrant communities, local governments started to implement the new policy
of “resettlement of entire village” instead of the previous individual or family-based resettlement.
However, most residents actually do not intend to migrate, despite rigid eco-environmental
conditions and governance polices threatening livelihood-sustainability [27], therefore, both
horizontal and vertical interactions, as well as the dynamics between migrants and their resettlements
should be illustrated, based on disciplinary approaches by taking China as a study case. We may
draw lessons from China’s practices regarding ecological-migration and then adapt these experiences to
develop a better management approach on international climate-induced resettlement [28].
3. Outlook
The main findings of the papers in the special edition suggest that the concept of sustainability is
more comprehensive and complex, and that the transformation process from scientific knowledge
to local action is still a long way away, not only in China, but also in many developing countries.
Considering that a new set of UN Sustainable Development Goals, which build upon the Millennium
Development Goals and converge with the post-2015 development agenda will be effected from
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2016 [29], more investigations on the fundamental and innovative processes of sustainable
transformations should be conducted to secure effective, equitable, and durable solutions to some of
the most urgent problems of global change and local sustainability, including climate change, water
security, energy consumption, etc., [30]. The Potsdam Nobel Laureates Symposium, “Global
Sustainability—A Nobel Cause”, has identified the need for a new “global contract” to bring
together relevant knowledge from inside and outside the scientific community in order to meet the
challenges of increasing sustainability in the age of the Anthropogenic [31]. As the biggest developing
country, the second largest economy, and the largest energy consumer and carbon emitter, China
needs to make more efforts to strengthen its road to sustainability, by merging all relevant types of
knowledge, both within and outside science, as well as both locally and globally.
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